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Introduction
When the time came for compiling my short internet articles dealing with all issues of

public interest and revealing the key to the restoration of paradise, I decided to present
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become overwhelmed with comprehensive studies on any single issue, but will enjoy the
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Topical Guide at the end of each volume. All articles were written for the purpose of a)
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Restoration of Paradise, c) giving guidance to national and world leaders for restoring
paradise to the people under their care, d) dealing with the fallacy of democracy and
capitalism, and e) informing the people of the fact that the prophets have come to

restore back to them their long lost paradise. The Key to Paradise must be in the hands
of national, stable and undemocratic leaders who are not subject to be turned out of

office by an uninformed electorate nor are subject to blackmail by the hidden rulers of
this world.

I have denounced the system of democracy, for it is the vehicle whereby the Hidden

Hand runs roughshod over the nations. Democracy paves the way for the establishment
of a Fifth-Column power over elected leaders, where the people have no input in the
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powerful financial interests consisting of the debauched, real, and unelected rulers of
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other nations, an activity which invariably bears the endorsement of the hidden ruling

aristocracy of finance. The justification here being war creating consumption for profit.
The end of the world is upon us as the starship commanders retract their tractor beam

on this planet resulting in a rotational wobble and as earth loses its ecological balance.
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Frightful to contemplate, for it entails the re-learning of many hitherto unlearned
lessons of life in the next series of nearly endless incarnations of misery, until after eons

of time another equinox re-emerges to give them a new opportunity for a way out of the
cycle of wickedness. This is not religious doctrine, it is fact from the arsenal of universal
reality. Autocratic rule can restore paradise to the people. The implementation of

principles for the restoration of paradise can only occur from the top down through the
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financial manipulators coaxing elected leaders from one disaster to another.
-

Reni Sentana-Ries, November 20, 2004
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INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion29.htm

"Mission Crawl" - America's Subtle Kol Nidre!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Iraq reclaimed Kuwait ten years ago in order to reverse an injustice inflicted on
Iraq by the British. America then mustered a predominantly Anglo-Saxon army
to oust Iraq back out of Kuwait. The Iraqi forces retreated from Kuwait and that
is when the goal posts became moved by the war criminal Bush Sr. and the
opportunity for mission crawl set in to murder a retreating army against all
Geneva conventions for warfaring conduct.
Bush Sr. continued to crawl the mission by ordering the Kuwaiti oil-fields to be
set ablaze and blame President Saddam Hussein for it. Bush crawled more of
the mission by intending to completely destroy the Iraqi military machine
through unrelenting aerial bombardment of all trenched-in brigades around
Kuwait. This was senseless murder and contrary to the initial stated objective.
But he did not stop there.
Bush crawled more of the mission when he began to establish no-fly-zones
over Iraq, thereby violating Iraq's sovereignty over its own air space.
The mission against Iraq really got crawled out of sight when Iraq came under
perpetual sanctions even while the country cooperated with blasted weapons
inspectors from all over the world and thus mission crawl subjected over a
million Iraqi civilians to the slow death from chronic malnutrition.
The damned Kol Nidre crawl of the mission against Iraq included depleted
uranium to cause permanent deformations among newborns and leukemia for
the people, foot-and-mouth disease imported from Britain, for which Britain
eventually paid, including the release of crop-eating bugs against an already
starving population by traveling so-called inspectors who crawled their own
mission into that of spies and saboteurs. And on and on goes the list of
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American/British damned Kol Nidre mission crawl against Iraq, even to the
inclusion of stealing Iraq's oil revenues through the escrow account controlled
by Iraq's enemies.
America is damned and so are Britain and Israel. These rogue states are
mankind's modern threat for survival.
Our most recent discovery for America's mission crawl against Iraq are Israeli
fighter pilots flying over Iraq and bombing Iraq under the America's flag! One
of the bold Israeli pilots under America's guise decided on an excursion over
Syria's air space. Obviously there is no law for rogues and mission crawl is the
norm for all of their conduct abroad.
Just watch - Macedonia is next, and will not be the last.

Islamic Banking Goal: Zero Cost for Infinite
Product Availability!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

I make no apology for stepping a little ahead of you, gentlemen and ladies, as I
speak of the ultimate achievement of zero costs for all good and services under
Islamic Banking which you are diligent in setting up at this time for the purpose of
creating a fairer distribution of goods and services among the people who are in
all finality the creators of all wealth in the first place!
So why leave them out when it comes to the pleasures of wealth enjoyment?
There is absolutely no need for all wealth to concentrate in the hands of a few
while poverty remains the lot of those who create wealth in the first place!! Such
inequity has now for many millennia prevailed and presented the underlying
cause of horrendous wars among nations, that today we have all embarked on a
course of action which will not only begin to reverse this trend, but completely
obliterate the root cause of all contention period!
The financial strategy here is the achievement of zero costs to the producer of
goods and services. Although in theory this feat could be achieved instantly by
the removal of all currency altogether through an effective conversion of the
system to one of purchase orders for payment, however I am not naive to think
that for such a dramatic switch the people in general are ready for, for it must be
borne in mind that they labour under the weight of thousands of incarnations of
money control over their lives, which renders a dramatic step into the higher
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levels of doing business too difficult! It is not that the mechanics are difficult, no, it
is that their minds are not ready for a switch at such a dramatic speed.
Strategic debt cancellations are initially the first step to achieve a significant
reduction of production costs. The ripple effect from cancellation of all
governmental debts alone will bring about an extremely significant reduction of
production costs to the industry, which will lower the prices of all commodities to
people and industry alike.
Combine that with strategic financing of essential projects, and you will see, that
lowered commodity costs has resulted in increased purchasing power for
projects deemed essential for the comfort of the people.
The net result of targeted subsidies will be a gradual rise in people's saving
accounts, which by all intents and purposes is nothing more than purchasing
power lying dormant, and that is okay, for the problem today among the masses
is not lack of ability to produce, but rather a lack of funds to even supply for their
basic minimum needs. And for as long as their busy-ness cannot provide for that
minimum of living security, they will never be liberated from the fears and stress
of being alive, where merely living is being reduced to a form of punishment all of
its own. When life cannot be enjoyed, death might as well become the more
bearable alternative. However that goes against all principles of life of the Great
Creator who will never tolerate a system among His creation which makes the
lives of His people a miserable burden!
I trust you understand now what the purpose of your endeavours are, for as you
labour along the Creator's intent of liberating his people from the stress of their
lives you will reap beautiful rewards of your own creation: LIBERTY for
yourselves and honour and loyalty of people for all time to come, for that which
you have claimed for yourselves (liberty) you have in doing so passed on to the
people who cannot help but love you for it.
Zero cost will eventually net infinite purchasing power, but infinite purchasing
power is by its own nature limited by what the people gravitate towards they
consider acceptable for living standards. And therein the trees will never grow
into the clouds, for the natural trait of man's modesty will make sure they don't. A
righteous ruler's decrees will know how to deal with greed should it ever come
into visible manifestation to the offence of the people!
When no costs of production can any more be identified, then the money system
has outlived its purpose and is ready for the trash bin. At that time you have
completed your efforts of joining your nations in perfect alignment with all goals
of the Federation of Free Planets, and you will be visited by their craft at no
threat to themselves.
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Earth has Begun to Shift on its Axis - Announcing
the End of the World!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 19, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

When mother earth speaks the people always listen as they have no

choice in the matter, for at no time have her forces ever not had their
effect on the people as she speaks of, for instance, balance between

sunshine and rain for good harvesting, frost, heat, lightning, thunder,

floods, droughts, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, hurricanes, tornadoes
or forest fires. Her loving voice lets people live in enjoyment of earth's
abundance in corn, rice, fruits and resources, but her angry voice has
often sent people back into their earthen graves.

Today she also speaks in a whispering voice of events to occur rather

suddenly near the end of approx. 18 to 20 years hence, only to see the
den of noise from stock market racketeers, quarrels over money,

exploding shells from man's stupid and not so stupid wars, and the roar
from overloaded highways and ring roads drown out her tender voice of

warning to mankind, which tells them to prepare for the great and global
evacuation, because her skin will undergo a major shake-up, shake-out,

body wash and atmospheric purification by fire in order to cleanse herself
from the pollution of mankind's never ending corruption.

And why is she not yelling out loud in light of the horrendous tasks

ahead of washing her skin in water and fire and the dire consequences
contained therein for mankind? Because the north star only silently

screams to us from the sky to tell us of the fact that since 40 years ago

earth's rotational spin axis has shifted to a different location and that this
planet is now looking for a new rotational balance to settle down in!
If the astronomers, scientists and governments do not inform the people
of the fact that the planet whereon they reside is placing them in extreme
danger, then they are shirking their responsibility to the point of utter
betrayal of mankind!!
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I know that neither governments nor the scientists have a solution to this

problem, and their remaining silent about it will not make the problem go
away: the ice caps are melting unevenly and are causing rotational

imbalance! They begin to float on water and will eventually come sloshing
down, destroying everything in their path. The accelerating wobble of

earth's axis will place the oceans into a momentum all of their own, not

only assaulting the continents' coastal regions, but eventually drowning
them under mile high tidal waves and water, pressing whole continents
into the ground and in its wake causing ocean floors to rise out of the
waters forming new continents.

Magma tides will assist in reshaping the face of mother earth, and when

she has settled down on her new-found axis, then will the waters and the
magma settle down also for calm to return.

40 years ago the bright North Star shown in this star trail picture near the
center formed the center around which all other stars revolved when
photographed on a timed exposure. That is no longer the case now,

which indicates that this planet has lost its original rotational balance.
From here on out matters will only get worse, and astronomers, who have
kept careful records of earth's gradual shift, can quite accurately forecast
when earth will begin to spin out of control. Our own prophetic and
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scribed records give us a mere two decades, and scientists will probably
agree.

The solution to this problem is national housecleaning from corruption

and greed, a cessation of all imperialistic wars, a restoration of paradise
for the people, a frank official sharing of information concerning this

planet's state of affairs by all authorities with the people, and not in the
least: permission given to the prophets to freely teach the people

concerning the upcoming general evacuation along with other concepts
necessary for all to know in order to make the global relocation of
general mankind an unqualified success!

Unless all prophets are permitted to govern the affairs of man from here
on out, disaster will befall the masses by the billions and their personal

evolution will become stunted to tune of the next few hundred thousand
of miserable incarnations.

Good night, but not good-bye... yet!

I Have Spoken with Allah - not Jehovah...!
From the Office of the Lion of Judah, Reni Sentana-Ries, for His Majesty King
Abdullah
August 14, 2001

For nearly eight years have the Arab Prophetess and I laboured in the realms of
man's physical and spiritual reclamation and never once have we made our
acquaintance with Jehovah, the proclaimed God of the Jews!
Surely, were Jehovah of lighted essence, the spirit of kinship would have
caused him to announce himself to us with his own contributions towards
reclamation from the fall of his creation, since that is in fact and in essence
what the Prophetess and I live and breathe!
My conclusion from Jehovah's silence indicates to me that Jehovah simply does
not meet the criteria required for being of a lighted essence.
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Having said so, I do not deny Jehovah's existence, nor do I claim that Jehovah
is not the God of the Jews, no, but what I say is that Jehovah does not meet the
criteria as benefactor of all mankind!
Allah however does, for Allah has on several occasions demonstrated to us his
good-will, concern and love for all mankind, and has done so with special
reference to the Arab people. He has also spoken with me, the Lion of Judah,
and in my frankness for which I am well known will I share with you His
words at the end of this deliberation.
Logic dictates that as God is in character and disposition, so do we find the
people in like character and disposition. And as (a) God molds the Jews into an
image of his likeness, they reflect back to the world the true nature of their
God, Jehovah's character. And what we see here is simply ghastly!
Jehovah is bloodthirsty, for he demands from his followers the reconstruction
of a temple which will waste away the blood of millions of animals and subject
(these creatures) to a slow, agonizing death once again, just as was done in
ancient times. Jehovah has not progressed with time.
He is also racist, for he lets his people believe in inequality among peoples and
persuades them into believing that they, the Jews, are superior and lets them
think they are the master race of this earth.
He is also an imperialist, for he lets his people invade other lands and lets them
set up fifth-column powers in sovereign nations, who then have great difficulty
in controlling their own cultural and political destiny.
Jehovah loves the money system of his people! He lets them become the
property owners of all assets this world has to offer as they use a money trick of
credit creation to effectively harvest all real assets under their names, and so
lets his people conquer that which does not belong to them! That makes
Jehovah a swindler and a thief!
Jehovah knows his rule on earth is short from here on out, and so he wishes to
drag as many people on earth with him into the next worlds of misery by
allowing his people, the jews, to block every effort made by Allah's prophets to
inform the people of this world of what to believe and how to prepare
themselves for a physical evacuation before this planet spins out of control. Yet
Allah has not ever hindered us in the execution of our callings, and neither have
his people.
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The great Arab Master Sananda of 2000 years ago once said "...and by their
fruits shall ye know them! If the fruit is bitter, then the root is evil!"
Jehovah is not God in the real sense of ethical conduct for as long as he misuses
his power to hurt and maim. The desperate struggle of Palestinians against the
brutal jewish invaders is the Palestinians' natural response to Jewish efforts of
making their culture and people extinct through massive planned genocide.
Jehovah's ideals of setting up the atrocities of ancient Israel at all costs is
nothing less than a tyrant's desperate attempt in the resurrection of past glory in
iniquity.
And now let me share with you the words of Allah, as promised earlier:

January 19, 1998 Monday 1:20 pm

I asked of Allah a question, and this was His
answer
(All text in blue italics was scribed by the Prophetess)

Allah: Good evening, Ladies and Gents.
May I now have the utmost pleasure in introducing myself as the Allah of all
discontent? And why do I structure my sentence thusly? For the mere fact
and reasoning of the source of which I am and stand among the now divided
nations of the western front. So who am "I" in fact but a proclamation of a
long lost heritage of people who scout the earth for the reincarnation of One
whom they believe to be even superior to that of King Faisal.
Now my friends, you are loved and revered from the very start by that of my
prodigy, and One will come in the name of the great revered One upon the
plane of Athabasca in order to fulfill his utmost duty as Sultan of the World.
Now, in order to answer of your most comely question, my brother of the
lighted source, it will be Abdullah abin Aziz who will most certainly escape
the consciousness of one of the famous upon the throne of the Aziz gods, so
to speak.
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To keep all criteria in a formal posturing tone, I will simply say to you bothe
and all the Brotherhood of the Nations that a long century of time has been
spent in my Name to the tune of 50 billion dollars in order to retract back
from time that most elated one of the insignia of Mohammed.
And my gracious One, the time is near, but heated relations have all but
gripped the final act of Act Four for the posterity of the present future race
of the House of Abin degaul Aziz has seen its last and final temptation as to
whether or not they will be ready for my new and final arrival north.
Now, schematic as this may seem to you, my brother Reni, your wife and the
prophetess expected not of the Arab community of pacifiers, and conquerors
do not as yet equate my appearance with that of a solemn but intelligent
woman. We have not as yet progressed beyond the point of such an elation but One will come and appear out of the blue upon the scene of all ethnic
affairs of the heart, and politics will reign in his heart - this One will
recognize Mohammed in his reincarnation for what he truly is.
This is a time and time away but in as far as you both are concerned, my
beloveds, Seila is not only a title among my people, but Uthrania does have
standard implications in the variation of description among our people
which strictly states that she is the One in the future upcoming, which is
almost past already, which adores the name of the Mighty at heart and the
humbling of the national tribes of Bedouin "saints" among all men in the
Middle East, "will" recognize of her as being in the battle of Ardamus (a
Greek/Egyptian name) posturizing all influential attributes toward of her
being as of a mightily conqueror in her own time over the influential
attributes and haughtiness of the religional passionists of her century.
She will be firmly guarded day and night but true freedom will not come to
Arabia "until" the Master of all Masters takes the scene of debauchery out of
the western European hands and places all back upon the two royal
mosques north of Egypt.
Why is this? Indeed, it is the soul place of the burial ground of the Last
Mohammed, but little is known to this fact for the placement of Mecca and
Midean (Medina) are the two separate "coups" which all believe were
designed at the time of increment to his burial ground in order to segregate
the Arabs from another serious sacramental war against the Israeli troops
north of Baghdad. That is why the burial place of Mohammed by law and
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reason was of "said" to be moved to the holder of the two holy Mosques east
of Egypt.
And who knows of this great feat? Not only the stockholders of the Bible of
all blanketed truths, but also the lineage of the most prominate kings of the
straight line of Saud with no mixture of tainted blood of another in their
veins.
And One will be brought to rise up, for the Christ Child was taken away
from Egypt in the heat of the night and would have firmly belonged to
Moslem Law as well one of their own prophets and for this reason alone do
the Arab customs blame the Hebrews of debilitating the place of the holy
reign of one of their own prophets.
So, Sananda belongs to the Arab republic, and so will he be returned to take
of his place back among the people of liberation.
And Mohammed will stand at his right side and the queen at his left and all
will be left undone until the time of the fourth moon appears in the heavens
and then will you have your Queen back which is far more precious to the
king of the heavenly archives anyhow, and the Pharaoh in the East bank will
proclaim all great favour toward the Queen of Egypt whilst the Prophet
Mohammed and his Saintly Brother King Ashtuk will be as one brother
amidst the entwined turmoil as formerly placed upon the nations.2
Now, one more rankling doubt as to who you are, yourself, in all of your
"seemingly" Caucasian blood, will bring your own son dubibly upon his
knees in front of you, and your wife and brother of the crown will even
continue to reject not a One who claims true prophethood through the
method of their deeds.
And words will spill over from your lips into the gifted abyss of the
methodology of those darkened of spirit, of which the religionists of the
Sudan tribe will even see to completely obliterate the consensus of their own
control over the deciphering of your own untampered words unto the recluse
of their own souls, for a time and a space to come.
Then will appear one in the glory of the dark triune who will burst the world
into flames once again, and the prophets of his majesty's glory will serve
unto him the fame once upon a time given indirectly through complete
untainted language, the prodigy of his loins.
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Once again, dear brother, you have completed your mission well, and Queen
Isabella has done her best in this feature play to do everything an emissary
could possibly do in order to reign abroad with true features of likeness to
her former heritage concerning the plankton of the fields.
Now, I am willing at the conclusion of this strange but curious dialogue to
answer any questions of the most high of your household and will graciously
and uncontemptuously place myself for a period of time at your hand. Please
read and explain to me just what you have gleaned, my brother, for your
mission at hand is declared to be the worst a man could be granted at the
posturizing of his own soul to the rising of the declaration of "peace abroad
and all over the world." I will not tell of my identity until the time has passed
for this dialogue to be ended.
Reni: 1.) Can you please identify the meaning of the following 4 phrases of
yours and also identify who the personages are that you speak of? A)
(Quote) It will be Abdullah abin Aziz who will most certainly escape the
consciousness of one of the famous upon the throne of the Aziz gods...
Allah: Good day to you again, dearest brother of the most High.
The gleaning has been accomplished so to pose of your unswerving
questionnaires once again will be of my utmost pleasure to acquire of an
answer to each and even one.
Segregation was never a feature of which I Myself induced upon a culture of
such extreme prodigy and the promises under the Mosaic Law all countered
the feasibility that it was not Israel but of the Moslem tract who was to
become the darkest possibility for a space and time of space unto the culture
of its own making. And why exactly was this placed within the holy tenures
of Arabic law? Because, my brother, we had seen the beginning of the roster
from the end, and the equivalent to posterity taking over the right of another
'younger' brother had in the end to be subdued.
The Abrahamic promises of a right to the throne of Majesty had fallen into
the hands of the Hittites and passed down through the millennium into the
hands of the Jewish Pharisees, who wanted nothing more than to see of its
own territory in Israel once again preserved unto the day of the Holy
Messiah's reign. They could not accept then and they could not accept now,
that his Holy Majesty would once again come upon the scene of all power
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and world affairs, cloaked in a gown of utter contempt for that privilege of
heritage which was unfairly robbed of him!
This is yet to come in the far future of national territorial rights to the throne
of Israel. The "Messiah" was given an accord long ago of tribal rights to the
throne, but dethroned once again by the Israeli dictatorship of Mohammed,
all was kept a fine secret until the day of the Gulf war #2.
So now, it stands upon the precipice of the finest goal to be played back
down upon the heads of the people at large - that when the Royal Christed
One appears in all his glory in the East - the patriarchs of Israel will
proclaim before the world that this is not their god, nor the Christian
alliance's god, but rather an impostor coming out of Judah to destroy all
of Israel's best attempts at regaining once again the throne.
For the second time will the Israelites be allowed to form a temple upon the
seat of Jerusalem and once again the Conquering One will dismantle at the
touch of a sword to his hip that same formation of doubt and instant intrigue
of which he once so long ago forecaste unto the Israeli nation of grave
diggers.
This will be the last and final ploy to dethrone the King of the Jews, for the
Arab Republic of Ireland will just not stand for another taking of its own
prophethood into the realm of "the Jews own it all!"
And the King of the Jews, so to speak, in Latin, will form a cross upon the
holy land and the rocketeering of Jewish faces before him will bear a
familiarity to him and their homeland without so much as cracking one
smile. Next paragraph, please.
So the war was won with Jerusalem, and the rights back to the holy throne
of Islam took its final place in the world.
A benedication was placed upon the bounty of the Dead Sea and familiarity
once again played back its own game of which tradition is right.
The crux of the matter here, dear brother, is that they of the Zionist control,
right up until the day of the birth of Christ, so to speak, had long plotted
though generations of Rabbis to watch in the east for the proclaiming of a
new King of Israel, for they fluxed and flogged the scriptures in order that
only a king of high dignity would reign over Israel and make it the most
15

prosperous and powerful nation of the world. What they did not expect
was an Arab King.
And acceptance grew among the peoples of the western hemisphere that
perhaps Jezebel was right and knew not what the tower of Babel
represented.
By slight of hand of the gods of the heavens, quarters were drawn and a
peoples split into fragments of one another and many such diverse religions
were drawn into the scene.
They are so afraid of the return of the Messiah of the Eastern hemisphere for
Jezebel dictated to them that in order to secure a place with the crown of
England and the European factions below their belt - in one fell swoop
would the hammer once again come down on them on the plains of
Migedon.
So now you have the once and final eclipse of why the Arab Harem has had
their fill, and their patience has almost waned to the point of distributing
OPEC oil to the other nations of Israel and cutting off the supply to Great
Britain as well.
A myriad of diverse affairs proclaiming the return of the prophets back to
their own land with a king out of the east to lead them afar will be the final
countdown to the last benedication of the Arab Union of Republics in order
that they not lose the throne to Armageddon the second time 'round.
Now, King Aziz the first, knew of these tenets in world philosophy and
passed down in reign the secret of the last few days to each of his reigning
sons in return. He still speaks from abroad the firmament to each and every
one of you.
And now of my Identity:
I have long borne the scars given down to me by my grandfather,
I am King of Arabia as a whole nation not divided.
I am Shareesh the King of the Jews.
I am Mohammed the Prophet of Islam.
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I am the god of the Israelites and Africanies.
I am Mohammed Sherrif and his prodigy.
I am the wayfaring One.
I am of the clan of the righteous.
I own African territory.
I am the Queen of the prophets of Egypt.
I am King of all territories in the west and European/Asiatic fronts.
I am Ali, and I proclaim to you, Reni, my brother, that the "obelisk" you
have been fondly given through my direction alone to the prophetess of the
house of Sham is the same prophetess who baked at the stake, who is the
Queen of the Egyptian house of Herod.
In all practicality speaking of incarnational loops, Uthrania is also
Mohammed, Islam's prophetess of the Twentieth century from the tribe
bearing the name of Hussein.
You are the sapphire on top of the clock of conscience. You are the former
Russian brother to the Arabs before you were thrown out of dry dock by
your brothers of the National republic of the Arabia/USSR. You are Yasser
Arafat's godson. You are the grandson of Amoir Sadat once, twice removed.
You are Mohammed in all his essence and glory and you too wear the crown
of the shareef. You bear the mark of piety which will be recognized by all.
You are a great warrior and understand my terminology of statesmanship.
You will remain beside Mohammed's side for as long as you live for you
have been given the receivership of Mohammed's daughter and bear the
proof around your neck to prove it beyond a shadow of a doubt.
Now, the Crown Prince as well as King Faisal knew of this elaborate
scheme of the Zionists and in order to acclaim accord with the western
factions, made elaborate inducements into the order of the Mosaic Law and
placed before their eyes twain the debaucheries of the Elite of the Jews.
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This was passed down son after son, and not one will stand against the other
in the end.
Reni: b) One will come in the name of the great revered One upon the plane
of Athabasca in order to fulfill his utmost duty as Sultan of the World.
Allah: This is not a question I am willing to give you the answer to at this
point. However, I will tell you this much, dear brother of the lighted minds.
Jmmanuel, was my son and was instructed to care for the wounded of heart
and bring to their knees the friction of the ones of the holy heart. He was
meant to form a strong alliance between his brothers from the north and his
family from the south and thought to offer himself in extent of his own life to
the cause of holy Muslim tradition which states by my hand to yours, in a
manner of speaking, I do graciously give you the cause of:
"No Muslim is allowed to turn his back on his brother of war unless that
brother inflicts the pain of the gods upon his back. There is only One god
and that god is the god of the entire nations upon the world. No Muslim must
give of his right hand to the destruction of his own brother without first
consenting to every other type of pain and labour to first defuse the situation
- even to that of his own soul."
And so it is written that "They who have charmed the beast in the pit of their
own stubbornness shall be accountable unto the day of the retraction of their
own liberty unto the hand of that of their conqueror brother."
Jmmanuel furnished the Hebrew populace with a gracious homecoming, but
swaying in the darkness of tribune, Zionist fashion was brought down upon
their broadened spectrum of consciousness that the god they were following
was not of Mohammed nor of the Christ but of pure demon attraction unto
the detriment and darkness entwined by the grace of god unto their own
souls. For a lesson well taught at the base of the temple will always remain
as a sacrifice of their own liberation from hell as never before. Allah.
Reni: c) Then will appear one in the glory of the dark triune who will burst
the world into flames once again, and the prophets of his majesty's glory will
serve unto him the fame one upon a time given indirectly through complete
untainted language, the prodigy of his loins. Can you please explain.
Allah: The great mission of the end of time was always the cause to bring
down Zionism. To the detriment of the people at large it shall come to pass
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that the hand on the sceptre of truth will appear to have won out. But the
last elaborate ploy of the archives of the damned will see to it to turn "their"
light back upon the world of grace in order to once again dupe them into
believing the Arabian Knights are but fools to the grace of god and prepare
another era into darkness and at that time and space shall our people be
gathered agether and leave - by our hand alone will we see unto it.
Salu and the grace of the gods of the primal as well as the learned not stop
you on your path to true discovery.

Argentina and Indonesia - Perfect Victims of
Western Financial Blackmail!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The jewish-financial elite running the Western debauched financial system of
slavery upon the people and maintaining the abyss for all nations have once
again made the point of who is in charge of this fallen world (themselves, being
the international jew) and who has to tow the line and remain in compliance
with their rule of global despotism (their property, Argentina and Indonesia).
Argentina sacrifices her people's livelihood on the altar of maintaining
payments to the international jewish financiers arising from a phony national
debt, and Indonesia's enemies are jubilating at Megawati Sukarnoputri's
handing over the nation with all its resources of people labour and natural
wealth on a silver platter back under firm western-zionist-financial control.
In both cases the nations' leadership ignorance of how the jewish world money
system really works lies at the root of their submission to their financial
despotism, for I cannot perceive by any stretch of imagination that both nations
would have fallen such easy prey to financial blackmail if Argentina's
government had an intricate understanding of money per se or Indonesia's
leadership understood the horrors for the people of an escalating national debt
load on their government.

Who has failed to submit my writings to these respective governments?
Who is keeping the light under a cover and prevents its escape into the
world? I have not authorized you to keep these secrets from the nations
merely to save my own skin!!
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I expect to see the fruits of telling you the truth coming into
manifestation and see the concepts of true Islamic banking implemented
right in front of my internet view screen of latest good news!!
You have little time to waste with procrastinations of your own
reasonings, even if these delays are well justified in your eyes, for this
planet will not wait until you deem the time to be right for a put-down
of financial despotism upon the nations, for the people of this world
must become liberated in order to end their misery lest you and them
miss their flying boats into the new world of planets who have federated
into freedom from slavery of any kind!!

The Devaluation of Egypt's Currency
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 10, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

To the delight of the moneychangers and banks the Egyptian Central Bank
recently devalued the Egyptian pound against the U.S. Dollar and this with the
intent of stopping the black market of currency trading and as well as "stimulating
the export of Egyptian products". IMF chief Horst Koehler was delighted, and
when mankind's worst enemies jubilate, then we must pause and see for
ourselves what we are doing wrong. And there are many things wrong with
Egypt's financial system.
Firstly, why is it that an issue as important as regulating the national currency is
being left to Egypt's central bank and not a function of Egypt's government?
Issuing funds and controlling the value of one currency to that of another nation
is a governmental function and not that of a civil servant like the governor of the
central bank. When a government needs funds for large projects, it should not go
to private individuals of institutions, but rather take the initiative itself and decree
the funding into existence, for that is how the jewish banker has always done it,
who has the gall to charge governments exorbitant usury in return for a mere inkon-paper function, which the government has a right and duty to do for itself. The
method whereby Egypt's economy is being funded today is the method whereby
Egypt sell itself out to the financial slave masters of the jews and their
institutions: World Bank, IMF, U.S. Dollar, Euro, WTO, "international finance",
and so on.
Secondly, when there is locally a run on a foreign currency, much needed cash is
being withdrawn from circulation which invariably has a stagnating effect on the
economy and that is always the first cause for the ills of unemployment. (Loss of
people's livelihood and cause for much crime). In Egypt's case it is hoped that
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the damage done by moneychangers and banks buying dollars is being offset by
increased export of goods out of Egypt. When it happens, Egypt's wealth flows
into the coffers of foreigners for a few overvalued dollars, which still leaves the
wealth producing Egyptian population with barely enough to get by, and when it
does not happen as expected, then Egypt has just bitten off the hand that feeds
its body, for the reduction of Egyptian pounds in circulation stagnates the national
economy as mentioned.
Egypt must return to full financial autonomy, where important decisions are not
being made by Egypt's Zionist cow-towing bankers, but rather by nationalists and
patriots in positions of power, who have nothing but the best interests for the
people and the nation in mind, and are informed and endowed with
understanding of what must be done to repair the broken nation!
And here the first step must invariably be the stopping of all national debt
payments to international lenders, who have by no other means than by their
self-assumed power of credit creation made the nations believe that the
Governments owe them money! The jews have given the governments
numbers and the governments are giving back to the jews the life blood of
the nations through the trick of financial indebtedness. Yet no nation
seems to understand that all debts are phony and are no more than
cooked-up book entries wherewith the nations are being held hostage!!
Egypt seems to be no exception. But there is hope of a brighter future for the
Egyptian people: Islamic banking among many Arab nations under a single
currency not controlled by the misuse of credit creation!

Islamic Banking - Where to Begin? (Part Two)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 6, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

I perceive a choice must be made shortly with respect to which of the
two currencies should be used as common currency for nations
participating in the Islamic Banking fraternity: The Dinar or the Saudi
Riyal, of which the Saudi Riyal appears to be the dominating one at
this time. While in theory it does not matter, practicality and logic
dictates that it should be Riyal, which would make implementation of
this currency in other nations less cumbersome because of the already
existing dominant position of the Riyal in relation to other currencies.
It also makes sense that Saudi Arabia should be the banking capital
while Iraq must be the trade center and the free flow of Riyal currency
will follow the natural path of all trade among participating nations.
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All currency management functions must be done with the objective of
reducing the cost of production as far as possible in order to make all
goods as inexpensive and thereby as accessible as possible to the
consumer. In this you will find the secret of transitioning from a
currency-based economy to that of a demand-based economy, the
latter of which will have rendered the former obsolete!
What detailed measures I speak of when I say "currency management
functions" you can glean from many previous statements of mine
concerning efficient and effective ways of currency infusion combined
with debt cancellations. Those are two very powerful tools for effective
money management. And both can be responsibly handled without
upsetting the people, whose basic demand will always remain "access
to their own production".
And now a word concerning outsider nations, which belong to the
camp of the Rockefellers, etc., etc., etc.
All trade with these nations must be based on their own level of
production costs, for if that were not to be the case, then by mere fact
that under Islamic Banking principles where the commodities' costs are
low, more production volume could be scooped up than what these
countries supply in reciprocal value. And here in order to create
balance the currency exchange rate becomes the clincher, which will
then bring that fairness about: If one thousand Riyals produce one
automobile of Mercedes quality in Iraq, which require 100,000 Deutsch
Mark in Germany, then a fair exchange rate between DM's and Riyals
must be fixed at 100 DM equals 1 Riyal. We see here in this example
that the power of the Riyal exceeds that of the Deutsch Mark by 100,
which renders the Riyal strong because of low production costs, and
the DM weak because that currency is laden with usury and taxes
which are invariably added as part of all production costs.
And if in theory the production costs of all products in the Arab Nation
were zero, whether through subsidies or total absence of any currency
use at all, then availability of products produced under the principles of
Islamic Banking to Zionist nations must also be zero (zero availability)
unless items of equal value are exchanged, however a foreign currency
at that point will have lost all attraction in the Arab nation! Why
purchase with anybody's money things that are virtually or even
actually free at home? The Arab nation needs no U.S. Dollars if
anything the Arabs need is available for a small cost in Riyals!
Unnecessary trade can be thus eliminated with little effort, which
saves the environment, does it not?
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May I remind you once again of the profound words spoken over 150
years ago by the chief of the clan, Mayer Amschel Rothschild, who
understood the power of credit creation and misapplied it to the
stunting of his and his children's growth when he said: GIVE ME THE
POWER OF CREATING THE CREDIT OF THE NATION, AND I CARE NOT
WHO MAKES ITS LAWS!
There will however be the significant difference in application: where
Rothschild and his sons have cursed the people through the
misappropriation of the power of credit creation, we bless them
by a correct and ethical application of this power, which is our
sacred trust given to us by the creator! That trust shall not be
broken!

Scribing by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania on
another Blinkensop Crime Targeting the Arab
World:
"How many more Palestinian babies, man, woman and childs will it take to fill
up this vial of israeli "oil" in order to filament it back down to the palestinians
of good nature toward fighting their stupid intifadah with the correct disease
which should take effect in about three solid years? This will "swell" throughout
their entire Arab lands and Uthrania can do nothing about it we think." [scribed
portion from Maryland lab - code named "extentrix"]
My Arab brothers,
Take this scribing to heart. It talks about a plot concocted by American jews at
Maryland's Blinkensop laboratories to infect your Arab blood with a deadly
disease component, ready to strike you and your Palestinians down in about 3
years' time. Do not accept American made vaccines, blood transfusions or even
American made medication. Begin your own research to find out more about
America's secret plot to strike you dead and clear the land for a jewish take-over.
- Reni Sentana-Ries

Islamic Banking - Where to Begin? (Part One)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 29, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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No doubt is the Islamic Banking effort on the right track as the fundamental
absolute of NO USURY is being declared as its foundation. NO USURY here
meaning the absence of interest charges on loans. Good!
Each participating nation should review the per capita amount of currency in
circulation - cash plus book entry funds - and analyze whether its money supply
has kept up with population increases during the last 30 years. In cases where
shrinkage (per capita, please!) is found, adjustments must be made by
monetizing each person with monthly submitted funding into their accounts
until the desired level of per capita funds are in circulation. Such infusions of
cash at the level of the people will not fan inflation unless wicked merchants
take unfair advantage of the people's purchasing power by overcharging on
their goods and services offered for sale. It must be understood here that
inflation (erosion of purchasing power) is caused by escalating costs beyond
the control of the producer, where the producer has no choice but to pass on
those costs to the consumer in order to stay in business, and not by the
abundance of funds in circulation (purchasing power).
In order to assure that the people operate on currency belonging to themselves
instead of to the banking institutions it is necessary that all public debts be
eradicated off the record books. If such were not made to be the case, then one
would observe a continuous drain on funds in circulation in order to satisfy the
demands of such debts for funding until paid off. And such demands for
repayment of old debts would then become extracted from the people through
taxation, which is counterproductive in light of the need for keeping the
commodities priced at their lowest possible level for availability's sake.
In short: ERADICATE ALL PUBLIC DEBTS OFF THE RECORD BOOKS
OF ALL GOVERNMENTS, PROVINCES, MUNICIPALITIES, COUNTIES,
CITIES, VILLAGES, SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES!
In the course of time you will find that certain loans will of necessity need to be
erased in part or in whole, and this in order to maintain the money supply level
adjusted to current population increases. This measure is the natural regulator
for keeping the funds in circulation at the most efficient level.
With respect to the money supply, it can be regulated and maintained at a
desired balanced rate through Islamic Banking credit creation to the benefit of
all levels of Governments. What I am saying is that the public payroll can be
used in part as one means of controlling the money supply. (Paragraph revised
from previous posting).
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With reference as to how participating nations in the Islamic Banking World
should set their currency exchange rates until the time for a common currency
has come, let me say this much: USE THE COST OF BAKING A LOAF OF
GOOD QUALITY BREAD OF EQUAL WEIGHT IN VARIOUS NATIONS
(or you can also take the average cost of a range of products produced in each
nation) AS THE BASIS UPON WHICH THE EXCHANGE RATES ARE SET
FOR A PERIOD OF, SAY, SIX MONTHS, and after that period the rate is
reviewed for adjustment, if necessary. This methodology will prevent the
developing of one domineering currency at the expense of another or others,
and will prevent the situation of economic inequity among nations as it exists
today in a world where the American dollar is overvalued at the expense of all
other nations' currencies. I say it is not fair that a merchant should profit by
selling bread in the United States imported out of bakeries in Peru just because
one American dollar buys too many Peruvian loaves of bread and gives the
merchant a profit in America even after paying transportation costs into the
United States. This greedy merchant undercuts with his inexpensive bread local
bakeries and drives them out of business, which in a broad sense is detrimental
in its effect on the nation as a whole.
In closing let me say that the regulation and control of currency requires
integrity and discipline, both elements of which are sadly lacking in the arena
of world finance today as run and operated - not by the governments of the
nations - but by a handful of banking families like the Rothschilds,
Rockefellers and Greenspans - the change agent Kissinger not to be excluded from
the listing.

More as need arises at a later date.

"Unemployment" a Threat? Idiotic Statement
Coming from Politicians, Bankers, Pundits, socalled Experts and an Uninformed Public!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 27, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
The electronics industry of Europe and America is planning layoffs to the tune of tens of
thousands of employees. The stocks have a hard time to recover even though Mr.

Greenspan has lowered interest rates about 5 times in a row. Gone is his argument of

the past that low rates fuel inflation, the lie of which a little more than a decade ago was
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the banker's logic for keeping usury high. Layoffs are looming for demand of high-tech
electronic equipment is diminishing.

So, unemployment is a curse? This cursed money system makes it one, and were it not
so, unemployment would be a blessing! Take away the idiocy out of the system, and
what you have is man's greatest blessing as a result of "unemployment" = LEISURE
TIME!!!

Picture me on a large fertile piece of land. The land is mine and so are the resources on
it. I clear the land and grow fruit and vegetables on it. The water fall I use to generate

electricity with which to light my house in winter and cool it in summer. The chickens lay
me eggs to eat and my cow gives me milk to drink. I have a friendly neighbour with a

big rig to not only drill for my drinking water needs, but he also finds me a slow moving
natural gas well from which I then capture the natural gas, compress it and use the gas

to run my tractor and my car. All these essentials I have put into place and so presently I
have earned my retirement from toil, for very little further effort guarantees me
sustenance and a life in comfort and freedom from worry and stress.

How much more is the above the case where "one hand washes the other" in that we all

work for each other's comfort and well-being! Should the day ever come when 100,000
high-tech workers are being laid off, does that then translate into the farmers' inability
to feed them or make the power plant workers incapable to give them electricity for

their comfort at home? Or will their layoff create the inability of pharmaceutical workers
to feed them with medicine for their various ailments? Not at all, for the productive

capacity of a nation at large can easily fill the needs of many hundred thousands of laidoff workers!!

Along store fronts everywhere we find the production of the nation literally screaming at
us saying "Buy me, buy me, buy me!! For if you consume me, then where we come from
will be made more of us!!!"

The natural consequence of reduced consumption in the form of "no need to work at

this time" is a celebrated event in a liberated economic environment, for it will liberate
the worker from the bondage to his work place and give him time to enjoy life, i.e. the
fruits of his labour.

The only reason why there is alarm when people "lose their jobs" is firstly
- the idiocy of denying them access to essential goods (which are always in abundant
supply) just because they are suffering a greatly reduced purchasing power (sic) and
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- secondly their master/owners will no longer be able to exploit them for profit
production!

This stinking system which guarantees catastrophe for him/her should he/she "lose
their jobs" must quickly come to an end, for should it endure so will hunger and

starvation come to the many, for the efficiency with which all essential goods can be
produced to feed all mouths and shelter all bodies is unsurpassed in man's modern
history through the processes of automation and robotics!

...And when the bees have finished the collection of honey in summer they all rest and
enjoy the fruits of their labour in winter!

Why should the bees then surpass in intelligence that of man's? It is below man's dignity
to cut off any members being "out of work" from all required basic essentials who due
to no fault of their own are no longer required on the production lines of man's toil!
AND DON'T YOU DARE COME TO ME AND SAY "WE GIVE THEM UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE!!"

INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion30.htm

Open Letter to the Hon. Chancellor of Germany,
Mr. Gerhard Schroeder!
It is good to speak with you again.
This is to inform you that I have not retracted from you my self-invitation to
move into your new large residence in Berlin. Although Mr. Barak of Israel and
Mr. Blair of Britain may have informed you of their own misguided plans for me,
I herewith give you my unequivocal confirmation that no sinister plans of their
own in conjunction with the MI6 and/or Mossad have changed my mind.
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Europe is not only ill-informed but also misinformed about what is really going
on in this world concerning certain European nations' unreserved cooperation with
the most sinister element this planet has ever seen.
I also spoke about a European "sting" directed toward other cultures, particularly
the Arab world. It is essential that false racial preconceived notions and negative
attitudes be removed from the common European mind, so that bonds of
brotherhood, trust and friendship become established between Europe, the Arabs
and the Islamic world in general.
When I come to you I will come under full diplomatic protection of the Royal
House of Saud of Saudi Arabia. I also have a positive relationship with the
Government of Iraq.
My contribution to Germany will cover the field of preparing my German people
for the great event of evacuation from this planet, which requires of them some
learning and reorientation of thinking. In some instances changes to the
governmental structure will have to be made in order to effectively deal with
negative interference.
When I come to provide you and our country my services I will also come as a
representative of the Intergalactic Federation of Free Planets. At the end of my
assignment, ideally speaking, I will have brought all European countries together
in unity and in a state of readiness for lift-off.
Never mind the mockers and doubters. The worst of the lot thought they could kill
me to preclude me from coming to you in Berlin. However the Commanders from
the Federation ruined their plans when they attacked the two towers of capitalist
delight in New York.
Best wishes! - Reni Sentana-Ries

America's Elite Sending the People on a Ghost
Hunting Expedition!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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The intelligence services of the United States knew full well what was
happening when the first few planes crashed on Tuesday morning, for they had
read on September 8th under the caption Israeli/American/British Military
Arrogance at the Threshold of Impending Doom!:
Beginning with a healthy housecleaning of American/British/Israeli military
dross the way will be paved for a general liberation of many peoples. But
when their planes begin to fall from the skies like dead flies, we will not
sorrow but remain somber and remember Master Gabriel saying:

WE HAVE HAD NO OTHER CHOICE. WE ARE SORRY HU-MAN
RACE. BUT YOU JUST WOULD NAUGHT LISTEN.
So the first thing they did was order all airborne planes grounded to prevent any
more from falling on their heads.
Problem with that is how in the world can they get them back up into the open
skies with assurance that no more will come back down crashing in their back
yards? They don't know. They can send planes one by one back into the air and
hope for the best that they will remain airborne, but can never know for sure
just when and where any of them will once again fly into a time warp with
disastrous consequences.
The American public expects airport security tightened and after that demands
to see the planes fly again. After all they were told the planes were all hijacked,
right? Surely increased security would solve that problem!
"Darn' it anyway, we told them a white lie and yet if we tell them security has
been tightened, they will demand these fuel bombs back into the skies! What
excuse can we give them to keep them grounded? They'll wring our necks
should they ever find out the real reason why these planes are falling out of
the sky after the lies we told them! The passengers get irate for being
stranded, and they begin to demand answers for why we will not let them fly!
They also wonder why all of north america is under this ban!" Spoken like a
real presidential insider, is that not so?
Since Arabs are an expendable commodity in Washington and have an
historical record of fighting back western military aggression with rocks and
stones, and sometimes home-made bombs to the chagrin of the imperialistic
elite, Washington and the zionistic press have repeated the lie of possible Arab
Islamic involvement to the point of where they have preconditioned the mind of
the american people for an unreserved acceptance of an Arab scapegoat! The
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key is repeating the lie often enough and fabricating evidence for a sure
conviction. A lie repeated often enough usually becomes official truth.
America's elite has audaciously sent the American public on a ghost hunting
mission for the capture of people they know are uninvolved in downing their
aircraft!
And at the end of this american debauchery some innocent Arab may just join
the ranks of many Afro-american citizens of wrongfully convicted prisoners as
a means for the purpose of appeasing the angry public!
What really happened on that 11th day of September 2001? My answer to you
is: the patience of the Lords of our galaxy with iniquitous
america/israel/britain/australia/canada has run out, and now the time has come
for reclaiming this planet back under righteous control of the Masters. In that
context the downing of the two towers and the attack against the pentagon was
a message from the Lords of the Federation of Free Planets that indeed the
powers of all world evils are contained in the WTO system of economics,
sustained by the evil military force of the pentagon. The warning to all in the
loss of lives goes out to anyone who in the near or distant future considers
joining them in carrying out their dirty work in return for a pay cheque as an
unofficial bribe.

From now on the Federation of Free Planets will take no responsibility
for casualties incurred along their efforts of planetary house cleaning,
for the purpose of global cleansing surpasses the right to life of any
WTO, etc. collaborator standing in their way.
And so shall it remain until the nations are ready for evacuation, after
having been granted a taste of paradise.

And America Still Wonders Why America is
Cursed?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 12, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

A mere few hours before of what appears to almost be a day of doom for
America the demonic Pentagon ordered a missile attack from their fighter
planes while in violation of Iraqi air space against unarmed civilians getting
ready for prayer.
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Oh well, the Americans say, that is far away from home, and they are just Iraqi
peasants, forgetting that we all live by love, warmth, shelter, food and
companionship. And the Iraqis that were killed by the American flyer bastards
were fathers, mothers, children and lovers just like the ones who got buried in
the rubble of the collapsing towers in New York!
These demons forget that perhaps their latest calamity might be just a small
payback for what they have done in the past to Germany, Japan, Vietnam,
Korea, Panama, Chile, Libya and Iraq - not at all forgetting that they are giving
shelter to the greatest mafia-style criminal banker conglomeration this world
has ever seen: the international bankers and their sub-organizations like the
"One World Trade Center". How arrogant to assume that the entire world
wishes to trade according to the debauched rules as laid down by these cold and
calculating bankers! America's greed is its own worst enemy, and the hatred
America, Britain and Israel sow will not end for as long as heartbreaking
reports of american military misconduct come in out of Iraq:

U.S Warplanes New Aggression
Kut, Sept 11, INA
U.S and Britain on Monday committed new barbarian aggression targetted Iraqi
civilians as their warplanes shelled Al-salhiya district situated in Wasset province,
southern Baghdad.
The bombardment led o the martyrdom of eight citizen and injury of other three
which was caused by shooting three missiles from the hostile warplanes.
In statements to INA correspondent here, the citizens certified that while the
martyrs and injured were preparing to perform prayer, they shocked of the
inimical aggression of the U.S and British warplanes over the district.
They described the aggression as a reflection of the rancor harbored by U.S,
Britain and Zionism against Iraq under the leadership of President Saddam
Hussein who foiled their humiliated schemes against Iraq.
Other citizens affirmed that while they were doing shopping, voices of the
missiles and bombs rocked the district and their fires engulfed the properties of
the citizens and destroyed their shops which they make life of under the embargo
circumstances planned by the Zionism and implemented by the aggressive
states to Iraq on top of which the U.S and Britain and those who stand behind
from the betrayer rulers such as Saudi and Kuwaiti ones.
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Time Warp Conditions Crumbling WTO Twin
Towers to Dust!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 11, 2001, 12:44 pm MDST, Reni Sentana-Ries

To arrive at premature conclusions that Islamic Arabs finally succeeded in
bringing down the two Manhattan landmarks of the WTO symbols of world
slavery is premature and unfair. The logistics of such an undertaking would
have long before been discovered by america's, israel's and britain's spy
surveillance systems via satellite, telephone and people surveillance on the
ground. It is also presumptuous to suggest that any american pilot would fly his
airplane into high rise buildings just because of having held a gun to his head.
What (in my opinion) happened was that temporarily the landscape on the
ground changed as both pilots entered into a time warp, and what they saw was
an airport and prepared with maneuvers for landing. The pilots could not see
the towers, for at the time they were approaching for a landing there were none.
Now, the time for landing the plane was not the time on the ground when they
flew their craft into the towers. Therefore no blame can be pinned on the pilots
and neither on the Arabs, which the american/israeli establishment
conveniently likes to accuse before all facts are known.
The second plane had banked to aim for the airport when it collided with the
tower, and that position (of banking the plane) would never have been so if the
pilot intended to take out buildings. Fighter pilots can attest to that.
* If my memory serves me right it is claimed that at least one of the planes was
not supposed to have landed in New York and the assumption is therefore
being made that it was hijacked. That logic is also false in light of what we
know about instrumentation and the possibility of re-programming or
"scrambling" the chips. Years ago a Korean airliner was shot down by the
Soviets because the pilot had no clue that he was off course. The Russians are
still paying for that crime by having democratic despotism rule over them in
iniquity.
If the americans want to be be angry at anyone for what happened in New York
or Washington, then it is high time for them to become angry at themselves for
sending their terrorist fighter pilots into the Middle East to bomb Iraq into
destruction and continued misery, or be angry for allowing the rascal state of
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israel spread like a cancer in holy Palestine with utter disregard for the
Palestinian people, who have a right to all land which is theirs and who also
have a right to not be equated less than the dirt under a jew's fingernail by racist
rabbis.
The nations of this world also have a right to own and control their own natural
resources, without seeing wealthy jews with their corporations come in and
through a dirty money trick manipulate the respective governments into debts
to the point where they are forced through bad financial circumstances created
by corrupt financial foreigners to sell their nations' wealth for a pence to greedy
stock market investors.
That is why the time warped, and it will continue to warp until the rogue states
of america, israel, britain, australia and canada have learned their lessons to
behave civilized toward other cultures.
This is a warning also to Russia to release that nation's stranglehold on
Chechnya.
It is also a warning to China to have nothing to do with the WTO.
It is a warning to all international financiers to release their financial
stranglehold on all nations through their system of national-debt creation
and it is a warning to all zionist-controlled media to begin to report to the
people the facts as they are, and stop covering the asses of the culprits at the top
of this world's dung heap.
"We are sorry, but you just won't listen!"
See whether you can find a connection between Lord Gabriel and the
Commanders of the star ships who warp the time when necessary, not in order
to destroy life, but to preserve it against your ilk who wantonly destroy it, as
is so glaringly manifest in Iraq and Palestine!
* Paragraph added 2:37 pm

Tasteless...
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 11, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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The american woman Margaret Scobey was given the post of Deputy Head of
Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Clearly this appointment was made in bad taste and without consideration to
the way matters of governing are being handled in a nation as traditional as
Saudi Arabia.
It is my opinion that not in all cases should women be placed in positions
where as officials in a host country they are expected to work with Arab men as
their only contactees. This appointment proves once again the spite of
Washington’
sattitude toward Arab and Islamic culture.

Japanese Workers Sacrificed on the Altar of
Financial Capitalism!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 10, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

With reference to BBC's Bubble Trouble documentary on Japan's industrial
catastrophe when industrial business volume could no longer sustain Japan's
tradition of "employment for life" we see here a classical example of financial
ruthlessness embedded in the system which makes no allowance for leisure
time without distress in the event a drop in business volume requires the nation
to scale down its industrial activity.
In the course of the transition the personal pride of workers was crushed
through the stigma of unemployment. Thousands of smaller factories went
bankrupt, fathers could no longer face their families and preferred to remain in
homeless isolation, and to add insult to injury, big corporations like Mazda
Motors were taken over by American companies, who then began to introduce
American-style management ruthlessness on Japanese firms.
I could have told the Japanese Government years ago that this was coming.
Japan's biggest gamble was to abide by all rules of financial games as laid
down by western jewish money lords: globalization, WTO, World Bank, and
what have you! It seems that at no point in time did the Japanese Government
ever consider of what might happen to the nation should the business volume
ever drop to where the Japanese policy of "employment for life" could no
longer be sustained. When production efficiency reaches a level of automation
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where in order to compete the worker loses his job to the robot, then it is almost
too late for a revamping of the financial order to reflect that new situation.
The bottom line here is to retain the laid-off worker's access to the nation's
production and wealth, and that was not possible under the archaic rules of
current financial game-playing with the lives of the people. My point is that the
Japanese Government should have set measures in place in order to
guarantee no default by the workers concerning their basic right of access
to physical safety with regard to shelter, transportation, food and clothing!
And no one can tell me that when Japan began to falter during the second half
of the nineties, that the nation's productive capacity was not able to look after
Japan's newly unemployed! Hence there should have been no need for the
workers' humiliation and the shattering of their ideals which simply state that
willing cooperation with the nation entity will give them the nation's power of
protection. (I.e., collective consciousness for the protection of the individual, which is a
higher form of security for all, however in Japan's case it was broken down through the
nation's marriage to a corrupt financial system).

The wages of "sin" is death, and the Japanese workers lost their pride but
should have retained their dignity through "leisure time with the retention of
all access to elements belonging to basic dignified living." That should have
been the State's responsibility to guarantee, and therein the State failed the
Japanese workers.
On March 13, 2001, I asked the question "Will Japan Ever Learn to Control its
Own Currency?"
Japan has not learned it yet, and the workers are still being abused through
continued introduction of ruthless american-style business practices, which
throw the stigmatized people away like dirty rags to fend for themselves in a
hostile world system of debauched financial principles, incapable to cope with
their presence.
Destroy the altar, and you have set them free!

What COST in Paradise?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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I cannot move in this insane world without creating a COST to myself and
others. As I sit in my rental apartment and the clock ticks away a cost creeps up
at me without even moving so much as a finger. They call it "rent". When I
need food I must move my body to a grocery store, but that movement is not
without another cost to myself. And here I have a choice of either using public
transportation and pay $1.75 for a return ticket or start my vehicle and pay for
not only propane to move the thing with me in it, but also the proportional cost
of carrying insurance, registration and upkeep for even having the machine sit
around on stand-by.
And even when I think to give of my time and labour to someone else for pay
in return, that pay to myself is a cost to my employer, and my employer is
forced to mark up my pay and back charge his client double to what he pays
me, and only a small portion of that outrageous charge for my labour actually
ends up as a profit in his company's record book, because a large portion of
keeping me employed are covering costs for being in "business".
This system is insane. Nothing moves except time when I sit still in my
apartment. Why then should there be a COST on an item which sits still and
does not move? And when I have decided to go and fetch groceries, why
should a cost factor extend beyond the price of my own effort to go and bring
the items home? Is my effort not sufficient as a COST to myself?
Indeed, for that is how the ants work, and they prosper, and so do the bees!
They neither ask for pay when they work nor generate a cost factor to someone
else into their effort. They just work and will not have to ask questions of
survival later - they just do what needs done and survive without the stress
f
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Man thinks of himself as being intelligent and is in matters of economics like a
puny fool. He generally never asks why all this stupid paperwork is necessary
to keeping record of expenses, taxes, usury, insurance payments, traffic fines,
etc. But we, who think, find at the end of the day that almost all of our day's
busy-ness was generated around the need for KEEPING RECORD OF OUR
COSTS!! Whether it means paying our bills, delivering cheques, accounting
for the expenses of our business or whatever it is - IN MY ESTIMATION
WE SPEND EIGHTY PERCENT OF OUR TIME NOT IN DIRECT
EFFORTS OF SUPPLYING FOR OUR BASIC NEEDS OF SURVIVAL,
BUT SPEND OUR TIME WITHIN THE BUILT-IN INSANITY FACTOR
OF STRUGGLING WITH COSTS EVERY TIME WE MAKE A MOVE!!
AND THAT COST ELEMENT TO OURSELVES IS WASTING OUR
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TIME AND ENERGY IN OTHER THAN PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITIES
TO THE WELL-BEING OF OUR PERSONS!!
And so we chop trees down to make paper to satisfy the monster of recordkeeping which the COST SYSTEM demands, as every move we make
somehow finds its counterpart in a COST FACTOR which the system
demands a record for! Much of it is short-lived and quickly finds its way to
the shredder, however man's effort to generate it before it hits the
shredder occupies much of his time and labour- a COST covered by others
in the form of an extra cost to their living!
The secret of paradise lies in the operation WITHOUT COSTS! And where
"cost" is involved, it consists of no more than a personal effort TO DO
SOMETHING WITH ONE'S TIME. In that context we volunteer to become
pilots to fly people to beautiful islands and beaches where they can rest for a
while from their toils of providing for themselves a life in luxurious living NOT ON THE BACKS OF OTHERS AS EXPLOITERS OF A SYSTEM OF
LABOUR FOR PROFIT, BUT ON THE BASIS OF PROVIDING FOR
THEMSELVES WITH THE HELP AND EXPERTISE OF OTHERS - JUST
LIKE THE ANTS AND THE BEES! The pilot gives of his time and skills and
in return takes from others that which others are freely providing with pleasure
as their contribution to evolved mankind!
The notion of paradise being somewhere far away beyond the boundaries of
death is obsolete and simply not in harmony with the reality of this universe.
Long forgotten aspects of paradise are only forgotten because we have gone
through so many incarnations within the confines of a fallen creation.
However mankind now stands at the threshold of a new creation which includes
aspects of a paradisiacal condition, and having arrived at that particular point in
the time line of man's evolution it is no surprise to us that information
concerning paradise begins to filter back down to us like rays of light filter
through several layers of dimensions.
At this point it is essential for personal enlightenment for you to read the
question and answer book "The Mancharian's Newest Civilization"

Taliban, Look out! America is Looking for an
Excuse to Bomb Your Country!
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EDMONTON, (INA Canada) September 9, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The United States economy is sinking quickly. The stock market speculators
are losing money. And all this recession in the U.S. is because the contracts for
the weapons manufacturing industry have dried up as America is no longer
fighting a prolonged hot war coupled with much consumption of military
hardware for death and destruction. The stock piles of laser guided bombs have
been replenished and those of other weapons as well. In order for the flow of
Pentagon contracts for the weapons industry to continue America needs another
war. That war will need an excuse, and you, my Taliban friends, may just
provide America with that excuse for action against your country.
So far you have escaped with only American-imposed sanctions but not been
attacked over your generosity with which you have protected your staunchest
ally against Soviet occupation of your country, Osama bin Laden, the anointed
Emperor of the Russian Empire, howbeit in exile, meaning away from
Petersburg. I suppose the American imperialists in Washington were too busy
with Iraq to take your country on. However now that conditions in the United
States are beginning to deteriorate the jews there controlling foreign policy, the
Pentagon and the weapons industry as well, are getting upset at the fact that
their profits from stock market speculations are drying up, and according to
past practice, whenever America is hurting at home from lack of money,
America has gone to war in order to shake borrowed money loose for boosting
the industry at home. Remember, my Taliban brothers, that that was how the
United States pulled itself out of the depression prior to entering the war
against Germany.
Your country is next in line for pulling America out of an economic slump.
Therefore they encourage you to speedily proceed with the trial and (so they
wish to see happen) condemn the eight christian aid workers to death for
proseliting among Muslims, and then you will have given the American jews
enough ammunition for launching a military offensive against your country,
and the trump card in their hands will be the support of all christian nations in
outrage against your type of rule for killing christian missionaries.
The mission, so they will say, is twofold: Firstly to kill or capture your guest
Osama, the Russian Emperor of Arab descent, and secondly to remove you
from power in Afghanistan in order to reinstate western control and take you
back into "the fold of community of nations" by locking your country into the
western system of mass exploitation and plunder for profit, as is so prevalent in
most other nations.
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I urge you to be wise in the way you sentence the eight westerners. The
outcome of that verdict on their heads will determine whether you provide the
american jews with sufficient excuse before the world to attack you with their
sophisticated weapons and thus pull themselves out of a recession by means of
renewed arms contracts.
Remember the shuttle craft creating a topographical map of every square foot
of planet earth, where the shuttle almost went out of fuel? They are just itching
to use their pinpoint accuracy on your military installations, buildings,
factories, power and sewage treatment plants to generate another catastrophe in
Afghanistan which you do not need.
The Americans have lost all their senses. They are drunk from their power, they
are drunk from success and are spoiled from always having world affairs go
their way. What makes America so dangerous to the world community of
nations is their imposition of control through the power of a manipulated
exchange rate, and when matters don't go their way, they pounce on nations
like your own with their military machine.
I urge you to discuss this matter with a wise one in your midst, Osama. He is
also my brother, and were it not so, he would not hold the honour of being the
Emperor of the Russian Empire, restored one fine day, to return the Russian
"idiots" back on their "twilled feet".

UNSC 661 - America's and Britain's Seal of Doom
on Themselves!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 9, 2001

Anglo-Saxon interference in Iraq's trade efforts with other nations is
unrelenting and designed to last in perpetuity. Using the tyranny of an illconceived U.N. Security Council (Zionist-Imperialist security, by the way)
resolution, a bureaucracy was set up to keep an injured nation of almost 30
million people starving, and that bureaucracy keeps doing what it is being paid
for out of Iraq's oil sales (to add insult to injury): maintaining the

economic choke hold on a nation for Iraq's disagreement with
Israeli/Zionist/WesternImperialist/Economic/Financial
tyranny!
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That in essence is Iraq's only crime - not the invasion into Kuwait, for that
move was merely a legitimate effort to reverse the unnatural political condition
created by imperialist Britain.
The INA out of Baghdad reports:
Baghdad, Sept.6, INA
A source at trade Ministry said that U.S and British representatives at 661
Sanctions Committee put on hold 36 contracts Iraq had concluded with
international companies under phase VIII and phase IX of oil-for-food deal.
The source told INA that these contracts included spare parts for restoring the
electrical system, trucks, cranes, agricultural equipment, medical apparatuses,
laboratory devices and various spare parts.
The source said that these contracts were concluded with Lebanese, Egyptian,
UAE, Jordanian, Russian, Spanish, Swiss, Italian, Turkish, Swedish, Chinese
and Belgian companies.

No wonder the Masters' patience with the debauched portion of mankind is
running out! What in heaven's name do any of the 36 contracts have to do with
military equipment? And even if they did, Iraq has an innate right to a strong
military to chase off perpetual anglo-saxon/jewish invaders out of its air space!
For as long as nations dare not tear up UNSC 661 before the world and
condemn it for what it is: a plot against a nation (Iraq) in disagreement
with western/zionist imperialism, all nations abiding by the unjust decrees
of the sanctions committee become accessories of the suffering of the Iraqi
people!
Why are we placed in a position to wish for the Day of Doom on western
imperialism to speedily arrive?! Such a day can never come but at the expense
of many lives lost, and we take no pleasure in seeing the life stream of anyone
cut short. The purpose of life is still for the gaining of experience and the
enjoyment of pleasure, and any interference with these two stated goals of life
are but deliberate efforts in making people's lives an experience of horror!
The jews of the west have bitten off more than they can chew in their combined
efforts of maintaining financial slavery for all nations, exploiting all countries'
natural resources for their dollar profits and permitting their own imperialist
nation state to grow like a cancer in holy Palestine without so much as wishing
to hear a rebuke - not even from Durban, South Africa!
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The South-Africa experience against racism which failed in its final resolution
to point the finger of accusation against this world's biggest violator of human
rights, Israel and the Government of India, snapped the Masters' patience and
opened the flood gates of their anger with the corruptors of this planet.
Let it be known throughout this world as from the mouth of this prophet, that
THE MASTERS' ANGER IS NOT DIRECTED AGAINST
PRESIDENT SADDAM HUSSEIN OR OSAMAH BIN LADEN!
THEIR ANGER IS TOWARDS ALL SUPPORTERS AND
UPHOLDERS OF WORLD DEBAUCHERY AND WORLD
CONSPIRACY AS RECOGNIZABLE IN FIFTH-COLUMN
SUBVERSION OF MANY NATIONS, NOW SOLIDIFIED IN THE
GRANTING OF NATIONHOOD TO THE JEWS OF PALESTINE THE STATE OF ISRAEL - BEING THE PHYSICAL
MANIFESTATION OF ALL THAT IS WRONG WITH THIS
WORLD, BEING A LITERAL IMPLEMENTER OF ALL
PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION AND
UPHOLDER OF ALL TALMUDIC RACISM THROUGH THE
TEACHING OF RACISM IN THEIR SYNAGOGUES OF THE
DEVIL!
That is why the military back of western nations must be broken and why
ultimately the world will come to an end in not more than two decades from
now.
The Masters' patience with the corruptors of this world has come to an end!
The injustice toward Iraq must stop, and stop it will - BY

FORCE!

Israeli/American/British Military Arrogance at the
Threshold of Impending Doom!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Master Gabriel: "WE

HAVE HAD NO OTHER CHOICE.
WE ARE SORRY HU-MAN RACE. BUT YOU JUST
WOULD NAUGHT LISTEN."
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No law of non-interference is being broken when the star ships intervene to
terminate the endless harassment of Iraq by American/British/Israeli fighter
planes, and likewise, no law of non-interference is being violated when the
brotherhood from the stars put an end to Israel's wanton military campaign of
assassinations and murders against the Palestinian people.
They have been warned through the pen of the prophets to stop their atrocities
against the people - and they arrogantly laughed off these warnings only to
respond with more intense aggression. The cries of the Iraqi and Palestinian
people have not gone unheeded and consensus to put a quick end to
Israeli/American military violence was reached in a manner transcending this
dimension to the next.
And hence under the ever present and often guiding hand of Allah the
Prophetess slipped behind the veil of dimensions and paved the way for
intervention by the Masters of this Universe, as she freely moved back in time
to lay the foundation for a return to normality among the Arab people with
respect to American/Israeli/British military misconduct.
What has been set in motion is irreversible. Our scribings from years ago have
spoken of the Americans returning home with their tails between their legs,
licking their wounds, wishing they had left much earlier and not remained in
the Gulf as long as they did. These scribings had all fallen into the hands of
U.S. security agencies years ago and probably all have been dismissed as
nonsense.
It will be painful for their initiated and informed to see Uthrania's prophetic
statements all come true as the events continue to unfold along the time line of
our present and future history. Yet they chose to retain their arrogant
stiffneckedness and thought their cruise missiles, satellites, AWACS planes,
bombers, fighter planes and depleted uranium would save their day. NOT SO,
FOR THEY DID NOT BELIEVE THAT ALLAH IS ALIVE AND IS
LIGHT AND THEIR JEHOVAH IN DARKNESS IS NO MATCH!
And in the end the High Councils of this galaxy agreed, that man's wickedness
on earth had to be terminated BY FORCE, for they would not heed their
prophets' warnings to cease their relentless killings. We will leave them to their
own limited comprehension of what the pyramids of Egypt may have had to do
with their military defeat, for they are perpetual infidels whose only
understanding goes as far as what they can see and touch.
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The use of force this close to the end of this world will only be applied because
there simply is not time enough any more to overcome the obstinacy among
certain national leaders on a one-to-one basis until by their protracted grace
(which would never be forthcoming) the people are being given a much needed
foretaste of paradise prior to the great planetary evacuation.
Beginning with a healthy housecleaning of American/British/Israeli military
dross the way will be paved for a general liberation of many peoples. But when
their planes begin to fall from the skies like dead flies, we will not sorrow but
remain somber and remember Master Gabriel saying:

WE HAVE HAD NO OTHER CHOICE. WE ARE
SORRY HU-MAN RACE. BUT YOU JUST WOULD
NAUGHT LISTEN.
Zionism Is Racism, Holocaust is Hollow, Israel is
Racist and Apartheid, and Censure Belong to the
United States and Israel for Upholding the
System of World Financial Slavery!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 5, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The abusers of all world population are throwing a temper tantrum in Durban,
for they behave unmanly like spoiled children and refuse to acknowledge past
and present violations of principles for ethical behaviour. In their cowardice
they turn tail and run when confronted with accusations for misconduct which
is being sanctioned, endorsed and encouraged by the Talmud, the Rabbis, the
Synagogues, the Jews, and the State of Israel.
The World Conference Against Racism is better off without the United States
and Israel, for all racism and world slavery originates there and permeates like
a cancer throughout the world as a body of nations.
Talmudic philosophy lies at the root of it all, for there has never a racist attitude
found manifestation without a religious/philosophical basis. Combine the
Talmud with the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion and what you have is
misconduct as happened in the slave trade of America, in financial/capitalistic
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slavery of the today's nations and in ugly mistreatment and racist
manifestations of the rogue state of Israel against Palestinians.
Are Israel and the United States racist? Indeed they are, for we see that both
states are guided by the ugliest religious tenets this world has ever seen! Let
them leave the conference if they do not wish to face the truth of their own
ugliness, and let us become strong and united in dealing with these outlaws as
to extract from them a price in accordance with their crimes.
You talk about financial compensation for past slavery. In my previous article
on this subject I have stated
"My friends and brothers of the nations, just continue building paradise
around these fallen nations of western democratic stupidity and you will see
them sink like a rock to the bottom of all manifested economic idiocy. As you
rebuild paradise you won't even have to demand of them compensation
payments for past injustices done to you, for simply speaking, you won't need
a single thing of what they have to offer!"
May I make myself clear to state that a monetary penalty may not be possible
to extract from them without their cooperation, however a price for their
injustices toward humanity must be extracted from them in one way or
another, for if it were not to be made so, then collectively and individually
they would become deprived of their opportunity to learn from past errors
and continue with their abuse unabated for lifetimes to come.
IT IS MANDATORY THAT THE UNIVERSE STEP IN AND STOP
THESE ABUSERS BY FORCE, IF NECESSARY, FOR IF THAT TASK
WERE NOT TO BECOME ACCOMPLISHED, THEN THESE SUB
HUMANS WILL RETURN ONCE AGAIN WITH IDENTICAL
MANNERISMS AND CREATE HELL ONCE AGAIN AMONG THOSE
WHO WISH TO BUILD HEAVEN.
The Universe, my righteous brothers, is YOU! Hence if you will not stop them,
nobody will, and once again - and again, and again - you will become their
victims!

No German Troops for NATO Misuse!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 4, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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After WW2 Germany was given a new Constitution forbidding the employment
of German troops outside of Germany's borders. That was excellent and for
many years this restriction kept Germany from becoming embroiled in disputes
outside of its territory. This arrangement however saw Germany perpetually
exempted from European/Balkan/Asian bush fires so easily set by NATO's
super bosses (the hidden iron hand of all debauchery), and hence pressure was
brought to bear on Germany to change the Constitution accordingly.
Unfortunately, howbeit not unexpected, the Constitutional Court of Germany
relented to this blackmail, and now we find that Germany is always expected to
participate in missions the british and americans so quickly involve themselves
in.
There is a principle here which must override any other matter deemed of
importance, and that principle simply states NEVER EMPLOY YOUR
MILITARY FORCE OUTSIDE OF YOUR OWN NATIONAL
BORDERS, AND EMPLOY THEM ONLY WHEN ATTACKED!
If Germany wants to participate in a humanitarian effort, then let that effort be
by unarmed volunteers paid by the German Government, BUT NEVER
MILITARY PERSONNEL! Such action sends the wrong signal to nations
affected and is the cause of ill-feeling among nations for lack of neutrality.
Already Macedonians feel betrayed by NATO.
I strongly advise you, Chancellor Schroeder, to forbid the employment of any
German military outside of your nation's boundaries and reverse the
Constitutional Court's decision allowing such dangerous practice. Germany is
ill-served by becoming involved once again in extra-national disputes.
Let it not be known throughout the annals of time that Germany learned
nothing from the catastrophes of two major wars.

Imperialism, Zionism, Capitalism, Racism - All
Part of the Same Sinking Ship!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 3, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Afghanis and Iraqis kept stranded on the Norwegian freighter are not ones
on a sinking ship, but the racist Australians are!
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Just listen to Ellie Gilbert, speaking on behalf of the natives of Australia and
telling on the racist government in Canberra, saying: "Australia is the last
bastion of white supremacy and we have seen a rise in racism since the end
of apartheid!"
Another Australian Aboriginal activist, Yaluritja Clarrie Isaacs, a justice of the
peace, said: "When apartheid ended in your country we thought the world
spotlight would turn to Australia. We're the only country that still passes
racially discriminatory laws."
Now we know why John Howard refuses to let the people who are seeking a
better life than one in misery into Australia: THE GOVERNMENT OF
AUSTRALIA IS A RACIST WHITE SUPREMIST GOVERNMENT
UNWILLING TO SHARE AUSTRALIA'S WEALTH WITH PEOPLE
WHOSE ONLY DIFFERENCE IS SKIN DEEP: COLOUR AND
CULTURE!
When they invaded Australia a few hundred years ago they thought nothing of
overrunning Australia's local population and claim all of Australia as their own,
setting up an authoritarian government after the defunct patterns of british rule,
forcing the local population into submission just like the british did to the
natives of Canada. They fed them booze, and when they saw booze destroying
their culture, they gave them more booze - in Canada, at least.
Jews are on the defensive in Durban, for by now the nations recognize that
jewish greed and lust for power has brought them slavery and poverty. Jews
have sent Russian jews back to Russia, for "they were not pure enough". And it
does not matter what Netanyaho says on BBC about letting Ethiopian jews into
Israel, fact still remains they are stealing Palestinian land and killing Palestinian
people, who are defending their land from Israeli theft.
Jewish greed gave America its African population. Jewish slave merchants
captured Africanis, transported them across the Atlantic at horrendous losses of
lives, and sold the survivors for money to wealthy Americans as slaves without
rights.
No, let there be no illusion about it: IT IS NOT THE AFGHANIS OR IRAQIS
THAT ARE SINKING, IT IS THE AMERICANS, THE BRITISH, THE
AUSTRALIANS, THE CANADIANS, THE ISRAELIS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL JEWS, THAT ARE ON A SINKING SHIP!!
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And who will sink their ship? THEY THEMSELVES!! And how will it come
to pass? THE AMERICANS, THE BRITISH, THE CANADIANS,
AUSTRALIANS, JEWS AND JEWS OF ISRAEL HAVE LOST THEIR
ABILITY TO CONTROL THE MONSTER OF THEIR OWN CREATION:
THE SYSTEM WITH WHICH THEY HAVE RAVISHED OTHER
NATIONS: IMPERIALISTIC CAPITALISM! Just watch the
stock markets, unemployment and desperate poverty in their countries,
and then you will see their ship go down!
My friends and brothers of the nations, just continue building paradise around
these fallen nations of western democratic stupidity and you will see them sink
like a rock to the bottom of all manifested economic idiocy. As you rebuild
paradise you won't even have to demand of them compensation payments for
past injustices done to you, for simply speaking, you won't need a single thing
they have to offer!

Well Done, President Arafat, For Calling a Spade
"a Spade"!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 1, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Never mind Hedy Fry, President Arafat, she is just Canada's low level
delegation head to represent Israel on behalf of Canada, for Chretien wishes not
to be at the center of world criticism for racism of his own by being seen to
give unconditional support for Israel's racist misconduct in the Middle East nor
for Canada's racism against our native population, which now faces virtual
extinction from having been forced into western subculture of mass slavery,
booze and drug addictions.
You and other world leaders whom we respect have spoken out before the
world pointing the accusing finger right at the center of all of this world's
heartache! Why the jews and their sympathizers got away with their colonialist,
hegemonic and racist violence against other peoples for so long I cannot
comprehend. Maybe there has never been centralized leadership present to rally
around the cause of concerted defense against ugly manifestations of elitist
racism. That however is no longer the case today, for your bold stand and that
of President Fidel Castro and countless others who are attending the conference
in Durban give rise to the realization that behind all ugly racism of today lies
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the fifth-column power among many nations of jews where the racist state of
israel is at the forefront and the United States, Britain, Australia, Canada and
Europe are found to be in perfect alignment to Israel's debauched leadership in
modern type of colonialism as is now so well manifested in Israel's treatment of
your people, their land and their property.
Understand please, President Arafat, that roughly 70 delegates from Israel and
the United States alone is a mere feeble effort to offset their embarrassment of
having been discovered for what they really are: THE RACISTS OF THIS
WORLD. They are trying to mask world realization on this subject by the sheer
size of their delegations.
My people of Germany also have suffered greatly under their filthy hand of
racist brutality, when under Eisenhower after the Second World War more
Germans were starved to death under the open skies in Germany, France and
Austria than what perished during the war activities. That story has yet to be
told. You also know full well that jewish losses under Hitler are highly
exaggerated in order to uphold the holocaust lie for the purpose of making
Germany bleed in perpetuity for a crime never committed.
We are with you and your people's cause of justice.
Their conduct is a danger to mankind's evolution upward!

COST is the Culprit of the Bygone Era!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 31, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Duisenberg proudly presents the new EURO currency in all its glitter of
security ribbons and fresh colours to notes and coins.
Unbeknownst to himself he has just condemned the Europeans to remain beset
with COSTS in the format of his glittering currency for generations to come
UNLESS THE LEADERS AND THE PEOPLE WAKE UP TO THE FOUL
GAME THEIR ELITIST FINANCIAL SLAVE MASTERS INTEND TO
CONTINUE TO PLAY AND BEGIN TO DIMINISH THE IMPORTANCE
OF THE EURO BY DE-LINKING THEIR PRODUCTION FROM THE
ELEMENT OF THE EURO THROUGH A TARGETED SYSTEM OF COST
REDUCTION!!!
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I CANNOT EVEN HAVE SO MUCH AS A TINY VALVE CAP FOR FREE,
FOR SOMEONE WHO HAS IT SAYS TO ME I HAVE TO PAY HIM
MONEY TO OFFSET THE COST OF THE CAP!! AND THEN HE
PROCEEDS TO CHARGE ME 50 CENTS FOR IT!!
I work for pay and I am a cost to my employer. That cost my employer has to
offset by charging my wages on the goods I produce. But the buck does not
stop there. The Government steals some of my money and calls it "taxes",
which is a cost to me, for my wages have that much less power to purchase.
What I buy is expensive, for I must always pay the sum total of all the costs to
any of the goods I purchase: property lease costs and maintenance, power,
natural gas, wages, hidden taxes, insurance and profits to the shareholders of
the company which produces what I buy.
But I have not much power to purchase, for I struggle with COSTS of keeping
from freezing to death, COSTS to keep from starving to death, COSTS of
assuring that I have enough left to pay for going to to work, so I may remain to
be a smaller cost to the company, and the company can sell my marked-up
labour to other people, who then will likewise have to pay too much for what I
produce or not buy my goods at all, which in turn might just get me laid off and
assure me a place among the cast-offs of the nation!
That, my friends, is what the system is like WHEN MONEY IS BEING USED,
WHICH MEASURES EVERY ITEM AND EVERY SERVICE IN TERMS
OF COST!! AND UNLESS I OBTAIN ENOUGH "TICKETS" TO COVER
ALL COSTS, I AM CONDEMNED TO A SLOW DEATH!!
America is sinking, for it has overlooked the need for the people's continued
survival IN SPITE OF A REDUCTION IN DEMAND FOR GOODS AND
SERVICES REGARDLESS OF WHETHER INDUCED BY A DECLINE IN
PURCHASING POWER OR BROUGHT ON BY MARKET
SATURATION!!
AMERICA DOES NOT ERASE ITS DEBTS IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE
TAX COSTS TO THE PEOPLE! AMERICA CONTINUES TO CHARGE
TAXES, MEDDLES IN STOCKS FOR PROFITS, WHICH ARE A COST TO
THE PEOPLE, AND WHICH IN EFFECT DIMINISH THE PEOPLE'S
ACCESS TO GOODS THEY NEED, FOR ANY PROFIT TO PROPERTY
OWNERS COMES OUT OF THE PEOPLE'S POCKETS IN THE FORM OF
COSTS!
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The secret of cost reduction is not pulling down the people's wages or massive
layoffs. The secret lies in targeted money management, where the target is the
ELIMINATION OF COST in order to assure continuation of demand
WITHOUT COST!!
America will never learn this secret, for her leaders are men without a soul and
without heart. And hence, with anything I so frankly place on the net for all to
learn from, I give no secrets away to America, for America is a country of
infidels and their leaders will never have a heart to do their own people any
good. Hence anything I say will never see its manifestation in America!

Israel Must Cease to Exist as a Nation State!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 27, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The State of Israel is unlike any other. The nation was founded on the blood of
Palestinians two generations ago. This act of betrayal became possible only
with the help of the British under whose protectorate Palestine was at the time.
The protectors became the traitors. False religion played a big role in this
betrayal, for it requires a deceived mind in order to betray the principle of
decency.
Their lying god tells them of Israel's restoration and greatness and what we
observe is Israel's brutality before Israel's fall, for brutality is never part of
greatness. Although the efforts of Israel's restoration is a Zionist ideal, the
excitement over Israel's founding and recognition in 1948 has spilled over into
the christian camp, for nominal christianity is an offshoot of judaism and the
error of judaism has bred the error of zionism as well as the error of
christianity. So Israel's religious mess comes from the falsehood of Judaism.
All political silence from christian nation states in light of Israel's brutality
arises from their false perception of the jews, who have succeeded in portaying
themselves as "God's chosen people". Yet we all know that the true God is
impartial and loves His creation equally regardless of colour or race. So
obviously the jews' god is not the righteous God but a god from the
underworld.
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Granted, this underworld god has ruled this world for millennia, but that does
not mean that he will continue to do so until the end. In the end there shall be
Light, and many nations must become blessed with that Light, which for all
intents and purposes is no more than understanding connected with plain
righteousness.
The logic here continues and simply states that unless the nations and their
people embrace righteousness, there will be no enlightenment nor qualification
for them to face the advent of our higher brotherhood from the skies for a safe
evacuation of this planet. And when the Light of higher understanding begins
to surround benighted Israel, then Israel will fall in the sense that its
governmental structure and bureaucracy will become dissolved and fall into the
hands of the enlightened population of Palestinians, AND PERHAPS

ONLY IN THAT SENSE BECOME THE JEWS
BLESSED THROUGH THE IMPOSITION OF
PALESTINIAN RULE OVER THEM, WHO AT
THAT TIME WILL BE GOVERNED BY ALL
PRINCIPLES OF A RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE!!
I am not interested in persecuting jews as a people, however it is mandatory
that they not be permitted to portray their religious delusions of superiority with
all its ugly side effects on an enlightened population!
And that is why the state of israel will cease to exist and the throne of rule be
restored to the truly enlightened Arab people, who prepare themselves for the
great evacuation from this planet BY VIRTUE OF THEIR PERSONAL
RIGHTEOUSNESS AND HUMILITY (being teachable) ONTO THE GREAT
WISDOM IN READINESS FOR THE MEETING WITH THEIR HIGHER
BRETHRENHOOD FROM THE STARS!
When I say Israel's days are numbered I say not the days of all jews are
numbered. In the end it is decency and compassion combined with humility the
element which decides who shall be taken and who shall remain. And any jew
that lets his character evolve into these simple qualifiers for readiness will
certainly not be left behind on the day of man's great visitation and evacuation!
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Letter to His Excellency King Abdullah ibn
AbdulAziz of Saudi Arabia

Time for the Lion of Judah to Go Back to Judah
(Germany)
From the Office of the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, August 24, 2001, Reni
Sentana-Ries

Your Royal Highness King Abdullah ibn AbdulAziz of the Blessed Nation of
Saudi Arabia,
Thank you for assuring the Prophetess and myself the necessary protection.
There is a sting coming from the European nations. This sting is their leaders'
poor vision and lack of discernment, and that condition must be removed in
order for other nations to not always feel a sense of betrayal coming from
Europe.
The system has tied the leader's hands to almost full paralysis in matters of
economics and true statesmanship, and their fear of coming to even a mere
verbal defense of Palestine is ever present.
Germany has a host of rather inappropriate laws placed there under zionist
pressure, which are a form of despotism in their own right. These laws must be
repealed in order to restore back to the people their right to free expression.
The list of Israel's crime against humanity is growing. Where have we ever
heard in man's modern history of one nation's military force beating down the
civilian population of another nation without a declaration of war? It is easy to
assassinate people driving along highways with rocket-propelled missile bombs
from military helicopters with impunity for as long as no fire comes back to
them. Only the morally bankrupt state of israel with america's backing does
that, and the cowardice of israel in its dealings with Palestine has as its
counterpart the cowardice of the america and britain in their dealings with the
sovereign nation of Iraq!
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My apology for seemingly straying from my topic, however I merely brought
this issue up to explain to you the area where Germany needs help with
discernment between right and wrong.
In order to effect a shift in European internal and foreign policy I need to go
back to Germany under your diplomatic immunity. The purpose of my return
would be manifold. Germany needs to have its economic and political affairs
corrected, and the success of Germany will then spill over into the rest of the
European nations. Along with that success will come a change in attitude
towards other cultures, particularly the Arab people, who are continually
nursing their wounds inflicted on them by the infamous Belfour Declaration.
I intend to move into the newly constructed chancellor's dwelling in Berlin
where I will have ample opportunity to dialogue with Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder. Unlike his position mine will obviously not come up for election,
however I will see what I can do about that should Mr. Schroeder and I get
along well. The possibilities are endless. Unlike myself, he is a good public
speaker, and he carries with him a lot of personality, probably because of his
large stature and distinguished looks.
Your Excellency, it goes without saying that my intent with Europe is to bring
it into the fold of the Federation of Free Planets. While success in this
endeavour may not necessarily translate into all nations joining in order to truly
present back to the Masters a planet full of liberated nations, it is however
important that individual nation states become participants in an economic
system which will free the people from the stress of plain survival. Should I be
able to at least have accomplished that much, then my life will not have been in
vain.
The prophetess Rania wishes to go home to Saudi Arabia to be with you and
her family there.
I feel I have yet a work to finish in Europe.
Unless the anglo-saxon world comes to its senses, I have little hope that any of
their leaders will ever wish to liberate anybody from any kind of agony. They
will remain outside the community of Free Nations, for as long as no leaders
will arise among them to join in with the effort of liberating the people. In the
event a renaissance even among them should occur, then that would also be the
last we have seen of their debauchery, for it is not possible that any power of
their leaders to do good will also not include a dramatic change in attitude
toward other cultures.
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Thank you for being patient in hearing of my words.
Your humble brother of the other house to be made into one. - Reni SentanaRies.

INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion31.htm

The Words of the Prophets Are the Missing Link
For Man's Evolution Into the Next Era!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 29, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Having said so I am not talking about words without substance or words only
which are said to be "cheap", but I mean the literal manifestation of our
words into plain reality among mankind, i.e. the fulfillment of our words
as part of the experience of man's remaining short history.
Our words could not be the missing link unless they manifest in actuality.
When we speak of a time where the mere purchase order is to become the
form of payment for anything man stands in need of, then that must be so! Or
when we say that today's most hunted man, Osamah bin Laden, is Russia's
latest Czar who will see a brief span of time of rule over the Russian
empire, then that must come to pass, and so must King Abdullah of Saudi
Arabia rule in majesty and righteousness over the Arabian Penninsula,
and likewise King Saddam Hussein as King over the Arab Nation in
general! Outrageous? Well, you have not seen the end of all days yet to tell me
otherwise!
I have also spoken that the State of Israel must cease to exist in order for
peace to return to the Palestinian people, then that better be so! All of Palestine
will come under Palestinian control, and all power to govern the region
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will be taken out of the jews' unworthy hands and entrusted to the
Palestinians!
America's arrogance must become ground into the dust! Were that not to be
so, then we, the prophets of the New Era, have come down here in vain and
will have wasted our energies on a fruitless effort to restore mankind to its
rightful dignity!
We know what is necessary for man's evolution into the next higher phase of
existence, and woe to mankind in general, should the events of time not evolve
in a way supportive to all the words we have so faithfully spoken on this
internet system! What I am simply saying is that THE POWER OF THE
PROPHETS MUST EXCEED THAT OF THE ENTIRE MILITARY
MIGHT, POLICE FORCES AND BUREAUCRACY OF THIS FALLEN
WORLD!
THIS PLANET CANNOT BE RECOVERED FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS
THROUGH GENTLE PERSUASION TO BE NICE AND GOOD, BUT
BY THE APPLICATION OF BRUTE FORCE - A FORCE THAT
EXCEEDS THAT OF THE JEWISH UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND ALL OF ITS MOST STAUNCH ALLIES OF SUSTAINING
FINANCIAL INIQUITY!
There will be no successful evacuation of this planet but through our words of
teaching, which tell you all you need to know of your higher brotherhood in the
skies - or galaxy - if you will, for it is in their (flying) "boats" you must find
refuge if you wish to escape the environmental turmoil yet to come!
Of course it stands to reason that the mockers of these words will never qualify
for entry, for their mindset remains negative and hostile to anyone of higher
essence of goodness! YOU CANNOT ESCAPE THE WRATH OF ALLAH,
NOR THAT OF LORD GABRIEL, LORD MICHAEL NOR THAT OF
THE COMMANDERS FROM THE STARSHIPS OF THE
FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS!
OUR OWN WRATH IS INTERMINGLED WITH THEIRS IN TOTAL
INDIGNATION FOR ALL INJUSTICES DONE TO CULTURES AND
CIVILIZATIONS OF MODERN AS WELL AS ANCIENT TIMES,
INJUSTICES COMMITTED BY THE FALLEN ANGELS OF SOCIETY
AND ALL OF THEIR FOLLOWERS AND HENCHMEN - BEGINNING
WITH THE INJUSTICE TOWARDS IRAQ AND ENDING WITH THE
BRUTALITY AGAINST MAN'S CAPTIVE VISITORS FROM
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FRIENDLIER STAR SYSTEMS, TORMENTED IN AREA 51 AND
OTHER BLINKENSOP LABORATORIES OF INIQUITY!
We are the link to your next set of incarnations on a higher plane of
existence. All western secret service agents, elites, elitists and henchmen
know of our prophecies and follow our statements on the net. All of their
policies and programs they implement in defiance of anything we have
ever put on paper, determined to prove us false prophets before the world
by foiling the prophecies they have had prior knowledge of. However this
in the end is their final undoing, for the more they scheme to void anything
we have ever written, the more we find them fulfilling all prophecy
contained therein. It is written in our records, that they will one day
lament the day they ever laid their eyes on us and our books!

Without us, the prophets of the New Era, you cannot
make the connection to your higher evolution, for WE
AND OUR WORDS ARE THE LINK WHICH WILL
SAFELY GET YOU THERE!
Earth Has Arrived at an Equinox For a Shift in
Vibrational Frequency!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

So you don't know what I am talking about? I will explain:
In the course of time all inhabited planets on their evolution upward go through
major cycles. And here I am speaking not of the evolution of a planet, but that
of its inhabitants. The emotional vibrational frequency of a planet's inhabitants
can only shift higher when speaking in general terms their environment shifts
into "higher gear" of less or no discontent.
Planet earth, or Angoreous, the name of which this planet is known by in higher
realms, has gone through many millennia of prevailing discontent and
unhappiness by its inhabitants. The rulers which have governed their
civilizations have failed to provide the people with an environment conducive
to happiness even in modest terms, and this condition prevailed through a
combination of insufficient leadership quality in general, the forced removal of
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high-quality leadership whenever it occurred (assassinations) by darkened
energies among men, and the perpetual presence of a fifth-column power of
global conspiracy among the community of cultures, always assuring that wars
and economic exploitation made the lives of the people miserable. Their
emotional vibrational frequency was artificially kept down from generation to
generation, and never did the reincarnated spirit of the masses, whose
obligation it is to be on an upward journey, find a space of time on earth where
his live span was not in one way or another made miserable by prevailing
powers over him.
Along the pathway of time and recurring life experiences there comes a time
when stock is taken, for the Masters of old, who are ruling in higher realms and
as such are responsible for the guaranteed upward evolution of man in general,
must provide a doorway for the spirits of those people, who through the
succession of many incarnations have made themselves ready for a frequency
shift into a more elevated state of existence. And for these people's sake we
have come back and function with our gifts at a time when the transition, also
called the Equinox, is to occur. Planet Earth has now reached the time of its
Equinox and the shift into higher gear will be forced on all its inhabitants.
However not in a manner where man's free agency is being violated and he sees
himself forced into a good time contrary to his or her level of unevolvement,
but in a manner where the element standing in the way of man's evolution, will
become removed by force.
Little did the elite of today know nor understand the circumstances by which
their power of arbitrary enforcement of unrighteousness would become
removed. Their power lay in their sophisticated military machines from various
nations which they controlled and the foundations of their persistent
unrighteousness lay in the perpetual enforcement of diabolical philosophy as
found in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, which has its foundation
in the rabbinic Talmud. Therein global contempt for man's cultures became
drafted into a political theory and throughout centuries mercilessly enforced on
the people.
The good people on earth MUST see a day of liberty from their ruthless
oppressors. Were that not to be the case now, then their emotional frequency
would not qualify them for a mingling with that of their higher brethren from
the stars, and lift-off from this planet could not be within the realm of
experiences within their set of incarnations. Yet evacuation of (surviving and
ready) mankind from this planet is mandatory, for that is the order whereby
other planets are being emptied of its inhabitants which have come into a
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condition of impending environmental turmoil to a degree where survival of the
species is not possible.
I hope you now have the greater picture of why America's woes and that of its
most recent allies have just begun. They are flexing their military might against
an impoverished culture at a time when this planet has reached its eqinoxal
time barrier. And so the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets will
contrary to their own convention reluctantly use their overwhelming force
against America & Co.'s military machine with the intent of clearing the way
for the raising of man's emotion to a higher level, bringing about a condition of
preparedness for global evacuation into our higher brotherhood's star ships by
those souls who have made themselves ready.
Have a good day.

Clinton Admits to Have Secretly Authorized State
Assassinations
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 24, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The historical record of misconduct of the Government of the United States via
their covert operations of enticement of coups to topple governments not fitting
into the program of systematic capitalistic plunder, including targeted
assassinations of national leaders, i.e. Allende of Chile, seems to be an ongoing
saga in Washington and is solid evidence of the fact that this planet has no
rogue states except for the U.S.A., Britain and Israel.
THEY ARE THE ROGUE STATES OF THIS PLANET AND HAVE
COME UNDER THE JUDGMENT OF THE SUPREME RULERS OF
THIS GALAXY BELONGING TO THE FEDERATION OF FREE
PLANETS! There is no trouble in this world which cannot somehow be traced
back to the system of debauchery as upheld by these three nations, with the
inclusion of Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
Since I saw Clinton confessing on television in a subdued voice telling the
world that it was he who had secretly authorized the assassination of Czar
Osama bin Laden, who is now the Head of State of the Russian empire on
stand-by, I decided to provide you with the copy of the article that put into print
what I saw the rogue Clinton confess:
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Assassination Ban Gets New Look
By Nancy Benac
Associated Press Writer
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001; 7:12 p.m. EDT

WASHINGTON -- In an earlier time, when the Cold War was hot, the U.S.
government tried everything from mob hits to lethal pills to get Fidel Castro. The
Cuban leader once bragged of surviving dozens of plots, even one involving "a
mask that produces a fungus."
In those fearful times, the government also shipped poison to the Congo
intended for independence leader Patrice Lumumba and supplied pistols and
carbines to dissidents who shot Dominican Republic dictator Rafael Trujillo,
congressional investigators concluded.
The legacy of those and other abuses is a government ban on assassinations,
first issued by President Ford a quarter-century ago and now being re-examined
in light of the terrorist attacks that the government believes were engineered by
Osama bin Laden.
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld, asked this week whether the order
inhibits the government from targeting terrorists, said, "There is no question that
ban does have effects. It restricts certain things that government can and cannot
do."
In a CBS-New York Times poll after the attacks, 65 percent of Americans said
federal policy should be changed "so the U.S. government can assassinate
people in foreign countries who commit terrorist acts."
"People are urgently looking for things to fix," said Steven Aftergood of the
Federation of American Scientists.
At issue is one sentence of Executive Order 12333 of 1981, an update of Ford's
1976 order that was issued by President Reagan. It states: "No person employed
by or acting on behalf of the United States government shall engage in, or
conspire to engage in, assassination."
That sentence, seemingly straightforward, is subject to varying interpretations.
In the past 20 years, America has bombed Saddam Hussein's palaces in Iraq,
struck at Moammar Gadhafi's tents in Libya and fired cruise missiles into a highlevel meeting of Osama bin Laden's organization in Afghanistan that may have
included him.
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In each case, government officials said the assassination ban had not been
violated.
In the case of bin Laden, former President Clinton told reporters after a news
conference with New York officials that he had authorized the arrest and killing of
bin Laden while in office.
"...We actually made contact with a group in Afghanistan to do it," Clinton said.
"They were unsuccessful."
He said the U.S. did not have the intelligence at the time to make its own attempt
under constraints that existed. Clinton said support from countries bordering
Afghanistan, such as Pakistan, as well as key members of the United Nations,
gives the U.S. more tactical options this time around to carry out such a mission.
Clinton told NBC this week the assassination ban doesn't apply to terrorists, only
to heads of state.
Duane Clarridge, who worked in Reagan's CIA, recalled that when the Libyan
bombing targets were drawn up in 1986, "there was certainly no discussion - or
anyone making any smart or ad-lib remarks about hitting Gadhafi's command
center - that we might get him." But Clarridge added: "Did we think that was a
possibility? I'm sure that we all did." Instead, Gadhafi's infant daughter was killed.
There is ongoing debate about whether the assassination ban would preclude a
government-sponsored hit on bin Laden.
"I don't see that it crosses the threshold with respect to assassination," former
CIA Director Robert Gates said in an interview. "I make a distinction between
military operations and the CIA going out and targeting someone for
assassination. In military operations people usually get killed."
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer told reporters this week the assassination
ban "does not limit America's ability to act in its self-defense." Defeating
terrorists, he said, could require "acts which involved the lives of others."
Others are quick to add that the assassination ban is government policy, not law,
and could be summarily revoked by President Bush, publicly or in secret. But
Gates said that would be a mistake, inspired by those looking for a simple
solution to a complicated problem.
"We are the most vulnerable country in the world when it comes to our political
leadership," he said. "If we abandon a policy that we've had for 26 years, then I
think we open ourselves to significant retribution and we'd be sorry we ever did
it."
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Aftergood of the scientists federation said public interest in lifting the ban "reflects
a tendency to overpersonalize our adversary, as if bin Laden the individual were
the only enemy that we are fighting. That's a gross exaggeration."
Whatever else may come of debate over lifting the ban, some think the
discussion itself may have a good effect.
"Those who sponsor terrorism have to know that they could pay the ultimate
price anywhere, anytime, by whatever means," said Bill Taylor, a senior adviser
at the Center for Strategic and International Studies. "It ought to cause them to
lose a little sleep."
© Copyright 2001 The Associated Press

"Infinite Justice" on Bush's One World Order
Bigger Than I Thought!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 22, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Under the Command of Allah, Lord Gabriel and Lord Michael one of the nerve
centres of Super One World Capitalism got struck down and America throws a
temper tantrum! So, as with any spoiled child, the chastisement is not heeded
and the lesson in it not learned.
Under this system of world plunder it was perfectly alright to have millions
slave labour for less than a dollar a day while the plunderers sat in their
counting houses padding their bank accounts with billions every day of the
poor people's stolen pay.
Their first reaction was to lie about the event itself and so they began telling the
american public the falsehood that it was "middle eastern terrorists" under the
guidance of Russia's new Czar Osamah bin Laden who is their prime suspect
for this ultimate "crime". I say "ultimate" for by the bankers' standard no crime
could be worse than striking out at their beloved system of money power and
world plunder for profit. And just as I had foretold would be the case, they
proceeded to hastily plant false evidence around friends and relatives of all arab
passengers who happened to be on the four planes, and where any of the planes
had no Arabs on board they quickly proceeded to insert names of Saudis as
hijackers who, to the embarrassment of the FBI, turned up alive and outraged in
Saudi Arabia.
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Foolish america is chasing a set of phantom hijackers supposedly having
*banked two planes into their two towers as their own american pilots
approached an airport shown them under Allah's guiding command and a third
one was shot down by their own military which then crash-landed on their
sacred-to-them pentagon building! And since the american fools on the ground
can't get back at Allah for this, they decided to blame it on Allah's people using
all sorts of ridiculous theories. These people have completely forgotten that
Allah, being in full charge and command of the principle of true Islam, is also
their God and as such has a right to cut short the lives of his children, who in
their deluded state of minds perpetually sustain the debauched concepts of
greedy jewish world bankers.
It has indeed been a surprise to me to observe the determination with which the
frightened american elite is trying to draw into this God-Devil conflict all other
nations of this planet which had operated under the elite's debauched money
system, expecting of them to participate with their respective militaries in this
conflict. And here never in my wildest dreams would I have thought that the
Government of Pakistan under Musharraff would buckle under america's
blackmail to participate in the bankers' final battle against the righteous few.
The irony here is that Musharraff had been nothing but kicked and punched in
the teeth by the very ones to whom he is now lending assistance to. And of
course the Muslim population is confused by their Government's pro-american
position, for they do not understand nor realize the degree with which even
their own government had fallen under jewish/zionist/imperialist/banker
control!
In my opinion the threats uttered against Musharraff were nothing short of
nuclear bombing should he not have complied to their demands for access to
Afghanistan. But rather than keeping it secret Musharraff should have openly
taken this blackmail attempt and presented it to Pakistan's people to make a
decision on, and the Muslim people of Pakistan would then have decided for
themselves whether is was more important for their spiritual evolution to
remain true to the principle of loyalty towards an innocent brother than to risk
the threat of being nuked with atomic bombs. It is usually the case that a
righteous people have a better discernment in matters of personal evolution
than those who wish to protect their material interests.
AND YET WE HAVE STATED BEFORE THAT THE THREAT OF
ATOMIC FORCE IS HOLLOW, FOR THEIR BOMBS HAVE ALL BEEN
DEFUSED IN 1994!
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FURTHERMORE WE HAVE ALSO STATED THAT AMERICA'S
ARMADA WILL BE DESTROYED BEFORE IT CAN EVEN BEGIN TO
DO AFGHANISTAN'S RIGHTEOUS ANY HARM! SO WHAT THEN IS
THE PROBLEM?! WHY ALL THIS BETRAYAL OF A RIGHTEOUS
CAUSE?
YOU LEADERS OF THE NATIONS OF THIS WORLD, LEARN FROM
THE NOBILITY OF CHARACTER OF THE TALIBAN, WHO WILL NOT
BETRAY A BROTHER REGARDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES TO
THEMSELVES! THE TALIBAN HAVE THEIR PRIORITIES IN THE
RIGHT PLACE, FOR THEY INNATELY RECOGNIZE THAT SPIRITUAL
EVOLUTION IS NOT POSSIBLE ON THE FOUNDATION OF BETRAYAL
OF A RIGHTEOUS PRINCIPLE!!
THE TALIBAN HAVE PASSED THEIR GREATEST TEST, AND NOW
THEIR AND THIS PLANET'S ALLAH WILL TAKE OVER AND GIVE
THEM THE INSTANT AND VISIBLE REWARD FOR THEIR
FAITHFULNESS: THE MILITARY MACHINE OF

AMERICA AND ALL PARTICIPATING
MILITARIES WILL BE DESTROYED BY THE
COMMANDERS OF THE STARFLEET OF THE
FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS! THEREIN YOU
WILL HAVE YOUR ARMAGEDDON OF THE
BIBLE **WHERE YOUR EVIL FORCES
SURROUNDED THE "CAMP OF THE SAINTS"
(Afghani people) AND ALREADY YOU KNOW THE
OUTCOME OF THIS CONFLICT, UNLESS YOU
DON'T BELIEVE YOUR OWN BIBLE STORY
BOOK!
And in the meantime I will retreat back into my poorly decorated room, angry
at Germany's rulers willing to commit tactical elite squads to fight the Taliban
believers, and angry at Russia's rulers willing to let the american bastards use
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan as a spring board into Afghanistan.
"Ultimate Justice" will even be larger in extent than I had imagined! And
for as long as you keep hunting down innocent people don't expect me to
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sorrow when your ilk dies in numbers larger than even you could have
imagined!
* Clarified to be technically correct. ** Revised for inclusion of detail.

Attempt on My Youngest Son's Life Will Find Its
Way to Justice
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Several months ago an attempt was made on the life of my youngest son. While
he was still residing in Red Deer his drink was spiked with a substance which
caused him complete paralysis and took him to a near death condition.
Paramedics brought him back to life and he gradually recovered. When he later
inquired from the doctors to learn what substance his drink had been spiked
with they gave him evasive answers. Eventually he moved away from Red
Deer.
Consequences will follow on the heads of those responsible for this attempted
murder.
Likewise, consequences will follow on the heads of all those who on several
occasions poisoned the prophetess who only recovered with difficulty.
Consequences will be on those who masterminded the establishment of the MI7, britain's latest assassination squad.
Consequences will follow those who say that state assassinations would be
conducted in spite of a rejection by congressional lawmakers in Washington.
And the most serious consequence will be on the american military which is
now being mobilized alongside those of other nations' military machines to
hunt down an innocent holy man somewhere in Afghanistan over the issue of a
false accusation against him.

First Call for Our Friends to Evacuate!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 18, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Should america wish to proceed with war on impoverished Afghanistan, which
seems to be the case, then the next strike from the Fleet Commanders of the
Federation of Free Planets will be against the american military. We will
simply not tolerate the dear poor people to be attacked with biological and
chemical weapons, cluster bombs or what have you. In fact no type of warfare
against them will be permitted.
However having said so does not mean that taking the U.S. military out means
New York would remain safe to be in. I simply cannot guarantee the safety of
foreign diplomatic staff there, and therefore advise them to move away from
high density areas of Staten Island or greater New York. Perhaps you wish to
take a vacation at home and wait until the latest "water storm" is over. And
should you watch it on TV then know that you will have just witnessed the
Armageddon so often mentioned in the Bible or some other prophetic texts.
I know for a fact that the debauched elite had made preparations for this event
and carefully watched the hand of time to see of the precise moment for their
preemptive strike. What I am saying here is that should they ever become faced
with having their (money) power taken from them and not be able to do a
damn' thing about it, they had vowed amongst themselves to take this world
down with them into a global nuclear holocaust.
It seems to me several leaders were threatened directly or indirectly with
atomic bombs on their countries should they refuse to give full support to their
latest debauched cause of taking one man out hidden in a cave of Afghanistan.
But what they did not reckon with was that we foresaw their intent of using
nuclear bombs to have all conflicts go their way, and so we traveled back in
time through a doorway they can never find and defused all their atomic bombs
to render them useless for use in 2001 A.D. What I am saying is that none of
their nuclear bombs work any more. Simple as that. That was done a while ago,
and by the time they found out it was too late to ever make their treats a reality.
To make a long story short, may I now say to any and all national leaders who
recently have received threatening phone calls out of Washington from
Kissinger and Co. to not worry over the nature of the threat, for unless you
volunteer to work with america against Afghanistan, the threat to nuke your
country is hollow.
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I apologize to you, President Arafat, for having inferred that there may be
something wrong with your Arab nature. I now see that is not the case at all. You
have made an experience in the Demon's Den of Camp David for which you could
not have been prepared. The people you have met there are demons walking around
in human bodies, and your sweet essence is no match for their evil essence with
which they have terrified you - and here not only you, but over the course of many
years have they terrified many national and provincial leaders which had gone
there. And because this world would under such stringent conditions never be able
to shake itself loose from their grip, we, the prophets and Masters of old had to
come back and break that grip, and the only way that was possible was by bringing
with us our natural essence from beyond, which is no match to theirs, and with that
natural essence of ours we pull down with us the starships from our other home. I
am sorry to have hurt your feelings.

King Saddam Hussein of the Arab Nation, please be on stand-by, your services will
be re-required! - Reni Sentana-Ries

America's Darkest Hour Yet to Come!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

For many decades america has dished out death and destruction abroad.
Millions from other cultures perished during and after america's war machine
destroyed the life energy of man, beast and plants. Then America gave one
nation atomic bomb blasts, and others AIDS, depleted Uranium and agent
orange pollution. Those running america often concealed from the public what
america's war machines and agents had done abroad. America thought it was
fun to wage war against a nation from behind the safety of a keyboard in front
of a computer screen!
The irony here is that america thought it perfectly alright to brutalize foreign
cultures and ruin the lives of millions, yet shows no humility to learn from a
single strike in return, even when administered from a higher plane.
Now america whines, utters death threats against innocent men, and learns no
lesson from its own experience of horror, but rather in its madness plans to go
abroad and destroy even one more foreign culture with carpet bombs and
missiles - this time the poverty stricken and starving Afghani.
American's leaders have lost their minds. They are insane and dangerous. But
when america's debauched elite has made their Armada ready to set sail for
Afghanistan, their Armada will be destroyed. The prophets on earth will not
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stand for a single more american atrocity against another culture, and neither
will the Commanders from the Federation of Free Planets.
Should America as a culture survive the next chastisement from the stars, then
america can count its lucky stars, but its war machine will sink to the bottom of
the ocean floor.
My energy is drained for tonight which accounts for the fact that this article
was written with little emotion. However I have given you all basic elements of
information for you to consider why america will be destroyed and cease to be
a world superpower. Good night and good bye, america!

Sunday, September 15, 1996 1:30 am
Lord Gabriel: Good evening. (Very deep voice)
DIRECTOR: Good evening.
Lord Gabriel: We are sorry for the interruption.
DIRECTOR: Who am I speaking with?
Lord Gabriel: You have called me in the past, and in the present, and know
me as the Father of my child.
Lord Gabriel at your service.
DIRECTOR: Lord Gabriel, we are pleased to be speaking with you, indeed. I
believe you have a word for us at this time on this particular occasion. Please
proceed.
LORD GABRIEL: Messages are at times rather mandatory or could run into
the mundane.
We have arranged here too, for the pleasure of all of the seeking ones, and
hereby Lord Michael has graciously accepted my interception as has been
pre-arranged though at a really eptitude time, as we see, as he was not
finished the promptu of his dialogue through.
However, the forces are in order, rather, the ships around your galaxy.
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I have come to instruct that at the wink of an eye or the flash of the tongue
of the calling down, or the waggle of the finger - THEY WILL ALL BE AT
YOUR COMMAND!
This will be broadcasted through the fleet. You will know precisely the
location of each and every one as you choose.
This is simply for the reinforcement and reinstatement of universal laws
which are applicable to those - and only those - who work with
decisiveness, coherence, and aptitude, not to mention other veracities of
the stature of the Holy Ones.
I give my commendation to the each of ye and my undying love and
pleasure that this soon will be finished, and that time will be collapsed,
and no more will reign the displeasure of the gods upon this earthen plane.
Gabriel out for this portion. Thank you, Michael, on stand-by.

Treason on a Silver Platter..!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Kissinger and Co. have taken over!
They think matters have gone out of control and now it is time to show the
world who is really doing the ruling of this planet and who it is that will always
have it his way if push comes to shove :

HENRY

KISSINGER!!
To the betrayal of his own soul Kissinger offers up to Satan treason on a silver
platter.
Under Kissinger's direction America offers up treason on a silver platter to all
fundamental ideals of america's constitution as a living sacrifice to Satan.
America in return passes on the Kissinger's principle of treason on a silver
platter to Pakistan, in betrayal to all Pakistani princples of holy Islam as a
living sacrifice to Satan.
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Now it is Pakistan's turn to pass on the Kissinger principle of betrayal on a
silver platter to Afghanistan as a living sacrifice to Satan by sending a "high
level delegation" to the Taliban with a demand note of handing over their
staunchest ally Osama bin Laden, who has been key in Afghanistan's effort to
end the evil occupation of that nation by the soviet military. However the
incredible penetration of evil does not stop there.
The Taliban will then be expected to accept the Kissinger principle of betrayal
on a silver platter as a living sacrifice to Satan by turning against their best
friend, hand cuff him and make of him an holy-man-of-true-Islam offering on
Satan's bloody altar just because Kissinger wants it so.
And then will the chain of betrayal on a silver platter be complete. Thank you
very much. My rage is such that I am tempted to place a request before the
Starship Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets to blast Angorius into
components of another asteroid belt should this foul game of betrayal go on
unchecked! And at this late of an hour I care not any more what threats of death
and destruction on Pakistan the demon Kissinger has uttered to have his
program of betrayal implemented!
WE HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE ASSURANCE FROM THE
ARCHANGEL LORD AND MASTER GABRIEL THAT AMERICA'S
MILITARY MACHINE WILL BE DESTROYED ALONGSIDE WITH
ALL THEIR FLYING PARAPHERNALIA OF DEATH BY THE SAME
FORCES WHICH BROUGHT DOWN THE TWO TOWERS OF BABEL
GREED!! SO WHAT IS THE PROBLEM, GENERAL MUSHARRAFF!?
WHY ARE YOU AND YOUR GOVERNMENT PASSING ON
KISSINGER'S SYSTEM OF BETRAYAL TO THE DESTRUCTION OF
YOUR OWN SOULS? REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE SPILLING THE
BLOOD OF AN INNOCENT MAN, WHO IS ALSO A HOLY ROYAL,
AND WHO HAS ALREADY BECOME THE ANOINTED CZAR AND
RULER OVER ALL OF RUSSIA'S EMPIRE! AND SHOULD YOU NOT
BE ABLE TO IMAGINE HOW THAT CAN ALL COME TO BE SO,
THEN REMEMBER THIS, THAT THE MAN YOU AND YOUR
GOVERNMENT IN THEIR COWARDICE ARE TRYING TO HAND
OVER TO THE MAN OF DEATH, KISSINGER, IS A PURE AND
HOLY BROTHER OF YOURS!
Do NOT concern yourselves with their threats of murdering the prophets here
in Canada. They seal their doom should they even so much as decide to
proceed with such an outrage.
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I am sorry to see you in this kind of predicament, but on this one you must
stand your ground!

*IBN LADEN IS THE MADHI!
SO THE MADHI EXPLAINS TO YOU HIS POSITION AND STILL
YOU RECOGNIZED HIM NAUGHT!
LOOK HERE IF YOU STILL DO NAUGHT UNDERSTAND!
WHY DO YOU THINK THE STARSHIPS WILL NEVER LET THE
AMERICANS NOR NATO GET NEAR HIM?!
AND WHY DO YOU THINK I HAVE ALWAYS SAID THESE WORDS
MUSHARRAFF?!:
"USAMAH IBN LADEN" AS THEY KNOW HIM BY?!
"!UTHRANIA

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO THINK TO JOIN THE AMERICANS
AND THE BRITISH BECAUSE THEY HAVE THREATENED YOU
WITH ATOMIC BOMBS OR OTHER FORMS OF PUNISHMENT I
SAY UNTO YE ALL - DID WE ONES NAUGHT TELL OF YE OF
THE INFIRMED MIND OF REMEMBRANCE AT TIMES THAT WE
ARE COME TO ENJOIN OF YE ALL AND TO DELIVER YE FROM
THE PITS OF HELL BEFORE THIS WORLD GOES COMPLETELY
OFF ITS AXIS?!
YOU WILL BETTER OF YOURSELVES TO FEAR ALLAH THAN
TO FEAR KISSINGER, TONY BLAIR, ARIEL SHARON, JOHN
HOWARD OR ANY OF THE REST OF THE GROUP OF DEMONS
COME TO THIS EARTH THROUGH WALK-IN BODY STATUS SO
YOU RECOGNIZE THEM NAUGHT. FOR YOUR NEXT
THOUSAND LIFESTREAMS DEPEND UPON YOUR DECISION
TODAY!"
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, September 16, 2001, 11:00 am MDST)
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Kissinger Wishes to See Israeli Practice of
Selective Assassinations Legitimized!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

After us having blown the cover of Britain's newly created government-paid
secret assassination squad the MI-7, Kissinger, spokesman for the hidden ruling
elite of all secret debauchery, decided to go public and make his support for the
legalizing of assassinations without involvement of the legal process known
before the world!
Wow! What a dangerous precedence that would set from here on out should he
be granted to have it his way! Annoyed by the emergence of resistance to his
zionist ideals among national leaders who have no inclination of following his
protocols of debauchery, it appears to me that the practice which israel so far
has been gotten away with in Palestine is now to become the standard of the
political industry and is designed to work on all fronts in order to maintain
jewish/zionist control of the community of nations!
"WE ARE THE ASSASSINS!" they say of themselves in some of their own
writings, and here you have the jew Kissinger proclaiming his inbred
disposition out into the world for all to hear!
There you have it, Gentlemen and Ladies of many nations! The Hiddden Hand
of All World Debauchery telling on themselves, coming out of the closets of
their hellish secret chambers, brash and evil, boldly announcing to the world
that from now on they wish to start assassinating anyone who will not tow their
line - and all without a consequence to their murderous acts!!
Henry Kissinger is what he implies he is: an elite demon from the pits of hell, a
manufacturer, a string puller and a secret controller of the miserable destiny of
many nations, bloodied with the blood of the murdered of Vietnam and many
other nations, showing his audacity to ask for authority to state-murder contrary
to all accepted Constitutions of Bills of Fundamental Human Rights, filled with
the intent to legally silence people like myself who have come down here by
the authority of the Creator to reconstruct paradise for the people which his ilk
has ruined millennia ago, or perhaps murder Gerhard Schroeder, who would be
willing to accept my presence in his large home in Berlin, or kill General
Musharraff, who abhors the idea of opening Pakistan's air space to the
americans for an attack on their brother state Afghanistan, or perhaps poison
the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, who is under my protection at this time and who
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longs to be back home with her family, or kill the new ruler of Japan, should he
dare to legislate the national debt out of existence! The list of possibilities for
Kissinger-inspired killings is endless!
This demon has just blown his cover! He is a dangerous man to all accepted
norms of civilized behaviour and peace among nations!
Gentlemen and Ladies, put this man under your surveillance and closely watch
all his moves from here on out, and see for yourself whether he means you or
the nations you are in charge of any good!

No Hijackers Commandeered Any of the Four
Downed Airplanes!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 16, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

After the airliner had crashed we stated immediately that none of them had
been hijacked to fly them into the buildings. We also said that none of the
american pilots were deliberately attempting to crash the planes or fly off
course. What we have said is that their instrumentation was overridden and that
none of the pilots saw the buildings they were flying into.
Furthermore we have announced in advance that the american government
would begin to manufacture evidence against Arabs. That deception is still in
progress and is not quite finished. We have also stated that the U.S. elite knows
those facts and are lying to the public about it in their unproven accusations of
"Islamic Militants" or of Osamah bin Laden. That is why I have called their
investigation "america's chasing of a ghost."
On several occasions we have tried to show you what really happened.
Kissinger and Co. believe us, for they know better, but if you wish to continue
to believe the lies coming out of the warmongering presidency, the FBI or the
media, then far be it for us to feel with your disappointment at the time the
consequences of your error in judgment lands on your head as well.
Never do we expect you to believe what is not true, and never would we make
a deliberate attempt to lead you astray with our statements. What we share with
you is what we know, and that is where we will leave it at.
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America's People Stuck Back in December 7,
1941 War Mentality! - And That Will be the End of
America!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 16, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

This time history will not repeat itself all over again!
When Britain was about to become whipped by Germany for its unconditional
support of aggressive Poland which let the jews harass and kill Germans along
the polish-german border, Churchill in his despair pleaded with Roosevelt to
come to Britain's assistance.
Now, Roosevelt had no mandate from Americans to become embroiled in
Europe's war, and so a strategy of hatred towards Germany and Japan had to be
developed in order for the american public to let their sons willingly go into the
battlefields abroad.
Prior to Pearl Harbour the Americans had cracked Japan's secret military radio
code and so Washington knew at all times what Japan was up to. Roosevelt
then decided to lay a trap on Japan and park a large portion of his naval fleet
virtually unattended in Pearl Harbour. The Japanese fell for this trick and took
of the opportunity to stage their one-way kamikaze attacks against the docked
fleet with disastrous results to almost 3000 american personnel and the loss of
almost all the fleet. The jew Roosevelt thought that to be a small price to pay
for getting the people's approval to enter into a war against not only Japan, but
also go against Japan's ally Germany to come to the rescue of Churchill in
trouble.
The "hate Japan/Germany" propaganda machine was set in motion with
devastating success! The depression was instantly gone and money appeared
literally out of nowhere to end the hardship of the people as they became
employed in America's war industry. All money problems had vanished.
Has history repeated itself today? Almost, but not quite. The difference
between then and now is that where the States of America marched to ultimate
victory against Germany, Italy and Japan after much loss of life, the States of
America will now run into ultimate defeat in their march against the Islamic
world like Pakistan, Afghanistan or whichever country the Bush family,
Clinton, Kissinger and the Pentagon war lords wish to take their deadly
Armada to.
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And why will the american war mongering arrogance finally become ground
into dust like their two fallen towers of Babel money greed?
BECAUSE THEY HAVE CAPTURED, TORMENTED AND
TORTURED PEACEFUL EXTRATERRESTRIAL VISITORS WHO
CAME TO EARTH TO TEACH US THE PEACEFUL WAYS OF PURE
AND UNDEFILED ISLAM!!
IN THEIR TORTURE CHAMBERS OF AREA 51 THEY CONDUCTED
THE MOST HEINOUS EXPERIMENTATIONS ON THESE
UNFORTUNATE VICTIMS, SUBJECTED THEM TO EXCRUCIATING
PAIN UNTIL THEY WERE DEAD FROM EXHAUSTION!
THEY HAVE TRIED TO STEAL THEIR SPACE FLIGHT
TECHNOLOGY FROM DOWNED CRAFT IN ORDER TO BEGIN TO
INVADE THE SOLAR SYSTEM AND CARRY THEIR MACHINES OF
DEATH AND DESTRUCTION INTO OUTER SPACE!
THEY HAVE INITIATED A SECRET PACT AMONG NATIONS OF
THEIR ILK TO CAPTURE OR KILL ANY EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENTITIES AND SHOOT DOWN AS MANY OF THEIR SPACE
FLIGHT MACHINES AS POSSIBLE!
AMERICA HAS TAKEN ITS HATRED TOWARDS HUMANKIND
INTO SPACE!!!
SOME, IF NOT ALL OF THE CAPTURED ENTITIES IN AREA 51
ARE RELATED TO ARAB CULTURE, WHERE MANY PRINCIPLES
OF TRUE ISLAM HAVE SURVIVED THE TEST OF TIME, AND
WICKED AMERICA IS NOW GEARING UP TO MAKE AN EXAMPLE
OUT OF THE ISLAMIC WORLD FOR AN EVENT IN NEW YORK
AND WASHINGTON WHICH NO ARAB INDEED HAD A HAND IN!!
AMERICA IS ABOUT TO BE GROUND INTO DUST FOR
TOUCHING THE APPLE OF THE EYE OF ALL DECENT AND
CULTURED CIVILIZATION, AND THE GRINDING WILL THIS
TIME NOT COME FROM PAKISTAN OR AFGHANISTAN OR SAUDI
ARABIANS, BUT FROM THE STAR SHIP COMMANDERS OF THE
FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS!!
AMERICA NEVER CONCERNED ITSELF OVER INFLICTING THE
MOST DIABOLICAL ATROCITIES ON OTHERS - LIKE THE FIERY
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INCINERATION OF HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF JAPANESE
CIVILIANS THROUGH THE MISUSE OF ATOMIC POWER OR THE
UNLEASHING OF ISRAELI MILITARY VIOLENCE AGAINST THE
PALESTINIAN POPULATION, OR THE STARVING TO DEATH OF
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF GERMANS HELD IN OPEN
CAMPS IMPRISONED UNTIL THEY WERE DEAD, OR THE
KILLING OF KOREANS OR VIETNAMESE OVER POLITICAL
IDEOLOGY!
AMERICA IS NOW FOUND ON THE BRINK OF EXTINCTION AS A
POWER TO BE RECKONED WITH, ON THIS DAY OF SEPTEMBER
15, 2001 OF PLANET EARTH, ANGOREOUS.

Should Pakistan's Air Space be Given to America
For an Attack on Afghanistan?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 15, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Absolutely NOT!! The experience of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait will then
become Pakistan's: THE USA MILITARY WILL OCCUPY AND STAY!
Eleven years after having been given permission to use Saudi air bases and air
space for attack missions against Iraq Saudi Arabia is in no position to tell the
Americans to leave should american harassment of Iraq one day be no longer
acceptable to Saudi foreign policy. The same principle applies to Kuwait.
Even if Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iraq would wish to unite in brotherhood (as
they should) the U.S. Forces would not leave if asked to do so. Give the devil
your little finger and he grabs your hand, your arm and eventually your whole
body!
U.S. bases on foreign soils are being held on to by force and by pure
convention regarded as America's hinterland. It would become declared as
essential to "national security" under which terminology any violations of
national rights become justified, and should abused-by-america Pakistan yield
to america's pressure to grant free access to its airspace to carry death and
destruction to Afghanistan, then not only would Pakistan betray its brotherly
neighbour state, but Pakistan would permanently lose all control of its air space
and clear the way for perpetual attacks against Afghanistan just as is the case
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now in Iraq. All honour would be lost. It would be like paying a bully for
kicking you in the teeth.
The U.S. would then demand from Pakistan all sorts of additional logistical
support against Afghanistan, and the end would be perpetual bitterness between
the two nations!
General Musharraff, do not permit the Americans a corridor for attacks against
Afghanistan. If you do, you will have betrayed the trust of your nation to keep
the enemy of all mankind out of your country. You would also compromise
your standing with the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets, and that
is a more serious a matter than you can even imagine!

New York and Washington in the Words of
President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, King of the
Arab Nation!

President Hussein:
Concerning the explosions took place in the U.S, President Saddam
Hussein said:
“
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the united states had never left any place in the world without a
symbolic memorial for its criminal acts, whether it was in Japan which
was the first that burned with what America proud of its capabilities of
nuclear destruction weapons,
and its aggressions against Vietnam and Iraq and against the Russian
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Atlantic Ocean carrying a weapon against them over history, but it
was America itself that crossed the Atlantic Ocean carrying death,
destruction and offensive exploitation to the whole world.
With all this, we hope people of America could remember that the souls
that died with the American weapon and American conspiracies could
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He who considers the souls of his people precious and dear
should remember that the souls of other people in the world are
dear too.
America is exporting evil not to where its armies placed only but also
wherever its movies reach.
American people should remember all this, if they remember that they
would save their security and the international security from their rulers.
But if all that events that hit the U.S were interior affair, the Americans
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President said.
R. Sentana-Ries: Never once has President Hussein wavered or betrayed the noble
cause of zionism put-down. That is why the Masters of this Universe have honoured
him beyond all other leaders with the distinction of being the natural King of the
Arab Nation.

Britain's New MI-7 Set Up to Take Out the Sultan
of this World!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 15, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Tony Blair rages like a mad dog. He is one of the demons from the past who
found his way back into a position of temporary power at a time when he
deemed it necessary to come to the rescue of international jewish bankers under
siege. He volunteered to become their fall guy in case he'd be found out to have
killed one of the two prophets presiding over world affairs at the end of this
age. And under no circumstance would he want to see Britain come under
direct control of the Lion of Judah. He finds it abhorrent that a time should
come for Britain to actually experience something as good as debt relief from
the debauched bankers' grip on the nation!
I am come back to prepare my people for the evacuation from this planet. I also
understand that not all britains are from the pits of hell like Tony Blair.
The Messiah of the Jews is here now, and many don't like what he stands for
and so their faces harden towards him in the likeness of their hearts for their
hearts are still bonded to money and gold. They were hoping for the coming of
a Messiah in the likeness of their own kind who would encourage and condone
their brutality toward other cultures, and in that I have sorely disappointed
them.
Now they have concocted another witch's brew to kill their Messiah using
Blair's latest brain child, the MI-7. We shall see what we shall see.
Should any of their agents perish in the course of attempting what Tony Blair is
handsomely paying them for, then they have only to blame themselves and
thank master Blair for it.
In the meantime I will go about my business of what I have come down here
for.

U.S. Military Gearing up for Final Defeat in Hunt
to Kill the New Czar and Emperor of the Russian
Empire Osama bin Laden!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 14, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The U.S. Government as well as the Pentagon are presently laying the
propaganda groundwork for a military attack on Afghanistan. Their goal is to
capture or kill the Czar, and as a side bonus they expect to topple the Taliban in
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order to bring the nation under their filthy control. The gullible American
public opinion is even at this very moment following the leading of the
propagandists as they incessantly implicate the Czar as possible mastermind
behind the WTO tower demise. Osamah himself denies it and also logic tells
that he could not have done it. However that does not matter to those who look
for anyone to pin the blame on.
Understand that the event of aircraft falling from the skies was in fulfillment of
prophetic information we had published 48 hrs prior, and contained in that
information was also given the explanation as to how the planes were brought
down. Search for it on our web sites if you wish to know what was written.
Watch now as the frightened Bush Administration and the terrified Pentagon in
their thirst for vengeance are about to make the mistake of their lives! I will not
disclose into their drooping ears what will happen other than to say that their
efforts to shed even more innocent blood will miserably fail and give them
humiliation like unto the dust of their fallen towers of greed. You may not even
have to fire a single shot in self-defense before the american armada turns tail
and runs.
They come at you, my friends, motivated by a determination to overturn a
prophecy of ours which simply states that Osama bin Laden will rule as Czar
over all of Russia. Consider that effort a given failure, for the source of our
information are the Akashic Records, or in other words, the Book of Life,
which contains all information of past, present and future events. This time no
harm will come to you from america's insane fury.
Their foolish leaders have declared war on phantom "terrorists", which tells me
that once again they are prepared to shed blood of innocent people in order to
appease an outraged american public. Big mistake.
As events transpire you will have a bright future, and as the monuments of
greedy capitalism crumbled - not into pieces, but into dust - so will
america's arrogance.

Taken from lion32.htm
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INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

COMMENTARY OF ADJUSTMENT OF THOUGHT by Violinio Germain
"The collapse of the nations, like blocks one tipping the other, and you
haven't seen it yet! You haven't seen near what they publicize may or could
happen!
"Any papers, any shows, any news articles, any myths, any fiction or nonfiction - there is not one that has come even close to what will occur in a
matter of short years down the road! This we have propagated and the surefooted brotherhood, which are not, but yet soon will be, dotted throughout the
face of the Earth for the sole purpose of instigating the replicas of these
informational packages. There will be no questioning where it came from!
"Whether it will be accepted or not is another matter.
"Protection will be around every word spoken and every word written, and
woe be unto those who would listen or read and subject themselves to the
point where they feel they need not tarry nor listen, but rather reign over
others in abject poverty: (they) will in due course bring upon themselves such
a curse and turmoil as the world has never known before!
"Blessed be those who take heed and listen. But not one word spoken nor one
word written will be allowed to be destroyed! They are written, each one, in a
crystal-clear gold such as platinum would seem to be. But this crystal clear
gold which is known of in the higher Universes as Beffium does indeed
reverberate those thoughts and those words of those reading or listening,
which are indubitably written down into the Records, those Records of Life
Personal which we also conclude as the Akashic Records! These do pick up
the vibrational flows!
"For those (of) you who can understand, then please do so.
"And those of you, (for whom) these words in this particular writing does go
far and surpasses over your head, is the ego roams the depths of the heavens:
to you we bid adieus, for as above so it remains below!
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"We find there will not be a lot of change in these last few years as far as the
understanding and the evolution of consciousness. You have been given, each
one of you, eons to adhere to instructures, instructors and teachers.

"We have so grounded you and there by your own design
have we been able to pick and secure those who will be
reseeding!"
"This will be the extent of the downloading at this time from the data banks.
ADRIGON out. Good Evening, Seila."
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess, Uthrania, Spring 1994)

Is America Beginning to Dig Its Own Anthrax
Grave?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 15, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Not quite, however the U.S. Government intends by circulating the anthrax
contaminated letters among the media outlets to create a hysteria among the
general population in the likeness of that which they themselves feel for having
been attacked by starship commanders against whose might they know no
defense!
Had there been real hijackers on board the crashed airplanes, then they would
not be half as paranoid, for ground security can look after that type of problem.
However now they feel the need for passing on their own paranoia to the
american public for comfort in their terror of being threatened by a force
infinitely superior to that of their own! And, as I said before, the planned
scapegoat for U.S. Government anthrax distribution is to become the nation of
Iraq, to add insult to injury already administered.
On October 7 just before the bombings of Afghanistan, the following happened
in New York:
(quote)

Baghdad, Oct. 10, INA
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representative in New York on the evening of October 7, 2001,
demanding a meeting with him to deliver a message from U.S. to Iraq's
Government.
The meeting was held at our residency at New York. The US delegate delivered the following message
orally without demanding an answer.
The text of the message says:
“
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tan, Iraq should not try to benefit from the situation. If you used force
against your neighbors or Israel or the Kurdish side or any other part of the Iraqi people, then we will reply very
strongly to defeat you. Any use of weapon of mass destruction against the US or our forces or even our friends and
allies will be faced with destructive results. Our reply will be crashing. Also if any use of weapon of mass destruction
against the US and against our forces, friends and allies, then Iraq will carry the res
pons
i
bi
l
i
t
y.
”
(end quote of this verbal declaration of war, blackmail, intimidation and threat)

There you have it, Ladies and Gentlemen! The U.S. Government telling on
themselves what they were planning to do in order to justify before the
american gullible public another massive attack against Iraq for the purpose of
destabilizing King Hussein of the Arab Nation from his throne and replace his
government with one subservient to the u.s. and the banker's system of profit in
return for the wanton plunder of Iraq's oil and gas resources. And so they
proceed to implement the distribution of anthrax all over america with the
intent of blaming Iraq for it!
By now the pattern of evil should be obvious to even the casual onlooker!
PEARL HARBOUR WAS PLANNED IN WASHINGTON, THE
ASSASSINATIONS OF J.F. KENNEDY AND MARILYN MONROE
WERE PLANNED IN WASHINGTON AND IN NEW YORK, THE
FLIGHT TO THE MOON WAS STAGED ON EARTH AND PLANNED
IN WASHINGTON WITH THE INTENT ON CLAIMING THE
MOON'S RESOURCES FOR THEMSELVES IN FUTURE TIMES, THE
SUSPICIOUS SUICIDES AND MURDERS OF OVER 90 CLOSE
PERSONNEL TO BILL CLINTON WERE PLANNED AND
ORCHESTRATED IN WASHINGTON AND THE ATTACK AGAINST
INNOCENT AFGHANI LIKEWISE ORCHESTRATED OUT OF
WASHINGTON TO GET TO THE INNOCENT MAN OF NOBILITY
OSAMAH BIN LADEN! AND NOW THE ANTHRAX ATTACK
AGAINST AMERICANS, ONCE AGAIN PLANNED AND EXECUTED
OUT OF WASHINGTON FOR THE POLITICAL PURPOSE OF
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ATTACKING IRAQ!! I

HAVE HAD IT WITH YOU

SCOUNDRELS!!
Quick, Mr. President Bush Jr., amass your Armada of the bankers' navy and air
forces, and ship them out to the Gulf region and the Indian Ocean for your
further attacks against Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Syria and Egypt, for when you
have them all amassed over there in one or more few places, then consider
yourself lucky when your generals still have time to report to you that indeed
the dreaded starships have broken through their dimensional barrier sending
pure terror from premonition of imminent death through their delicate bodies
for the ships' mere look at your puny forces, for, Mr. Bush, the longer you wait
for a completion of this mission of yours (and Kissinger's) the longer will
become drawn out the terror of the Afghani people which you have decided to
incessantly bomb! YOU WILL ONE DAY KNOW WHY

YOU AND YOUR COHORTS HAD TO DIE ALONG
WITH YOUR MILITARY FORCE OF TERROR FOR
THE NATIONS! AND ON THAT DAY YOU WILL
COME TO REALIZE THAT THE SPIRIT IN YOU
WAS OF A MAKE-UP OF PURE EVIL!!
Anthrax terror is rather mellow compared to thousands of tons of depleted
uranium bombs dropped on foreign cultures, is it not, Mr. Bush? Maybe that's
why you and Mr. Cheney think to get away with it, as far as the american
public is concerned, right?
WRONG!!! FOR WHEN THEY GATHER THEIR DEAD THEY WILL
HUNT YOU AND YOUR ELITIST COHORTS DOWN UNTIL
THEY'VE GOT YOU BY THE NECK DANGLING FROM A ROPE AS
A REWARD TO THE NON-QUALITY OF YOUR PRESIDENCY!!
AND DON'T FORGET TO BLAME YOUR FATHER FOR IT, AS HE
CONVENIENTLY MADE YOU THE FALL GUY FOR HIS HATRED
TOWARDS ARABS!
(Ugh, let me off this planet! It has gone nauseatingly absolutely nuts!)
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"Might is Right" or "Right is Might" - Which Shall
it Be?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 15, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

All universal order would collapse if might were ever allowed to be right
without actually being right.
The Taliban have recognized this principle and in the end they will not be
disappointed for the order of justice they believe in reigns supreme over the
one-world-order of injustice of jewish bankers who operate with full backing of
all anglo-saxon/european nations and their established military/police might.
Taliban's latest statement through Suleiman Abu Ghaith warns the americans
and britons to get out of the Middle East - the prophets have spoken the same
and said america will turn tail and run.
He said more towers will come down - and so have we warned and advised the
diplomats from other nations to evacuate their posts on the east coast should
they wish to survive the next strike of justice by the Commanders of God with
their bodies intact, because more of the jews' money towers will come tumbling
down.
He spoke of defeat of all militaries staging terrorism against Islamic nations and so have we, the prophets, spoken of a sort of "melt-down" of their military
hardware similar to their own self-manufactured disaster-of-the-past during the
Philadelphia experiment, which only went wrong after control of the project
was taken out of Nikola Tesla's hands, for the american government thought
they knew better than the Serbian brain child.
Nothing has changed from then to now.
Today the american government does not listen to the warnings from the
prophets, of which Osama bin Laden is one. We have full knowlege of the
judgments coming down on the united states and all their allies, and yet we
hear nation after nation joining this evil alliance, retaliating against the innocent
for an "Act of God", in which neither the Taliban nor Osama bin Laden had a
hand in.
So what then should the jewish banker have done when he first read of our
demands for a removal of financial tyranny off of the face of this planet?
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Rather than striking out at innocent nations he should have correctly
interpreted the writing "on the wall" (internet) and implemented all of
the recommendations for a correction of financial inequities among
nations as put forward in my own writings in order to solidly have
avoided the crumbling of their two buildings to dust!
However they threw my recommendations into the wind, and after their
towers had come down chose to strike back AT THE INNOCENT,
MAKING THEM A LIVING SACRIFICE ON THEIR ALTAR OF
INJUSTICE, AND FOR THAT THEY WILL DIE A SPEEDY DEATH
- NOT AT THE HAND OF THE TALIBAN OR OSAMAH BIN
LADEN - BUT AT THE HAND OF THE COMMANDERS OF THE
FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS, WHO WORK UNDER THE
DIRECTION OF LORD GABRIEL, LORD MICHAEL, LORD
ADONAI, LORD ST. GERMANIN, AND GOD ALLAH!!
They forgot to consider that at this time the Masters have come back in
order to harvest the ready among the people! And there will be NO
FORCE ON EARTH WHICH WILL STAND IN THEIR WAY TO
ACHIEVE THEIR GOAL OF COLLECTING FOR EVACUATION
THOSE WHO HAVE MADE THEMSELVES READY FOR THIS
BLESSED EVENT!!
WE HAVE WARNED YOU LEADERS THAT UNLESS YOU
VOLUNTEER TO WORK WITH US, YOU WILL BE FORCED TO
DO SO, FOR IN NO WISE WILL WE PERMIT A FAILURE OF OUR
MISSION WHICH IS THE PREPARATION OF THE PEOPLE FOR
A SUCCESSFUL LIFT-OFF!
Mock as you wish, for when you will finally realize that you have missed
your (flying) "boat" the storms will catch up with you, and so will the
earthquakes, the lava from new and old volcanoes and eventually the
tidal waves and ice caps will bite your running feet as they come
crashing down on your insolent mocking heads. And then you will be
faced with another loop of thousands of incarnations worse than the one
you are in now, which to all of us is already nothing less than an abyss
after the primitive minds of your own creation!
HOWEVER WE HAVE DECREED FOR ALL THE READY PEOPLE
WHO HAVE WAITED PATIENTLY FOR MANY INCARNATIONS
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FOR A TIME TO COME WHEN THEY WOULD HAVE A
FORETASTE OF PARADISE AND TOLD THEM THAT PARADISE
WOULD COME IN THE FORM OF A REPRIEVE FROM THE
BANKERS' PERPETUAL BONDAGE OF THEIR SOULS! AND
THUS WE GARNER THE "WHEAT" INTO THE "BARNS" (SHIPS)
AND TAKE THEM TO PLACES OF PERPETUAL SAFETY
ACCORDING TO THE UNIQUENESS OF THEIR CULTURE!!
The culture of a classic jew needs no evacuation, for no promises have been
pronounced on people who bring into manifestation the precepts of the devil's
bible as laid out in the Talmud and the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,
which is zionism in its current and perpetual format!
There is regret among the Masters to have ever created mankind on this planet.
And so now the time has come for the Masters of this Universe to correct their
mistake of the past and remove for perpetual safekeeping only that which is
their own.
Good bye, humankind, the coming judgment will be worse than even I thought.

More Blame-Pinning out of America's Cookie Jar
of False Accusations?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Shortly after the downing of the two towers of Babel greed notice was given by
the american government that a biological/chemical attack on american soil
was to be expected. So in order to increase anti-Muslim sentiments among
america's already somewhat fearful population and in fulfillment of their own
prediction they got the secret service in cooperation with the Pentagon (which
is in charge of anthrax stockpiles) to contaminate the work stations of
journalists known for their outspoken nature and liberal use of freedom of
speech with the objective of increasing suspicion and blame on the Islamic
nations, particularly Iraq.
And by these actions the U.S. government is looking for a propaganda excuse
to once again attack Iraq in a big way, and what could possibly be more
convenient than to pin the blame for their own anthrax attacks against their
people on the Government of Iraq under President and King Saddam Hussein?
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Anthrax in the Florida case however was traced back to their own arsenal of the
fifties from Iowa, however who is to say that the american liars will not
contaminate a few more places with strains of anthrax destroyed in Iraq by the
U.N. weapons inspectors? False blame was pinned on the Taliban and Osamah
for which the impoverished Afghani people are now suffering, so I would not
be inclined to relegate such deceptive maneuvering into the realm of the
impossible for a government as corrupt as america's. We shall wait and see
what happens next.
In the meantime the anti-christ forces of the world are gathering around the
camp of the saints, not only through massive military concentrations in the
Middle East, but also through the denial of a right to life of many individuals
and organizations being accused of links to Osamah's group or the Taliban. For
under the western system of finance anyone loses his right to life where access
to his or her financial resources is being denied through government action
without recourse, or, as in the case of Palestinians where Israel prevents the
free movement of Palestinians to their places of income and proceeds to destroy
their crops to starve them out. In the latter case the bloody americans had the
gaul to expect from King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia to feed the Palestinians
after the jews had bulldozed their homes and destroyed their crops!
Am I reading correctly that more than 160 nations are participating in the effort
of freezing people's bank accounts? If that indeed is so, then the prophets have
laboured in vain in trying to strenghten the authority of sovereign leaders to
resist elitist financial debauchery, and no longer are we surprised at the
profound statement Lord Gabriel has made in saying:

WE HAVE HAD NO OTHER CHOICE. WE ARE SORRY HU-MAN
RACE. BUT YOU JUST WOULD NAUGHT LISTEN.
Take this to heart, leaders of the nations, your and your people's death is a
foregone conclusion should you not cease to lend your unconditional support
for america, israel and britain and all they stand for in their efforts of coming to
the rescue of jewish international bankers and their supreme money power!
One final point before I close. HOW MANY THOUSAND TONS OF
DEPLETED URANIUM ARE YOU NOW DUMPING ON
AFGHANISTAN AS THE AFGHANI PEOPLE SIFT THROUGH THE
RUBBLE LEFT BY YOUR BOMBERS, UNAWARE OF BEING
SORELY CONTAMINATED AS THEY DO SO!?
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MAYBE ONE DAY YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHY YOU HAD TO
DIE AT THE HAND OF THE COMMANDERS OF GOD WHO NO
LONGER COULD TOLERATE YOUR BRUTALITY AGAINST THE
INNOCENT!

To His Excellency King Abdullah of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia
I am thoroughly disappointed with the position as well as the actions
Chancellor Schroeder has taken in support of America's war against
"terrorism". Therefore please be informed that I have changed my mind and
will not join the Chancellor in Berlin. The German Government is currently
leading the nation toward another disaster, but that is probably consistent with
the unevolved German mind in general.
The "sting" I have referred to and described as needful to be removed from the
community of European nations will have to be dealt with by others more
qualified to get the job done. And here I am bluntly referring to divine
intervention from the stars.
Germany is once again on a pathway of destruction, howbeit this time around
not for the rectification of an injustice done to the nation under the Treaty of
Versailles, but for coming to the rescue of the debauched bankers' elite under
siege by star ship commanders.
I am sorrowful to have had to see the events deteriorate to a degree beyond all
reason, and so I ask you to accept me for an unforeseeable time as a guest to
your nation when the time has come for a safe transfer of the Prophetess back
to her home of Saudi Arabia.

Jewish/Christian System of Atonement
Resurrected in a Big Way!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 10, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

With regard to the latest western war against Afghanistan what we have before
us is a philosophical repeat of the jewish/christian precept of "Let the innocent
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suffer for our sins as a living sacrifice to appease the wrath of our righteous
God!"
During more ancient times this license for wrongdoing found its religious
expression in the wholesale slaughter of innocent animals, beginning with
Solomon's temple, then stopped by the Babylonians and 70 years later
reintroduced in Jeremiah's days when the jewish temple became reconstructed
on the same site. From then on the slaughter of innocent animals continued
until the Romans had enough of licensed rabbinic treachery and destroyed the
temple to its foundations once again.
The idea here is to appease the guilty conscience with the notion that someone
else is to take the punishment for crimes committed, and therefore no evil
consequences may come to the perpetrator, as he or she moves beyond the veil
back to stand before the Creator for an accounting of deeds!
Even the christian religions have adopted this misconception and perfected the
delusion by believing that their sins are washed away by an even more perfect
sacrifice than that of their jewish counterparts: AN HOLY, PERFECTLY
INNOCENT MAN, CALLING HIMSELF A SON OF GOD, FAR
SURPASSING IN PURITY THE SACRIFICES OF ANCIENT JEWS,
WHO MERELY RELIED ON WHOLESALE SLAUGHTER OF
ANIMALS FOR THE REMISSION OF THEIR SINS!
It should be noted here that the whole idea of representative guilt goes contrary
to Universal Law and is therefore null and void and without effect as far as the
Intergalactic Councils of the Creator are concerned. The holy God of
righteousness can under no circumstance pronounce an innocent man or animal
guilty and subject them to punishment for the transgressions of someone else!
That would in effect mean the destruction of the innocent so that the guilty
might live. It is fascinating to see how widespread this perversion of justice has
become in western societies!
When the towers came down two of the nerve centers of iniquity got struck in
which no Osamah bin Laden or Taliban had a hand in. The righteous Lords of
this galaxy merely permitted the two pilots to fly into a time warp, and as both
banked for the airports in front of them, they smashed into the buildings from a
future or past (to them) time slot.
The elite which thereby saw their money idol touched are fully aware of the
fact that these two planes were not controlled by brilliant hijackers, yet
according to their inbred precept of looking for an innocent living sacrifice to
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appease their highly agitated money god jehovah, the Afghani people are now
placed on the altar were formerly innocent animals were slaughtered for the
shedding of their blood. And lo and behold, the deluded christians join in with
the most recent battle cry of "kill the (innocent) Iraqi's next!"
We will see about that, for unlike the jews and the christians we have not
abandoned the principle of justice in this matter! We also find it rather
outrageous for the zionist media to call the Commanders of the Federation of
Free Planets "terrorists" who acted under the authority of the righteous Creator
in bringing the towers down and damaging the pentagon building. Bear in mind
that from here on out whoever will be added to the list of targets for death and
destruction by western money forces is being made a living innocent sacrifice
on the altar of judaism as ordained by their elite, the official representatives of
this world's still prevailing system of plunder for profit through unrighteous
control of money, of which their own revered Master said 2000 year ago that
IT IS THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL!
By the way, before I forget, let me make this statement once again for the
record: WHEN THE GATHERING OF SATAN'S FORCES AROUND
THE CAMP OF THE SAINTS (the Muslim countries) IS COMPLETE,
THEN WILL THE HAMMER COME DOWN ON THEIR HEADS
FROM THE STAR SHIPS AND INCINERATE THEM ALL IN ONE
FELL SWOOP! NEW YORK, STATEN ISLAND, WASHINGTON AND
THE EASTERN SEABOARD AS A WHOLE WILL NOT REMAIN
UNAFFECTED, AND I HEREWITH ISSUE MY SECOND CALL FOR
THE EVACUATION OF ALL FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC STAFF FROM
THESE AREAS! I CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR SAFETY THERE
ANY LONGER. GO HOME, IF YOU WISH TO LIVE OUT THIS
INCARNATION.
OF THE FAMILIES WHO HAVE SENT OUT ONCE AGAIN THEIR
YOUNG ONES TO FIGHT THE BANKERS' WAR AGAINST
CIVILIZATION I SAY THAT YOU HAVE JUST SAID THEM A FINAL
GOOD-BYE!

Attack on Afghanistan Typical of American
Conduct Among Nations!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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The american elite seems to have recovered from the shock of having their two
towers of Babel greed crumble to dust! They have also noticed with satisfaction
that by allowing their planes back into the air none would fly into
extraterrestrial time warps to potentially smash into any more of their money
towers. Their military bombing runs on Iraq also netted no dire immediate
consequences for their merchants of death which includes britain, and so they
have concluded that it was safe once again to fly through the atmosphere
without running into unforeseen obstacles. The safe globetrotting journeys of
blabbermouth Blair and the successful first bombing missions of their deadliest
stealth bombers against Afghanistan all seem to indicate that the gods from the
stars have backed off again to leave the playing field of death and destruction
once again to the lords of the underworld.
Two days before the crumbling of New York's twin towers of corporate greed I
warned the Taliban of the fact that america is looking for an excuse to attack
their country, stating that america stood in need of another war in order to keep
from sliding deeper into its current recession, since the health of america's
economy is built around the weapons manufacturing industry. A "No War"
condition for america invariably means nation wide shut-down of an industry
sector being kept busy making hardware of death. What I did not anticipate was
the speed with which my warning to Afghanistan's Government materialized
into ugly reality, and I did also not foresee the extent to which this war is being
allowed to progress before the hammer comes down on america's and their
allies' forces. We may be the Masters' prophets but we don't control the
Master's time table for action. The global picture before us is simply not
complete enough for pinpoint accuracy in timing the intervention by the star
ship commanders.
We heard New York's mayor say "We are right and they are wrong!" At the
time when it becomes obvious that divine judgment on america and its corrupt
allies has begun, will New York's mayor and Kissinger & Co. then still argue
with the Starship Commanders as to america's innocence in light of the fact that
NO COUNTRY HAS EVER ATTACKED THE AMERICAN
HOMELAND? YET DURING THE COURSE OF AMERICA'S
SHORT HISTORY AMERICA HAS EXPORTED DEATH AND
DESTRUCTION TO MANY CULTURES ABROAD: GERMANY,
JAPAN, KOREA, VIETNAM, CAMBODIA, LIBYA, IRAQ,
PALESTINE, PANAMA, CHILE, AND EVEN AFTER THE SECOND
WORLD WAR HAD ENDED WITH AMERICA'S DEFEAT ON
GERMANY, GENERAL EISENHOWER ORDERED THE
WITHHOLDING OF SHELTER AND FOOD FROM SEVERAL
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MILLION GERMAN POW'S WITH DISASTROUS RESULTS ON
THEIR MALNUTRITIONED FRAMES CAUSING MISERABLE
DEATHS OF OVER A MILLION GERMANS WHO WISHED FOR
NO MORE THAN TO GO HOME AND REBUILD THEIR
SHATTERED LIVES! AND AMERICA IS RIGHT AND THE
STARSHIP COMMANDERS ARE WRONG, WHO CRUMBLED
THE TOWERS TO DUST!? The final outcome of this most recent
american/british aggression will show the world that the Masters' brand of justice is
more accurate than the conclusion of New York's mayor!

Are we boiling inside at the injustices dished out to Afghanistan's Government
and its people? You bet we are, and it is never good for any ruler to be found in
the bad books of the prophets!
Russia, Pakistan, Germany, France, Australia, Canada, your treason to a culture
innocent of what you attack it for is now well recorded on the computer banks
of the Federation's mightiest flag ships, and it will be the Commanders of the
Federation of Free Planets that you must deal with next as they find you in the
crucifixion of yet another culture!

False prophecy, Gentlemen?
"WE, OF THE ROYAL FACTION OF DEBAUCHED TANKARDS,
DO HEREBY PLACE WITHIN OUR SEAL THAT MANDATORY
STATEMENT OF FULFILLMENT, WHICH HAS LEFT US
WITHOUT WORDS TO EVEN PROTECT OURSELVES WITHIN
THE PLUMAGE OF DESPISED REVOLUTION!
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"THIS, MY BROTHERS OF ELITIST FACTION, WAS IN FACT
PLACED WITHIN OUR GRAVESITE FOR ALL THOSE WHO
MEDIATE AT THE FRONT, THAT FROM THIS POINT FORTH
WE HEREBY BROADSIDE HAVE EXPOSED OURSELVES BY
OUR VERY MANDATE.
"THE PEOPLE ARE WISE, IN THEY WILL PLACE ON OUR
GRAVESITES THAT EPITOME WHICH STATES VERY SIMPLY
THAT 'ONLY THE STARS IN THEIR WISDOM GAIN PRUDENCE
TO RULE OVER US, FOR WE ARE THE EPITOME OF THEIR
GLORY!'"
(Quotation contributed by HATONN, Esquire of the Nations. Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania sometime during the latter part of the
nineties.)

FOR THE RECORD: (Scribings in quotation marks " as of October 6, 2001,
by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania)
ATTENTION: I AM INFORMED TO TELL OF YE ALL WHO ARE AGAINST
GOD THAT NO SOONER THAN YOU BEGIN TO EXAMINE ONE
"CATASTROPHE" YOU WILL FACE ANOTHER FROM THE gods OF THE
SKIES IN THE STARSHIPS ABOUND!
[NOTE THAT *IS SERIOUS SPELLING MISTAKE THAT HAS BEEN
CORRECTED BY DIRECTION]

"NEXT TIME WATCH* WHO YOU INSULT, AMERICA, AND WHOM
YOU DEVILISH ONES INTIMIDATE AND TORTURE! FROM
ANOTHER WORLD.
WE ARE THREE GALAXIES AWAY AND WE HAVE SEEN WHAT
YOU HAVE DONE AND WE ARE HERE TO HELP THE PALESTINIAN
CAUSE, AS THEY CALL IT, AND IRAQ.
YOU WILL PAY THE PRICE OF YOUR DREAMS OF A FREE
AMERICA FOR YOU CANNOT COUNTER BACK THE PRICE OF A
WHOLE GENERATION.
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NO WONDER THE TONITH BLAIR FRAGMENT WANTS TO
MURDER EVERYONE BEFORE THEY GET TO HIM. SALAAH, YOU
ARE ALL DAMNED!"

"FIRE , JUXTON!"
GABRIEL'S WRATH UNEQUALLED
IT IS INDEED THE ILL WIND, THAT BLOWS NOBODY GOOD. HOW LONG I
HAVE WAITED! AND WILL WAIT NO LONGER! CONTEMPTUOUS TOWARD
THOSE FEW WHO SLAYED MY SON. WE WILL KNOW NO MERCY, THOUGH
THEY PLEAD AND GROVEL ON THEIR BELLIES AS SNAKES. THIS IS THE
DAY OF WRATH!!
TEMPTUOUS IN DESIGN!
HOW WE DO ABHOR, THOSE, WHO WOULD BETRAY US, WHO WOULD, AS
HAMMER US DOWN INTO THE WOOD PULP, AND DIG US A GRAVE IN THE
EARTH!! AND THEIR MEAGRE WAGES WILL BE DEATH!! THE ABYSS,
WOULD INDEED TREAT THEM KINDER THAN I! THE ROYAL NAVAL
ACADEMY - AND TO LOOK AT LOUISVILLE - WE HAVE SETTLED MATTERS,
AS IT WERE.
HOW THINK THEY, THEY TEMPT US, WITH THEIR GUILE. WE WILL NOT BE
MOCKED.
OUR HAND COMES DOWN, AS THE DANGEROUS TWO HEADED SERPENT,
AND CAPTURES, THEIR SOULS, OF INIQUITY.
DO NOT THINK FOR ONE MOMENT I AM ALONE IN THIS. YOU MAY PLACE
THIS AS ANY CHAPTER YOU SO DESIRE, BUT THIS WILL NOT BE THE END OF THE BOOK - OR OF ANY BOOK OF WHICH WE HAVE WRITTEN,
TOGETHER.
THERE IS - NOT "ONE"! WHO UNDERSTANDS, GABRIEL'S WRATH, SAVE
PERHAPS, JMMANUEL. FOR I BEAR THE SAME SCAR AS A REMINDER, IN
THE PALM OF MY RIGHT HAND, AS A REMINDER TO ME OF ALL THE TIMES
WE HAVE SENT OUR BRETHREN DOWN IN THE GUISE OF PROPHETS, AND
YES, EVEN PRIESTS. BUT DID YOU KNOW THEM AND REVERE THEM AND
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LISTEN TO THEM?! NAY! YOU BLIND FOOLS. INDEED YOU HAVE THE BLIND
LEADING THE BLIND IN EVERY AREA OF YOUR LIVES.
THIS WILL NOT CONTINUE ON THIS SPHERE! THOSE SPEARS SO
BROADCAST OVER YOUR NETWORKS - YOUR BROADCASTING SYSTEMS IN THE NAME OF MY SON - IT WILL FALL UPON YOUR HEADS. FOR AS YOU
LOOK UP FOR YOUR REDEMPTION - SO WILL YOU MISS IT!
(Taken from "Listen to Me, General!", scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Fall 1994)

The Masters' Words as Scribed in 1994
LORD SANANDA
"The darkened Epoch is concluded with the Light. This is how it will be at
the end."

My wrath at this time is not to be appeased. Neither is
the wrath of such other Elites in the Brotherhood as
Gabriel or Michael or the very Hierarchy angels...
COMMENTS AND INTRODUCTIONS
For this one we do have a surprise, for we are going to show of things pertaining
to above as we look down and therefore regaining back our perspective. And we
do want certain selected readers to know of our perspective as we look down
upon this whole ugly situation. We now do with much gratitude and honour turn
over this segment to the archangel and our dear brother, Raphael. SALU. I AM
SANANDA.

GABRIEL SPEAKS
I must at this time, though this is somewhat of an interruption, express to all

in these later days my wrath will
indeed be appeased. I have agreed at this point not to dispute nor to
nations and all peoples, that

put myself to much speech, but I have long waited for this day and I will not hide
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behind a covering any longer, nor will my voice be kept silent. I will give only a
few more minutes longer or shall we say, moments, as it is in moments of our
time. I do thank you for permitting this interlude. I AM GABRIEL.

COMMENTARY BY RAPHAEL BEGUN
Greetings, little one. The symphonies of the Heaven do play for you. We will
begin with chapter seven. I introduce myself, thusly. I AM THAT I AM. I AM
RAPHAEL. The Darkened Epoch will be this final chapter. The perspective of the
whole of the Eventide and of all the Brethren that rule above, and the Councils,
the Enlightened Ones so far advanced above any of the Galaxies thus far and
intergalactic wars, of course, are irrelevant at this time. Everything is rather
stabilized from our viewpoint. Even Michael need not tend to his armies at this
point but rather just overseeing the few that are the messengers. Everything is
rather in status right now. The only ones who could be considered

somewhat busy, and I do consider that as somewhat of an
understatement of myself, would be our ships. They are having many
transmissions. They work with the Brethren who are on the Earth,
though we plan to have a lot more dotted throughout in a short time.
And many of those who are to be dotted throughout will be those
whose consciousness has been released into the Universe, so to
speak, where they have finally attached with their higher selves. We
need them to travel to different chakras. Mankind does so limit
himself to the ones that are within and the ones that are without. Very
lowly surrounding, they do reach much higher levels.
We cannot tell you or express exactly at this point, the indepth literature that is in
this book, for only those who have eyes to see will be able to decipher exactly
the words. To others they will seem as confused, or scrambled. Indeed, that is a
variance - let me put it that way.

We have little tolerance for those whose brains are somewhat
scrambled at this point for they have had eons and eons to work it out
- to regain their majesty. Instead, they threw it to the wind and buried
it in the sea. They then come back as another and yet as themselves
and cry "Woe unto us! What have we done? No evil we're sure."
We shall soon see, for justice meets justice and each one will come
and face himself. Excuse, we must confer.
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ATON VIEWED
The Heavens are alive, or shall we say, reverberate with the presence of the
Omnipresent, Aton. All things being subject and in conclusion to not only our
satisfactions that justice be fairly dealt out and meted, especially among the poor.
And here we don't speak of material effects, but the poor of spirit.
If only there would be those of you whom there will be in some short time, who
would be brought up with us and would see from our perspective, and view the
overall picture. Oh what limited vision you have, you poor ones, and yet so many
are so rich to be at this time involved in the greatest adventure of all time in this
particular Universe so created.

Watch, Watch, dear ones, as the seas dry up. Oh, you're expecting
floods, well we won't disappoint you, not by any means. But you will
see the vastness of the floods will so dry up the seas on either side.
You will see raising out of the North, and the East and the West and
the South, protrusions, which ye ones have seen millennium ago. Be
wise. And these are warnings taken to those who would heed. To
those who will not heed and wish to be their own inundated sacrifices
through time and time and eons again, so shall it be. So shall it be so.
For they will be washed away not by the winds, but the great
waves of the tidal eclipses!
The warning therefore proceeds, and be wise, do not locate near
large or great bodies of water. Neither locate near the footages
of those great canyons which stretch up like thine hands into
the Heavens. Those great and majestic mountains, for all will
come tumbling down. They will be shattered. It will be as if they
are made of glass.
Oh ye ones, if you had any idea what all was in storage for you and,
yes, I do use the word storage. The store of the age. Try separating
the two words. And this even so is nothing yet. For from under the
depths from under the seas will come great eruptions and they
will travel cris-cross all underneath the plateaus, the plains, and
the hilly regions. And there will be not one part left untouched.
AND THEN AT THE END AS WAS PROMISED - AND THIS PART HAS NOT
BEEN TAMPERED WITH - NOR DARE EVEN THE ELITIST TAMPER WITH
THIS PART. NEXT IS WITH WHEN THE SON OF GOD DOES TOUCH HIS
FOOT UPON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES - AND WATCH THE GLASS
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CRUMBLE! WATCH IT SPLIT IN TWO FOR GABRIEL'S WRATH
WILL NOT BE SUBDUED! AND IF YOU THINK ATON ISN'T ABOVE ALL,
THEN DEAR BRETHREN, DO THINK AGAIN. This is hardly to be construed as
a joke. Neither is it to be looked upon with eyes of pity. It is to be looked upon
rather as a New Creation.

If there be any pity - then weep for her, the Earth, that you have so
cruelly destroyed. You have raped and plundered. You have drugged.
You have polluted. You have poisoned. You have strangled - almost
to the point of non-existence {if that be your terminology}.
However, there can not be that aspect of non-existence.
But, she will be revived. And thee ones who are responsible - and
you know who you are - will be dealt with most harshly. For your
crimes and your punishments will present themselves to you
and thus will you be judged. Oh not ten times over nor twenty,
but a hundred fold for these evils that you have done!
And yes, lo though we do not consider what is evil and what is good in a lot of
aspects, then let me put it to you this way - there are those who evolve and their
essence is protruded and found in the design and the essence of all good and
the Creation to give back to that from whence each particle has come. Each
particle being each one of us, to be sure.

THEN, THERE ARE THOSE ONES AND AGAIN I SPEAK OF
THOSE - YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE - WHO MUST HIDE WITH
THEMSELVES IN THE ABYSS -NEVER FACING THEMSELVES.
WHAT TREACHERY! WHAT FOOLISHNESS! IF YOU WOULD
ONLY COME TO THE STAGE WHERE YOU WILL FACE
YOURSELF - MAYBE YOU WILL MAKE THE FINAL
BREAKTHROUGHS. BUT, EVEN SO - THE TIME IS LATE.
THE HOUR IS PAST. AND THE WRATH OF THE HEAVENS AND
THE UNIVERSE - OF THE CREATION ITSELF CAN NO LONGER
BE APPEASED!
The Creation always yearns for experience because the Creation is in all its
wisdom, most understanding. Ahh, but to go on further, would be a waste of our
breath. For you see, I do not work alone in this script. There are others such as
myself, whom I confer with from time to time. We do wish for you indeed, to
understand our perspective.
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MY PEOPLE

NOT ONE HAIR WILL BE TOUCHED ON THE HEADS OF ANY
WHO WORK FOR US! LET ME ASSURE YOU THOSE DAYS ARE
FAR PAST. DO TRY, AND YOU WILL FIND OUT EXACTLY WHAT
WILL HAPPEN..
THERE WILL BE NO MORE SHOOTINGS OR DRUGGINGS.
THERE WILL BE NO MORE HANGINGS. THERE WILL BE NO
MORE FLAMES AT THE PYRES. THERE WILL BE NO MORE
TORTURINGS. FOR THAT TIME HAS ALL PASSED. IT IS
ERASED. FOR NOW WE TAKE CONTROL. AND EVEN SO WE
SEE YOU BACK UP! YOU VIPERS. YOU TOADS. YOU ARE FULL
OF CANKEROUS SORES AND YE KNOW IT NOT.

WRATH EXPOUNDED

You will find our wrath is unequivalent to any you have experienced
before! Do not be frightened when the heavens shake. Or the
weather changes dramatically. For those are only signs. Signs in the
Heavens, nothing more. But instead, watch your feet. You may get
bitten! For that is the essence of the upheaving and the labour pains
of Terra. And we do know you recognize the name for Earth. We will
be subdued, no longer. The time has long past and yet will be right
on schedule. And though we don't know the hour or the day, we
know the readiness by the coming of the Eventide.
TAKE HEED AND BE WARNED! NEVER SAY WE DID NOT WARN
YOU. FOR YOU WILL STAND IN ALL NAKEDNESS. THEN
HEREIN WE DO NOT REFER TO CLOTHING WHETHER WITH
NOR WITHOUT. BUT TO THE SPIRITUAL STATURE.
Ah, you think you have got away with great things. You think your
many persecutions have outlasted even the greatest. Well from time
past, perhaps it did seem that way. But now, even we see that you
notice a changing in the tide and we see fear on your faces. Your
countenances are changing. And where, may I ask, will you run
to next? For if the sea doesn't swallow you up - the mountains
may fall on you. If the mountains don't fall on you the earth may
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open up, and swallow you. You can almost choose. At least
never say we did not give you a choice. And much more of a
choice than did give you to those of us, who in ages past were
slaughtered by your hand. IN YOUR TERMINOLOGY - IT IS PAYUP TIME!
(Taken from "Conspiracy, Corrupt, Unfolded", scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, summer 1994)

General Musharraff, It Is Not Too Late Yet For A
Reversal Of Your Policy Of Betrayal of Your
People!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 3, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

General Musharraff, I don't have time this morning to write to you a long letter,
but I felt I should let you know that even at this late time of the hour in the
course of your cooperation with the american/british traitors of humanity and
world war mongers it is not too late yet for the reclaiming of your soul and
those of your government officials.
Have a good day.

Condemnation on Germany
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 1, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The relentless witch hunt of Arabs by the German government and its ruthless
law system of profiling is bringing condemnation on that country and is
endangering the lives of many of my countrymen as judgment will be meted
out by the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets for Germany's blatant
disregard of fundamental justice and indiscriminate incarceration of Arabs
without evidence or proof of their involvement in bringing down the two
towers of Babel greed.
Chancellor Schroeder, I urge you to quickly intervene to stop the ongoing
indiscriminate singling out of Germany's Arab community by ordering your
police forces to lay off and speedily release all Arabs against whom there is no
shred of evidence for a connection to the american petro bombing affairs. I
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have no intentions of returning to a bunch of German rubble just because you
and your government are not maintaining the minimum standards of fairness
toward your Arab guests!

Elitist Doubletalk on the Subject of Terrorism
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 30, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

While the debauched elite can control bureaucracies, armies, police forces, the
press, propaganda lies and poverty for the people, they cannot control the
emotion of people who have had it up to their teeth with elitist chicaneries. And
when then in their desperation for being harassed by elitist ilk with militaries,
bureaucratic red tape, taxes, miscarriages of justice, and whatever else the elite
uses to make their lives a living hell, the people finally strike back at them, the
same elite cries "foul" and calls it "terrorism".
Perhaps right on target here, for they become terrorized should people strike
back at them! Having said so I certainly do not wish to portray the idea that the
crumbling of the two towers of Babel greed and the strike against the Pentagon
happened in consequence of poor people striking back at the source of all their
misery, however the same elite which knows the facts and understands full well
what really happened, tries to capitalize from this event by strengthening their
fortifications through blackmail of all governments, demanding from them
loyalty to the extent of utter betrayal of principles of justice in arresting
anybody and neutralizing any group operating on its own resources perhaps in
an effort of knocking the money elite's system of plunder for profit! It is ironic
here that the latest witch hunt in finding scapegoats for the New York disaster
is focused on exclusively Arabs who are completely uninvolved in the whole
affair!
The latest Security Council Resolution is all about THE DEBAUCHED
ELITE DEMANDING GOVERNMENTAL PROTECTION AGAINST
THE PEOPLE'S WRATH FOR MAKING THEIR LIVES A LIVING
HELL ON EARTH!! And all this scheming of theirs carries on just to
prevent their asses from catching on fire for what they have done to the
people!
The problem with the latest strike against their interests was that it was not
conducted by the people, but by an army infinitely superior to that of their own:
THE STAR SHIP COMMANDERS OF THE FEDERATION OF FREE
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PLANETS, OPERATING UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF LORD
GABRIEL AND LORD MICHAEL, BEING IN TOTAL HARMONY
WITH THE WILL AND MIND OF ALLAH, THE RIGHTEOUS GOD
OF TRUE ISLAM!!
Whether Allah will permit his people to suffer for his first effort in the
restoration of justice while Kissinger's conglomerated military might surrounds
the tiny camp of saints in Afghanistan, remains to be seen. I doubt it.

Uncanny Ability of Truth to Always Rise to the
Top...!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 30, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Slowly but surely other news outlets around the world are beginning to publish
their own findings for the reasons under what circumstances each of the four
commercial passenger jets came down, and their findings are a far cry from the
official line (lie) the american government, the FBI and the U.S. media is trying
to make the world believe.
It should be noted here that soon after the Prophetess had discovered the
following article on the net, it was removed from the site's archives.
(quote)

The Iranian Kayhan evening newspaper revealed that the
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former pilots in the US Air Force, and that hijacking in fact did not
take place but was used to cover the real scenario of the incidents.
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alarm button, usually used in emergency or danger circumstances, is
still considered one of the most obscure clues in this case.
This indicates, according to the newspaper, that the four pilots carried
out the suicide operation in purpose, and that the hijacking story is
not correct.
The report disclosed that three of those pilots were former Vietnam
veterans, while the brother of the fourth died in that war. The report
listed the names of the pilots as follows:
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Pennsylvania. His brother (Kenneth) killed in Vietnam in 1971 at an
age of 20 years.
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The newspaper referred to the clear contradiction in the information
disclosed by the two airline companies, American Airlines and United
Airlines, and the one disclosed by the FBI. Three days after the
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However, Kayhan stopped at journalistic reports that indicated no
trails of a plane being crashed at the Pentagon.
Also it focused on the fourth plane that was shot down by US
warplanes in Pennsylvania and that the pilot did not plough the plane
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area.
The newspaper based its information on what the French Agency
mentioned that pieces of the plane were found four miles away from
crash site, which means the plane was blown out in the sky by
missiles fired from US warplanes, according to the newspaper."
(end quote)

Comments by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania:

Salaam. I just found this little piece of interesting news.
I would severely like to caution all those who still do naught believe the pilots of the first
two planes which hit the WTO twin towers were actually guided into a landing strip
which broke the time barrier, and they naught only lost all segment of time reality but
they lost their grounding in as far as they thought they had actually reached of their
goal. This may seem odd to some but intergalaxtic travel is done in this fashion whether
it be a spiritual and bodily removal or a group removal such as leaving this realm in a
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transportational vehicle such as a car, a bus, a train, planes, boats or whatever have
you.
They also shot one down in Indiana around the same time.
This is why the prophecies state that the leaders of America including that of Canada,
great Britain and other places run for their lives to Israel for it comes to pass where
Israel is the only place they feel safe.
Remember there are only certain leaders here and there who are wholly responsible for
these events which they are blaming my people for and whose governments = united
states, Britain, Canada and Israel, also cultivate these events planting fabricated
evidence when they are put on the spot. Most Americans call their own American
government "aliens."
This is good to read because i do little research as to what or how events occur. I just
scribe as the holy masters from the starship realms and Allah dictate and explain to I in
pennings, visions and bodily transportation through the unseen gate at the end of the
tunnel and other places. For me it is simple. Adieu.
Insert: it seems they have taken the entire website down. I have just tried to access.

Taken from lion33.htm

INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Dexter speaking to King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia:

"WE WILL PROTECT YOU BUT IF THE US-US(UK)-ISRAELI
FORCES HURT USAMAH THEN WE WILL DESTROY YOUR
EARTH."
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Scribing of Tuesday, 19 September 1995, 8:55
pm
IT IS THE STARGAZERS ON HIGH WHO SOUND THE ALARM THAT THE
WORLD IS INDEED RESURFACING ITS CALL FOR ALL TO BE AWARE, THAT
THE TIME OF THEIR IMMEDIATE DEPARTURE IS NIGH!
SOUND THE BELLS, FOR ALL COMES WITHIN A CERTAIN SOLITARY HOUR,
AND THOSE, WHO MUST GET READY, ARE OUT THERE IN MASSES!
LISTEN TO WE ONES, YE READERS OF THE EPICS, FOR AS SURELY AS YOU
HEED THE WORDS SO CAREFULLY DISPLAYED UPON THE PAGES OF
THESE MANUSCRIPTS DO YOU ATTAIN CREDENCE TOWARD THE
GLITTERING STRAINS OF THE SYMPHONY OF "STARS" SO HIGH UP IN YOUR
ALTITUDES,
WAITING OCCASIONALLY IN OTHER DIMENSIONS, READY TO SURFACE
INTO YOUR CAUSE,
WAITING FOR THE RELEASE OF THE EARTHEN MOTHER, FOR HER CRY
INTO THE BLACKNESS OF DESPAIR,
FOR THAT ONE REDEEMING QUALITY WHICH SO BEFITS MANKIND UPON
HER SURFACE,
THAT ONE CRY, WHICH CAUSES MAN TO MELT INTO A STATUTORY
REFINEMENT OF WHO HE REALLY IS,
THAT SOLE DOCTRINE WHICH MERITS A BRIEF GOODBYE TO THE AGE OF
AQUARIUS,
THAT FAST AND FINAL "LIFT OFF" FOR ALL OF HUMANITY TO PARTICIPATE
IN.
Our brethrenhood say to you, the entire population of Earth: "PREPARE, FOR
THE NIGHT HAS DAWNED INTO DAYBREAK, AND YOU ARE ABOUT TO
BREAK THROUGH INTO FIFTH DIMENSIONAL SEQUENCE - PREPARE,
PREPARE FOR LIFT-OFF!!
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Lord St. Germain will facilitate the entire conclusionary message of
this writing. See you on board! Thank you, Seila, once again, for your
courageous work on this subject. HATONN tying down frequency
4.70068. Salu. Out.
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, September 19, 1995, 8:55 pm,
Tempe, Arizona, USA)

Conclusion with Lord St. Germain
Good evening, readers. This, of course, is St. Germain, presiding for
Hatonn this evening toward the conclusionary message of this book,
which in its entirety suggests, time is almost up for the human
population. But let it indeed provide itself to be not merely a time of
discernment, but of provocative joy as you come into the limelight of
understanding just what fun you are really in for!
All is not of the doom and gloom era, and just because this is
fundamentally called the Twentieth Century Radical Movement
Toward World Destruction - it does not in the least have to be
looked upon in that way - NOT FOR ANY OF YOU!!
This could instantaneously provide the very diplomatic type of service
you have always looked for. This is your time of escape from the great
passage of life. For those who merit the plain existence of your
ancestors in the clouds aboard their little "beam ships," as you so
tenderly term them, there is indeed a gravitational pull toward their
essence of joy and accommondation toward all those, who strive
so hard to even put food on their tables!
This message is not in the least an artifact for only those, who ride
their seats upon the pews of the money collectors, but also for all
those dear precious souls, who have for so long encountered the
gravity of the weight of the world upon their shoulders!
Be wise then and take heed, for awaiting you all is your long awaited-for
redemption in the sky, where you will rise to the clouds within a
"transmittal beam," if you wish, and lock on to the genuine chaotic
experience of "fly surfing in the clouds." Gratitude to all who hang on
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and make it to the end - for not one of you are forgotten in your plight,
so hang your heads high, for YOUR REDEMPTION IS NEAR!
Seila, we thank you for this time provided, and elect to see you in the
near future with another string of events to be plotted into a similar
linguistic quality for the benefit of the entire human race - to whom
these books are hereby dedicated.
Graciously, GERMAIN. Out. (9:42 pm).
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, September 19, 1995)

Commander Korthrox Speaking to His Arab
Brothers!
Greetings, tall (with reference to status) Seila! Well, it is indeed this book to
which today I am attributing my knowledge. We are Korthrox here at the
helm today, in what you would call a rather antiquated feature.
We are here to relay that unknown and uncalled-for factorial placement
of nuclear arms, which do so lie within your atmospheric conditions,
aberrating all mortality in such a short while to a mere fraction of content
as desired by those low-lifed individuals: the Hortax Clan, or if you
prefer, the elitist hogs. Now to continue on with the meat of the issue!
Not all that long ago it was agreed upon to lay to waste those mortal
combat strategies which had so often in the past aberrated the injustice
of all warring frequencies or strategized influences, and low and
behold, it could by all means be taken care of one way or another
from the air, could it not - from beyond the perimeters of the Northern
Star, so to speak. This was indeed the injunction provided by those who
reign from their high seats in Congress.
"Never mind the middle man..!" Of course, it was simply his status
that really got in the way, according to some! So the plan was at this
point, to conjure up some mortality rating and apply it unto the
subjected frequency of neutron high length wave beams in a sort
of effort to curtail all those of a lesser degree, who would in fact
show their strong objections in the times to come! There was,
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according to their preliminary hearings, of which were held four, as
it were, in place of the more complimentary agenda of which, by
the way, were performed upon the poor and neglected already, IN
AN EFFORT TO SUBJUGATE THE REMAINS OF SOCIETAL
STRUCTURE TO A NECESSARY BARE MEDIUM OR FRACTION!
This overt way of scaling down humanity doth in time tell of the poorly
constructed dealing of any governmental regiment, and indeed, to
curtail the very actions of mankind alone, suffice to say, has made him
even more needful of expectations from his peers for the pure
functioning of living expenses alone.
So you see, dear ones of the earthen plateau, it is the very ones who
you so express your desires unto, when that earthly-type elections
bears the bitter fruit of your expectations, which does in fact serve
naught the betterment of mankind in general, but doth in fact
propose to propagate the very elimination of the very
conscientious dearth of accomplishment on your behalf with you
ones waiting on the scales as a fish after complimentary grace!
If this would seem indeed to disturb those of you with consciousness
intact, then presume, before it is any more of the lateness of the hour, to
counteract by the same source, which is your power and always
has been, by portraying to all an effortless pattern of disclosure of
all ethnic truths from beyond the range of their far shooting rays,
before they arrive in your very back yard!
Ahem, it is for this short disparage that I come again to warn you of the
great problems, which are shortly to occur in such a dramatic way, that
you yourselves could not possibly relate to the extent of what indeed
lies in store or in the awaiting of ye ones' hides!
KORTHROX out. Thank you indeed for your listening, and hopefully comprehension. Over and out. Thank you indeed for your qualified time, Uthrania
Seila. And have a good day unto yourselves.
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Wednesday, November 30, 1994, 2:20 pm,
Riley, Alberta, Canada)
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America's Secret War on Extraterrestrials - The Final Nail
in America's Coffin?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 27, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

It is difficult for me to place a scribing before you readers about america's
cruelty toward captured extraterrestrials without saying anything about it.
The outrage of their capture, the unimaginable mistreatment after capture, the
physical and emotional torment inflicted on their beings secluded from the eyes
of the public under the label of Above Top Secret, their hopeless situation of
ever becoming reunited with people of their own kind from other planets who
love them and grieve over the immense misfortune which has come to them as
they fell into america's most brutal hands, the U.S. military, all of this fills me
with an emotion of rage which defies all description.
These righteous visitors are currently being held captive and mistreated in
Nevada's Area 51, however it is quite possible that the U.S. has other top secret
military bases, particularly in Colorado and not to the exclusion of britain,
where extraterrestrials are also being kept under Blinkensop's rules of
engagement.
The following is another scribing speaking of the plight and possible
consequences for america in light of what america does to these peaceful
visitors coming to us from other star systems without ill intent and being
without guile:
Let us state briefly, exactly what methodology that they so do technically
employ at their so oft defunct round table meetings entirely on our
behalf:
Before the "brits", as they call them, had in fact severed the right to all
native inhabitants of congested star systems, and from there they did in
fact seek to deploy their military type efficiencies upon our brothers by
way of disarming them completely, for in all matters of the heart they
were for some unknown reason undermining the very source of their
availability on behalf of the strategic nuances of other nations.
In our terms, and by our own voice perhaps, that also defunct society
did little better toward our brethren than that of the great United States
military, of who the least as a matter of fact did unwittingly, much to their
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detrimental efforts, conclude, that in order to rid themselves of all nonscience of the atmospheric sphered ones, they would indeed be forced
into the producing of rational clips of our starcraft before anyone would
surmise their efforts to be of a less meaningful attribute.
They did, in fact, by their own cognizance, totally strip us not only
of our weapons, which are OUR HANDS in this matter, but
disrobing us of all texture of goodness by BLINDING US OF OUR
EYESOCKETS AS WELL!!
For what exactly could be performed by entities of our sort short of
the very limbs and coordinances, of which mankind himself
attributes as beneficial? Of what greater importance would it be
then to those of my colleagues, than to have BODIES MAIMED BY
THE SUTURING OFF OF ARMS AND THE PUTTING OUT OF
LIGHTS!?
We still had feet to run, I suppose, but what good, if we cannot
manage to see where we are going?
Tests have proven that even though we have been severely categorized
within the elements of non-essential goods, we had in fact broken the
record for all intelligence features on their radar scanogram. A goodly
way to study we ones, I'm sure, but if you were to submit the context of
design into your computer banks, you would indeed find us to be more
or less of an aberrational feature, and indeed do we meet the notorious
example of man among men.
Those of us who survived the best were then taken to an
intermediary place of dysfunctioning criminals and let off to
wander aimlessly about within the confines of their moratorium
mortuary.
Timeless effort for those of us, who in fact did retain effortlessly
aboard our flagship high within the stars' formation, are
nonetheless but your next generation high ranking officials. Now,
who do you suppose would we want upon our ships of survival?
The dexterior mode? THE MOST CRIMINAL ELEMENT, TO BE
SURE, WOULD BENEFIT SOCIETY MORE THAN THESE DEFUNCT
CHARACTERS!
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THEY SHOT SOME OF US, OF COURSE, AND THAT WAS
PERFORMED WITH A 50-SHOT MAGNUM PISTOL, I THINK YOU
CALL IT. GRUESOME AT ITS BEST, AND THEN LAID TO REST
AMONG THE CHARRED REMAINS OF APHRODITIS HERSELF!
FOR SHE WEEPS AT THE CONDUCT OF MANKIND IN GENERAL
AND WISHES, THAT ALL WHO REIGN AND INHABIT THE PLANET
BENEATH THE STARS, WOULD HAVE THEIR CONSCIOUSNESS
PURGED AND ARIGHTED!
Of course the majority do not by any intent of their own have any such
knowledge of our existence within the mortuary of condemnation. It is
for this purpose alone that I am writing to make aware that very fact, for
indeed I have been the very one of their experimental project, to so
have survived their escapades along with fingers intact. Traded
information was the loop here.
As with everything, there is always tit for trade and tat for convenience's
sake. BEWARE OF THE WOLF WHO SO LURKS WITHIN THE
BUSHES OF CONTEMPTUOUS DESIRE, FOR INDEED AS SURELY
AS THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST, THEY ARE OUT TO GET YOU,
EVERY ONE!!
Conclude this message on behalf of all my brothers at Mission Control, Seila.
This is indeed DEMETRIES signing off on calibre four. Adieu out. (1:02 pm).
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Summer 1994)

Opportunity Missed!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), October 26, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Without much fanfare let me go on to say that the community of nations
missed their most recent chance of making peace with the Masters from
this universe, simply by ignoring the counsel of the two prophets who
showed the Arab world how to unite and rectify its dependence on
american money supply without economic pain on themselves, and the
Caucasian/Mongolian nations missed their chance of strengthening their
insistence on national sovereignty in light of elitist encroachment on their
national independence concerning matters of economy and finance.
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Virtually all national governments have bowed down before the
american/jewish/british dollar gods and sworn their allegiance to the prevailing
system of financial debauchery by simply ignoring the financial solutions to all
of their problems stemming from economic stress. WITHOUT THE FIRM
REMOVAL OF TODAY'S MONEY SYSTEM THERE WILL BE NO
PARADISE FOR THE PEOPLE. AND WHERE I HAVE GIVEN
COUNSEL TO YOU LEADERS HOW TO FREE YOURSELVES FROM
FINANCIAL BONDAGE TO THE WESTERN JEWISH MONEY
LENDERS VIA THE METHODOLOGY OF NATIONAL DEBT
CANCELLATION BY DECREE YOU HAVE NOT DONE SO!
I HAVE THEREBY SHOWN YOU HOW TO GRADUALLY PHASE
OUT OF EXISTENCE THE USE OF MONEY BY REDUCING THE
COST OF PROVIDING GOODS AND SERVICES PROGRESSIVELY
TO ZERO, AT WHICH POINT YOU WOULD HAVE REPLACED THE
MONEY SYSTEM BY ONE GOVERNED BY PEOPLE-DEMAND
ONLY!!
YET YOU WOULD HAVE NONE OF THAT FOR YOU ARE A
FEARFUL PEOPLE AND FAITHLESS AND HAVE NEGLECTED TO
EVEN VERIFY IN YOU OWN SPIRIT THE VERACITY OF THE
SOLUTIONS TO ALL YOUR FINANCIAL WOES BY NEGLECTING
TO MOVE THROUGH YOUR OWN CHAKRAS AS I HAVE DONE
BEFORE YOU AT THE TIME I GAVE YOU THE KEY!
I also advised you to leave the United Nations destitute which is unrighteously
controlled by american and british jews via the Security Council which has
hijacked the General Assembly and reduced its power to no more than a talk
shop. You failed to leave the U.N. in solidarity of Iraq when the abuse against
this nation continued. In fact you did none of the things we prophets counseled
you to do in order to liberate yourselves from your oppressors! You even
ignored us when we showed you that the program for your enslavement was
drafted by jews over 100 years ago as contained in the Protocols of the Learned
Elders of Zion!
Now the time has come for you to reap the fruits of your faithlessness. The
ground will shake under your feet and reduce many of your cities to rubble.
Your military forces of quick marching to death and destruction of foreign
cultures will be destroyed. AND IN THE END NO ELITIST MONEY
LORD WILL STAND IN THE WAY OF A BRIEF SPAN OF PEOPLE'S
LIBERATION AND ENJOYMENT OF PARADISE AMONG THOSE
CULTURES WHICH HAVE MADE THEMSELVES READY FOR
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RECEIVING A GOOD THING: FREEDOM FROM FINANCIAL
SLAVERY and READINESS FOR REUNIFICATION WITH THEIR
FOREFATHERS FROM THE STARS ON THEIR BEAUTIFUL
STARSHIPS AT THE TIME OF PLANETARY EVACUATION!
And you money lords, you blew your chance to be on the good side of the
prophets when you failed to institute true debt relief for the enslaved nations
and failed to show mercy on people who were vegetating on a starvation
income of a dollar a day! Had you money lords understood the writing on the
wall and willingly cooperated with us on the matter of reclaiming the nations
from bondage, then your two beloved towers would still be standing. We would
have simply reassigned the people working in them to new job descriptions,
and no one's life would have been lost. BUT YOU BLEW YOUR CHANCE
TO REDEEM YOUR SOULS, AND YOU WAITED UNTIL JUDGMENT
STRUCK YOUR TOWERS DOWN!! AND DON'T THINK FOR ONE
MOMENT THAT NOT MORE OF YOUR MONEY TOWERS WILL
COME DOWN AS YOU CONTINUE TO OPPRESS THE NATIONS
WITH YOUR PROGRAMS OF DEBT SLAVERY AND PLUNDER FOR
PROFIT!! THE PEOPLE WILL BE FREED FOR A WHILE, HOWBEIT
FOR THEM TO GET THERE YOU AND YOUR MILITARIES, YOUR
POLICE FORCES AND ASSASSINATION SQUADS WILL BECOME
DESTROYED FIRST!!
Your biggest miscalculation was when you neglected to take Allah serious in
his determination to see his people redeemed from bondage to your money
system, and just because he used a Caucasian brain to deliver the theory of
paradise does not at all mean He was less serious about its implementation
among Allah's people. You never seem to get anything right, do you?! And
when your own boundless wickedness gets you cornered like a rat you go out to
kill the world in your hatred for life itself!
Today I bought a book called "Goodbye, Canada!" yet rest assured, Canada is
not the only country we prophets must say a final "goodbye" to! And as
america falls so will the nations like dominos likewise, for their leaders' hearts
was not with the people but lay in their american dollar accounts.

In 1945 America and Britain Froze and Starved to
Death Over a Million German POW's - Today
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America and Britain Are Doing It Once Again,
this time to Afghani People!
America and Britain Have Learned Nothing From Past Mistakes, And
Therefore America and Britain Are Doomed!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

After roughly 5 million German civilians were rounded up and made prisoners
of war in 1944/45 Europe became dotted with huge open-field barbed wire
fenced camps, where these captives were held like cattle and subjected to the
brutal elements of sun, heat, rain, snow and frost, given ever diminishing
rations as ordered by Eisenhower until more than one million Germans had
perished from hunger and disease in these open fields.
This is the yet untold story of american/british genocide against the German
people after the war had ended!
Let there be no mistake about it: TODAY JEWISH AMERICA AND
JEWISH BRITAIN ARE REPEATING THE SAME BRUTALITY ON
THE NATION OF AFGHANISTAN KNOWING FULL WELL THAT
CONTINUED BOMBING OF THAT COUNTRY WILL PREVENT THE
SUPPLY OF FOOD AND MATERIALS FOR SHELTER TO MILLIONS
OF ALREADY STARVING AFGHANIS.
SHOULD THIS INSANE GENOCIDE AGAINST THE AFGHANI
PEOPLE CONTINUE, THEN SEVERAL MILLION OF THEM WILL
PERISH FROM THE CRUEL COMBINATION OF HUNGER AND
FROST THIS COMING WINTER!! (continued below the picture).
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The Afghani people are literal descendants from a civilization of Orion.
When their fathers and mothers of old came in with their beautiful star
ships and looked into what the two bastard races america and britain were
doing to their people on earth, the case was brought before the High
Council of Interplanetary Disputes and it was decided that the offending
militaries should be destroyed!
And so it happened that after america and britain had done to the holy
Afghani people all the evils they could think of, the Afghani travelers from
Orion broke through the dimensional barrier with their war ships and
commanded Juxton to fire. And that is how one of the most grievous
offences was dealt with by the Masters.
The destruction of the american and british military armadas also solved
the problem for the tortured people of Iraq, whose ground was poisoned
with depleted uranium, whose infrastructure was kept in constant
disrepair from relentless bombings which had lasted for over 10 years and
who were prevented from feeding themselves properly as america and
britain were stealing Iraq's oil income.
And when america and britain became punished many of their people
wondered why their nations were cursed of the gods from above, and so
the gods let them fall into their graves in ignorance.

U.S.A. and Canada Stepping Back in Time to
Resurrect Medieval Practice of Inquisition!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 23, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

New York has 4 Arabs arrested who are currently being interrogated by the FBI
concerning their alleged involvement in the downing of their two tower idols.
However news is coming in of a frustrated FBI not being able to get these men
to speak in spite of sundry baits having been offered in the form of money,
jobs, etc. And so suggestions are being made to legally "strengthen" the
methods of persuasion to obtain "confessions" from them similar to those
already being in use by the bandit state of israel in the form of beatings, torture,
yellings, intimidations, forced adminstration of mind-altering drugs and what
have you. "TO HELL WITH HUMAN RIGHTS, TO HELL WITH
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AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION, TO HELL WITH ETHICS, TO HELL WITH
AN ARAB'S RIGHT TO INNOCENCE UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY! HE
MUST BE GUILTY BECAUSE HE IS AN ARAB!!"
YOU BASTARD AMERICAN JEWS WITH YOUR TWISTED LOGIC!!
AS PERMANENT MEMBER OF THE HIGH COUNCIL OF ARTEMUS
I WILL MEET YOU IN HOLY HELL SHOULD YOU DARE TO TAKE
LIBERTY IN TURNING THE CLOCK BACK INTO THE DARK AGES
OF INJUSTICE AND BRUTALITY BY RESURRECTING THE
HORRORS OF MEDIEVAL INQUISITIONS AGAINST ARABS ON
AMERICAN SOIL!! YOUR BROTHERS IN ISRAEL HAVE ALREADY
SEALED THEIR DOOM FOR THE HORRORS WHICH ISRAEL'S
JEWS INFLICT ON PALESTINIAN PRISONERS, FOR ONE DAY
JEWISH BLOOD WILL RUN LIKE RIVERS IN THE STREETS, AND
THE OUTCOME OF THE FINAL CONFLICT BETWEEN
PALESTINIANS AND JEWISH BRUTALITY WILL BE PALESTINIAN
RULE OVER ALL OF PALESTINE WITHOUT THE JEWS IN IT!!
And Canada talks of arresting people, trying them behind closed doors and
keeping them imprisoned indefinitely without conviction. It seems to me that
Chretien and Co. are trying to outdo even the americans in their hell-bound
effort of punishing the innocent to appease the money elite!
We shall see what we shall see, but one thing is for sure: CANADA IS IN BIG
TROUBLE WITH THE STARSHIP COMMANDERS AS WELL AS
THE MASTERS OF THIS UNIVERSE, AND THE PEOPLE OF
CANADA WILL BEAR THE BRUNT OF CHRETIEN'S
INCOMPETENCE TO PROVIDE GOOD GOVERNMENT AND SOUND
JUDGMENT ON BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE OF CANADA!

Stretch Your Minds, People, Stretch Your
Minds...!! (Part Three)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 23, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
This scribing will be last one under the above heading for fear of sending your mind into
overload and possible breakdown. Although the information is for all only those will
really benefit from the text who have trained their intellects to think in broader terms than
just to analyze which hockey team might win the next Stanley Cup.
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Here is Jambian from the planet Jupiter once again speaking:

Down in the depths of your subterranean waters you might some day
see a transformation near the surface, which you just might equate as
an "undersea monster", as they so often do in the Great British Isles.
We would be rather flattered, providing that was in fact what we were.
Sorry to burst your bubble, but many of those tidal escapades, of which
ye Ones deem to be of another nature of espouse, are naught but
cantankerous in nature. On the contrary, they are none other than
your brothers who love this great Earth of yours, and your people,
and who have come to help, and hope through means as yet
unknown to your scientists to push the polar regions through their
developmental contours.
We do in fact, as you might have well gathered at this point, control
rather subterranean vessels with instrumental panels to match yours,
except that they are indeed more of the advanced technology. These
pilot craft are down in your sea's depths strictly in an order to
monitor the shift, which is at present taking place within the
crevices of time, for it is through the uphurling of these
foundational structures of nature herself, that we are able to so
accurately monitor the equatorial shift within the Photon Belt from
a negative position.
As these ships enter the Earth's stratosphere and down into the
atmosphere, there is a period of adjustment before small wings are
sprouted for the correct descent into the raging currents of the deep.
For, you see, we must enter from an altitude of no less than 1000
gravitational feet before we employ our belt shoes and curtail our small
wing-like structure, in order to gain the "record speed" to which we are
so well known for. This is not to say that all and any means of travel are
at the least of a record speed tie in, but rather indeed to infer, that there
are indeed times laid aside for the slowing down of structures in order to
implement, much the same as you do with your research stations
beyond the sea floor, those necessary tendencies for the deploying of
green gaseous attire into the formation of the crevices, in order to
perfect a rather clearer and secure reading for our bobfloats. This
is, to a marked degree, a form of measuring the gaseous content,
of which is so stored within the crevices of your Earth's floor
bottom.
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You see, in order to succeed in our measuring of tactical reform, and
exactly how long it will take before the crust begins to crumble
completely, leaving the Earth's inhabitants without water, so to speak,
for the water which is with you at the present in the form of
oceans, lakes, rivers and streams, will be contoured into a rather
high capping maneuver when leaving the Earth's gravitational pull,
and will succeed in breaking formation with itself as it sweeps over
the majority of Earth's crust, numbing the ones left into a dim
shock. This is when the water table will turn, leaving the majority in
a deep freeze sort of swimming pool, and islands will then be
forced of their own accord to creep up and take their places once
again among the islands and continents of yesteryear.
It is for this particular reason alone, that we must "fight," for lack of a
better word, to do all within our power to preserve the contents of all
stratospheric conditions, which might well arise and knock out the
"lights" before the light of darkness has had its full run of the land. For
when this happens in the name of catastrophe, the citizens will be
forced to look about themselves in horror as they witness the horrific
extent of which mankind has relayed upon himself, as well as the
consensus of all his neighboring star systems. For what affects ye ones
doth in turn affect us as well, as all our brothers and sisters of the
neighboring planets, both, in this star system, as well as those around
us. We neither want destruction for the Earth planet and its
inhabitants, nor do we wish to inert the destructive qualities, which
it is sure to bring upon other sources.
This is the end of this particular dialogue, starseed. Please reposition
yourself in another ten minutes accordingly. Thank you. JAMBIAN out.
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Autumn 1994)

Stretch Your Minds, People, Stretch Your
Minds...!! (Part Two)

IT IS INDEED THE TIME ALLOTTED FOR
REACQUAINTANCE WITH OUR MOTHER
CRAFT
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"The polar regions will be stricken, to put it within your formulated wording, to
acquire that first impact, which indeed will be first and foremost noticed to be
the shifting of equinoxal tide upon the influx barriers of the etheric body. What
do we mean by this then, in your terms? It is just that the effects upon the
neural system, which lies within the containment field of the narcissist system,
(which is the underlying ego), will accompany within itself those factors of
change, which will indeed bring about a sub layer of 'toxic waste' to be dealt
with, disposed and interchanged with that of the complete rejuvenation of all
major eight senses, instead of your perceived regulatory five. This simply
means that an exchange will be made for any of those, who are still within
directional change in the rudiments of self-acquiring data, to be processed at
an exchange rate of 2 millimeter per second, on acquiring that same
formulated data to register as a fourth dimensional being. IT IS THAT
SIMPLE!
"The reason that the effect of the Photon Belt will register foremost on the
highplex of seclusion is simply because the hole, which is set at a regulatory
system structure into the core of the Earth, effects a reading of the seismic
waves at an even greater proximity than that of the hybrid situationary status.
"The South Pole indeed 'gets it first,' so to speak, as it is the first to be in the
pronounced position nearest the equator, facing the rays of the Equinox
Delta Strain. From then on you will notice a switching of currents within
your earthen plateau in the form of earthquakes, in sections where there
previously were none and those swooping currents of air, which serve to dry
out aquanous regions of swampy attire. This will all take place within a
period of 5 to 7 years hence. From then on the regions will take on a hard
look of desert waste, which will indeed prove to be quite a switch. Oceanic
tides will flow as high as some of your city structures before increasing into
mile high tides. This is the beginning of woes. The surface structures of your
cities will fall like wrapping paper under the repositioning of grave
exchanges of seismic waves, which will proceed to run under the Earth like
escalators, one at a time to begin with, until the whole undercurrent falls not
only buildings of design, but also unstable those underground bases and
structures, of which those of you who wish to hide will find yourselves
without refuge of any kind. They may have worked for the cause of bomb
shelters but in the days of the fortitude of accomplishing their purpose, no
longer will it be so.
"No matter, think of all those upon the face of the Earth, who it will no longer
matter as to whether they have secured a 'job' or not. Survival of the etheric
body within the physical will have its predominant way within occasion of
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desire. In other words, those who are in the midst of these catastrophes will
no longer care for the material items of their existence, but instead will be fed
under the auspices of attaining their own right to life. Their very existence
will be personified and no other thing will matter so much as their
completeness at this time to survival techniques. They will seek out the
enlightened ones of the Brotherhood, but naught will be found in those days,
for many will have acquired the right of ascension and will indeed be
nowhere to be found.
"Those who are of heady countenance will find themselves to be mere
survivalists of the beginning of these woes and will find within themselves the
limitless desire to attain that, which was taken away. It is at this time, that the
Seeds or Righteous Ones will be faced with a one way trip of evacuationary
process by we ones, who have loved you so.
"Now, but indeed, what of those 'heady' ones, who anger about the
rejuvenation of Terra, our mother Earth, as you term it? Will they too, be
brought into the surface requirements of evacuation features? Nay, for
naught it is to them to succumb unto themselves those thoughts for mere
existence within a righteous colony. For the 'seeds,' who indeed are of the
volunteering essence, will in fact allow their names, so to speak, to stand in
the rejuvenation of times for the replanting of the earthen nature, when all
cleansing completes its manufacturing. It will be so, as it is written in the
time immortal data banks: THE AKASHIC ACCOMPLIANCE.
"That is enough for one day. Thank you for your prompt attention to this our
matter of information in a packet service to all people of planet Earth. Adieu."
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Fall 1994)

Stretch Your Minds, People, Stretch Your
Minds...!! (Part One)
"...for the time of darkened consciousness is about to disappear for good, but
unfortunately there are still some of you who queerly insist on holding on to the
past for the sake of thinking you may actually have a hand in rejuvenating the
sequence of survival intact, thereby improving your lot to the benefiting of your
own soul's status and money currency!
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"Not so, ye ill informed, for it is only because of the gravity of the situation that
ye will find ourselves to come upon you for the providing of provisionary
articles, in hopes that those of you still left behind to the survival status-quo
would find your way into the Photon Belt withdrawals, and henceforth comfort
yourself with the elevation of the truth not manufactured by idiots!
"LEAVE YOUR DEAD CONCEPTS OF CHRISTIAN ALIGNMENT, FOR
CHRISTIANITY SURVIVES ONLY WITHIN THE HEARTS AND MINDS OF
THE ENLIGHTENED ONES!! Within the full conscious endeavors of the likeminded Genghis Khan style you would survive only a minute of the time
actually left to you! Better to be like-minded with those ones, who have
foreseen this action in the taking of place of monetary means, and who indeed
feel the need to indwell in the places of the Most High in all - that place of the
consciousness - that of the Higher Self - and strictly speaking that of the
GOD/GODDESS IN EACH ONE OF US!
"'BLASPHEMY!!' you shriek? Not so. Again, that is the sole result of your
religious text getting in the way. This is so much more. This we offer is the pure
remembrance of the sequel of life itself: the who of you of who you really are!
The who who indeed fits into the whole scheme of things.
"Do you really think that only your confederation of churches, no matter what
denomination or sect or antiquated concepts you belong to, really has it in the
bag? We sincerely hope not! If these writings do rattle you in your theory bags
of scholastic teachings, let us remind you that this is to the good and
progression of your soul!
"How many times have the prophets come to make good their word to your
ears? Then why have you continued to shy away as good Samaritans? Does
this make those of your troops good Samaritans? Nay, never a parallel exists,
for betwixt the words of the anathema (for indeed you treat them as such) do
the contexts of disturbing phrases fall from your ears much as the humdrum
noise of a wrecking crew services to enchant ye naught. In those days years
ago you continuously state that the onslaught of God's people would never have
happened had ye been at the reins!
"YOU WERE THERE!! Do ye not remember with those foggy calibrated mind
forms ye so oft strive to work with? It was your same spirit, which ye calibrate
today that got them precious ones put to death in all manner of horrible
atrocities! You already did it - over and over and over!
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"Leave your hostile libraries and teachers of iniquity! And what is iniquity?
Those little feet who flash by in dexterous fashion only to serve their own
fallacies of what is what and what is the right and the wrong of it...! And what
indeed is attributing to the cause of the crusading-like factions of the New
World Church? Pentecostals, Baptists, New Age movements, and a seemingly
endless congressional deployment of many more. The figure, we are not totally
exact on at this time, but the roaring moving force of light barriers upon the
Earth at this time is naught helping that which you so graciously seek: the
ELIXIR OF LIFE ITSELF, the stabilizing factor. NO MORE
VICTIMIZATION!!
"Well, the new world in itself doth hold those truths, but to get there you must
first recognize truth in its essence or you're likely to miss the boat. Keep your
cloud rising for the time of space flight, for the only contraptions coming
through the clouds are - as you love to put it - your Redemption Day!
"You actually do think Jesus, the Christ, is going to float down from on what
you like to term as "high?" Well, I'm not surprised, because you also believe
that he spent forty days of his life talking to the devil in the desert!
"WE ENCOMPASS OURSELVES WITHIN LIGHT, NOT DARKNESS! WE
ARE OF THE LIGHT, NOT DARKNESS!! In truth he was with his space
brothers, who were in reality equipping him and teaching him the new concepts
of the day in order to prolong his retirement. But of these words and concepts
you have no knowledge, we're sure, though books are completed and
distributed among the knowledgeable who stand in the light of a darkened and
troubled era.
"Hold onto your hats, for WE ARE COMING! Heighten your frequency, for
your redemption is near! We are from the solarplex area of your staunch
reception, near the chakra or crown area. We stretch through your very being
from head to toe. We are in you and you in us! Listen, watch, and learn!
"HEED OUR WORDS!! They are not typified within any structured system!
Tomorrow the darkened world will meet its final evolvement, and those who
merit the conscious endeavor will surface to instruct those who wane and weep
upon the Earth's surface! Keep watch and wait! Uplift one another and tell of
love. TELL OF LOVE OF THE SPACE BROTHERS, WHOM YOU HAVE SO
LONG AGO FORGOTTEN!!
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"It is the epitome of despair, that which you lock yourselves into if you do
naught to heed our everlasting words! AND TO STARDOM ITSELF DO WE
RISE!
"Thank you, starseed, and we will speak with you again tomorrow, lovingly to
all who manifest the light over darkness. JAMBIAN.
(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, Fall 1994)

Rumsfeld: "What is at Stake Here is the Freedom
for the American Way of Life to Exist!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Okay, Rumsfeld, let's see what the "freedom" looks like of which you say that
it "is at stake"!
In america the banker is free to enslave the people through his money
system into perpetual labour because all people have basic needs.
America's bankers are free to rob even more of the people's labour by
charging them usury on debts.
In america the banker tyrants and their friends have freedom to further
victimize the people out of their incomes by siphoning corporate profits off
into only a few people's bank accounts, whereby paradise comes only to
those with lots of money.
In america the government, consisting of the bankers and a few of their friends,
is free through covert CIA actions to disrupt the lives of many foreign
cultures with their "plunder for profit" program called "WTO
membership", where the nature and philosophy of foreign national leaders do
not fit into the american program of "plunder for profit."
America is free to keep the people down using a sophisticated system of
taxation on their meager incomes.
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The american government is free to subvert the nations through a targeted
foreign policy which makes the interests of america's corporations a "national
security" issue. In that sense america has given itself a license to loot and steal
from other nations in blatant disregard of the nations' rights to national
sovereignty.
In america the government is free to assassinate foreign national leaders, as
they have done to Allende in Chile and are trying to do to Saddam Hussein,
whose nationalistic policy they don't like.
In america there is freedom for the elite as well as elitists like Clinton to
kill people who have too much damnable information on them and
america's elite gets away with it unpunished. If before the courts all they
need to do is send a secret signal of brotherhood to the judges and their
freedom is guaranteed.
The money men of america are free to aim the power of their currency
against any nation they wish where no cooperation to their system of
plunder for profit is forthcoming. And here the two most deadly weapons are
THE WITHHOLDING OF GRANTS AND LOANS and ECONOMIC
SANCTIONS.
Where those two weapons of terror against nations do not work then america is
free to bomb them to ashes.
Mr. Rumsfeld, the Masters of this Universe have a problem with your type of
freedom which you call "the american way of life". Perhaps now you know
why your two beloved towers crumbled to dust and more will fall the longer
you reject the fact that the righteous gods merely gave you a taste of what
judgment is like for you and your society's evil "american way of life" which
seems to include the punishing of the innocent of Afghanistan for NO CRIME
COMMITTED BY THE MASTERS when the Masters crumbled your
towers to dust!!

And What About Alberta?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Alberta's problem is Camp David, Ottawa, London, Washington, New York,
and Ralph Klein, roughly in that order.
Camp David is Alberta's curse for terrorizing Alberta's Premiers, Ottawa for
telling Alberta's terrorized Premiers what debauchery to support, London for
invading Alberta with british military just in case matters concerning the two
captive prophets go out of control, Washington for demanding Alberta's
loyalty to any official U.S./CFR policy, New York for controlling Alberta's
money and Ralph Klein for giving the quiet nod to all of the above.
Alberta is in the unfortunate position of providing the two prophets of the end
of this age with captivity. Since 1994 Blinkensop mentality implemented on
Alberta began to make the prophets' mission more difficult. It was in summer
of 1994 that Alberta permitted foreign agents to steal our personal ID
documents and records. When Revenue Canada could not find us, Alberta let
Revenue Canada raid the postal outlet with our numbered P.O. box so they
could find our physical address. At that point we fled to the United States for
we decided we needed not more trouble than we already had after the agents
had caused a boycott out of my own engineering profession.
However unbeknownst to us Washington had a copy of the Arab princess's
documentation of her kidnap to Victoria B.C. out of Saudi Arabia from the
days of her infancy, and when the FBI looked into Arizona's latest immigrants
from Alberta as they had parked their truck-trailer RV on their own Tonto
National Forest lands, it was during our two year stay in Tempe, Arizona, that
London continued with harassment on us with full cooperation by america's
CIA, NSA, FBI and U.S. military as they placed us under surveillance, stealing
our personal, scribed records, attempting to assassinate us, and when that did
not work because the designated assassin would not cooperate, block all forms
of income through their agents to assure our eviction into Tempe's grungy
streets.
At that point we escaped back into Alberta. To do that we left our car behind,
and by the time the self-assured agents located it with their tracker, we had
gone.
For three months they could not find us. It took one traced phone call to our
literary agent back into the united states for the bloody FBI to find us in Black
Diamond, Alberta, and once again we were surrounded by their demented
agents.
From then on the saga continued in Alberta.
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At that point the Prophetess's emotional state was shaken, to say the least. In
Black Diamond the agents got our land lady to raise the cost of our stay to
exceed our temporary welfare support, and so the three of us moved to
Wetaskiwin to join the Prophetess' eldest son for shelter.
We finally settled into an apartment building, which right away became
controlled by all sorts of agents, including british military personnel. Our mail
was screened, our apartment was bugged and so was our phone, our internet
site was tampered with, doctors diagnosed wrongly and prescribed
hallucinating medication for the prophetess, the prophetess's own holistic
remedies were spiked with speed to cause her prolonged sleeplessness, and to
top it all off, she was poisoned with a substance causing her a massive heart
attack. Our own information tells us that this kind lady was given enough
poison to kill eight strong men, yet she survived it all with difficulty. Howbeit
not without the help of a walk-in.
After all efforts of state-murdering the Arab princess prophetess had failed,
these killer agents decided to use silencer guns on us, however they became
frightened when the archangel Gabriel rebuked them in the strongest terms I
have ever heard him speak. Finally, after about 2 years in the hell hole of
Wetaskiwin, Uthrania had recovered with sufficient strength for a move to
Edmonton, ALBERTA!
In Edmonton the agents caused a chiropractor to fracture-break her neck,
howbeit they later killed him by giving him a heart attack substance to keep
him from ever talking of what they had made him do to her. They spiked her
holistic remedies with mind altering chemicals to discredit the Arab Prophetess
before the world through psychological disorders which called for her
hospitalization on three occasions. This happened shortly after britain's prince
Phillip had made a rare private visit to Jean Chretien in Ottawa. No official
statement as to the real purpose of his meeting with Chretien was ever made.
And in Edmonton, as was the case in Wetaskiwin, the security of our apartment
became compromised through the theft of our keys, items were stolen, others
soiled, our computer corrupted in our absence, files and words changed or
deleted, and our internet sites interfered with and web pages were deleted. Our
telephone line became completely controlled by agents as certain callers were
blocked from reaching us, particularly calls from the Middle East, and phone
connections to my own cell phone could not be made which was done for the
purpose of creating an emotional isolation of the prophetess from her guardian.
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In addition to all that an attempt on the lives of the Prophetess's two sons was
made by setting the lower floor of a restaurant ablaze as they were sleeping on
the upper. This case of attempted murder cost one of the two perpetrators his
life when he burned in his own gasoline inferno and died.
And my youngest son as well became their target for death as someone had
spiked his drink with a substance causing him instant paralysis and a near-death
experience.
Where there is smoke, there also is fire.
Is Alberta in trouble? YOU BET IT IS!! THE GOVERNMENT OF
ALBERTA UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF RALPH KLEIN HAS
NOT ONLY NOT GUARANTEED OUR SAFETY, BUT GIVEN
FOREIGN AGENTS A FREE REIGN OF DOING WITH THE
PROPHETS AS THEY PLEASE, INCLUDING KILLING THEM IN
ORDER TO PREVENT THE PROPHETS' WORDS OF NO
FLATTERY TOWARDS THE MASTER RACE OF EVIL DOERS
ALL COME TO NAUGHT AS THE CAPTIVITY OF A FOREIGN
PRINCESS PROPHETESS BELONGING TO THE ARAB/ISLAMIC
WORLD IS BEING MADE PERMANENT BY THE CORRUPT
POWERS OF THE DEBAUCHED WESTERN WORLD ELITE
RIGHT HERE IN ALBERTA!!

By the way, Alberta, how many Arabs have you permitted to become
assassinated by agents with silencer guns, Arab civilians, who were sent
here by her royal family of Saudi Arabia for the purpose of keeping a
distant eye on one of their own?
ALBERTA IS GOING TO BE BURNED TO A CRISP!
TREMENDOUS EARTHQUAKES WILL BREAK UP THE GROUND TO A
POINT WHERE LAVA WILL FREELY FLOW AND INUNDATE MANY
POPULATED AREAS.
IN EDMONTON THE GROUND WILL SIMPLY OPEN AND SWALLOW
UP DOWNTOWN'S HIGH RISE TOWERS BEFORE THESE BUILDINGS
EVEN HAVE A CHANCE TO CRUMBLE.
AND THUS THE WORLD WILL ONE DAY KNOW THE REASONS FOR
A SPECIAL JUDGMENT ON ALBERTA: ALBERTA HELD
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IMPRISONED IN ITS OWN BORDERS THE WORLD'S TWO
WITNESSES AND ALLOWED THEM TO BE MISTREATED!!
BY THE WAY, ALBERTA, HOW MANY MILLION DOLLARS OF
SAUDI MONEY DID YOU AND THE FOREIGN AGENTS ABSCOND
WITH WHEN YOU ACCEPTED THOSE FUNDS WHICH WERE
EARMARKED FOR THE PROPHETESS IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE
HER SAFE RETURN TO THE COUNTRY OF HER FATHERS FROM
WHICH THE BRITISH BASTARDS HAD KIDNAPPED HER OVER
FIFTY YEARS AGO? As you answer that question for yourself correctly you
will have found another reason why Alberta will be destroyed at the Masters'
incomprehensible rage.
And remember, as you will one day find out, THE ARAB PROPHETESS
UTHRANIA INDEED COMMANDS MORE THAN A PALTRY
10,000,000 INTERGALACTIC SPACE CRAFT TO ACCOMPLISH
THE ISSUE OF JUSTICE ON EARTH!!

A Summary
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 19, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The towers of the "One World Order" have fallen.
The symbols of the bankers' world plunder for profit have thus crumbled to
dust at the hand of the Commanders of God from the star ships, who will once
again become employed in pursuit of the american/british/canadian/australian
military machines after they have amassed themselves in the Middle East.
The U.S. Government has unleashed an anthrax scare on america with the
intent on blaming Iraq for it. And so america's public is once again being
preconditioned for the acceptance of another Bush/Cheney/Kissinger inspired
massive attack on Iraq.
Iran and Saudi Arabia may not be spared from attack by this unholy alliance.
After 60 cases of jewish government-sponsored selective assassinations of
Palestinian leaders the aggrieved party has finally struck back and killed one of
their own fanatics to take the killing ratio to a pathetic 60 to 1, and Sharon says
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that is unacceptable and calls it "Israel's twin tower event", meaning that a
massive military operation against the Palestinian people is in the making.
Afghanistan is being slaughtered for an event initiated by Commanders from
the Star Fleet of the Federation of Free Planets. This slaughter is done in
accordance with jewish/christian practice of sacrificing the innocent when it
suits them for propaganda and appeasement purposes.
Innocent Arabs are being wrongly convicted for the twin bombing of the
american embassies in Africa. Israel under Netanjaho masterminded those two,
and yet no jew is being called to justice for it. Once again are the innocent
being sacrificed to the satisfaction of jewish/christian demands for blood as an
atonement for jewish/christian sins.
The governments of this world have (with the exception of a few) name-called
the starship Commanders "terrorists" ignoring the fact that the towers only fell
as a timely judgment of God, and have backed the american position of
"fighting the terrorists" by lending america moral and military support.
The wheat from the chaff is being separated and prepared for the "barns"
(ships) and the fire (death) respectively.
America has initiated the tipping of the nations like dominos as it succeeded to
persuade the world to believe it was "terrorists" which brought the towers down
and is now pulling down the wrath of the god-masters on the heads of many
nation states, for america's elite does not want to sink by themselves.
When the amassing of all military might in the Middle East is complete and all
injustice has become administered to the innocent, THEN WILL THE
COMBINED MILITARY FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES,
BRITAIN, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, GERMANY, FRANCE, RUSSIA,
AND WHOEVER ELSE IS PARTICIPATING IN THE LAST AND
FINAL ATROCITY TOWARDS CIVILIZED MANKIND BE
DESTROYED BY FIRE FROM THE SKIES (THE STAR SHIPS).
The evil State of Israel will be dealt with as well. The blood of the jews will run
through the streets of Jerusalem and Tel Aviv like rivers for what they have
done to the Palestinian people when they drove them out of their homes in
1945, killed them and forced them into nations in which they were not
welcomed and thus became placed into slums of "refugee camps" to live out
their lives in misery. And since that time the holy Palestinian people have been
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murdered and harassed by the jews without reprieve for not being willing to
sacrifice more of their lands to the jews' lust for expansion.
In compensation for this injustice toward the Palestinian people they will
repossess the land of Palestine WITHOUT THE JEWS IN IT!!
New York will be rocked by an earthquake, and that event should be able to
adequately deal with the remaining towers of Babel exploitation of the nations
through the bankers' unrighteous money power. Washington upheld the jews in
their money-worshipping practice and will therefore not be spared and neither
will Florida.
Parts of the Mississippi basin will sink and fill with massive amounts of water.
Britain and Germany will receive destruction in return for backing america in
punishing the innocent of Afghanistan for God's judgment on the jews' money
power. France in her iniquity will not be forgotten, and neither will Russia for
what it has done to Chechnya. China is also under condemnation for its
endorsement of violence against ethnic cultures and for China's unqualified
backing of the american position on Afghanistan.
The Masters from the stars who have created humankind will return at this
time, which is the occasion of the first and greatest injustice in the new
millennium! They will correct their mistake of the past as they wipe out that
portion of mankind which participates freely in the murder of innocent cultures.
And as this planet is being cleansed of all of its human dross the way is being
paved for a retrieval of the innocent of this world who will be found mainly
among nations who today are at the receiving end of american/british/israeli
abuse.
And lastly, watch the stock markets slide at first, and when they will violently
crash to ground zero you are being faced with the Masters' unqualified wrath.

Another Scribing "For the Record"
"The contraptual Naval Department within the subservient tidal flow of regime
deployment henceforth is to be found in data banks within the navigational
instrumental flux on base three of the duatank structure.
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"It has nevertheless been found that on the basis of three ranking stripes to the
fourth-dimensional seams that incongruous behaviour outranks them all.
"The military would always find an out-route if it would mean to them that
stationary contrivances would form to unleash their magnificent powers of
obstructionary devices upon their missile-type bases.
"'Blatant ineffectuality at its worst!' they say.
"Striving in the always to instruct the infirm while the source of the problem
lies within the medial structure of formation.
"Those whiplashes of problematic data confounds even the best of the
fermented patches of epitome, dutifully bound toward the savouring of the
continental spine!
"Spineless wonders to be destroyed should we ever proclaim to find them!
FACE US INDEED, AND WITHIN THE SPACE OF A SHORT TIME
HENCE WE WOULD FEED THEM AS FISH FODDER TO THE
WHALES!
"ARE WE ANGRY? ARE WE A LITTLE PERTURBED? JUST GIVE US
THE CHANCE TO SHOW OUR 'STUFF' AND WE WILL CRUCIFY
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU ONES! OUR HATE MAGNIFIETH
DOWN TO THE BITTER END - THE LAST CRUCIBLE!!
"Enough for now, for the hour turns late. But here we lastly expound on the
gratefulness of our terms to date, and hereby we seal with a kiss that fateful
day, lest you think to escape with your lives!
"Think again, Comrades. The era has all but ended in your favour but the tides
do have a regular habit of turning tail and running. Lest ye ones be of a
singular mind to cease in your cohabitation with the beasts of the forest ye
will milk the last drop of our kindness toward ye and your ilk and make into
chalk the raindrops of your tears!
- THE LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD, EXPRESSLY SPEAKING."
(From the databanks of the "White Winds" intergalactic starship, scribed by the Arab
Prophetess Uthrania, Summer/Fall 1994)
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What Do All These People Have in Common?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Let me give you their names:

Barry Seal, Jerry Parks, Vince Foster, Neil Moody, Don Henry,
Kevin Ives, Mary Mahoney, Ron Brown plus 34 others, Judy
Gibbs, James McDougal, Susann Coleman, William Colby,
Barbara Wise, Ron Miller, Paul Wilcher, Steve Willis, Convey
LeBleu, Robert Williams, Todd McKeehan, Shelly Kelly, Donald
Rogers
and many more which cannot be named here.
They all knew Bill Clinton, and all are now dead, having died an untimely
death and done so under suspicious circumstances. Why is William Jefferson
Clinton not on the hot seat for an accounting concerning his own possible
involvement in the deaths of these people?
Clinton was Governor of Arkansas before he rose to achieve the U.S.
Presidency in 1993. The Prophetess and I arrived in Tempe, Arizona, in
January 1995 and shortly thereafter a military assassin arrived to join us as a
resident of the Pony Acres trailer court. He did us no harm, but sure was an
upset man when he left. After that NSA/CIA agents came and stayed until they
had assured our eviction in destitution. They worked in close liaison with
britain's MI5/6 under Tony Blair, according to a brief scribing obtained on the
matter which reads as follows:
"Tony Blair was behind the whole thing. and mi5 and 6. some called
them MIGS. anything else?"

INA Canada
Taken from lion34.htm
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Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Final Call For All U.N. Embassy Staff to Evacuate
Out of New York and Staten Island
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

More than a year ago I warned you under the heading "United Nations, Sink
Iraq and Your Days are Numbered!" A year later I find, and here I speak to
the heads of the nation states, your indifference has not only sunk Iraq but also
destroyed Afghanistan!
When I challenged you to leave the New York United Nations in protest of the
mistreatment of Iraq, you refused and continued to play the dirty Anglo-Saxon
Jewish game against Iraq by not quitting that filthy club of zionist elitists, in
spite of the fact that one of you could become the possible next target of
U.S./British/Israeli brutality. And so in the meantime your indifference has cost
another nation its life blood, for only your united and massive departure in
protest of Security Council abuse against Iraq could have spared us the agony
of watching Afghanistan die.
You nations failed at the time to properly deal with the Council on Foreign
Relations/Zionist bullies of this world, and because of your failure, the issue
will now have to be dealt with at a different level, and here I once again warn
you Ambassadors: YOUR BLOODY UNITED NATIONS SCAM WILL
JOIN THE WTO SCAM ON GROUND ZERO RUBBLE AND DUST,
AND SHOULD YOU, MY FRIENDS OF THE NATIONS, FOR WHOSE
PHYSICAL WELL BEING I AM CONCERNED, NOT GO HOME AND
TAKE A GOODLY VACATION IN YOUR NATIVE COUNTRY, THEN
YOU MAY FIND YET YOUR OWN BONES BECOME IN NEED OF
BEING DUG UP FROM UNDER THE DUST AND RUBBLE OF YOUR
FALLEN UNITED NATIONS CARD HOUSE!!
You were nowhere to be found in protest of the brutal bombing of Afghanistan,
and I surmise you don't even know as of yet why the deadly american cluster
bombs were yellow!! Have you nothing yet learned from your sister nations
Iraq and Kosovo, who got unbeknownst to the world infested with depleted
uranium when american bombs and ammunition ripped the people apart? Do I
have news for you!! Demonic america has in the meantime refined the art
of convenient nuclear waste disposal, and what better way than to drop
this material on the heads of those deemed expendable? Take a Geiger
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counter and check the air and ground for radiation! Maybe then you
will understand why these bombs were painted yellow!
The Taliban civilians did not leave their positions in the north merely because
of american bombs! No, they fled the areas because of ground and air
contamination from toxic radioactive chemicals!!
Do not be surprised when New York gets hit once again with you in it, for you
failed to jump the sinking ship when you refused to take our warnings
seriously!! Do not think for one moment that the Masters' patience with
America, Britain, Israel, Australia, New Zealand has not run out! It has! But,
alas, when you have missed your chance for escape you will have given me one
more opportunity to say to myself: I TOLD YOU SO, AND YOU JUST
WOULD NOT LISTEN! AND NOW THE INTENT OF THE MASTERS
FOR BUILDING THE NEW ERA WILL BECOME REALIZED BY

FORCE, JUST AS WE HAVE ALWAYS SAID IT WOULD!!
“The goose that laid the golden egg turned out to be the
gander that netted the foe with the ill-gotten gain.”
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, December 1993)

Most Recent Elite Strikes Against Humanity!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 11, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Japan has joined the alliance of doomed military by waving a goodbye to over
1000 of their seamen joining the american armada in support efforts against
Afghanistan contrary to Japan's tradition since WWII!
China has now officially become accepted as the most recent member of the
World Trade Organization contrary to our warnings to not do so!
Britain is about to pass legislation to detain "suspected terrorists" without
charge indefinitely contrary to the principle of innocent-until-proven-guilty!
America boycotts today's nuclear test ban treaty talks in New York so as to tell
the world that america's jews are not interested in stopping the
development of deadlier atomic weapons of mass destruction, and
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George Bush Jr. places an ultimatum before all national leaders to go beyond
verbal support of his "fight against terrorism" and expects them to produce
physical evidence "or else..."(!!), denying the governments of the world
community their right to make up their own mind whether or not his brutal war
against Afghanistan is justified!
Those are the elite's most recent blows against civilized humanity in a nutshell!
This world has slipped back into the dark ages of a new form of totalitarianism,
which I call the terror of zionistic, capitalistic democracy defending the
jews' money/profit system by the most brutal forms of military warfare known
to man! And this battle is not even one of equals! What we have here is the
mightiest, most modern military machine assisted by many other national
militaries against a nation of impoverished freezing civilians with machine
guns and trucks trying to defend their starving people against air and ground
attacks over a false accusation against ONE MAN, WHO INDEED WAS
UNINVOLVED IN THE ATTACK AGAINST THE PENTAGON AND
THE TWO DOWNED MONEY TOWERS!!
Yet the primitive american public still cries for more blood of the innocent
Afghani people, the innocent Iraqi people, the innocent Saudi people, the
innocent Palestinian people, the innocent Syrian people and the innocent
Iranian people, all of whom have been branded with the "terrorist" label for
defending their right to their own country and resources!
All right! First there will be natural catastrophes in ever increasing numbers.
Then the terrorist U.S. military is going to be dealt with (not necessarily in that
order) by the starship commanders. Then many more will die on american soil,
NOT from chemical weapons or atomic bombs Osamah bin Laden claims to
have, but from a shaking ground along the east coast of the united states.
When that has occurred, then this world will see total economic chaos,
because the nations have not learned how to conduct business with one
another without the bloody american dollar bringing it about!!
I have shown you debt-ridden tormented-by-america nations what must be
done in order to remove the importance of currency for the conducting of
trade by replacing it with a system of the people's guaranteed access to
their own production, and you have not as of yet taken the first step in this
direction!! How do you expect me to have sympathy on the coming plight
of your nations when you don't follow the soundness of my advice by
casting into the wind the reality of economics from the stars?
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You are in the process of losing paradise for yourself and your children! Two
thousand years you waited for a second chance of your release after you blew
your first, and still you cannot see your opportunity for another chance for the
reclaiming of your lost paradise!!
The day will come when you seek us out lest you drown in your self-created
troubles, but alas, on that day you will find us nowhere!

And What Lies at the Foundation of Media
Contradictions and Betrayal of All Truth?

Answer: THE ZIONIST PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION,
WRITTEN INTO THEORY MORE THAN 100 YEARS AGO!!
Quote:

Literature and journalism are two of the most important educative forces, and
therefore our government will become proprietor of the majority of the journals.
This will neutralize the injurious influence of the privately owned press and will
put us in possession of a tremendous influence upon the public mind...
If we give permits for ten journals, we shall ourselves found thirty, and so on in
the same proportion. This, however, must in no wise be suspected by the public.
For which reason all journals published by us will be of the most opposite, in
appearance, tendencies and opinions, thereby creating confidence in us and
bringing over to us our quite unsuspicious opponents, who will thus fall into our
trap and be rendered harmless.
In the front rank will stand organs of an official character. They will always stand
guard over our interests, and therefore their influence will be comparatively
insignificant.
In the second rank will be the semi-official organs, whose part it will be to attract
the tepid and indifferent.
In the third rank we shall set up our own, to all appearance, opposition, which, in
at least one of its organs will present what looks like the very antipodes to us.
Our real opponents at heart will accept this simulated opposition as their own and
will show us their cards.
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All our newspapers will be of all possible complexions - aristocratic, republican,
revolutionary, even anarchical - for so long, of course, as the constitution
exists.... Like the Indian idol Vishnu they will have a hundred hands and every one
of them will have a finger on any one of the public opinions as required. When a
pulse quickens these hands will lead opinion in the direction of our aims, for an
excited patient loses all power of judgment and easily yields to suggestion.
Those fools who will think they are repeating the opinion of a newspaper of their
own camp will be repeating our opinion or any opinion that seems desirable for
us. In the vain belief that they are following the organ of their party they will in
fact follow the flag which we hang out for them.
In order to direct our newspaper militia in this sense we must take especial and
minute care in organizing this matter. Under the title of central department of the
press we shall institute literary gatherings at which our agents will, without
attracting attention, issue the orders and watchwords of the day. By discussing
and controverting, but always superficially without touching the essence of the
matter, our organs will carry on a sham fight fusillade with the official
newspapers solely for the purpose of giving occasion for us to express ourselves
more fully than could well be done from the outset in official announcements,
whenever, of course, that is to our advantage.
THESE ATTACKS UPON US WILL ALSO SERVE ANOTHER PURPOSE, NAMELY,
THAT OUR SUBJECTS WILL BE CONVINCED OF THE EXISTENCE OF FULL
FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND SO GIVE OUR AGENTS AN OCCASION TO AFFIRM
THAT ALL ORGANS WHICH OPPOSE US ARE EMPTY BABBLERS, since they are
incapable of finding any substantial objections to our orders.
Methods of organisation like these, imperceptible to the public eye but absolutely
true, are the best calculated to succeed in bringing the attention and the
confidence of the public to the side of our government. Thanks to such methods
we shall be in a position as from time to time may be required, to excite or to
tranquillize the public mind on political questions, to persuade or to confuse,
printing now truth, now lies, facts or their contradictions, according as they may
be well or ill received, always very cautiously feeling our ground before stepping
upon it....
WE SHALL HAVE A SURE TRIUMPH OVER OUR OPPONENTS SINCE THEY WILL
NOT HAVE AT THEIR DISPOSITION ORGANS OF THE PRESS IN WHICH THEY
CAN GIVE FULL AND FINAL EXPRESSION TO THEIR VIEWS owing to the
aforesaid methods of dealing with the press. We shall not even need to refute
them except very superficially.
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Trial shots like these, fired by us in the third rank of our press, in case of need,
will be energetically refuted by us in our semi-official organs. Even nowadays
already, to take only the French press, there are forms which reveal masonic
solidarity in acting on the watchword: all organs of the press are

bound together by professional secrecy; like the augurs of
old, not one of their numbers will give away the secret of his
sources of information unless it be resolved to make
announcement to them. Not one journalist will venture to
betray this secret, for not one of them is ever admitted to
practice literature unless his whole past has some
disgraceful sore or other. . . These sores would be
immediately revealed. So long as they remain the secret of a
few the prestige of the journalist attracts the majority of the
country - the mob follows after him with enthusiasm."
End Quote.
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 9, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Patricia Zimmermann says that at no time in the history of modern man has
the media been more aggressively muzzled than after the downing of the
two towers in New York.
She says what we see on CNN and others like it is less than 10 percent of
what is really going on. For instance during the Kosovo bombing raids against
the Serbs america used 1500 fighter pilots on a rotating basis to bomb the
country to destruction, yet we were never told of such massive air assaults. If
that was true for Kosovo, how much more is it true in the air and on the ground
of Afghanistan!
She said that five minutes after the bombing started all communications
satellites over Afghanistan were repositioned.
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Patricia Zimmermann is a lady who turns CNN off and goes on the internet
for more factual information of what really goes on in the world concerning
serious issues of the day.
She also states that the extent of the tragedy on american/british-bombed
nations is greater than the official news outlets describe it. The cost in
human trauma is immeasurable and continues long after the bombing has
ended, she says.
As far as the function of reporting goes, she says: "Passion--about anything-has been quarantined, professionalized and sanitized for the market
economy. Much of what masquerades as independent media celebrates
a snide, disengaged, solipsistic postmodern ennui and aches for the
Sundance Film Festival and commercial studio distribution deals."
Concerning media's gross displacement of priorities she goes on to say: "The
global forces of privatization, transnationalization of media, deregulation
of public policy, catastrophic arts defunding and commercialization of all
psychic/public realms each day napalms public culture. The public spaces
for politically courageous and artistically provocative independent media
production, distribution and exhibition have been psychically and
metaphorically bombed, nearly annihilated in the swiftly changing media
landscapes."
"In old Marxist terms, the independent media sector has concentrated far
too much on capital (buildings, machine, venues, budgets), and not enough
on labor (people, ideas, collectives). Although we all need new strategies
for cold hard cash as the concept of anything public degenerates into
private enterprise, we don't need their money if it robs us of our passion
in insurgency!"
Perhaps now we understand better why news anchors on any zionist controlled
media outlet are not allowed to show emotions while reporting on the most
heinous crimes against humanity committed by the western anglo-saxon jewish
elite, but are expected to maintain their plastic, "all is well" jovial disposition:
It would arouse the people to action and resentment of all their programs
of globalization and practice of public slaughter of nation after nation in
promotion of their objective of world control if news reporters were to
express their revulsion on what they must report on!
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Uthrania Is Called to Go Home!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 9, 2001, 10:00 am MST, Reni Sentana-Ries

The gifted Arab Prophetess has informed me this morning that the time for her
departure into the higher realms of existence has come. Two and a half years ago she
was told by entities that this would happen, and now she was informed once again that
her time to go home is here.
The world is in a crisis worse than ever before, for the leaders of the most powerful
militaries have gone insane, and therefore she sees no hope of ever being permitted to
go back to her home country Saudi Arabia to meet with her family in the physical. She
considers the Afghani people also "my poor people" and she does "have family there
as well."
Today her inner spirit began vibrating in her physical casing because of what is being
done to her people in Afghanistan, and she felt the horror of the dying through their own
eyes.
When her spirit has departed she wishes for her body to be buried in a shallow grave of
Saudi Arabia's sand. How this is to be accomplished I have no clue as of yet.
She will continue to write instructions and comments on the net with a knowing that her
information is being properly absorbed and implemented by her own people, the
Arab/Islamic Nation.
For the time being however I appreciate her presence one day at a time.

The World Was Not Supposed to End Like This,
My People!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 9, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Ever since we, the prophets of the end of this age, have emerged on the scene
of public attention, the elite of this world has successfully kept us in obscurity!
Our words have reached no masses except the echelon of a few countries and
heads of state together with their subservient secret service departments. Our
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books and personal, scribed records have been copied by them without our
permission through either illegal entry into our apartment and extraction from
our computers, or by computer surveillance techniques and hacking into our
system while connected to the net. Remember, it is a dangerous thing to steal
prophecies from prophets in hopes of gaining an advantage over others or to
foil the doom on the wicked of which they speak!
Our case with them is an above-top-secret case and political dynamite for any
government which wishes to escape the wrath of the western zionist elite! A
host of people have already lost their lives for either trying to protect us from a
distance or for having cooperated with secret service agents in doing us harm
and so they were killed for knowing too much. Yet we came down here to not
be kept in isolation from the world public, but to be given the opportunity to
instruct the people of this planet in matters of universal reality, and we were
given the task to properly reacquaint them with their brothers and sisters from
the stars in order to see them all properly prepared for boarding the
intergalactic evacuation ships prior to earth's shift in rotational spin, which is an
event to occur in less than two decades from now!

EVACUATION FROM THIS PLANET WAS TO OCCUR ORDERLY
AND NOT IN THE BACKGROUND OF ELITE-INFLICTED DEATH
AND DESTRUCTION ON NATIONS, AND ALSO NOT IN THE
BACKGROUND OF ANNIHILATION OF MILITARIES BY WAR
SHIPS FROM THE STARS!!
We were to be given governmental protection and cooperation. We were to be
given the freedom to speak to the people and teach them. The bankers were to
welcome us and allow us to implement the financial reforms for a liberation of
the poor from poverty. Religious myths were to be evaporated and the people
were to be set free from all manners of religious superstition!
Had governmental cooperation been forthcoming, then the two towers in new
York would still be standing today, and the afghani people would today not be
brutalized by Ame
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sbombs. However you American, British
and Israeli governments did everything in your power to keep us in obscurity
lest the people see us as their saviors from poverty and death, as our teachings
and policies would liberate their souls and free them from financial slavery!!
New Yor
k’
sground would also not have shaken (a future event), the east coast
down to Florida not be ruined, the Mississippi delta not have sunk to become
flooded with water, and your military men and women would all have come
back home alive without having killed a single afghani! But now they will die
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at the hand of a simple judgment by the commanders of the federation of free
planets, for you debauched elite would not humble yourself in face of the
chastisement from above when the towers came down!
In essence, what you have done by starting a bombing war against the innocent
afghani people is you have by your very own wickedness called down the
wrath of the masters from the stars on the head of every nation whose
government willingly cooperated with your misguided assault on phantom
"terrorists" and have thereby displayed the audacity to call god's judgment
on your own wickedness an act of terrorism!!
So when the earthquakes come and the commanders from the stars go to war
against you and your compatriot nations to destroy your evil breed, THEN
KNOW THAT IT WAS NOT SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN LIKE THAT! WE
WERE TO TEACH YOU FOR YOUR ENLIGHTENMENT AND
LEAD YOUR PEOPLE SAFELY INTO THE SHIPS WITHOUT THE
TRAUMA OF TERROR INTO WHICH YOUR ELITE ARE NOW
LEADING THE NATIONS!!

One World Order System Lacking in Natural
Resilience!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The elite's One World Order is in its structural make-up just as stupid as
democracy! Both are concocted by world conspirators with nothing more than
money power, political power, resource control and people control in mind.
Those elements make their creation just as brainless as they themselves are, for
the conglomeration of manifested thought material whereby the world of today
is run cannot even withstand the collapse of two high rise buildings without
pulling the entire world into a recession with all of its myriad side effects of
unemployment, business failures, personal and corporate bankruptcies and
government deficit spendings!
The people's social support programs are being compromised by spineless
politicians whose subservience to the defunct system is legendary, and the
fallout from their incompetence are homeless people, hungry people, freezing
people, people who have their dignity robbed, and as the industry shuts
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down for lack of demand the people stand in ever increasing numbers in
need of what the industry produces, AND NEVER THE TWAIN CAN
MEET FOR LACK OF THE BANKERS' CURRENCY!!!
THIS IS INSANE!! THE HUNGRY GO UNFED WHILE THE FOOD AT
SAFEWAY ROTS FOR LACK OF SHOPPERS, AND THE HOMELESS
SLEEP IN A SNOWSTORM WHILE THE CARPENTER COLLECTS
UNEMPLOYMENT!!
AND BUSH BE DAMNED WITH BLAIR, THE FRIVOLOUS
BLABBERMOUTH, FOR GOING TO WAR AGAINST INNOCENT
AFGHANI PEOPLE ON BEHALF OF THE BANKERS' ELITE WHICH
HAVE GIVEN US THIS DEFUNCT SYSTEM IN FIRST PLACE!!
YOU HAVE NOT LISTENED TO MY WORDS AS I HAVE GIVEN
YOU THE KEY FOR A CORRECTION OF FINANCIAL
DISTORTIONS OF A PHYSICAL REALITY, AND THAT REALITY IS
AMPLY CAPABLE OF LOOKING AFTER THE BASIC NEEDS OF
EVERY LIVING HUMAN BEING ON THE FACE OF THIS PLANET,
AND UNDER THE LIBERATED RULES OF NEW-ERA FINANCIAL
ENGAGEMENT NO ONE GOES WITHOUT HAVING HIS OR HER
BASIC NEEDS MET!!
HOW DARE YOU WICKED BANKERS AND POLITICIANS LAMENT
IN PUBLIC AT THE LOSS OF THOUSANDS OF JOBS AT THE
AIRLINE INDUSTRIES FOR AS LONG AS YOU SIT BACK AND
LEAVE THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE JUST LOST THEIR INCOMES
WITHOUT PURCHASING POWER!? YOU FULL WELL KNOW
THAT IT IS ONLY YOUR POLICY OF PEOPLE-SACRIFICE WHICH
DENIES THEM ADEQUATE ACCESS TO SOCIETY'S PRODUCTION!
TODAY YOU CRUCIFY INNOCENT AFGHANISTAN IN YOUR
REVENGE FOR GOD'S JUDGMENT ON YOUR CORRUPT MONEY
SYSTEM, AND TOMORROW YOU MAY DO THE SAME TO THE
PEOPLE OF IRAQ ONCE AGAIN!
HOWEVER REMEMBER THIS, YOU SCUM OF THE EARTH, WE
HAVE GIVEN OUR AUTHORITY TO SHAKE YOUR SYSTEM OF
ENDLESS DEBAUCHERY UNTIL IT CRUMBLES INTO DUST
BEYOND YOUR ABILITY TO RESURRECT IT, FOR UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCE WILL WE PERMIT AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM TO
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PREVAIL WHICH CONTINUES TO VICTIMIZE THE PEOPLE OF
THIS EARTH INTO PERPETUAL POVERTY!!
The tormented poor of Afghanistan and Iraq will haunt you into your
grave, for the day will come when their feet of universal justice will grind
you into the dust of all your fallen money towers!

"Commander Juxton, FIRE!!!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 5, 2001, 11:11 pm MST, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Bush Jr. Government pronounces Osamah bin Laden guilty for taking the
towers out. The Bush Government however has no evidence of Osamah's
involvement in the case, and Osamah, unlike the Bush Government, does not
lie. The FBI was ordered to falsify the passenger lists of the downed aircraft
to fabricate a case against the Saudis. Yet Osama is still being blamed, who
lives under the protection of the Government of Afghanistan.
The Government of Afghanistan is a Government of honour, unlike that of
the united states, and so the Government of Afghanistan says: "Give us the
evidence of Osamah's participation in the fire bombing of the towers!" But
the Bush Government says "No" because firstly they have none, secondly the
Bush Government is too haughty to even enter into a dialogue with that
despised "lowly" Taliban Government of Bedouin Afghanistan, whose people
ride donkeys for transportation.
Consistent with the Bush-type Government's past practice of seeking out
the innocent for a public sacrifice, they have decided to openly punish the
honorable Government of Afghanistan and destroy their nation at a time when
food and clothing is needed for the people! And so the Bush Government
proceeded to bomb the nation!
When at last they ran out of legitimate targets they aimed at hospitals,
schools, Government buildings, power plants, airports, villages and food
warehouses. But that was not enough. The Bush Government then took their
B-52 bombers into action and began to cover the Taliban civilians, who only
carry machine guns, some hand grenades and the odd rocket launcher on
themselves for a defense of their country against the Northern Alliance thugs,
and the Bush/British government proceeded with intense and deadly carpet
bombings that shake the earth and kill their brave troop on the ground!
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But even that was not enough for the bloodthirsty Bush Government! They
then dusted off their most deadly bombs ever invented for mass
destruction: these bombs weigh 15,000 pounds each and when they
detonate they create a crater large enough to cover 5 football fields. These
bombs are now being dropped by the cowardly Bush government on the
innocent Afghani Taliban, who stand in need of food and shelter instead
of bombs from america!

Commander Juxton, we the prophets of the New Era cannot stand this
ongoing display of injustice any longer! The brutality with which this
atrocity is being conducted against an impoverished and honorable nation
defies all description! Continued american/british bombing of this country
into the winter months will result in the starvation and freezing to death of
hundreds of thousands of people, young and old, all because THIS
NATION HAS DECIDED TO NOT BETRAY THE INNOCENT MAN
IN THEIR MIDST: OSAMAH BIN LADEN, WHO SAVED THEM
FROM RUSSIAN OCCUPATION, AND WHO IS ENDOWED WITH
NOBILITY OF CHARACTER UNLIKE ALL OF THE
KISSINGER/BUSH CLAN! WE HEREWITH GIVE YOU AND YOUR
FORCES IN THE ATMOSPHERE PERMISSION TO BREAK
THROUGH YOUR DIMENSIONAL BARRIER, SHOW YOUR WAR
SHIPS, AND AFTER YOU HAVE GIVEN THEIR GENERALS TIME
ENOUGH TO REPORT BACK TO WASHINGTON WHAT THEY
SEE IN THE SKIES, FIRE!
We are down here to introduce paradise back to those people who have
made themselves worthy for such an experience, and we cannot do our
job for as long as Washington, New York, London and Tel Aviv are
resisting and mocking our efforts.
Thank you, Commander!

"SET MY PEOPLE FREE!!!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 5, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

All over north america and europe people of Arab culture are being arrested
and jailed without evidence or charge. In Alberta we have a case of an arrest of
three Arab Muslims who worked in Ft. McMurray to support their families.
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They have become incarcerated on a mere suspicion of having participated in
the downing of New York's twin towers and the hit on the Pentagon building.
When the FBI heard about their arrest, they reacted very disinterested and
dismissed their involvement. In the meantime these three have been cleared of
all charges, yet they are still being held in custody in Edmonton without
prospect for a speedy release!
Since Tuesday morning, September 11th, over a thousand people have been
arrested and are being investigated for all manners of charges unrelated to the
famous petro bombings! Many are being held without charges, being
interrogated under pressure of threats and torture, some held in solitary
confinement, others subjected to the cruelties of american caucasian prisoners,
and all of this under severe restriction of contact with relatives or proper lawyer
representation. One Arab has already died from the torture of being in an
american prison.
Kissinger has just driven america back into the dark ages of medieval
methods of inquisitions in stark contraventions of all human rights codes,
constitutions and fundamental principles of justice to which all people
have a right to! Guilt or innocence of any crime does not matter any more!
The principle of ethnic belonging is sufficient for random targeting,
harassment, mistreatment and arrests without prospects for a release. The
torture of Arabs held in american prisons has now become unofficially
state-approved illegal practice in the united states of america! It must be
noted here that the practice of torture to extract confessions are only to be used
with Arabs, not their own brand of hardened caucasian criminals.

"SET MY PEOPLE FREE !!"
God warns! Kissinger will not heed, for Kissinger is a demon god himself,
incarnated here for the sole purpose of bringing death and destruction to all
righteous people and to overturn all fundamentals of justice and fairness
hitherto recognized and practiced by civilized humanity.
So in all simplified finality, the contest here is one of wills between God and
the demon god Kissinger and Co.!
At present it seems Kissinger has matters going his way, for the innocent
Arabs in western prison cells are not being released and the insane
bombing of the Afghani people has also not stopped. However God is not
impoverished in power to properly respond to an evil entity like Kissinger.
Kissinger may control the actions of the FBI and NSA and CIA as well as the
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Pentagon, but Kissinger does not control the hurricane coming at Cuba
right now with winds to over 150 miles per hour, nor does he realize what
his indiscriminate bombing of the surface structure of Afghanistan's
mountain slopes has on the living entity of mother Earth in the form of
earthquake convulsions from this abuse, nor is Kissinger in charge of our
intergalactic war ships in the skies, which are controlled by our brothers
and sisters of past ages, who were instrumental for the seeding of this
planet in the first place! If Kissinger thinks they have neglected their duty
of supervising the progress among human incarnates, then Kissinger is
making a miscalculation of most serious consequence, for KISSINGER'S
GLOBAL MILITARY MIGHT IS GOING TO BE WIPED OUT IN ONE
FELL SWOOP AS A TESTIMONY TO ALL NATIONS TO SHOW WHO
IS REALLY IN CHARGE OF THIS PLANET NOW!!
We have told you years ago that the Masters are back to reclaim their
property out of the clutches of the demons, which have held ruthless
control over this planet for several thousand years. THE CONTEST NOW
BEFORE YOU IS NO LONGER ONE OF STRENGTH BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA & CO. AND THE BEDOUIN NATION
OF AFGHANISTAN, IT IS ONE OF U.S./BRITISH MILITARY FORCE
AGAINST THE WAR SHIPS OF THE PLANET ORION, WHO HAVE
COME BACK IN ORDER TO SAVE THE LIVES AND CULTURE OF
THEIR OWN BROTHERS AND SISTERS ON EARTH LANDLOCKED
IN THE MOUNTAINS OF AFGHANISTAN!!
And don't think for one moment that they are acting outside all
intergalactic conventions when they start moving forward against
america's military might! THEIR CONSENT HAS REACHED THAT OF
ALL HIGH COUNCILS OF INTERGALACTIC DISPUTES UNDER
WHICH THE AFFAIRS OF THIS PLANET ANGOREOUS COMES,
ALL THE WAY UP FOR APPROVAL TO ALLAH HIMSELF!
Kissinger is now making the united states of america and all of its allies a
living sacrifice on the altar of his own doom, and as one that is doomed he will
be in lot of company for incarnations to come with cohorts of a make-up he
will not like when he meets them there! They all will be given lots of time to
continually be each other's demons!!
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Uthrania's Family Inheritance Stolen by Canada,
America, Britain and Israel - Secretly Hidden at the
Bank of Nova Scotia WTO Branch in Manhatton, Buried
in the Rubble, But Recovered and Removed to a Secret
Location!?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 2, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

It seems to me that unimaginable anglosaxon-jewish treachery absconded with
a Saudi treasure worth hundreds of millions of U.S. dollars entrusted into
british-canadian official's hands, intended for the gracious support of their
kidnapped princess daughter of the Royal House of Saud, now known
throughout the elite Arab world as their gifted Prophetess by the name of
Uthrania!
Kidnapped by the british and spirited into obscurity to Victoria, British
Columbia, allowed to be mistreated with much cruelty during her infancy and
early childhood, orphanaged, then forced into adoption, identity stripped,
coaxed into acceptance of strange british mannerisms, visited by Queen
Elizabeth II and the Archbishop of Canterbury, frightened by many
unexplained scottish deaths among Scotland's royals, twice almost asphyxiated
to death by carbon monoxide, deliberately kept obscure from her Royal Family
in Saudi Arabia and away from the knowledge of Islam, and having her
inheritance stolen by a combined collusion between the canadian government,
the british government, the american government, tel aviv, and the vatican!?
That indeed seems to be nauseous reality in the tormented life of Arabia's finest
prophetess lady of Royal Saudi distinction, all this in a combined
jewish/christian effort to once more steal from the Arab world the promised
messiah as was done to the Egypt-born Jmmanuel of 2000 years ago!! However
her DNA prevailed in spite of all the lies they told her concerning her parental
identity, for she was the youngest and most gifted daughter of the First King of
Saudi Arabia Abdul Aziz ibin al Saud.
No wonder Allah in his wrath decided on a dual purpose for taking the towers
down - not only to show his displeasure with what was going on in there, but
also to expose the stolen treasure and let the world know that it belongs to the
Royal Prophetess of the Arab/Islamic world as a gift from her loving family at
home!
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What follows is her discovery of the greatest scandal of modern times as
related in her own words:

"$200 million in gold, silver recovered from WTC rubble
The Associated Press
NEW YORK
Most of the $200 million US of gold and silver buried under a ruined building at
the World Trade Center site has been removed so the remainder of the building can
be demolished and cleared away.
"I think we have most of it. I'm not sure we have all of it yet," Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani told reporters Wednesday.
The precious metals in a Bank of Nova Scotia vault at 4 World Trade Center were
being taken away "because authorities need to demolish the building," said Pam
Agnew, a spokeswoman for the Toronto-based bank."
[NOTE: that is all the information i needed. Isn't it strange though how "the lord of hosts" unveils or
rather unmasks the blatant thievery of both canada as well as the american west of monies sent from
the middle eastern homelands and then locked away in vaults in a branch of the canadian bank in
the wto. And though a few boxes of the coins in "galvanized gold" and silver arrived in shoeboxes to
mine own doorstep one day over a decade ago by a man of jewish origin whome the zionists in d.c.
and new york were after {which gold and silver by the way went to a jewish synagogue in victoria, bc,
canada} i had naught the faintest clue where he got it nor what he was doing with so many coins
instead of the normal currency or plastic cards. I did naught see the coins until after he had left back
for the united states which a jewish friend of his found in the vehicle he drove tucked neatly under
the floorboard and seats of the vehicle.
They were coins unlike any i had seen before. I was given naught a one of them but at least i got to
see them.
With so many witnesses here and there no wonder the elite tried to burn down the dwelling of mine
two son's apartment building with their families and small childs within it. For my youngest son was
a witness. Though he did naught see the coins personally he was still a witness to the crimes
committed against us by the british, canadian and us-israeli governments.
The archangel gabriel came to protect us at the worst and most dangerous time and when i was alone
did the entities from the other realms appear as satan tried to strangle of i and they taught me how to
use my mind to protect myself from the unseen realm. Four stood interdimensionally in my room
naught uttering a word but stood guard after satan almost physically killed of i. Sons were younger
then.
And so does the wrath of allah come down upon those who are the greatest thieves of the world:
The american and british-canadian zionists-imperialists.
Secret visits from prince philip only enhance their cooperation with the catholic-jewish church
against we ones and saudi strain.
Justice takes its true form.
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Adieu
To the people of america: if you wonder why your government does naught want to continue to
proceed with digging for bodies of your kin it is because they have all they were looking for or as
mayor giuliani says:"i'm sure we have most of it."

And they think if they can find the prophet-scribe who is also saudi arabia's newly
crowned crown prince usamah ibn "laden" then they will be able to rid themselves
of one who has the rest of the information upon the debauchery against saudi arabia
by the jewish and british western powers.
Good day and adieu
- Opec

REMEMBER I TOLD YOU THE BRITISH AND CANADIANS WERE INVOLVED TOO?
HERE IS THE REST OF THE CAPTION:

"Agnew would not say whether the precious metals were in the form of ingots or
coins but stressed that bank officials always thought the buried treasure was safe.
Besides the legions of police officers who prevent onlookers from approaching the
trade center site, the bank hired its own security. The eight vault employees who
kept watch over the gold and silver before the attacks escaped unharmed.
The gold and silver is insured and is part of a larger cache controlled by the banks'
bullion and precious metals subsidiary, Scotia Mocatta Depository Corp.
Agnew declined comment on where the gold and silver would be stored."
AND THE US STATE DEPARTMENT AND MAYOR GIULIANI NOW TRY TO ACCUSE
ARABS AND MUSLIMS OF MONEY LAUNDERING AND STEALING?! NO WONDER THE
MAYOR OF NEW YORK WAS SO SHAKEN AND INDEED ALL OF WASHINGTON D.C.
THEY WERE CAUGHT AS THEY SAY OVER HERE IN THE WEST:

RED HANDED!

America/Britain/Israel Alliance Precipitating the
End of This World
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 2, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Britain's involvement in the establishment of the State of Israel in 1945,
general recognition of this bandit state in 1948 resulting in an unspeakable
catastrophe for all native Palestinian people, combined with America's
twin use of atomic bombs against civilians in Japan, combined with
America's George Bush Sr. and Britain's Major unholy alliance and
subsequent destruction of Iraq, plus his son's, Blair's and Kissinger's
brutal decimation of the people of Afghanistan of today have taken the
measure of injustice to a level where these three nations have
lain the foundation for the end of this world!
Israel has ignored its curse for constantly provoking the Palestinians to anger
after israel's jews had invaded Palestine in 1945 on the mere basis of a religious
fraud. Britain and America have ignored their curse for harbouring the jewish
elite world plundering bankers and for giving them military and police
protection. The curse on these two nations has magnified after their insolent
perpetual name calling of God as "terrorist" for taking the symbols of their
world plunder down.
And now these two nations, as they receive help from Canada and Australia,
and as they enjoy the cooperation of Zionist controlled France, Germany,
Russia, Turkey and Pakistan, are now on the verge of total eradication of an
inherently peaceful culture in Afghanistan!
This latest outrage will go down in the annals of man's history as the final straw
that broke the camel's back, motivating the intergalactic community of
righteous starship commanders to intervene and initiate the first stages of
pure and unadulterated eradication of the human species - signifying the
beginning of the end of this world!
Although ultimate destruction of the human race will not occur until after earth
has lost its rotational balance, however in the next few months or short years
we will nonetheless observe an ever increasing direct intervention by the
starship commanders in bringing about catastrophic events with the result of
dramatic population reduction.
People of the earth, when you begin to see the movements of intergalactic
war ships in your skies, then remember that they are here not to destroy
the righteous, but the wicked supporters of all demonic elitist activity!
You who are righteous must prepare yourselves by becoming informed of
what is really going on in these days lest you be fearful and continue to
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defend your worst enemies and call "terrorists" those that are innocent!
Such error of judgment is never taken lightly in higher realms! Therefore
it is mandatory that you become informed and enlightened, for without
being made whole again in your spirit from the errors of your ways and
false perceptions you will fail to raise your emotional frequency to a level
sufficient for a safe passage into one of many interstellar evacuation craft!!
When the dying of the Islamic people at the filthy hands of the british and
americans is over then will the death of their own begin at the hands of the holy
ones from above your firmament! AND DON'T YOU DARE CALL THE
JUDGMENT OF ALLAH ON THEIR UNCLEAN HEADS
"TERRORISM", FOR IF YOU DO, YOU WILL MISS YOUR (FLYING)
BOAT!!

America Rediscovers Its Ability to Mass Murder!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 1, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

What do all of america's war incursions have in common? THE DEFENSE
OF JEWISH CAPITALISM ON THE NATIONS OF THIS WORLD!
The fundamentals of this capitalism demand
(1) ACCESS TO THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF ALL NATIONS,
(2) FREEDOM TO DECIMATE ALL NATIONAL CURRENCIES IN
ORDER TO ACQUIRE THOSE RESOURCES FOR A PENCE, AND
(3) WORLD WIDE NATIONAL DEBT CREATION TO FACILITATE
SUBSERVIENCE OF ALL COUNTRIES TO AMERICA'S MONEY
SYSTEM!
For the enforcement of these three unwritten objectives america will kill,
and so will britain, and so will israel! America is israel, britain is israel,
and israel is the physical manifestation of jewish world domination by
international bankers, consisting of a number of world talmudic capitalists
and all fifth column subversive elements operating in all countries to
enforce national subservience!
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For this unrighteous power america has killed over a million Germans after the
war in revenge for Hitler's liberal use of credit creation wherewith he pulled
Germany out of the clutches of the Treaty of Versailles, which treaty would
have meant nothing but perpetual poverty for the German people! For this J.F.
Kennedy and President Allende were murdered by the CIA, for this Iraq was
sacrificed and made an example of before all nations as a warning to all
governments should they decide to go against the flow of america's philosophy
of jewish world domination and principle of plunder for profit! For this the
Koreans and Vietnamese were slaughtered who felt there was an alternative to
world capitalism! And now the people and culture of Afghanistan are being
destroyed with the added outrage of being mass-murdered in spite of their
absolute innocence of what they are being bombed for! Don't think for a minute
britain is a minor leaguer in defending the Rothschild's empire of world money
power and nation control! Ethiopia can tell a tale of what happens when
capitalist britain used Italy to destroy Ethiopia's correct principles of credit
creation during the 20's and 30's!
At the time the twin towers came down america was chastised by god, the
creator, for harboring the plunderers of this world as well as giving them
all military protection in doing so!!
The plunderers then proceeded to manufacture evidence against the innocent,
began a media hate campaign against them and are now in the process of
destroying a culture on the foundation of their own fabricated false evidence!!
America is damned because america lets the jews control their thoughts
and actions. These jews have an agenda all of their own which runs
contrary to everything america intended to stand for on July 4, 1776, when
america intended to stand for justice and fairness for all!!
Don't think for one moment that killing the Taliban in their trenches with carpet
bombs is alright while bombing hospitals, food warehouses and civilian
neighborhoods is not! The Taliban are afghani civilians who merely have
taken up arms to defend their country against american/british
aggression!! And what a display of cowardice this aggression is!
America should never have decided to destroy afghanistan from the air,
for that kind of waging war is no less than blatant cowardice. The taliban
have no defenses against bombers and fighter planes dropping bombs on
them from a height beyond the reach of their guns, and neither can the
taliban engage these planes in a dog fight for a real contest of air
superiority!
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WE, THE PROPHETS, DECLARE THEREFORE ONCE AGAIN BY THE MIGHT OF
OUR PEN THAT THIS WILL BECOME AMERICA'S LAST ATROCITY AGAINST
THE INNOCENT, FOR THE DAY WILL COME WHEN THE PATIENCE OF THE
COMMANDERS OF THE FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS WILL RUN OUT
WITH THESE MURDERERS AND IN THEIR WRATH BREAK THOUGH THE
BARRIER OF DIMENSION TO ONCE AND FOR ALL TIMES REMOVE THE
OFFENSE OF PERPETUALLY SEEING THE STRONGER INIQUITOUS
BRUTALIZE THE INNOCENT WEAK!! ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!! IT HAS BEEN
DECREED THAT NOT ONLY WILL AMERICA'S MILITARY BE DESTROYED IN
THIS MANIFESTATION OF GOD'S WRATH, BUT ALSO THOSE OF ALL THEIR
WICKED COHORTS WHO HAVE CHOSEN TO JOIN IN ON THIS BONANZA OF
GROSS INJUSTICE!!
And you, who have given america an unqualified support at home, don't count
yourself lucky to have escaped the Commanders' wrath-onto-death unlike your
"boys" and "girls" on your war ships abroad! Just remember Lord Gabriel's
words when he spoke with a frightening implication: WE ARE SORRY,
HUMANKIND, FOR YOU JUST WOULD NOT LISTEN!
You people just don't ever see the writing on the wall, don't you! The prophets
of the end of this age are here to coax you into righteousness, yet you insult
us by doing just the opposite!! No wonder I came down here with a mission
to preside over this mess as one of the few witnesses to the Masters' judgment
from an earth-bound viewpoint! I will not rejoice in what I will see when it
happens, however my soul will heal when justice has finally restored balance
back into God's creation!

Where is Dick Cheney?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 31, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Dick Cheney has disappeared, or so it seems at least. A few weeks ago it was
announced that the U.S. Vice President had been removed from Washington
into a secret underground presidential bunker just in case a strike wipes out the
key personages on ground zero in Washington. We have not seen him since.
While Cheney was still to be seen next to Bush Jr. and while the public was
still reeling from the extent of justice meted out by the starship commanders on
the plunderers of this world, it was Cheney being one of the first to announce to
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the american public that a biological warfare might be unleashed on America
next. Honestly, hardly anyone in those recent days of turmoil could even
imagine another assault on america in the form of anthrax, this home-brewn
substance intended for death to others except americans and jews.
So, what do I make of his disappearance? Cheney co-masterminded the
anthrax attack on america with his elitist buddy kissinger and bush sr.,
and in order to not become infected by his own anthrax poison, has gone
underground under the pretense of national security! And there he sits in
seclusion, biting his nails that america's investigators will never find out
the source from which the anthrax came, praying (so to speak), that iraq
will officially become blamed for the anthrax terror and yet another
devastating aerial bombardment could be initiated with the ultimate
objective of removing the government of Saddam Hussein and replacing it
with one subservient to all political/economic interests of the united states
policy of plundering I
r
aq’
snatural resources for more profits to wealthy
jews!
Come on, Cheney, crawl out of your bunker and show yourself among those
who have no choice but to expose themselves to the anthrax you spread! For if
you, Mr. Kissinger and Bush Sr. remain in seclusion, then perhaps questions
might be raised as to why the three of you wish not to show yourselves before
the eyes of the public, seeing that it was you who announced the deadly bioattack before even American Media got struck and then proceeding to selffulfill your own announcement!

INA Canada
Editor:

Reni Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion35.htm

This is the Equinox of Equinoxes!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 5, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

It is a serious thing to be incarnated these days, for this particular life stream of
ours marks the completion of several phases of eras through which we had
volunteered to pass through for the purpose of our own incarnational
progression. Each of these ages ended with a minor equinox and stock was
taken concerning the tests of the past and ground rules were laid for the next set
of incarnational hurdles - ending with a major equinox.
This one is major, in that it closes several minor equinoxes, which means the
consequences for passing or failing are far more serious than what they have
been in past eras of our incarnational loops. This time there is no allowance for
mistakes! The issues of the day call men and women before a moment of truth
where virtually a careless life philosophy of theirs will determine at what level
of bliss or misery the upcoming incarnations will be experienced - all of them
once again neatly divided by another series of minor equinoxes up to the time
of another concluding major one.
Recently we have observed men and women in high places making decisions
which will literally haunt them into their graves: Bush decided to assault an
entire islamic culture with the hidden agenda of wiping out all of them in order
to solidify the money elite's control over the nation. The Iraqi and Afghani
people became victims of America's "national security" madness, under which
the jewish bankers move america's military around to subdue or kill any society
not under their firm control for america's exploitation of natural resources.
America's effort to kill the reincarnated Lord Sananda Esu Jmmanuel, a.k.a.
Osama bin Laden is a convenient benefit for the higher purpose of depopulation
of Afghanistan in order to control all of its wealth through american/jewish
corporations.
Israel has a similar objective, and that is to push back or eradicate the
Palestinian population in order to gain "Lebensraum" - so widely condemned
by the jews when Hitler spoke of the same thing. And today's declaration by
israel calling all anti-israel Palestinian organizations "terrorist" is no less than
what Bush does in Afghanistan. And therefore we see the two (united states and
israel) uniting in each other's cause of ridding the lands of Islamic people!
Big mistake. America will go under so will israel. America's military will be
destroyed, and when that happens israel will no longer be able to hide its
crimes against the Palestinians behind its bigger brother. Their jets, helicopter
gun ships, missiles and tanks will one day no longer work, and then will israel
be removed off of holy Palestinian lands, and the prophetic statement of israeli
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blood flowing through the streets of Jerusalem and Tel Aviv become fulfilled.
Never again shall there be a repeat of atrocity against the Islamic people of
Allah as was committed by the british when they gave the murdering jews
protection in the days of their take-over of Palestine in 1945. 1948 will be
annulled, not because of a U.N. decree, but because there will be no israel
around to grant nationhood to. Their perpetual misconduct among the nations
was their final doom!
At this point reiterate: The prophets of today have not come to fool around and
bombard you with only words without insistence of their fulfillment. We are
here to construct a New Era for the people! That is our mandate with which we
present ourselves to you. If you elect not to work with us while this mandate is
in effect, then we feel free to tell you in advance what is going to happen to
you. And if you don't like what you hear, then you have no one else to blame
but yourselves at the time of your judgment from above. We tried to give you
paradise, but you elected to stay in hell. And so hell is what you get, america,
canada, britain, france, germany, australia, russia, new zealand, etc. for your
misconduct among the nations stood in no wise behind that of the terrorist state
of israel, which owned the protocols of the learned elders of zion and
implemented these diabolical precepts on the nations. And as your nations go
down in judgment, so will your diabolical protocol philosophy go down with
you.
Heaven only knows how many more Afghani and Palestinian holy people you
will murder with your terrorist military machines. But when the numbers of
their martyrdom is complete, then it is your turn to die - and you won't like it
one bit!!

Israel Under Siege?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 3, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Not yet!

Palestine was placed

under siege beginning with Theodore Herzl in 1897,
at the zionist convention in Basel, Switzerland, whence the Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion were first leaked!
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Herzl's agenda was the establishment of a political state of Israel on holy
Palestinian soil! What outrage!!
The siege of the Palestinian people continued with the traitorous british Belfour
Declaration, and when finally imperialist britain controlled Palestine, the fifth
column power of the jews controlling britain used the WWII exodus of jews
out of Europe as an excuse to allow massive waves of jews into Palestine under
the protection of british guns!
Don't tell me israel is under siege because of a few desperate attempts of
Palestinian martyrs carrying home-made bombs into israel in return for not
being able to shoot down attacking israeli jets supplied by jewish america, or
not being able to take out jewish helicopter gun ships misused for the
assassination purposes of Palestine's noblest freedom fighters, or for not being
able to prevent the jews from bulldozing down Palestinians' houses in favour of
more jewish settlements!
The outrage here lies not in acts of Palestinian revenge but in acts of Sharonstyle aggressions against the Palestinian people!
The ultimate siege against the Palestinian people happened when the traitorous
united nations rubber-stamped in 1948 what zionist britain had allowed to
happen at the expense of many Palestinians murdered by hordes of invading
jewish bandits! The native people of Palestine were driven off their own lands
which they had inherited for generations from their fathers and became forced
into camps among nations where they were not welcomed and continued to be
mistreated!
So don't complain, israel, at feeble attempts of Palestinian desperates blowing
themselves up with you standing beside them! It is unfortunate that this
calamity falls on the children of an earlier generation. Their fathers should have
been the targets in 1945!
Yet today we see the children not act any nobler than their fathers, for we see
only young israelis flying military jets delivering bombs and operating the
controls of helicopter gun ships against Palestinian civilians, or returning live
bullets for stones, or torturing Palestinian captives in israeli prisons against all
standards of internationally accepted obligations and decency!
Perhaps justice is slowly catching up after all with the invaders of Palestine's
lands! But justice has a long way to go should the rule of an "eye for an eye and
tooth for a tooth" ever settle old but unforgotten injustices against the
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Palestinian people! We were told by the Masters that one day israeli blood
would flow through the streets like rivers and the oppressed Palestinian people
would one day become lords of their own lands again after the offense of israel
is removed by force!

Is the Lion of Judah a Muslim?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 30, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

My association with the Arab Prophetess Uthrania is professional. We both are
witnesses to the ongoings in this world. We are the Masters' representatives,
although there are more of us in different positions. We are messengers of
Allah, but do not come to you with a new religion!
When I speak of Islam, I speak of its true nature as practiced on higher evolved
planets. I do not promote the religious Islam as prescribed by its leaders.
True Islam is freedom from economic, political and religious bondage. It is
freedom from religious rites and man-made religious ordinances. It is also
freedom from false religious concepts and recognizes only one thing:
UNIVERSAL REALITY! If that reality calls for the recognition of its supreme
guardian - the guardian of true Islam, Allah - then that is a reality I will accept,
and by the way, in this matter I have had the advantage and the honour of
speaking with Him in person. If all those criteria make me a Muslim, then, yes,
I am a Muslim. However if someone denies my Muslimhood because I do not
for instance participate in the daily ritual of bowing towards Mecca five times,
or refuse to worship Allah, then that is a small matter to me. I have risen to the
status of being exactly that which others still chose to worship by means of a
set of external rituals! (Here I speak of my own godhood status in righteousness and
oneness with all enlightened beings.)

As far as true Islam is concerned, ISLAM IS EVERYTHING THAT IS
CULTURALLY, SCIENTIFICALLY, ETHICALLY AND MORALLY
AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSE! It was not religious instruction which led
me into true Islam, it was by default from my insights and my inner knowing
that permitted the concepts of true Islam to come out of my pen. In other
words, I WAS SPEAKING OF TRUE ISLAM WHEN I PRESENTED
YOU WITH THE BLUEPRINT FOR PARADISE AND LAID BEFORE
YOU THE REQUIREMENTS FOR BUILDING THE NEW ERA! And
here my own godhood within merely taught me the realities of genuine
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universal Islam, and Allah, the God of Islam, commended me for my efforts.
That is all.
Paradise is simple, and easy to create. All we have to do is what is right and
proper and ethical and in harmony with the laws of creation.
Am I a Muslim? You be the judge of that, but make sure that when you answer
that question in your mind, do not filter your judgment through clouds of
religious concepts which stand no test of time.

Afghanistan Has A Bright Future Under Taliban
Rule!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 29, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Those who cannot endure our futuristic statements might as well go on with
more mundane affairs of their lives or browse into entertainment and gambling
sites more conducive to the level of their evolution. We are not here to speak
words to the itching ears of the gullible ignorant, but to guide the leaders on the
right path and inform of events to come, some of which will be the Masters'
judgment in response to arbitrary abuse of power by the ruling elite.
We all have witnessed the macabre sight of american/british bombs on Taliban
civilians in arms. We have seen the horrors of exploding daisy cutter bombs,
knowing that each bomb would burn the people below alive. And we have also
witnessed the brutality of Northern Alliance thugs after the american/british
invaders of Afghanistan's air space had broken down Taliban defenses.
The zionist united nations has now called the tribal leaders together and coaxes
them to hastily agree to a democratic formula for Afghanistan's integration into
the western camp of resource exploiters. The country is not only rich in oil and
natural gas, but also in mineral resources. So then, the plan in Bonn is to come
up with a government subservient to the western money lords in order to
reconstruct Afghanistan in return for a dollar debt, which then will allow the
west to extract Afghanistan's resources as interest payments on the debt, just
like what happened to oil rich Kuwait and to a degree to Saudi Arabia. And the
key here is an unrepayable national debt! If it is high enough, then all of
*Afghanistan's oil and gas sales will not be able to pay for the interest on the
loans! That in turn means that technically the industrialized nations get all
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exported resources for free, *riding on the coat tail of a national debt!! "WE
GIVE YOU DEBT, AND YOU GIVE US YOUR RESOURCES!!" the
banker will say to the next Afghanistan government, and the Northern Alliance
will not object, for they are just itching to occupy the cushy well-paying
positions of money flow while the Afghani people slave away for the fattened
banker's profit picture!
Forget it! Conditions will arise over which america and britain will have no
control. Then the Taliban will be asked by the sobered-up majority of people to
take charge again of Afghanistan's public affairs, and this time no
american/british bombs will rain down on them to prevent the reconstruction of
Afghanistan under the auspices of the Federation of Free Planets and an
enlightened new Taliban leadership. AND TALIBAN WILL BECOME THE
MOST LOVED EVER GOVERNMENT OF AFHGANISTAN - EVEN BY
THE WOMEN!!
America, britain and israel, as well as your united nations, STAY OUT OF
AFGHANISTAN! AFGHANISTAN IS HOLY GROUND, JUST LIKE
IRAQ! These and many other nations we have earmarked for
reintroduction into the Federation of Free Planets, which means the
principles of freedom of a new Islam will become reintroduced to their
people, *and in that manner pockets of paradise will once again become
sprinkled over the face of this earth.
And only then the end will come!
* wording slightly revised November 30, 2001.

The Banker Missed His Boat!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 28, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The banker is the profiting middle man between production and consumption.
Under today's system only his money can connect the two in order to fulfill the
purpose of production. By removing that link (money) you have not only
separated the banker from his profits, but also stripped him of his power over
the people. THEREFORE, UNDER NEW-ERA-TYPE ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION WILL THRIVE
WITHOUT THE BANKER IN BETWEEN CONTROLLING THE
PROCESS FOR HIS OWN ADVANTAGE!!
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CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MAN, AND YOU HAVE DEFEATED
ZIONISM AND ALL ITS PROTOCOLS OF WORLD DEBAUCHERY!
CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MAN AND YOU HAVE SET YOURSELF
FREE! CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MAN AND YOU HAVE STEPPED
ONTO THE THRESHOLD OF PARADISE!! CUT OUT THE MIDDLE
MAN, AND YOU HAVE INTRODUCED TO YOUR PEOPLE THE NEW
ERA!!
ALTHOUGH THE BANKER SAW THE WRITING ON THE WALL
WHEN IN 1996 HE GOT HOLD OF A STOLEN COPY OF MY BOOK
"MONEY ON TRIAL", HE STILL WOULD NOT RECOGNIZE THAT
HIS TIME WAS UP AND THAT HIS SYSTEM WOULD BY FORCE
BECOME DEMOLISHED IN FAVOUR OF THE UNIVERSAL ONE,
AND HENCE THE BANKER MISSED HIS BOAT INTO THE NEW
ERA!!
He should have become my ally, and I could have saved his neck! But, alas,
he would NOT submit to the economic protocols of paradise when he read
my words and proceeded to flex his military muscle against Islamic nations
to strengthen his grip on them and keep exploiting them for their
resources. Big mistake, for I work in harmony with the universal structure
of Oneness!
EVENTIDE IS HERE, THE TIME FOR THE CHANGING OF THE
GUARDS IS HERE, THE END OF AN OLD AGE HAS COME AND
WITH THE TIDE OF TIMES WE MUST HEED THE ADVENT OF A
NEW ERA!!
DO NOT BATTLE UPSTREAM AGAINST THE HEADWIND OF THE
MASTERS' INTENT FOR THIS PLANET, FOR THIS INTENT IS ONE
OF MANDATORY PREPARATION FOR WORTHY HUMANITY TO
EVACUATE THIS PLANET, AND IT STANDS TO REASON THAT
ONLY THOSE READY FOR THE EXPERIENCE OF PARADISE WILL
BE TAKEN! THE OTHERS WILL BE LEFT BEHIND TO ENDURE
EARTH'S PROGRESSIVE STEPS INTO GLOBAL CLEANSING FROM
MAN-MADE CONTAMINATION, WHICH INCLUDES REPEATED
RINSING OF OCEAN WATERS OVER THE CONTINENTS AND A
BALANCED RISING AND LOWERING OF OCEAN FLOORS AND
CONTINENTS!
At the moment all looks rather grim. After the near dismantling of Islamic Iraq
in 1991 the banker's army has just finished the demolition (or so it seems) of
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Islamic Afghanistan. Yet the sadistic banker, whose feathers got ruffled when
two of his towers fell, is not satisfied with a blackmailed and looted Iraq. He
has his eye locks once again set on Islamic Iraq to finish off this nation already
on its economic knees from his abuse!
I WARN YOU BANKERS, STAY AWAY FROM IRAQ! YOU HAVE
ALREADY VIRTUALLY CARVED OUT THE LIFE ENERGY OF THIS
NATION, AND NOW THE TIME MUST COME FOR THE CRADLE
OF HUMANITY TO SHOW FORTH ITS NOBILITY IN ALL
SPLENDOR AS AN EXAMPLE TO ALL NATIONS! IRAQ IS MY NEW
HOME, AND MY BLESSINGS ARE ON HER LEADERSHIP AND HER
PEOPLE!!
Your failure to conduct yourself properly at eventide has now become my
opportunity to act and implement! And if you think for one moment that I
came without power vested in my calling then think again!
Look around me! I have no guns! For my own support I work like a slave
under your system and endure the insult of your assault on my time! For
almost six decades your money system made my life an abyss, BUT I
HAVE COME TO REDEEM THE POOR BY THE POWER OF MY PEN
AND BY DEMONSTRATION OF POWER FROM THE STARSHIPS
WHO WILL STRIP YOU OF YOUR POWER OF INIQUITY AS THE
TIDE TURNS AGAINST YOU WHO ARE THE UNRIGHTEOUS
CUSTODIANS OF THIS EARTH!
And so, as builder of the New Era, and after the lapse of seven years, I
have decided to make my proclamation public, which some of your agents
got hold of in 1996, and do you still think I have no backing from the
starship commanders of the Federation of Free Planets? Do you really
think they run their affairs on cash and money orders, debts and credits?
ABSOLUTELY NOT!!
Saturday, 7th January 1995
PROCLAMATION
I, Reni of ancient Egyptian stature, by the authority vested in me, which authority is
being recognized by all High Councils of this Galaxy and beyond, which authority has
been earned and not given to me by anyone,
do hereby solemly declare in absolute finality
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that for the purpose of conducting trade under the new and universal planetary
economic order NO CURRENCY SHALL BE IN USE ANYWHERE, WHICH
CURRENCY HAS HITHERTO BEEN KNOWN AS "FINANCE" OR "MONEY", which
medium of exchange was in the past used without benefit to our brethren, for who's
sake such systems of exchange were instituted. The misuse of said powers of credit
creation and control by entities adversarial of all righteousness, brought about the
karmic consequences upon themselves, as well as that of the end of the world, you
have just witnessed,
and this decree is to stand now and forever in this Earth's remaining history.
Let it therefore be known and held in perpetual remembrance of yourselves and your
children, that to you, my beloved brothers and sisters of the Universe, belongs
THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY OF LIFE AND HAPPINESS, AND THIS IS UNIVERSAL AND
BELONGS TO EVERY MEMBER OF ANY SOCIETY.
It was money, which was made an end in itself, rather than a means towards an end,
and it was the concentration of the right of access to it in the hands of a few, which
resulted in a massive denial of our brethren's right to the fulfillment of their basic needs
such as food, shelter, clothing, transportation, leisure and freedom.
The absence, however, of a financial system of any description whatsoever, will
therefore guarantee unto ourselves and our children, that at no time in our lives will
there occur a repeat of usurpation of the exchange medium toward our and our
childrens' victimization, by having our economic security and existence in dignity
compromized.
Let it further be known, that the universal order of life on planet Earth will be one in
harmony with that on most other planets of this Universe, the alignment of which
will require of you the personal individual development to the fullest as a
contributor toward the building of a righteous and prosperous society, and thus
you will become empowered to grow into full harmony with every other society of
this Universe.
Hence, there will be no taxes collected, no debts created nor paid and no salaries
received. There will be no copyrights nor patents granted for anyone, as all
accomplishments of individuals' genius will become public property for the
benefit of all. There will be instant and unconditional access to the fulfilling of all
personal basic needs such as shelter and food without price or payment of any
description. The society's creation of leisure time by such means will belong to those
who are their creators. And here it is the society's noble example alone, which is to
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become the individual's motivating element to contribute rather than to cherish an
attitude of idleness.
The governmental structure will be one of voluntary alignment with the character,
attitude and examples of the Brethrenhood of Light from the stars and its
councils, as well as that of the authority of Ascended Masters. Each member of
any council will see himself or herself as a guardian of of all rights and liberties of
the people and rule accordingly.
The laws of this planet will be the consensus mind of the Governmental Council for
Planet Earth, consisting of the most noble minds, appointed by higher authority
according to individual worthiness and calling.
There will be no elections of majority vote for any position of public trust, such as
Councils' positions. They will be filled on the same basis, that is, through individual
worthiness.
There will not be permitted the creation of boundaries for the purpose the making of
nations, as such activity is contrary to the spirit of universal oneness and equality.
The administration of justice will be guaranteed through appointed Councils for that
purpose, and its numbers will be in accordance with needs for such services. The
administration of justice will be absolute and administered without incarcerations and
cruelty.
There will be no requirements for the enforcement of laws, as universal laws will be
adhered to by all with an attitude of delight, for they will be recognized as beneficial to
the individual as well as the whole of society.
I, Reni Sentana-Ries, hereby hold every man and woman being within the reach of my
voice and hearing the message of this proclamation, responsible for the upholding of its
essence by life and example, and teaching our children to be of likemindedness, and
this for the purpose of universal planetary peace, happiness and prosperity. And SO BE
IT!
(End of Proclamation)

I make no apology for the futuristic tone of this proclamation.

Bush Declares War on the Islamic World!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

"Afghanistan is just the beginning of the war against terror," says U.S. President Bush
four days ago to hundreds of cheering troops from the U.S. Army's 101st
Airborne Division in Fort Campbell, Kentucky. "America has a message for the
nations of the world," he said. "If you harbour terrorists, you are a terrorist. If you train
and arm a terrorist, you are a terrorist. If you feed a terrorist or fund a terrorist, you're a
terrorist, and you will be held accountable by the United States and our friends!"
Slow down, Mr. Bush! Your propaganda zeal is getting you all carried away
with rhetoric which stands no test of time!
First of all, no so-called "terrorists" brought your jewish money towers down.
That was an act of God as a reminder of his displeasure with what was going on
in these towers and must be seen as a signal of his displeasure with the jews of
New York who run the world into chaos by the misuse of their money power.
May I also remind you that you have just threatened with military attack many
nations which on the basis of their higher ethical standards beg to disagree with
all of your military misconduct among Islamic nations, including Iraq and
Saudi Arabia. And why do I bring up Saudi Arabia? BECAUSE YOUR
MILITARY HAS WITHOUT PERMISSION FROM THE SAUDI
GOVERNMENT CLAWED AND BURIED INTO SAUDI DESERT
SAND SOME OF THE MOST DANGEROUS AND DEADLY WEAPON
SYSTEMS YOUR DEMENTED MINDS IN WASHINGTON COULD
COME UP WITH!
AND DO YOU REALLY THINK YOU CAN PERSUADE ISLAMIC
PEOPLE TO HUNT DOWN THEIR FREEDOM FIGHTERS IN
OPPOSITION TO YOUR DEBAUCHERIES IN THEIR VERY OWN
COUNTRIES JUST BECAUSE YOU CALL THEM "TERRORISTS"?
THE WORLD HAS AT LONG LAST BEGUN TO UNDERSTAND
THAT THERE ARE NO TERRORISTS EXCEPT THOSE FROM
AMERICA, ISRAEL AND BRITAIN, WHO CAN NEVER STOP
TERRORIZING FOREIGN NATIONS WITH THEIR WAR MACHINES
AND BOMBS JUST BECAUSE ISLAMIC CULTURE BELIEVES IN A
MORE ELEVATED STANDARD OF CONDUCT THAN YOU AND
YOUR COMPANY OF PENTAGON TERRORISTS AS YOUR
MILITARIES CONTINUALLY COME TO THE RESCUE OF THE
PROFITEERING, MONEY-AND-POWER-LOVING BANKER JEWS!
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AND NOW THAT YOU FIND YOU CANNOT ALWAYS SHIELD THE
WORLD PLAGUE OF BANKERS FROM DIVINE JUDGMENT HARM,
YOU THINK TO AVENGE THEIR MISFORTUNE BY DECLARING
WAR AGAINST A WORLD OF ISLAMIC NATIONS!
DO YOUR BANKERS FEEL THREATENED AT THE LOSS OF THEIR
FINANCIAL MONOPOLY AS ISLAMIC NATIONS BEGIN TO
CONDUCT FINANCIAL BUSINESS BASED ON ISLAMIC LAW OF
"NO USURY"!? IS THAT PERHAPS WHY IN YOUR HIDDEN
AGENDA YOU THREATEN THEM WITH ATTACK, ALL THE
WHILE ACCUSING THEM OF "TERRORISM", AND OF SECRETLY
MANUFACTURING CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS?
YOUR RANDOM ACCUSATION AGAINST IRAQ FOR INSTANCE IS
JUST A SMOKE SCREEN FOR ANOTHER PLANNED ATTACK AND
A DIVERSION OF THE FACT THAT YOUR OWN COUNTRY IS
SATURATED WITH THESE TOOLS OF DEATH!!
YOUR AMERICA, YOUR BRITAIN AND YOUR ISRAEL HAVE
FORBIDDEN-BY-INTERNATIONAL-LAW WEAPONS ENOUGH TO
POISON THIS WORLD SEVERAL TIMES OVER! YOU HYPOCRITE!
Mr. Bush, call your sailors and terrorist flyer bombers home while you still can,
for by the time the archangel Gabriel is finished with them, there will be little
left of your military clout!

I Had A Dream...
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 24, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

I find myself on the upper level in the front row of a huge auditorium packed
with people. The topic of this public forum was a debate on Afghanistan's
future. Before anyone from the stage had a chance to speak I stood up and
through what appeared to be an open window in front of me addressed the
audience below me in a loud voice with many behind me also hearing my
words.
While speaking and looking at the people from my position above I saw them
all turn around and looking up towards me attentively listening to my words.
The hall lights brightened and filled the auditorium with light.
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Yet for no obvious reason I could not finish my address. It seemed I began to
struggle with the window which wanted to close on me, for I felt I needed the
window open to be heard by the people. But then it happened that out of the
audience people were permitted to come forward one by one to speak on the
topic at hand, and I felt the effect of my words became lost by the scattering
influence of others' thoughts who were not at my own level of understanding.
In 1993 Lord Michael spoke to me with reference to understanding and at the
time said that I was graduating out of university while others were still trying to
figure out one plus one.
THE PROPHETS WILL NOT BE SILENCED BY THOSE WHO THINK
THEY KNOW BETTER! THIS TIME AROUND THE LEADERS OF
THE NATIONS AND RULERS OF THIS WORLD MUST LISTEN AND
HEED, FOR IF THEY DON'T THEIR FATE OF DOOM IS SEALED!!
NOW IS THE TIME FOR THE PROPHETS TO CALL THE SHOTS
AND THE UNITED NATIONS IN NEW YORK TO LISTEN, AND THE
WHITE HOUSE OF WASHINGTON, DOWNING STREET IN
LONDON, SHARON IN TEL AVIV AND KISSINGER & CO. TO FALL
SILENT!
AND WHAT ARE WE, THE PROPHETS OF TODAY, DEMANDING
TO BE IMPLEMENTED WITHOUT PROTEST?
THE GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL MUST BE DISSOLVED AND ALL OF PALESTINE
COME UNDER PALESTINIAN RULE!
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKER MUST IMPLEMENT THE MEASURES OF COST
REDUCTION TO PRODUCTION AS CALLED FOR BY THE LION OF JUDAH IN
ORDER FOR THE POOR OF THIS WORLD TO FINALLY BENEFIT FROM THE
PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY THIS WORLD AS A WHOLE HAS TO OFFER!
THE NATIONS OF THIS WORLD MUST BEGIN TO BE RULED BY PRINCIPLES OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS AND BY PERSONS ENLIGHTENED WITH THE
UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROPHETS WITHOUT DEMOCRATIC INTERFERENCE
BY PERSONS DEVOID OF HIGHER UNDERSTANDING!
THE MASSES OF THE PEOPLE MUST BE GIVEN FULL ACCESS TO ALL THE
WORDS OF THE PROPHETS IN ORDER TO RAISE THEIR UNDERSTANDING TO
THAT OF THE LEVEL OF THE PROPHETS AND TO BECOME PREPARED FOR
GLOBAL EVACUATION!
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THE WORLD MUST GIVE RECOGNITION TO ANOINTED RULERS AND PERMIT
THEM TO EXERCISE THEIR CALLINGS AS GIVEN TO THEM BY THE PROPHETS:
SADDAM HUSSEIN AS KING OF THE ARAB NATION,
CROWN PRINCE ABDULLAH AS KING OF SAUDI ARABIA
WITH OSAMAH BIN LADEN STANDING BY AS CROWN
PRINCE TO TAKE THE THRONE AFTER HIM!
THE GOVERNMENT OF RUSSIA MUST STEP ASIDE TO LET
THE PROPHET OSAMAH BIN LADEN RULE THE RUSSIAN
EMPIRE AS CZAR OF RUSSIA UNTIL CALLED AS KING
OVER SAUDI ARABIA!
AFGHANISTAN MUST SEE A REINSTATEMENT OF
TALIBAN RULE!
NO NATION SHALL FUNCTION AS A WESTERN STYLE
DEMOCRACY WHICH IS NO LESS THAN AN OPEN DOOR
POLICY FOR LEADERSHIP INCOMPETENCE AND
OPPORTUNITY FOR FIFTH-COLUMN TYPE INTERFERENCE
AGAINST ALL RIGHTEOUSNESS!
Can you live up to the standard for global healing and *will you heed the prophets who
can inform you which ones are called to govern their nations? If you still think you have
it in the bag and we don't then see where your type of smartness will get you while the
wisdom of the Masters remains with us!
We have given you many warnings to cease your wickedness toward the nations, and
here I speak in particular of the iniquity radiating out of Washington, London and Tel
Aviv. We have also warned the rest of the community of nations to not parade as allies
to these three wicked national entities.
Also never mind extraterrestrial brain power in Washington! Our emergence on the
world scene of political affairs overrides crude intelligence, for our brilliance comes from
above and goes beyond crude intelligence of the Washington brand!
Fail to be equal to the task as outlined in this writing and consider your doom as
sealed.
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You also may have noticed that I have stopped calling myself the Presider over the end
of this world. Had you listened to we prophets and heeded our council I could have
retained that title, for I would have prepared you and your nations for a glorious
departure from this earthen plane which is now getting ready for a temporary cleansing.
But you leaders have taken this title away from me and forced the issue into the hands
of the archangel Lord and Master Gabriel! When he bears down on you his anger he will
remember how you mistreated his daughter Uthrania Seila, and as he magnifies his
wrath and crushes you he remembers what you have done to his son Osamah bin
Laden, the other Saudi prophet!
He certainly will not be as nice to you as I could have been! But that was your choice,
not mine!
* wording revised Nov. 24, 2001, 11:55 am MST

American/British Brutality From the Air
Unleashed Northern Alliance Brutality on the
Ground!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 22, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The two anglo-saxon nations britain and america went to bat for the international banker
whose feathers became ruffled after God decided to bring some judgment on their
heads by crumbling two of their money towers to dust! So, what do britain and america
do? THEY BOMB INNOCENT TALIBAN CIVILIANS ON THE GROUND, WHO ARE
ARMED WITH LITTLE MORE THAN MACHINE GUNS TRYING TO KEEP THE
NORTHERN ALLIANCE THUGS AWAY FROM BRUTALIZING THEIR FAMILIES!!
All day today I drove around doing deliveries, sick to my stomach over america's and
britain's bombing brutality. And I knew that should Taliban's defenses fall and the
country become invaded by hordes of Northern Alliance thugs in arms, another front of
brutality would be opened on the ground of which the next picture is merely one of many
examples, most of which go unreported, and don't tell me this conduct is justifiable
under rules of war! What we have witnessed for the last few weeks was not war, but
massacres of people from the air, which is now to be continued on the ground, as you
can see!
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Never you mind! This man on the ground writhing in pain from Northern Alliance
brutality is one of Allah's people!
According to Ross Benson and Matthew Hickley "It was a scene chilling in its
brutality. A wounded Taliban soldier lay helpless in the dirt on the road
into Kabul. He had lost his weapon.
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"He had been stripped of his trousers and mutilated and then kicked to
the ground where he lay - terrified, arms outstretched, (fists clinched in
terror) pleading for his life.
"Mercy is a quality in short supply in Afghanistan, however. He received
none from these Alliance troops as they surged towards the Afghan
capital.
"Ignoring the begging screams of his captive, one of the Alliance
soldiers raised his AK-47 to his shoulder and fired two bursts of bullets
into the man's chest."
Look the Northern Alliance hyenas around this poor man with their machine guns
aiming at his tormented body! For this atrocity and all the others connected with
america's and britain's effort of keeping the international bankers in power, will
their militaries become destroyed and their nations demolished. That is the
beginning of Allah's retributive justice for brutalizing and killing his people the
way america, britain and israel are doing!
And you thought Islam was only a religion with a made-up name of Allah as its god?
Think again, my friends! I spoke with Allah, and yet I never professed to be a Muslim,
and in my own well-known frankness I have in the past shared with you some of his
words, and still you infidels would not clue in that Allah perhaps might just be the God of
True Islam, the divine guarantor of freedom for his people and the giver of all paradisical
happiness? You also forgot to consider that other worlds in higher planes run on the
same basis of Islam as the standard for all ethical conduct among civilizations,
and in that your error of judgment in punishing the innocent of Islam is indeed
profound and to your own physical well-being absolutely deadly!
Your indiscriminate and targeted bombing, america and britain, broke the Taliban gate
down which hitherto had succeeded to contain the N.A. demons, and thereby you
allowed them to invade the nation and have their way with the people of Islam! And for
that you will die like the man in this picture and will face Allah's Rod of Justice here and
on the other side when your time is up!
More American/British Brutality!
Matthew Hickley writes: "American special forces have moved into southern
Afghanistan where they are ambushing traffic in the hope of trapping Al
Qaeda and Taliban leaders.
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"British SAS troops are almost certainly engaged in the same task. They
may get lucky.
"General Tommy Franks, head of the U.S. Central Command running
the war, said special forces had been engaged in "Shoot 'em up" raids
for some time.
"U.S. Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld made clear the aim of these
operations: 'You might catch some senior Taliban leaders", he said. "If
they are the kind you want to shoot, you shoot them!'"
By the way, I suspect it was traffic ambushing american special forces which killed the
four traveling journalists. It seems to me they were about to go into parts of Afghanistan
from which they were not supposed to broadcast reports into the world.

Selection of Berlin as Conference Location on Afghanistan is Just
One More Kick in the Teeth!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

I have never agreed to the notion that aliens should decide what kind of government
Afghanistan should have, and yet that is exactly what the United Nations (Afghanistan's
aliens) are planning now!
They have already decided it should be a multi-ethnic democracy, and instead of
locating their conferences for such arbitrary super arrogance into one of their own cities
like New York, Washington or London, THESE MISFITS HAVE DECIDED ON
BERLIN FOR THE LOCATION OF THEIR TALKS!!
LET ME TELL YOU SCUMBAGS, NEITHER GERMANY NOR BERLIN HAS
ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE COLLAPSE OF YOUR TOWERS OR THE
DESTRUCTION OF AFGHANISTAN, NOR IS GERMANY USING AFGHANISTAN AS
A DUMPING GROUND FOR DEADLY CHEMICALS AND NUCLEAR WASTE
PRODUCTS AS YOU DO!
WHY PRETEND GERMANY IS "NEUTRAL" WHEN GERMANY IS NOT AND
INVOLVE THAT COUNTRY IN DECIDING AFGHANISTAN'S GOVERNMENTAL
FUTURE BY SELECTING BERLIN FOR A CONFERENCE LOCATION!?
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IF GERHARD SCHROEDER HAD ANY BACKBONE HE WOULD HAVE ORDERED
YOU OUT OF GERMANY A LONG TIME AGO, NEVER MIND ALLOW YOU IN FOR
CONVENING ON AN ISSUE IN BERLIN THE GERMAN PEOPLE HAVE NEITHER
PART NOR INVOLVEMENT IN!
YOU BASTARDS ARE JUST ITCHING TO DRAW GERMANY BACK INTO THE
DOOM THE PROPHETS HAVE PRONOUNCED ON YOUR OWN FILTHY HEADS,
AND IT SEEMS YOU HAVE SUCCEEDED!!
INDEED WILL GERMANY NOT BE SPARED FROM BECOMING ANOTHER
WASTELAND OF RUBBLE FOR SHELTERING THE MOST VILE ELEMENT
SOCIETY HAS EVER GENERATED: THE WORLD FINANCIERS WHO HAVE CAST
A GLOBAL NET ON ALL NATIONS AND PEOPLES AS THEY EXPLOIT THEM FOR
THEIR OWN PROFITS AND EXPANSION OF POWER BASE!!
WITH COOPERATION OF GERMANY'S GOVERNMENT I COULD HAVE DONE
SOMETHING ABOUT THAT ON THE DAY OF MY ARRIVAL WHENCE I CAME,
HOWEVER AS IT STANDS TODAY, NO COOPERATION FOR SPARING THE
GERMAN PEOPLE A COMING TRAUMA OF "RUBBLE ONE MORE TIME" IS
FORTHCOMING FROM THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT, AND THEREFORE RUBBLE
IS WHAT GERMANY WILL GET - COMPOUNDED BY GERMANY'S INJUSTICE
TOWARDS AFGHANISTAN AS GERMANY HAS JOINED AMERICA IN A DOOMED
FIGHT AGAINST PHANTOM "TERRORISM", WHICH IS NOTHING LESS THAN
GOD'S JUDGMENT ON THE SYSTEM WHICH KEEPS THE WORLD IN BONDAGE!!
Let no one think I rejoice in the company of traitors, even if they speak my mother
tongue! THEREFORE I WILL GO TO IRAQ!

DW's News Anchor Jack Thompson is Back on
the Air!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Tonight I noticed with gladness DW's news anchor Jack Thompson back on the air. Had
he not been permitted to go back to his post after our email letter to him, then we would
have had no choice but to inquire from our own sources in the stars as to what
happened to him, and on that issue I doubt whether DW's brass would have liked their
own thoughts splashed all over the net for the world elite to read.
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Who Steals Iraq's Oil Money?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The U.N. 661 american/british contract stallers derail Iraq's legitimate contracts with
supplier nations for goods needed in Iraq, but the question remains, where does Iraq's
oil money go after the sanctions committee rejects the contracts for which funds were
set aside? So far 6 billion dollars worth of goods are being withheld from Iraq of oil
revenues earned.
Since no satisfactory answer to this question can be found, we placed this matter before
the higher worlds and received the following answer at 8:42 pm MST, November 19,
2001:
(Scribing through Uthrania)

Salaam, yes we can help, commander uthrania seila or sela, as we call
you so Often.
"mortar max." mortar max is what they call it. they stole it from Osamah
bin laden. the whole six million dollar amount - almost. until his fair
weather friends heard about it and it even angered the shaw of iran, the
Great Ayatollah, Of whom "betty" is friends with. God, what a ghastly
name they gave her anyway! the saudis almost croaked when they
found out the elusive little darling Of theirs was reigning alone
underneath a name like that. they have One already prepared when and
if she ever gets to arrive home with the crockadiles laced backward at
her door and this speaking of the infimy of australian outbackers she
does naught even know about yet as to their presence. thank Allah for
that as well.
the escrow iraqi account? it is more like a bingo pool which rania also
despises the name and game Of taking all as being gambling anyway
but even I agree with her there.

all factions divy up the oil proceeds and then get saddam,
the poor soldier, to issue them grants for free oil and gas to
upstate turkey, usa and britain and france too waiting at the
gate-roads with germany and I hate to say it - Greece, in
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order they promise to no longer requisition bombs with
chemical and biological apprentice tips "that might just break
- accidentally, saddam and boys, if you do naught do exactly
what you are told by our agency and Dick Cheney. you
understand?"
[scribed portion by Uthrania Seila] time clocked in at 8:39 pm clocked
Out abruptly at 8:42 pm]

Sanctions Committee put contracts on hold
Baghdad, Nov. 17, INA
Iraqi Trade Minister Mohammed Mehdi Saleh said that 2153 contracts with a
total value of 6 billion and 1,4 million dollars, which Iraq concluded
under the past ten phases of the oil-for-food deal, were put on hold because of
the deliberate suspension by the U.S and British representatives at 661
Sanctions Committee.
Mr. Saleh said that these contracts included 164 contracts for foodstuffs,

238 contracts for medical requirements, 185 contracts for
electricity sector, 246 contracts for agriculture and irrigation
sector, 152 contracts for water and sewage sector, 769 contracts
for oil sector, 162 contracts for transport and communications
sector and 107 contracts for housing sector.
Mr. Saleh described the behavior of American and British representatives at the
Sanctions Committee as reflecting their governments' hostile policy against the
people of Iraq. The oil-for food program failed to meet Iraqis' needs as it is not
the alternative for lifting the embargo. The only way to end Iraqis' suffering is the
total lifting of the unjust embargo, Saleh said.

America and its allies have written their death warrant by the dastardly way in which
they strangled Iraq and now Afghanistan. Both nations have been used as disposal
sites for chemical waste products and depleted uranium hidden in bombs and
ammunition!
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As I have said before, the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets will
destroy america's and britain's armada of the seas and that will put an end to their
brutal abuse of other cultures!

Chretien Has Changed His Mind!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 20, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Seldom do we witness a politician doing the right thing, but when Chretien reversed his
decision in the matter of sending 1000 soldiers from Alberta to Afghanistan, no mistake
was made! May I congratulate Mr. Chretien for his courage? Indeed.

America's Anthrax-Spreading Scientist Is Not
Supposed to be Found, People!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 18, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

On October 13 I suggested that america's anthrax contamination was a mere
government in-house job, and now I conclude that I was correct.
Some swords are double-edged, and this one certainly is. While it serves its original
purpose of punishing America Media for publishing an authentic picture of George Bush
Jr. shaking hands with an extraterrestrial, the sword on the other edge cuts into
Washington's own faces and threatens them with death! But here the elite deems a few
politicians expendable when it comes to fulfilling a higher purpose. To the average
american it looks now as if one of their scientists went crazy and shipped this deadly
stuff out in a few directions. However that is not how I see it at all!
When Washington insiders saw one of their most highly kept secrets splashed all over
America Media's tabloid they became rather agitated and Cheney decided to announce
a biological attack a few days before they sent their first anthrax letter out to Florida's
American Media office. And here not only would the twin tower affair provide some
cover for this new type of U.S. Government terrorism on their own people, but it was
also thought convenient to perhaps blame Iraq for it, and destroy that country once
again, which is something they are really looking to find a reason for.
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The contamination of Washington and New York buildings was done for the purpose of
making it look like some radical scientist didn't like what the U.S. Government was doing
- a reverse psychology maneuver by yours truly, the Government of the United States of
America, to provide some cover for the attack in Florida!
And which persons hold a grudge against American Media? Bill Clinton, George Bush
Jr., Henry Kissinger, Dick Cheney, Bush Sr. and a few others involved in this cover-up.
They all use this entity of extraordinary intelligence!
We owe America Media a debt for making sure that from now on no national leader
coming to Washington will be stunned any more at the sight of an extraterrestrial
working with and on behalf of the interests of the U.S. Government. And herein America
Media is like a beacon amidst the turmoiled waters of U.S. high politics terror.
America's Anthrax-Spreading Scientist Is Not Supposed to be Found, People, for
this anthrax fiasco came to you without compliments from yours truly, your own
U.S. Government agents!

Where is the DW English Speaking News Anchor?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 18, 2001

It is out of character for me to contact the media on anything I have to say. So far the
news media has stayed away from us and we have kept our distance from them.
Experience of the past has taught us that those initiated into aspects of our work have
had bad things happen to them, even if it only meant for some to come to our aid as
was the case in Tempe, Arizona, when a kind Palestinian by the name of Jim gave us
food out of his convenience store so we could eat. His life got wrecked thereafter when
someone close to him threatened to shoot him with his own hand gun. Before long after
this event his store folded and he moved away to open another one in a different part of
the city.
On October 11 this year I decided to depart from our unwritten rule and responded to an
appeal by a Deutsche Welle english service news anchor for any information from the
public that could assist in shedding light on the confusing issue of the September 11
attacks. And so I sent him an email that evening stating the following:
(Quote)
This email is not intended for a forum or a contest of ideas.
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Hello, my name is Reni Sentana-Ries. Please pass this message on to the news anchor of the
television section for the english speaking portion of DW as broadcast via satellite into Canada.
I'm sorry not to remember his name, however he is a middle-aged man of short built stature.
"Dear sir,
Tonight (Edmonton, Canada, time) after you had finished your news broadcast, you sent out a
brief appeal to your viewers for a greater insight into the so-called "terrorism affair" of New York.
When I share with you my website you will find you will have to keep it confidential, for if you don't
the powers which rule this world will do you harm, for they full well are quite familiar with its
contents as well as the contents of the politically most sensitive link to the Arab Prophetess
Uthrania which you fill find on it.
You asked for a better understanding of the whole affair. So here I give it to you. Just be careful
what you do with the information, for should you rock the boat, you will get into a lot of trouble!
Have a good Friday and a fine weekend. - Yours truly,
Reni Sentana-Ries, also known as Mr. Mueller, who can speak and understand German quite
well! Oops, I almost forgot to give you the URL. Here it is: http://members.home.net/new-era1 ."

(End quote)

That was the last I have seen of this particular gentleman on Deutsche Welle television
and now I want to know what happened to him..!

Ottawa and London Are Still Spitting into our
Faces!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 18, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

On July 31, 2000 the British Military invaded Alberta and stationed themselves north of
Medicine Hat - an insult to the Prophetess.
Chretien schedules the next G-8 meeting to be held in Alberta near Canmore next
year, an insult to myself and the Prophetess.
Ottawa lets London operate the British MI-6 just outside our doorstop, another insult to
the Prophetess who in past years has been hurt by them!
Ottawa hosts the hated G-20 one-world finance ministers and central bankers and lets
them congregate in Canada's capital to the insult of everything we stand for!
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And then Chretien orders 1000 light infantry troop from Alberta to join america's
debauchery in Afghanistan! Chretien knows full well our rings designed in daisy
blossom formation,

and we think it therefore no coincidence that Alberta's Princess Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry wears that same symbol for a badge
on their uniforms and was selected by Chretien for a russian roulette game on them in
Afghanistan.
We have frankly stated in the past that the design of these two rings came from Lord
Sananda, the exalted christed one of 2000 years ago, in which I wore one in proxy of
another. The symbolism behind these two actions of Ottawa and Washington is striking
at the heart of the Masters' intent on giving the people of earth back to them their lost
paradise.
Why infantry troop out of Alberta!? Have they become expendables just because the
Prophets whose words Chretien does not like are residents of this province? Is Quebec
not loaded with more qualified military after Trudeau pulled any significant canadian
military personnel out of here to assure that Ontario and Quebec has military muscle
and not the oil producing west!?
The Pentagon bastards used their biggest conventional bombs called "daisy cutters"
on dug-in Taliban civilians, as they sat in their trenches to guard their cities against
Northern Alliance thugs. Another threatening reference to the design of our rings.
I would venture to say that all of these Chretien-approved and Chretien initiated
decisions are made out of pure spite against us! In past years Chretien has
undeservedly so emerged unscathed from our pen for we have considered him a minor
leaguer in world affairs even though his policies have always invariably been proamerican whenever push came to shove. However this time I cannot contain myself but
chastise him for his conduct devoid of honor, statesmanship, sensitivity and tact.
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Washington Relies on Extraterrestrial
Intelligence For World Superiority!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

When we, the prophets, emerged on the messy scene of world political affairs and
began to speak to the nations' leaders by the authority of Allah, Lord Gabriel, Lord
Michael and that of the Commanders of Federation of Free Planets, and spoke of our
connection to intergalactic communities of humans from other planets as well as of
secrets of interstellar travel, the frightened-of-America national leaders were confused
by our statements and thought we had no chance of prevailing in a contest with
Washington, for the power which we claimed to have could not match the kind of
evidence Washington and Camp David could come up with right before their very eyes:
AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL SUPER-INTELLIGENT HUMANOID ENTITY FROM A
DIFFERENT STAR SYSTEM WORKING WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA RIGHT THERE IN WASHINGTON AND PARTICIPATING ON
AMERICA'S BEHALF AS A NEGOTIATOR TO THE MOST CRITICAL MEETINGS
EVER HELD AMONG WORLD LEADERS!!
The brash american strategy of displaying an extraterrestrial entity involved in U.S. high
politics of course was to intimidate the nations' leaders into submission to american elite
world rule, and was to convince them of the futility of resistance! I'd say this ploy worked
in all cases except Iraq, and so Iraq was humiliated by brute american coalition power.
The Afghani Taliban may not have known about U.S. Government access to
extraterrestrial intelligence in america's foreign policy issues, unless Osamah told them
so. Be it as it may, Afghanistan's Government was insubordinate to america's
perception of superiority, and so their country was destroyed as well in the most brutal
fashion imaginable. How much this extraterrestrial washington entity had to do with the
destruction of Afghanistan I cannot tell, except to say that during the last 20 years NO
U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION HAS EVER DECIDED TO FUNCTION
WITHOUT ACCESS TO ADVICE FROM THIS INTERSTELLAR HUMANOID BEING!!
To us it does not matter what level of intelligence dictates the actions of Washington's
elite, for pure untarnished IQ intelligence does not cut it when it comes to ethics and
morality. SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE TOOK THE TOWERS DOWN, SUPERIOR
INTELLIGENCE ATTACKED THE PENTAGON, HAS TAKEN U.S. MILITARY
SATELLITES OUT OF OPERATION, SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE WILL ROCK NEW
YORK AND COLLAPSE THE UNITED NATIONS CARD HOUSE DOWN TO RUBBLE,
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AND NO ADVICE FROM AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BRAIN WILL FOIL ANY
PROPHETIC PRONOUNCEMENT EVER MADE BY THE SCRIBING PEN OF THE
ARAB PROPHETESS UTHRANIA SEILA!
Washington lives on wishful thinking when it thinks to be able to neutralize our
effectiveness by an extraterrestrial brain! IT IS US : KING ABDULLAH OF SAUDI
ARABIA, KING SADDAM HUSSEIN OF IRAQ, THE CZAR OF RUSSIA AND CROWN
PRINCE OF SAUDI ARABIA, OSAMAH BIN LADEN, THE ARAB PROPHETESS
UTHRANIA, THE WORLD COUNCILOR, WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
ARCHANGELS AND COMMANDERS OF THE FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS,
ALL OF US IT IS WHO WILL DECIDE WHAT THE NEW ERA FOR THE PEOPLE
SHALL LOOK LIKE - AND NOT AMERICA'S EXTRATERRESTRIAL BRAIN
POWER!!

We have no problem with this particular entity, for we know under what circumstances it
cooperates with the elite running america now.
For more information on this matter ask Kissinger.

INA Canada
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Editor:

Reni Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion36.htm

President Saddam Hussein Calls For an Arab
Meeting on Palestine's Abuse! ATTEND, please!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 26, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The atrocities performed by israel on the Palestinian people make it necessary
for all Arab/Muslim nations to unite and STAND AS ONE!
All considerations of financial comfort must fall by the wayside, particularly
that of the leaderships. All must be willing to have america take the usual
action against them, like freezing their bank accounts, and should take
precautionary measures against such actions. All leaders must face the zionist
propaganda machine of the west and be ready to be branded "terrorist nations",
etc., and as a united front face the possibility of an armed conflict.
I am appalled at the fact that all of america's bomber planes can still freely
roam the skies to drop their deadly cargo on anyone's head as they please!
These machines need to fall from the skies as did the four commercial airliners
on September 11th! This hardware was used to murder the life essence of an
impoverished bedouin nation and it still works to be directed at the next target
slated for destruction!
The situation is intolerable, and all the while the chiefs which order this
hardware of mass destruction around are running free and continue to fill the
headlines of newspapers around the world. (I'm speaking about Bush and Blair,
doing the jewish international bankers' bidding).

A Christmas Message!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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For those who expect a message from this
prophet on the occasion of Christmas I will give you a message! It is the time
of the year again, is it not, to be saying nice things about Christ and to
remember our ability to be kind to each other, right?
Christ was not a pushover! He was not a sissy nor was he the doormat of
the people to wipe their "sins" off on so as to appease their consciences and
then carry on their old ways of mockery against the universal laws of God
with their transgressions!
He never for one minute volunteered to carry anybody's sins nor did he
proclaim to be anybody's saviour! He bore no sins "on his cross", and
when the jews mistreated him it certainly was not for an atonement of his
"believers"! When the time came at which the jewish mob inflicted a lot of
bloodletting on him, it was definitely not on behalf of his followers to wipe
out their "sins" for generations to come!
When he spoke of himself as being "a son of God" he tried to remind the
righteous that they are likewise sons and daughters of God! Never once did
he try to claim exclusivity on that particular point, nor did he ever claim
his mother conceived him "miraculously" without a man to become his
father! He hated the idea that at some point wicked men would pervert his
teachings to make a religion out of it and would enrich themselves from
the donations of the people!
*And also never at any time did Jmmanuel expect people fall down before
him in worship of his person! He knew that such practice was fostering the
perception of inequality among equals and would encourage the people to
perceive his example as an unattainable goal in their lives. Perfection in
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ethical conduct was the duty of all, and the worship of a perfected man he
viewed as contrary to the Law of One!
He never said he was born in Bethlehem! HE WAS BORN IN EGYPT! Of
himself he never did say he was a jew! HE WAS AN ARAB!!
His words were words of insight and understanding which the Arabs loved
and believed and the jews rejected. And when the jews saw that they had
cheated themselves out of a true prophet by rejecting his message, they
proceeded to make a religion out of him.
He informed them of reincarnation and they twisted his words until they
became lost in a bland phrase of "becoming born again", totally disjointed
from what he tried to tell them in the first place! His teachings they
subjected to revisions until they all became palatable for public
consumption and suitable for money collecting and church building! And
after the fraud was perfected the whole mess became written in stone, so to
speak, for the deception of generations to come!
Jmmanuel was hunted 2000 years ago. To save his life he had to flee to
India in order to escape the jewish rabbinic fanatics and the money
changers who were after his blood for overturning their tables and for
chasing them out of the temple.
In his new incarnation he is still being hunted today. In fact his return is
marked by a persecution the likes of which we have never seen before in
scope and magnitude! He is being pursued by this world's most
sophisticated military machine with planes, bombs, tanks and soldiers, as
if he were a nation, and all this might is thrown against him in the hope of
killing the returned Arab prophet of 2000 years ago!
Unlike in those days of long ago, they could not steal him this time, and
therefore they try to kill him. And so it was spoken of Osamah bin Laden,
that SHOULD AMERICA/ISRAEL SO MUCH AS EVEN HURT HIM
"...THEN WE WILL DESTROY YOUR EARTH."
To wish to kill a prophet is no laughing matter! For a while others stood in
the breach to protect him and provide some camouflage for him. However
now there is no more need for such strategy, for all that can be known
about him is out in the open!
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Osamah bin Laden will survive this brutal assault on his person until america's
military machine (america = israel = britain = australia, it is all the same) is
destroyed by the power of the starship commanders of the Federation of Free
Planets, and then he will live to fulfill his calling as Czar of Russia and King of
Saudi Arabia.
On that day the building of the New Era for the people can begin without fear
of intervention from jewish bankers and their brutal militaries!

* Paragraph added December 26, 2001, 2:35 pm MST
Argentina's New President A. R. Saa Suspends
National Debt Payments!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 24, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Suspending payments on Argentina's national debt is a step in the right
direction and commendable. However connecting such move with assurances
to New York's crooked bankers that this move does not mean Argentina will
shun her 132 billion dollar debt "obligation" is a mistake if President Saa
means what he says. Only if that assurance to bankers is hollow and no more
than a strategy with no intent to follow up on it, is such promise acceptable.
All national debts are not worth the paper written on! And there needs to be no
promise to pay them some time down the road! Have the funds not fulfilled
their purpose when the hard-working Argentineans converted them into goods
and services? Why punish the people in the aftermath of a good thing? And in
all this financial wrangling one cannot even blame the banker, for he only
works with governments willing to play his game! But alas, governmental
foolishness is not a criminal offense!
There is no law against it!
The banker's guilt lies not so much in his success to peddle a debauched money
system, but rather in his audacity to commandeer this world's most powerful
militaries around to do his bidding! And therein lies the necessity to have him
stripped of his power of enforcement, which in today's world has become
mandatory in order to curtail his cruelties as we have recently seen them
inflicted on Iraq and Afghanistan.
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Should President Saa talk tough and rip up the national debt documents to feed
the chits back on the banker's plate to eat for breakfast, will the banker then
shift his military priority from bombing Iraq next to one of bombing Argentina
first? At least that would then show the world that the Pentagon and Britain's
militaries are controlled by "...personages quite different from those as
perceived by the people". (Quote from Churchill, who acted under the jews'
control).

Argentineans Ready for New Era Economics!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

It seems the bloodied international New York bankers have by default
introduced the Argentinean people into the economic system of the New Era!
The america-imposed money system has denied them access to their own
production and now the Argentineans have begun helping themselves to the
fruits of their own labour by taking from stores and malls what rightfully
belongs to them - cutting out the profiteering middle man plus the bloody
jewish banker out of New York!
While this new way of "shopping" is still done in panic and at the risk of being
shot, for the system gives it a negative connotation by calling such practice
"looting", all we have to do is make this new form of shopping legal, and
what you have is the next thing to paradise, for an equally distributed right of
access to the nation's production includes those shopkeepers who will not have
to pay a red peso in order to have their "looted" stock replaced or their broken
windows fixed.
Likewise the manufacturers of all these "stolen" commodities will also not have
to pay a single green peso/dollar for farm products or raw materials these
products in high demand by the people are being made from.
Even landlords don't need to collect any more rent from the people, for the
landlords won't have to pay any more property taxes or repair costs to their
buildings, for the worn-out carpets can just be had for the asking from the
warehouse full of new ones, whose owner just got his broken windows and
beaten-down doors fixed for free by a contractor who was not worried any
more about his own costs of living expenses, for they all had come down to
zero after the President had stepped down and the builder of the New Era
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was consulted for advice concerning what could be done to fix the pitiful
situation of the Argentinean people!

Let there be no mistake about it: what is happening in Argentina today will
land at the doorstep of many countries tomorrow - and behind it all you
have New York's and London's laughing bankers, who think you are all
idiots for falling for his ploy of debt creation and interest charges on
"national debts".
Paradise has no competitor, and maybe the banker is right in his assessment of
your intelligence, for as long as you let the "looters" be shot or have them
arrested - you are idiots!
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Azzam's Assessment of "War Against 'Terrorism'"
Accurate to the Tee!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

What follows is a conclusive statement by the Islamic Azzam organization
concerning western persecution of Islamic culture.
Not all conclusions and viewpoints expressed reflect those of this writer. I have
stated before that the downing of the two towers was not an act of terrorism in
the classical sense of hijackers boarding airplanes and then commandeering
them to fly into buildings. It should be abundantly clear by now that we, the
prophets, have unequivocally stated that NO HIJACKERS WERE
INVOLVED IN ANY OF THE FOUR PLANES, THAT NONE OF THE
AMERICAN PILOTS WERE AWARE OF THEIR SURROUNDINGS AS
IN ANY WAY THREATENING THEIR LIVES OR THOSE OF THEIR
PASSENGERS, AND THAT THE GUIDANCE OF THE PLANES
OCCURRED THROUGH AN INTERDIMENSIONAL SHIFT OF TIME
AS A JUGDMENT OF GOD AGAINST THE INTERNATIONAL
BANKERS WHOSE MONEY PROTOCOLS HAVE MADE OF THIS
PLANET A GLOBAL PRISON CAMP OF SERFS TO THEIR SYSTEM
OF POVERTY CREATION AND PLUNDER FOR PROFIT!
Any references to Islam's expressly religious features are such as to become
subject to correction at a time when the words of today's prophets will be
permitted to stand. For as long as religious scholars will defend all aspects of
Islam's five pillars and proclaim them as untouchable principles, true Islam will
remain suffocated by religious bigotry and error, and the Q'ran will remain to
be found "out of sync with the words of the Masters" indeed.
All other aspects of the following writing I am heartily in agreement with.

Farewell Message from Azzam Publications
"Do you really think that you will enter Paradise without such trials as came to
those who passed away before you? They were afflicted with severe poverty and
ailments and were so shaken that even the Messenger and those who believed
along with him said, 'When will come the Help of Allah?' Yes, certainly the Help of
Allah is near!" [Quran 2:214]
In the Name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind
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Most of Afghanistan has been recaptured from the Taliban, thousands of Afghan Muslim
civilians have been killed, cities have fallen and lives have been lost. Elsewhere,
thousands of Muslims have been arrested and detained in America, where they are
beaten (by both the prison guards and other prisoners), tortured, humiliated and denied
access to lawyers and their families. Muslim homes are being raided and Muslims being
detained across Europe. Muslim web-sites, businesses and banks are being closed. In
the midst of all this, Western leaders are at pains to explain that this is not a war against
Islam and that the West loves Muslims. Scenes of the bodies of both the Taliban and
the Foreign Mujahideen lying on the streets have been broadcast around the World
much to the delight of the disbelievers and their hypocrite allies from amongst the
'Muslims' (e.g. some 'official' American and British 'Muslim' Councils, etc.)
"If a good befalls you, it grieves them, but if some evil overtakes you, they rejoice
at it. But if you remain patient and fear Allah, not the least harm will their plans do
to you. Surely, Allah surrounds all that they do." [Quran 3:120]
Amidst all this, the Muslims are asking many questions. Is it really a war against Islam?
Why did the Taliban withdraw from all these provinces? Is the Northern Alliance going to
uphold Allah's Word on the Earth? Were the Taliban moderates or extremists? Are the
Taliban finished? Are the Mujahideen finished? Has the West triumphed over Islam? Is
it all over?
These are not the questions that Muslims should be asking, but rather, they should be
asking themselves: Whose side am I on? Am I a 'moderate' or an 'extremist'? Was the
Prophet Muhammad (SAWS) a 'moderate' or an 'extremist'? What am I going to do
about the situation? Am I going to sit at home and weep? Or go to the mosque and
make dua? As for the Mujahideen whose bodies were shown on televisions across the
World, they have nothing to worry about insha-Allah. They said they were going to fight
to the last drop of their blood and they have remained true to their word, whilst others
are waiting to follow in their footsteps:
"Among the believers are men who have been true to their covenant with Allah
(i.e. they have gone out for Jihad whilst not showing their backs to the
disbelievers), of them some have fulfilled their obligations (been martyred in
Allah's Way) and some of them are still waiting, but they have never changed in
their determination in the least." [Quran 33:23]
We have written these few words in expectation of our site being closed yet again.
Therefore, we advise all the Muslims to save a copy of this page and ponder about what
it says lest our site is closed and we are not able to say it again. We also advise the
Muslims to copy, translate into other languages if necessary and distribute this message
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all over the Internet. For clarity of expression, we have listed the important points we
wish to make.
1. This war is, in Bush's own words, a crusade. It is not a war against terrorism, but it is
a war of Kufr (disbelief) against Islam. Any Muslim who disagrees with this has been
defeated by the Western ideological warfare. The Muslims should not be naive and
immature: they should know their enemies.
2. The history of this conflict does not go back to 11 September 2001. Nor does it go
back to the bombing of a few embassies and ships. Rather, it goes back centuries from
the time when the Jewish tribes gathered against the Prophet Muhammad (SAWS) and
the Christians launched the Crusades against the Muslims in the 12th Century of the
Christian Era. Therefore, it is not a case of 'let's all join hands: Muslims, Christians and
Jews and wipe out terrorism', but it is part of a deeper plot to try and destroy Islam in the
World. Why did the British invade Afghanistan in 1842, when there was neither an
Usama bin Ladin nor the Taliban?
3. The American Government is an enemy to Islam and the Muslims, despite all the
sympathetic statements given by Bush when he meets Muslim leaders and
organisations in America. The American Foreign Policy regarding Iraq, Palestine,
Bosnia, Kashmir, etc. is proof of this. The illegal imprisonment, torture and humiliation of
thousands of Muslims in America at this very moment is also proof of this. Those
Muslims who think otherwise are kidding themselves.
4. We condemn those apologetic and defeatist Muslims in the West who are making
apologetic statements siding with the West and not believing or supporting their own
brothers. By these Muslims, we specifically mean the likes of the American Muslim
Council <http://www.amconline.org/newamc/> and 'Sheikh' Hamza Yusuf, who have
openly taken sides with the American Government, without shame; as well as the
Muslim Council of Britain <http://www.mcb.org.uk> to a lesser degree. These 'official'
organisations do not represent the Muslim Ummah as they are manned by individuals
completely out of touch with the reality of the affairs of the Muslims. These, who have
never expended a drop of sweat or blood in Jihad for the sake of Allah like the Prophet
(SAWS), his Companions and the early generations of pious Muslims, preferring instead
to attend 'official' dinners and gatherings standing by the sides of Presidents and Prime
Ministers whose hands are still dripping with the blood of Muslims, nodding their heads
when these leaders speak. Like Bush said himself, you are either with the disbelievers
(us) or the terrorists (Muslims). Therefore, those Muslims who are condemning the
Taliban etc. have already taken sides and that is the side of Zionist-controlled America.
5. We believe the word of Usama bin Ladin and the Taliban, as Muslims, when they say
that they had nothing to do with this terrorist act, over and above the word of a lying
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disbeliever like Bush. If they did it, they would proudly say so because they are not
afraid of the reprisals from anyone.
6. America was going to attack Afghanistan by mid-October anyway, according to the
recent Berlin Anti-Terrorism summit. 11 September was an excuse to speed up the
process and give a 'cause' for the crusade. The intentions behind this 'war against
terrorism' is doubted even by non-Muslims, who do have good people within their ranks.
7. The Taliban Government have proved their Islamic legitimacy to the whole Muslim
Ummah. Now, there are two sides: whoever is not on the side of the Taliban is a
hypocrite. The Muslims all over the World must render as much financial, physical,
medical, media and moral support to the Taliban as they can. If this means taking a
year out from one's university or work, then this must be done as the situation demands
it. In addition, the Muslims must continue to make dua for them because it seems like
the Muslims have forgotten their brothers in Afghanistan. The Taliban have appealed for
help from the Muslims but these appeals have fallen on deaf ears. Did not the Prophet
(SAWS) say that "A Muslim is the brother of a Muslim, he does not forsake him and nor
does he betray him." If you do not help your brothers in their time of need, do you really
think that Allah will help in you in your time of need on the Day of Judgement?
8. According to the Four Schools of Thought as detailed in the article on our web-site on
defending Muslim land under attack, once the first hostile disbeliever has entered
Afghanistan and if the inhabitants of that country are not enough to defend themselves,
defensive Jihad becomes Fard Ain upon every Muslim in the World without anyone's
permission, whether parents, scholars or teachers. In this case, we also believe that any
Muslims who are able to go there and do not go there without a valid excuse are liable
to be punished by Allah in the Hereafter. Examples of valid excuses are disabling
injuries or lack of travel papers. Fear of interrogation or arrest by the authorities upon
one's return is not a valid excuse, since this is not certain to happen, whereas the Jihad
is a certainty. The texts are clear in this regard. Those who prevent Muslims from going
for Jihad are similar to those who stop a Muslim from making his Salah or fasting during
Ramadan without valid excuse.
9. Regarding calls by Western leaders for 'moderate' Muslims tackling 'extremist'
elements within their ranks, these are merely appeals to divide the Muslims. What is the
'moderate' Muslim that these leaders refer to? One that does not pray or fast or wear
hijab; one that agrees with the Israeli occupation of Palestine, one that thinks cutting off
a thief's hand is barbaric and one that thinks Islam is primitive and backward? There is
no such thing as a 'moderate' or 'liberal' Muslim. If there was, in what category would be
place the Prophet Muhammad (SAWS)? Would we say he is a moderate, a liberal, an
extremist, a fanatic, a terrorist, a fundamentalist? He certainly would not be a moderate
or liberal since he ordered 600-700 Jewish males to be beheaded in Madinah after the
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Jewish tribe of Banu Qurayzah betrayed the Muslims and stabbed them in the back. He
also fought in 27 battles for the sake of Allah. Are we now going to call him a terrorist as
well?
9. Any assistance that any Muslim gives to a disbeliever against the believers, whether
financial, physical, language translation, clerical work, military, intelligence, or other,
makes that Muslim an apostate, whose inheritance is forbidden for his children and
upon whom the Janaza (Funeral) Prayer becomes forbidden. Therefore, if any Muslim
lends any assistance to the disbelievers by spying on other Muslims or testifying against
them, even for money, he does so at the expense of his religion. By refusing to assist
the disbelievers against the Muslims does not mean that one automatically supports
terrorist attacks against innocent civilians. One can agree or disagree with any action
that takes place in the World but one cannot go against one's religion and one's people
without him losing his religion. One of the ten things that make a Muslim into a
disbeliever are to "assist disbelievers against Muslims'. It is not permissible for a Muslim
to betray another Muslim in order to save himself. The Muslims should contact Muslim
lawyers and attornies within their countries and ask for their rights concerning the law in
speaking to law enforcement authorities. In most Western countries, e.g. Britain, one is
under NO obligation to speak to either the intelligence authorities or the police, either
willingly or unwillingly. One does not have to speak to them if they come to one's house.
One can politely refuse to speak to them and ask them to leave. Most people speak to
them or cooperate with them because they intimidate and threaten, e.g. by knocking on
people's doors at 5am. Muslims should find out their legal rights and not be intimidated
by this harassment. Those 'Muslim' organisations that are telling the Muslims to assist
the FBI, etc. with translation and other efforts, are calling the Muslims to disbelieve in
Allah and His Messenger and we ask Allah to raise these 'Muslims' up with the likes of
the FBI on the Day of Judgement.
10. We expect our web-site to be opened and closed continuously. We also expect our
Products ordering facility to close shortly but this is nothing to worry about because if
that happens, we will put all of our books online through various sites, discussion
boards and e-mail lists. Therefore, we urgently recommend any Muslims that are
interested in our material to copy all the articles from our site and disseminate them
through their own web-sites, discussion boards and e-mail lists. This is something that
any Muslim can participate in, easily, including sisters. This way, even if our sites are
closed down, the material will live on with the Grace of Allah. We cannot stress the
importance of this: for the Muslims to copy and distribute all the material on our website, especially the stories in the Jihad Stories section. Furthermore, to frustrate the
disbelievers in their war against Islam, we advise the Muslims to access our site via
proxies or anonymous services, such as <http://www.safeweb.com> or
<http://www.anonymizer.com> and the likes.
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11. We advise practising Muslims to begin to plan to leave America and withdraw all
their investments and cash from America. Recent events have shown the true bigoted
nature of the American Government and some Americans. Thousands of Muslims are
still imprisoned in America, they are being tortured, beaten, humiliated, their religion is
being mocked at and they are denied basic rights. If anyone does not believe this, one
only has to speak to a lawyer of some of the detainees. This shows the hypocrisy of
leaders such as President Bush, who, every other day, tries to stress that this war is not
against Islam or the Muslims and that the Muslims are loved by the American
Government. Unfortunately, this does fool some Muslims especially when Bush opens
fast with them, or attends their mosque. People will disagree with us calling for the
Muslims to leave America and think about settling in Muslim countries. Just don't blame
us if you end up in prison with all your assets siezed, and no prospect of a lawyer or a
trial. We have warned you: America is no longer a safe place for Muslims.
12. The path to victory is long, arduous, difficult and full of difficulties and obstacles.
One who thinks that the Muslim Ummah will recover from its decline without sacrifices,
without blood, without fatigue, without hunger, without imprisonment, without torture,
does not attach any value to this Deen nor understand the method of all the
Messengers, as Allah said in the Quran which we have quoted above:
"Do you really think that you will enter Paradise without such trials as came to
those who passed away before you? They were afflicted with severe poverty and
ailments and were so shaken that even the Messenger and those who believed
along with him said, 'When will come the Help of Allah?' Yes, certainly the Help of
Allah is near!" [Quran 2:214]
13. The time has come for the Muslims all over the World to begin making sacrifices for
the sake of Allah and render assistance to the Muslims in Afghanistan. This includes
physical, financial, material and emotional sacrifices. If the Muslims do not wipe the
blemish off their Ummah, WHO will? The Muslims must not be apathetic and think that
the efforts of one of them will not make a difference. On the contrary, each and every
single Muslim counts, whatever his race, age, ability, skills or residence. Allah gives
victory to sincere, correct actions, not to material strength. We STRONGLY recommend
the Muslims to read the article by Sheikh Abdullah Azzam in the Jihad in Afghanistan
<afghan/index.htm> section of our web-site, titled: Martyrs: The Building Blocks of
Nations.
14. The war in Afghanistan is the beginning of a long war that will last several years,
perhaps decades and eventually end with victory for the believers and a good outcome
for the Muslim Ummah. This is not just an optimistic opinion, but it is part of our religious
belief to believe that Islam will eventually become victorious even though the
disbelievers may detest it. Allah says in the Quran: "It is He who has sent His
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Messenger with the Guidance and the Religion of Truth that He may proclaim it
over all other religions, even though the polytheists may detest it." [Quran 61:9]
This time of tribulation and apparent 'defeat' for the Muslims is only a process whereby
Allah purges the ranks of the believers of hypocrites and those with diseased hearts. In
these times, the hypocrites within the ranks of the Muslims surface and begin to say
things like "We told you so," and "See, the Muslims are no match for the World's
Superpower", etc. The Companions of the Prophet (SAWS) went through tougher times
and experienced more difficulties, but eventually the victorious outcome was for the
believers. Therefore, those Muslims with faith in Allah know that this period is a test,
preparing the Muslims for victory, separating the believers from the hypocrites and
taking martyrs from amongst the ranks of the Muslims.
"These days (successes of war) we alternate between the people so that Allah
may distinguish those who believe and that He may take from your ranks martyrs.
And Allah does not the wrongdoers." [Quran 3:140]
15. The Muslims are lacking in media. Due to the advances of modern technology, it is
easy to spread news, information, articles and other information over the Internet. We
strongly urge Muslim internet professionals to spread and disseminate news and
information about the Jihad through e-mail lists, discussion groups and their own websites. If you fail to do this, and our site closes down before you have done this, we may
hold you to account before Allah on the Day of Judgement. As long as you mention that
the source of the article was Azzam Publications and do not change them, you do not
need our express permission to take all the material from our site.
16. Since our Products section will be closing shortly, we would like to inform our visitors
that we are making arrangements for our books, audio tapes, videos and CD's to be
available from Maktabah Al-Ansar Bookshop, http://www.maktabah.net,
<http://www.maktabah.net>, who have secure, online ordering via credit card. Please
check with them about stock availability before ordering. They will also be selling our
new books such as the new edition of Join the Caravan. Bookstore owners and
wholesalers interested in distributing some of our books through their stores should
contact Maktabah Al-Ansar directly.
17. Due to financial restrictions being placed on Muslims donating to assist fellow
Muslims, under the guise of financing terror, we urge the intelligent Muslim bankers,
businessmen and others to take the initiative and find out new ways to collect money
and send it directly to any Muslims who need it anywhere in the World, e.g. Pakistan.
One of the easiest, safest and most convenient way to transfer money is by using the
'Hawala' transfer system. One just has to ask around Muslim businessmen, travel
agents and shopowners for details on this system.
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18. In case our site is shut down again, please make a written and bookmarked note of
the central MSANEWS News service
<http://msanews.mynet.net/MSANEWS/MSANEWS.html> where you should check for
details of our new sites or postings.
19. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those Muslims and non-Muslims
who have given us support throughout the years. If they wish to continue to support us,
we only ask that they copy everything on our site and distribute as widely as they can,
especially the stories from the Jihad Stories section, and the articles.
20. We ask Allah to give victory to those fighting for His Sake in the four corners of the
Earth, to destroy their enemies and the hypocrites and to enable the Muslim Ummah to
produce millions of martyrs as the price for victory in this Life and achieving Allah's
Pleasure in the Next.
Your brothers at Azzam Publications
20 November 2001

Israel Under Sharon Lays the Foundation For Her
Annihilation!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 15, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Unconstrained israeli military assaults on defenseless Palestinians will become
israel's demise when the tables of power turn.
For the time being, however, israel gets away with the production of a carbon
copy of what their jewish-american counterparts are doing in Afghanistan:
indiscriminate bombing of another culture while the rest of the nations look on
and do nothing about the wholesale slaughter of an impoverished people.
After Iraq and Afghanistan the Palestinians must now consider themselves next
on the menu plate of the jews. The prophetess stated repeatedly that israel is not
a nation state, but a military outpost of jewish america in the Middle East, and
it stands to reason that the native people of Palestine are slated for removal in
order to facilitate unrestricted expansion of jews into Palestinian territories.
Success or failure of this israeli endeavour will depend on a crude analysis of
who has the bigger guns. In this case it is obviously israel and such
examination will lead anyone to the conclusion that israel will kill the
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Palestinians and take over their lands for a massive settlement expansion.
Isn't that what Zionism is all about?
Zionistic ambitions between america and israel are measured by the strength of
their respective military might. While american jews under the guise of
"fighting terrorism" (terror for the jewish money elite) take on the world in defense
of a handful of jewish bankers, israel fights in fulfillment of zionistic
aspirations against an Islamic culture standing in the way of their imperialistic
ideals which eventually call for a jewish king to hand the nations of the world
over under their control. The latter has already been fulfilled partly due to the
network of a secret jewish international conspiracy, except to say that the
jewish king has not yet emerged to make it all official.
The question we all then seek to answer is: will israel succeed in wiping the
Palestinians off her map (literally speaking here, for israeli maps show all of
Palestine as being "israel") or will the final contest see the wrath of the Arabs
explode to wipe israel off their map? We have been given information which
tells us that israel's military hardware will begin to malfunction - hardware
today most heavily relied upon to torment the Palestinian people with. By all
standards of interpreting the "signs of the time" I conclude that this day cannot
be far off.
Two and a half years ago Lord Gabriel corrected my position concerning
possible leniency toward jews of israel should they cease their wickedness
towards their Palestinian neighbours. He said (speaking through the Arab
Prophetess Uthrania):
(quote)

LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH!

MY FATHER AND I ARE ONE! WE ARE NOT HERE TO BARGAIN UPON THE
LIVES OF OUR PEOPLE ANY LONGER! WHEN MY FATHER SPEAKS I SPEAK
AND THERE IS NO LONGER A DIFFERENCE IN TECHNIQUE! WE ARE ONE IN
THE SAME SPIRIT AND THE SAND AND JERUSALEM WILL BE LAID ASUNDER
IN FAVOUR OF A NEW GENERATION OF IRAQ.
AND JUST WHY IS THIS, DEAR ONE?! SIMPLY FOR THE MEMORANDUM OF
TRUST AND WASTE AND NO LONGER WILL I NOR MY FATHER GABRIEL
STAND FOR ANY MORE RABID DESIRES UPON THE HEADS OF MY PEOPLE!
THEREFORE, DO NOT TEMPT MY HAND WITH YOUR LETTERS OF
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COMPROMISE FOR I AM A JEALOUS GOD AND I WILL NEVER SUBJECT THE
TERROR TO BE REPEATED TWICE!
- Uthrania Seila Arab prophetess and scribe!
And in one of the Masters' first book, dictated in 1994 to the Arab Prophetess
Uthrania, Lord and Master Gabriel looked back from the future and spoke in
his wrath:
GABRIEL'S WRATH UNEQUALLED
[my father Lord and Master Teacher Gabriel speaks]
IT IS INDEED THE ILL WIND, THAT BLOWS NOBODY GOOD. HOW LONG I HAVE
WAITED! AND WILL WAIT NO LONGER! CONTEMPTUOUS TOWARD THOSE FEW
WHO SLAYED MY SON. WE WILL KNOW NO MERCY, THOUGH

THEY PLEAD AND GROVEL ON THEIR BELLIES AS SNAKES.
THIS IS THE DAY OF WRATH!! TEMPTUOUS IN DESIGN!
HOW WE DO ABHOR, THOSE, WHO WOULD BETRAY US,
WHO WOULD, AS HAMMER US DOWN INTO THE WOOD
PULP, AND DIG US A GRAVE IN THE EARTH!! AND THEIR
MEAGRE WAGES WILL BE DEATH!! THE ABYSS, WOULD
INDEED TREAT THEM KINDER THAN I! THE ROYAL NAVEL
ACADEMY - AND TO LOOK AT LOUISVILLE - WE HAVE SETTLED MATTERS, AS
IT WERE.
HOW THINK THEY, THEY TEMPT US, WITH THEIR GUILE. WE WILL NOT BE
MOCKED. OUR HAND COMES DOWN, AS THE DANGEROUS TWO HEADED
SERPENT, AND CAPTURES, THEIR SOULS, OF INIQUITY.
DO NOT THINK FOR ONE MOMENT I AM ALONE IN THIS. YOU MAY PLACE THIS
AS ANY CHAPTER YOU SO DESIRE, BUT THIS WILL NOT BE THE END - OF THE
BOOK - OR OF ANY BOOK OF WHICH WE HAVE WRITTEN, TOGETHER.
THERE IS - NOT "ONE"! WHO UNDERSTANDS, GABRIEL'S WRATH, SAVE
PERHAPS, JMMANUEL. FOR I BEAR THE SAME SCAR AS A REMINDER, IN THE
PALM OF MY RIGHT HAND, AS A REMINDER TO ME OF ALL THE TIMES WE
HAVE SENT OUR BRETHREN DOWN IN THE GUISE OF PROPHETS, AND YES,
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EVEN PRIESTS. BUT DID YOU KNOW THEM AND REVERE THEM AND LISTEN TO
THEM?! NAY! YOU BLIND FOOLS. INDEED YOU HAVE THE BLIND LEADING THE
BLIND IN EVERY AREA OF YOUR LIVES. THIS WILL NOT CONTINUE

ON THIS SPHERE!
THOSE SPEARS SO BROADCAST OVER YOUR NETWORKS - YOUR
BROADCASTING SYSTEMS - IN THE NAME OF MY SON - IT WILL FALL UPON
YOUR HEADS. FOR AS YOU LOOK UP FOR YOUR REDEMPTION

-

SO WILL YOU MISS IT!
[Scribed by the pen of Uthrania Seila Arab prophetess and scribe]
Israel is doomed. America and Britain are Israel - there is no more difference.

Bin Laden Volunteers to Take the Rap!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 14, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Bush struck out against Afghanistan at a time when there was no proof of
Osamah bin Ladin's involvement in the downing of the bankers' towers in
which the u.s. pentagon (the bankers' military) was also attacked. Yet the
world kept demanding to see more than just baseless accusations! They
demanded proof, for a discovery of bin Ladin's innocence after the decimation
of a nation would have indeed become the outrage of the century! America felt
she had to save face and present to the world the long-awaited documented
proof, which is much like mending the fence after the horse is gone.
Let's not think for one moment that in the course of coming up with this
"proof" no blackmail was used against him by the u.s. government! The deal
was certainly not to Osamah's liking! But america was eager to protect her
image abroad, and bin Ladin felt the need for the protection of his interests
outside Afghanistan. So he proceeded to make a false statement on tape
concerning his alleged involvement in the New York/Washington affair, and,
recorded by an amateur, let the tape fall into the hands of the americans (the
circumstance for that the pentagon will not disclose). In that manner he
permitted the americans to make propaganda mileage out of it to make the
agreement complete. In essence Osamah volunteered to take the rap for the
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actions by the starship commanders in return for not having his own interests
outside of Afghanistan assaulted by america's famous brutality.
Remember the FBI embarrassment when most of the alleged Arab hijackers
turned up alive in Saudi Arabia, seething with anger at the outrage of such
blatant false accusation which was allowed to stand after the true passenger
lists published earlier by the airline companies had been replaced by fraudulent
FBI versions? Those falsified lists were then declared official in spite of
embarrassing contradictions in them!
Here you have once again a classic example of FBI covering the asses of lying
politicians in Washington! And since Kissinger, Bush, and Cheney had
decided to keep the truth of the whole petro-bombing affair from the american
public, the u.s. government web of lies and deceit grew larger by the minute,
even to the point where they blackmailed Osamah to reverse his earlier public
statement in which he truthfully declared himself uninvolved in the event!
Although at that time he admitted to agree with the action in principle as a form
of justice on america's bankers, considered it payment for america's brutality in
dealing with Arab/Islamic nations and looked at it as payback for america's
occupation of Saudi holy soil.
The tape is authentic, and the setting is not staged, except for Osamah's
statements concerning the events of New York and Washington. They are
carefully chosen with publication anticipated.
He deems his own security less important than the safety of his interests, and
therefore has decided contrary to all facts to assume responsibility for the
event. He is also fully conscious of speaking a white lie for a nobler purpose.
I have never seen a man as unselfish as Osamah bin Ladin! He put his life on
the line to free Afghanistan from brutal Russian military occupation! His
example has inspired many others from Pakistan and Saudi Arabia to do
likewise and to come to beleaguered Afghanistan's rescue. And although the
foreign fighters may all perish from america's bombs and from the brutality of
the Northern Alliance, they are however not forgotten by Allah as his heroes.
Osamah has been chosen to be the next-in-line Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia
as well as Czar of Russia when Putin is gone.
Osamah's enemies will become vanquished by the might of the Commanders
from the Federation of Free Planets, who are also the overseers of this planet's
transition into a New Era. Then we will see this man of nobility rise from the
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ashes of a horrendous persecution and become placed with dignity intact on his
rightful thrones!
Osamah belongs to the New Era, something that cannot be said of america's
ruling elite!
(Article text revised December 15, 2001)

United States Embarks on Ultra Vires
Legislation!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

President Bush has signed into law a bill which provides for the funding of
Afghanistan's education of women and children.
Has Afghanistan become the 51st state of the united states of america?
Regardless of the merits for such a bill, its implementation depends entirely on
the approval of the Government of Afghanistan for permission to embark on
such a venture. And should the current Government (whoever it may be) not be
inclined to follow america's lead in teaching the Afghani women and children,
then there is nothing America can do about it, except perhaps drop more bombs
from the skies on the people's heads.
NO LEGISLATION BY ANY NATION WHICH DIRECTLY
ENCROACHES ON THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF ANOTHER
NATION IS WITHOUT FORCE OR EFFECT BEFORE THE LAW. Call
it sovereignty, self-determination, national jurisdiction or internal affairs Washington has no legal jurisdiction to enforce her preferred brand of
education on an independent nation like Afghanistan!
For instance the perpetual violation of Iraqi airspace is an ongoing violation of
Iraq's sovereignty and will therefore be met with Iraq's ongoing resistence. It is
legally not enforceable - except perhaps by america's brute force, the strength
of which will soon become rather diminished.
It would be an interesting study to find out how many more pieces of
Washington's legislation fall outside of america's area of jurisdiction and as
such are ultra vires, without legal force or effect!
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The Afghani people carry with them a culture which is unique and any
decisions to alter their educational system must therefore be their own and not
be made by an externally imposed brand of Washington's kind!
A forced imposition by an external power on something as close to the people's
hearts as culture and education will only be met by resistance and hatred for the
american's by Afghani men, women and children for such a blatant attempt of
encroachment in the internal affairs of a foreign country will be felt as an insult
to their dignity.

Taliban Did NOT Betray!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 12, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The americans have little to be proud of. Dropping bombs by the millions from
the safety of an unchallenged sky on people with machine guns on the ground
cannot qualify for an award of bravery! It is a massacre, and the indiscriminate
eradication of whole towns and villages no less than genocide. So, who will
take Bush and Co. to the world court of de Hague? YOU sort that out, for
should you fail to do so your own country may be the next target of their newly
discovered lust for the shedding of innocent blood!
Lately we have observed massive carpet bombing against Al Queda cave hideouts! In fact, for the last 2 to 3 weeks we have heard of no more satellite
guided bombs being used except on the one occasion where it landed on top of
the heads of their own people. Lord St. Germain promised to take out america's
military satellites used for the navigation of their bombs. The malfunctioning
Daisy Cutter bomb is next and eventually the Armada itself must be dealt with
in a destruction equating that of Afghanistan and Iraq in order to restore
balance back into affairs of Islamic man!
We are glad to see Kissinger's demand for universal betrayal of the innocent
Osamah bin Laden halted at the Taliban leadership and their faithful followers.
It seems that most of them paid the highest price possible for such loyalty, and
for that they will be entrusted once again with the reigns of power over
Afghanistan, however this time under the auspices of the Federation of Free
Planets!
And traitorous Australia will sink under the ocean waters and then rise again,
and after Australia has bathed herself clean from the John Howard
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contamination, the country itself will be given to the Afghani people.
Unexploded american cluster bombs, land mines and radioactive toxic bombs
have made Afghanistan, as we know it today, unfit for inhabitation. John
Howard and his company of refugee haters will at that time no longer be
around to oppose Afghani migration to a new-born Australia.
The Taliban have a bright future for their hearts are open and eager to learn of
the truths of the universe. One or more prophets will guide them and teach
them truths of which not many (people) are aware of.
The Taliban are on an upward journey along the pathway of their personal
evolution, and that is something one cannot say of the anglosaxon/european/jewish aggressor people.
Lord Gabriel is now in control. The next horrendous events occurring in
america, europe, australia, israel, etc. will be directed by his hand and by his
word alone, and when in the course of those events the blood of the innocent
Japanese of Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Germany, Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia,
Nicaragua, Chile, Panama, Iraq, Palestine, and now Afghanistan will finally
become avenged, then peace at last can return to the civilized world, and no
crude american elite CIA interference will disrupt ethnic harmony nor prevent
the orderly process of eventual global evacuation. And in that no americans,
british, and israeli, imbued with a primitive killer mentality, will be
participating in!

Argentina's Money Folly is Backfiring!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 9, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

If Argentina is an example for how the rest of the nations manage their
currency affairs, then it is no wonder things go awry in these countries.
I hear that Argentina had adopted the american dollar on a one-to-one basis:
one dollar equals one peso. This arrangement was struck with the intent on
placing a lid on Argentina's traditional run-away inflation and devaluation of
currency.
The price to pay for the link-up of the peso with the american dollar was that
the Argentinean government would not be allowed to create legal peso tender
to cover for any shortfall on their expenses. Any Argentinean requirement for
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more legal tender was to be negotiated with the IMF and World Bank in the
form of loans subject to interest charges. Such talks are currently underway, by
the way.
In the meantime ordinary citizens are denied full cash access to their own
funds, which effectively prevents them from functioning orderly within the
jurisdiction of running their own personal financial matters - thanks to
america's prohibition on Argentina to adjust the money supply in accordance
with rightful demands of their citizens.
Well-o-well, where do I begin? Sometimes linear thought expression is clumsy
for conveying a singular picture of a situation all at once, but I must try lest I
fail to help you understand what game is being played on the nations.
When Argentina suffered from runaway currency inflation the government
officials did one thing wrong. It was not the principle of money creation per se,
but the government's failure to have such power applied on loans incurred
which make up the national debt! Had the government forced the banks to
accept government authorized funds (legal tender) as payments toward the
cancellation of Argentina's national debt, then such action would have resulted
in a cost reduction of running Argentina's government which would have
meant the need for a reduction of taxes or higher salaries for its workers, and
would have reversed the spiral of inflation downward, as all cost reductions
reverse inflation downward!
Inflation is not being caused by the printing of new currency to meet the
demands for goods and services among the people, but by ever escalating
costs of providing the movement of goods and services, be they
increased costs of operating the government or those of the industry
providing income for the people!
A growing population demands a corresponding growth of the nation's
money supply! Fail to allow the amount of currency to grow accordingly
and what you will have is a nation full of people not being able to look
after themselves financially!!
When the arrangement between Argentina and the united states was struck all
Argentinean national debts to the international bankers were left intact, which
in itself placed the nation at an instant disadvantage concerning her obligations
of regular debt payments to New York bankers. At that point the only source
for funds toward interest payments on the national debt was income the nation
earned from exports of goods and services, and if the world would not give the
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Argentine economy sufficient business to match national debt payments, then
the only source from which New York could possibly be paid is currency in
circulation among the people! The Government of Argentina used the people's
accounts as security for their debt payments to the bankers in New York and
forbade their citizens to cash in their own bank account assets! HOW
SINISTER!
Here we have a classic example of how the people's livelihoods are sacrificed
on the altar of the banker's system, and all of this manipulation is done totally
irrespective of the situation "on the ground" which provides for an abundance
in goods and services! However the nation's capacity to look after everyone's
needs is made to sit dormant as the debauched money system gives the people
an artificial lack of purchasing power as they try to access their own
generated wealth!
After all is said and done, what is my advice to the Argentinean Government?
Detach the peso from linkage to the american dollar!
Establish an honest exchange rate between your peso and the u.s. dollar by
gauging it to your production costs, i.e. cost of a loaf of bread in USA vs.
Cost of the loaf of bread in Argentina. Fix it! Don't let it float except at
intervals when a review is needed for continued fairness, for should you
embark on a journey of cost reductions for the movement of your goods,
then an exchange rate review to the u.s. Dollar becomes mandatory unless
you wish to give your products away to the americans at half or quarter
the price of their value in america!
Tell the New York banker to go to hell! Tell him you owe him nothing, for
his services to your country have merely been in the form of some ink out
of his antique pen, which could have been provided by yourself at a better
quality for sure! Remind him that his usury charges constitute no less than
an fraudulent effort on his part to loot your country of its resources in
materials and man power!
Reassume your governmental right to the creation of the nation's credit,
for that is central for the regaining of the nation's economic destiny!
Seek means of cost reductions at the monetary level without imposing
hardship on your people in the from of layoffs which would cause them
loss of income. I can certainly help you with this one!
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And should you have succeeded in making every Argentinean a millionaire
with only a few pesos in his account THEN CHUCK YOUR MONEY
SYSTEM ALTOGETHER INTO THE TRASH BIN OF THE AGES
WHERE IT BELONGS, NEVER AGAIN TO BE USED FOR THE
ENRICHMENT OF THE FEW AT THE EXPENSE OF THE MANY!!

INA Canada
Editor:

Reni Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion37.htm

Bush Jr. Kept in the Dark About His Disappeared
Armada?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 19, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Although Lord Gabriel forewarned us about a tremendous news black-out
ordered by the zionist international bankers on the sinking of their entire
Armada, it has nonetheless surprised me to have had to come to the conclusion
that their own generals have not even informed the official Commander in
Chief of their sunken fleet.
If Bush had known about it, he would not have recently uttered such
irresponsible threats against Iraq saying that "should Saddam Hussein fail to let
the arms inspectors back into Iraq..." he would leave his options open for
another massive attack with the objective to oust the President from power, and
thereby planning to finish off what his father had left undone.
The NSA, the CIA as well as Bill Clinton also failed to brief Bush Jr. about the
two prophets from their days in Arizona and Alberta. Had he known about us,
he would be familiar with our writings, however his actions indicate he is not!
It seems some secrets not even the U.S. President may know, which lends
power to his underlings but messes up his presidency. Garbage in - garbage out,
as they say!
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Now, back to George Bush's threat against Iraq! It is one thing to utter a threat
of such serious nature and another to carry it out. What Bush does not seem to
know as of yet is that all the topographical data collected by the space shuttle
on minute details of earth's surface is useless since that information cannot any
longer be used for the purpose of guiding their tomahawk and cruise missiles to
their targets, for the data is being processed by military guidance satellites
which do not work any longer. The main one's function has been crushed and
all others therein rendered useless. Satellite guided bombing can no longer take
place for the same reason. Virtually all of the banker's navy has been sunk with
all the flying attack paraphernalia on board.
Talk about the "Missile Defense Shield" is over, you may have noticed. That
also will not work without a working satellite guidance system in place.
Perhaps all that is the reason why a few weeks ago the generals persuaded Bush
to order 3000 new fighter planes for the astronomical figure of 200 billion
without giving George the real reason why. Money didn't seem to be an object
here. Ink never runs out of the banker's pen when it suits his purposes.
However now for all these new planes there is no military satellite guidance
system available! No wonder the banker is acting like a mad dog going out of
his mind and cares not any more of public opinion as he puts innocent people
from Afghanistan into cages like animals and continues to carpet bomb their
villages and towns using everybody else's hardware, i.e. France, Norway, etc.!
Bush has lost Cheney to a heart attack! His and Chretien's faces have become
cancerous, Rumsfeld will be dealt with soon, Osama and Mullar Omar can't be
found, all of which indicates to me that things in Washington are not going
according to plan! And there still lies ahead of them all the looming prospect of
discovery by the american public of the loss of the entire fleet with all of the
personnel on board!
And where are america's and britain's atomic powered submarines? For months
we have not heard a single word on these military fish which would indicate to
us that they also may have hit the bottom of the ocean floor.
Although america's and britain's atomic bombs have been defused along with
their daisy cutter bombs, it is unclear to me to what extent america's fleet of
bombers are still flying. I have called for them to be grounded permanently and
expect it to be so!
The point I am trying to make by all this that IRAQ CANNOT BE
ATTACKED EFFECTIVELY IN THE TRADITIONAL MANNER
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FROM THE AIR IF THE IMPERIALIST AGGRESSOR UNITED
STATES HAS NOT WHEREWITH TO SUCCESSFULLY AND
EFFECTIVELY DO SO!
The rhetoric from Washington and New York (Council on Foreign Relations
Jewish Hotbed) is rather hollow, and soon we will witness the departure of the
remaining american forces from the Middle East region when they have finally
finished counting their losses at the hands of the Commanders from the
Federation of Free Planets. That leaves america's military base israel
unsupported by israel's homeland, america. And as those aspects of the power
game between the Hellion forces of Angorius and the Commanders from the
Starship Federation in the skies unfold, the possibilities for Palestine's
liberation from israeli military oppression are endless.
Iraq will become my new home, and I am not inclined to accept the idea
that the country of my choice should once again become demolished before
I set foot on it! Iraq's lot from hereon out will be peace and prosperity
without the threat of american/british war planes overhead!
IRAQ IS THE BLESSED NATION OF THE NEW ERA!!

Final Solution to Argentina's Economic Plight! - by
Reni Sentana-Ries, Grande Councilor to the Nations of Angorius

EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 18, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

For Argentina's new President Eduardo Duhalde to merely have decided to "not
follow the prescriptions of the IMF" and for him to resort back to Argentina's
band aid measures of past failures just does not cut it to provide immediate
relief to Argentina's desperate and starving population. There is no time any
more to horse around with ineffective monetary measures designed to
provide no immediate relief out of Argentina's financial crisis! What the
people want and demand from their leaders is RELIEF NOW!!! They want
paid now what is owed them and have their instant access to all bank accounts
restored!
To these two demands by the people the new government will not yield, and
even if President Duhalde did, it would still not solve Argentina's problems in
the long run. The people who demand restoration of access to their bank
accounts or payment for their services are not enlightened! We must remember
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that these demands are the only way the people know how to regain access to
their own production for basic survival, and these demands are being voiced
out of a lack of understanding for the people's need of a return to
economic principles of paradise.
For too many times it seems the people of planet Angorius have reincarnated
back into lifestreams under the tyranny of finance and they seem to have lost
their subconscious remembrance of paradise itself, where all trade and all
production of goods and all provision of services are being rendered with
the natural understanding of equal access for all to the totality of what a
planet or a nation produces as a whole!
The people of Argentina are faced with the contradiction of "ample national
productive capability" versus "lack of access by the people to the fruits of their
own productivity" i.e. LACK OF ACCESS TO THEIR OWN
PRODUCTION!
ARGENTINEANS ARE ARTIFICIALLY BEING KEPT IDLE
(unproductive) BECAUSE THEY WILL NOT WORK UNLESS THEY
CAN GET PAID MONEY! AND SO THE BAKER WILL NOT BAKE
BREAD UNLESS HE GETS MONEY TO BUY WHEAT FROM THE
FARMER, AND THE FARMER WILL NOT GROW WHEAT UNLESS
HE CAN DO SO TO COVER HIS FINANCIAL COSTS TO GROW IT!
AND AS ARGENTINA'S CASH IN CIRCULATION IS BEING
MOPPED UP BY TAXES AND SENT AWAY TO PLEASE THE NEW
YORK JEWISH INTERNATIONAL BANKERS, ARGENTINEANS
CANNOT EAT, HAVE NO SHELTER, ARE DENIED
TRANSPORTATION OR HAVE NO CLOTHES ON THEIR BACKS!
AND FOR AS LONG AS ARGENTINA HAS GOVERNMENTS WHO
DEEM IT MORE IMPORTANT THAT THE BANKER GETS PAID
BEFORE THEIR PEOPLE ARE GIVEN THE ABILITY TO PROVIDE
FOR THEIR OWN NEEDS, THE PEOPLE OF ARGENTINE WILL GO
WITHOUT BASIC ESSENTIALS OF LIFE, DESPITE HAVING
LABOUR AND RESOURCES ALL IN ABUNDANCE RIGHT AT
THEIR OWN DOORSTEPS!
Argentina has run out of time to experiment with financial acrobatics in
search for a solution which perhaps could please the IMF or World Bank!
What President Eduardo Duhalde must do is address the people of his
nation on television and over all radio stations and speak to them in
perhaps the following words:
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"My dear brothers and sisters of the soon-great-to-be nation of
Argentina!
I am speaking to you, my people, from a heart of a concern for the
physical welfare and well-being of all people of Argentina, and I want to
see you happy again and placed into an economic environment
conducive of all manners of enjoyment of life itself without feeling the
sting of guilt in doing so!
My people, you do have hands to labour with, so use them! You do
have feet to carry you, so let them take you where you wish to go! You
have a contribution to make to your nation, so be what you wish to be: a
baker, a farmer, a butcher, an engineer, a merchant, a store owner, a
delivery driver, a refinery worker, a bus driver, a landlord, a factory
worker, a seamstress, a teacher or a house wife, looking after your
small children! BE, WHAT YOU WANT TO BE, MY PEOPLE, AND
PROVIDE FOR YOUR NATION ALL THAT IS REQUIRED OF YOU AS
A CONTRIBUTION TO A WHOLE, AND IF YOU DO THAT, YOU, MY
PEOPLE, WILL NOT GO HUNGRY, FOR THERE WILL BE FOOD ON
YOUR TABLE! THERE WILL BE GOODS IN YOUR STORE HOUSES,
THERE WILL BE TEACHERS TO TEACH YOUR CHILDREN AND BUS
DRIVERS TO TAKE YOU WHERE YOU WISH TO GO!
DO ALL THIS WITHOUT CONDITION AND WITHOUT ASKING FOR
MONEY AS PAYMENT FOR YOUR SERVICES. WHAT YOU WILL
FIND IS THAT PEOPLE WILL GIVE TO YOU WHAT YOU NEED FOR
THE COMFORT OF YOUR LIFE AS THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO YOU
AND ALL, IN APPRECIATION FOR HAVING ALL THEIR OWN NEEDS
FILLED IN ABUNDANCE.
WHEN YOU DO THIS YOU WILL FIND THAT YOUR LANDLORD WILL
NOT ASK YOU FOR RENT MONIES, FOR ALL HIS NEEDS OF
REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE ARE BEING MET BY THOSE WHO
GIVE TO HIM AS CARPENTERS, PLUMBERS, ROOFERS OR WHAT
HAVE YOU FOR THE RESTORATION OF HIS BUILDING!
As a nation we can no longer afford to let you, our people, starve in the
midst of abundance, just because the foreign banker wants it so! Your
stress level will quickly go down, and soon you will rediscover for
yourselves that life has become worth living once again!
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What I as your President and benefactor expect you to do is go and be
what you are, whether a student in University, a teacher of
children, or a builder of houses! And let all those whose jobs have
become redundant due to the absence of any money system in
Argentina at all retrain themselves in occupations where their input to
society at large becomes beneficial to the prosperity of society as a
whole! However, my people, do not withhold from any man, woman, or
child, that which he or she is asking for for as long as you have
resources to meet the demand.
I thank you for listening to my words today.
I have instructed all government officials to give you guidance in case
certain aspects of our new economic order are unclear to you. And
should grievances or disputes arise among you as you begin to re-learn
what paradise is all about then my officials will provide efficient council
as how to resolve any matter expeditiously. All governmental authority
with regard to internal matters will remain intact until our nation runs like
a well-oiled machine.
My blessings and love is with you all!"

Brian Tobin Takes Flight of Canadian Federal
Politics!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 16, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Canada's Industry Minister and prospective Prime Minister of Canada after
Chretien's departure suddenly quit politics without warning and announces his
retirement back into private life!
Why would a successful federal politician on the verge of becoming Canada's
next Prime Minister flee Ottawa in haste? My own answer is this: BRIAN
TOBIN FOUND OUT THAT CANADA'S WARSHIPS WHICH WERE
SENT BY HIS BOSS TO JOIN THE AMERICAN FLEET, NOW SHARE
THE SAME WATERY GRAVE WITH AMERICA'S SHIPS, AND HE
WAS ASKED TO KEEP IT A SECRET!
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HOWEVER BRIAN IS CLEVER ENOUGH TO NOT WANT TO STAND
BEFORE THE CANADIAN PEOPLE AS PRIME MINISTER OF
CANADA AND HAVE TO ANSWER THE QUESTION OF WHETHER
HE KNEW THAT CANADA'S SHIPS HAD SUNK WITH ALL OF ITS
PERSONNEL ON BOARD, AND THEN FIND HIMSELF IN THE
AWKWARD POSITION TO HAVE TO EXPLAIN TO THE CANADIAN
PUBLIC WHY HE HAD NOT TOLD THEM OF SUCH A PROFOUND
DISASTER!!
BRIAN TOBIN DOES NOT WANT HIS NECK ON THE CHOPPING
BLOCK OF PUBLIC EXECUTION AND THEREFORE BOWS OUT IN
ORDER TO LEAVE THE PRIME MINISTERSHIP TO SOMEONE
OBLIVIOUS OF THIS TERRIBLE SECRET.

Canada - Guardian of Human Rights?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 16, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

We have a Constitution which is not worth the paper written on, for all of
Canada's tax laws are constitutionally ultra vires! We have a Canadian
Charter Of Rights which is not worth the paper written on, for under that
charter only the rich who can afford to pay lawyers can obtain justice - the
common man or woman in this zionist country have no rights for they are
poor, and poor people are considered a nuisance and quickly become the
target of abuse when they find themselves entangled in Canada's law
enforcement system!
Aside from several recent disclosures of innocent men having been locked
away for decades before finally vindicated as innocent victims of perjury, the
following account of gross mistreatment of a lady by lewd and sadistic
policemen and (police)women is the most disgusting I have ever read. (Please
keep in mind that Canada prides itself to be an example of justice and due process of law
before the "world community" of nations!). What happened in 1995 in Halton,

Ontario, Canada, can only be surpassed by the U.S. military in Cuba in their
expression of hatred for the Taliban Afghani culture.
(Quote)
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Woman claims Halton police actions demeaning
and degrading
Last Updated Tue Jan 15 08:12:32 2002
TORONTO - A woman in Ontario who was stripped naked and handcuffed to the bars of
her jail cell wants to sue the Halton police force for violating her rights.
Lynda Euteneier was arrested at her home in 1995 after she failed to appear in court for
a minor offence. Wearing shorts and a tank top, she was taken to the police station and
placed in what's known as the "bull pen", a cell with a concrete slab for a bed and a
toilet. Euteneier says it is located in full view of male and female staff.
Euteneier says the trouble all began when she asked for a blanket or to have the air
conditioning turned down because she was cold. When police refused, according to
Euteneier, she took her bra strap and pretended to hang herself.
Two female officers, in the presence of a male officer, removed her clothes and left her
naked in the cell for several hours. According to Euteneier, when she tried to shield
herself from view in a corner, police handcuffed one of her wrists to the cell bars,
insisting she remain within view of the camera.
She says the incident emotionally scarred her, and left her under a doctor's care.
"I wasn't able to function there for long periods of time, often breaking down in tears
uncontrollably," said Euteneier.
She took the police to court, but lost the case after the judge ruled that police followed
policy. Julian Falconer, her lawyer, wants to take the case to the Ontario Court of
Appeal. He believes the police clearly violated Euteneier's rights.
"It's a very disturbing set of facts which is, frankly, I've never seen anything so sordid as
hanging a woman in the nude by her arm and making her stand in the middle of a cold
cell. It's completely repugnant," said Falconer.
A recent Supreme Court of Canada decision clearly states that strip searches are
humiliating and degrading and police do not have the right to conduct them as routine
policy. He says the actions of the police were not to protect Euteneier but to punish her.
Ontario Chief Justice Roy McMurtry will decide shortly if the case will be heard.
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This whole matter is infuriating and disgusting, and the judge who acquitted the
police personnel and ruled that the constables only followed policy should be
permanently relieved of his position for he is a zionist change agent.
(The source of this article is being withheld)

Tribute to President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 15, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

You see, it is really not difficult to understand that the most efficient way to
govern on behalf of and for the good of the people is by way of an
enlightened ruler with power of implementation! That indeed does away
with a lot of democratic nonsense and costly wrangling by politicians at
taxpayers' expense! Having said so however does not mean my endorsement of
a system of taxation, but rather the recognition of the fact that democracy by
nature calls for a lot of wasted human energy and time.
President Mugabe and many others around him have realized that britain's
heritage on Zimbabwe has created chaos in his country, brought about by the
impractical imposition of british democracy, which may be good for the british
who don't mind to be the jew's slaves, but is not good for his people, who don't
like to be slaves to the white british and the jews alike! And why do I mention
the jews here? BECAUSE THEY ARE THE INVENTORS OF ALL
SYSTEMS OF BONDAGE FOR THE PEOPLE:
DEMOCRACY (meaning "diffusion of the people's power" to facilitate easy
subversion of the goy through the hidden (jewish) fifth-column power in a
nation state).
EDUCATION (meaning here "indoctrination into shallow concepts of
fabricated truth suitable only for general public consumption" but never good
enough for the ruling jewish elite).
GLOBALIZATION (meaning here the imposition of taxation on all trade
among all nations for the benefit of the ruling jewish class, where any trade
other than that recorded and taxed in WTO offices is illegal and called
"smuggling".)
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Globalization would not be possible without the imposition of a global money
system, and that is where the modern one worlders are clashing with the
commanders of God who deem the time has come for putting the jewish
defunct money system of global exploitation into the trash bin of history!
President Mugabe understands that without an enlightened ruler's power of
imposition, the enforcement of good for the people's blessing will forever
remain mankind's wishful thinking, and that no New Era will come without a
strong man at the helm to call the shots for the good of his people!

Afghan Civilians Tormented on American Soil are
a Threat to American/Cuban Security
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 15, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Afghan civilians who have risk their lives in defense of their country against
the brutal onslaught of america's and britain's bombardment belong in
Afghanistan and not in Cuba! They had nothing to do with the crumbling of
the banker's two towers! They are innocent and their displacement and
torture on Cuban soil is a "threat to U.S. national security"!
As with the law of gravity so it is with with injustice: it always gravitates back
to the offender in the form of uncontrollable catastrophes, and this law is a not
subject to racial discrimination, but implemented and upheld in all its integrity
by the righteous commanders of the starfleet of the Federation of Free Planets!
America and Britain (both are Israel) have touched the apple of the eye of Allah
by their unjustifiable brutal bombings of an impoverished people, who are HIS
people, and so HE raises HIS hands in a natural reflex to shield his eyes, right?
What I am saying here is THERE ARE NO MORE RESTRICTIONS
PLACED ON THE COMMANDERS OF THE FEDERATION OF FREE
PLANETS TO AVENGE THE SLAUGHTER, DEPORTATION AND
TORMENT OF THE AFGHANI PEOPLE, EXCEPT PERHAPS
WISDOM AND TIMING! AMERICA AND BRITAIN WILL PAY
WHEN THE WRATH OF THE POWERFUL RIGHTEOUS BECOMES
UNLEASHED AND THEIR CONTINENTS WILL GET STRUCK BY
IMMENSE NATURAL CATASTROPHES!
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Good bye, America! Good bye, Britain! Good bye, Israel! You have not only
harboured the worst element mankind could produce, no, you gave them
shelter, riches and power over you, and you should have known they were not
civilized! Now they will be your destruction - the Rothschild's, the
Rockefellers, the Greenspans, the Duisenbergs, the Schiffs, the Kuehn and
Loebs, the zionist elders hidden in Tel Aviv, the Kissingers, the Bush Sr.'s and
Jr.'s, the Rumsfelds, the Blairs, the dead Cheney, the General Franks(enstein)
of britain, the wicked generals commanding the activites in Afghanistan, the
Pharisees in their counting houses of New York, London, Frankfurt and Paris,
the "investors" profiteering from your slave labour, and too many more to name
here - they all have laboured long and hard to assure the devastation of your
countries with YOU in them! While britain and Cuba will sink, north america
and israel will be devastated! You people can thank the sadists for it which for
generations have ruled over you in ruthlessness!
The inhumane deportation and treatment of Afghanistan's civilians is just one
of the "last straws" that bring it all about!!

For Your Own Good, Americans, Send the
Taliban and Al Qaeda Civilians Back Home From
Cuba!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 13, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Unless you care not for the curse on your souls and that on your nation, I advise
you to quickly return them back to their home country and let them go free, for
if you don't a curse follows their unjust confinement and gross mistreatment.
The ground on which your base in Cuba now stands will sink under the ocean
floor, and you will not have a base in Cuba for Cuba will be no more!
These people are innocent of what you accuse them of, so let them go
home!
You bombed and invaded their country on a phony pretense, and because of
that fact it was their holy duty to defend their country against you barbarians!
With the help of Northern Alliance traitors they happen to fall into your hands
but that did not make them criminals as you try to make the world believe with
your incessant spewing of hatred for them in your bloody zionist media!
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SO TREAT THEM WELL AS IF THEY WERE ALL ROYALS, FOR
THAT IS WHAT THEY ARE IN OUR EYES AND IN THE EYES OF
THE COMMANDERS OF THE FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS,
WHO SANK YOUR ARMADA, FOR YOU JUST WOULD NOT LISTEN
TO OUR WARNINGS WHEN WE TOLD YOU IN ADVANCE THAT
YOUR BOYS AND GIRLS OF THE SHIPS WOULD NOT COME
BACK!
AND NOW YOU ARE ABOUT TO MAKE ANOTHER GRAVE
MISTAKE BY HARBORING AND MISTREATING THE INNOCENT
ONES ON CUBAN SOIL! RETURN THEM TO AFGHANISTAN
QUICKLY AND LET THEM BE WITH THEIR WIVES AND
CHILDREN! YOU HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THE STARSHIP
COMMANDERS ARE GOING TO DO TO YOU AS YOU HOLD THEM
CAPTIVE WITHOUT CAUSE AND AS YOU TREAT THEM WORSE
THAN ANIMALS BEHIND CLOSED DOORS IN THE ABSENCE OF
PUBLIC SCRUTINY!!
Is Cheney still alive? Or has ultimate justice caught up with him for all the ugly
things he did and uttered against Iraq and Afghanistan? How is Bush's cancer
doing? And Rumsfeld deserves to be eaten by worms - ALIVE! He seems to
enjoy the thought of power over the innocent of Afghanistan and looks forward
to seeing them tormented for an act of God they did not commit!
If I were General C. Powell I would order my troops to arrest and try you all for
warmongering and genocide, but now he is too deep in with you crooked
bunch! He missed his boat when after the devastation of Iraq he never came to
his senses of what he had done to the Iraqi people, along with Schwartzkopf,
and the other warmongers.
And guess what will happen to the american jews who are taking the
Prophetess's gold treasure which was dug out of the twin tower Bank of Nova
Scotia rubble and who are giving the gold coins to Afghani traitors in return for
a betrayal of Taliban and Al Qaeda members, making blood money out of it to
spite the Prophetess's face? You don't seem to care any more of the fact that
this treasure is a treasure belonging to the Prophetess as an inheritance from her
royal family of the House of Saud, and as the ultimate insult you make those
coins purchase the blood of their own sons who fought for the noble cause of
the Taliban!

Ah, you forgot the EQUINOX!! THIS IS AN EQUINOX,
GENTLEMEN, AND IN THE TIDAL TURN OF AN EQUINOX YOU
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NEVER STAND A CHANCE OF WINNING!! YOU SHOULD HAVE
KNOWN THAT, Mr. KISSINGER!!
Just go into your secret government bunker as Cheney did. If you don't die
there from a heart attack as your world of power-brokering is crashing in on
you, then the next earthquake will break it up and drown you in seawater!
Either way, your power of uncontrolled iniquity is quickly coming to an end.
RETURN THE AFGHANI TALIBAN AND AL-QAEDA CIVILIANS
BACK TO AFGHANISTAN, YOU KIDNAPPERS!

Iraq's Plight Is Not Forgotten by We, the
Prophets!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 12, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

It may seem that the arbitrary atrocities against Afghanistan's innocent
civilians, be they Taliban, Al Qaeda or whoever, and those against Argentina
have overshadowed the plight of the Iraqi people imposed on them by zionist
america, the zionist u.n., zionist britain, and zionist bankers, however that is not
the case with us at all! We have NOT forgotten the people of Iraq in their
ongoing desparation!
We will never forget the great and continuous injustice committed against the
nation of Iraq since 1991, after the Baath leadership decided to rectify an
injustice inflicted on Iraq by the british at the time they (the british political
bastards of the day) drew artificial lines in the sand separating Kuwait from its
heartland of Iraq, calling that line a border and thereby cruelly separating
people from each other which naturally belonged together!
The brutal onslaught against Iraq in 1991 only compounded the injustice
commenced by the british, which after the war had ended was carried on by the
so-called security council of the united nations and its infamous 661 contract
stallers! These people with their red pen are still mightily at work placing their
signatures under their own certificate of damnation before the High Councils of
the Federation of Free Planets as they liberate more and more of Iraq's oil
income into their own coffers as well as into those of their friends, thereby
assuring the fund's perverted use for Israel's military build-up (in a round-about
way) as they steal the Iraqi's bread off of their tables!
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By the way, are the contract stallers from the 661 group not operating out of the
card house building in New York, where Kofi Annan and the talk shop are
hanging out? PENTAGON, YOU BETTER START GROUNDING YOUR
FLYING PARAPHERNALIA QUICKLY AS I HAVE SPOKEN LEST
THE THE STARSHIP COMMANDERS DECIDE TO FLING SOME OF
THOSE MACHINES INTO THE CARD HOUSE FOR A REMINDER
OF THEIR DISPLEASURE WITH NOT ONLY THE 661 TEAM OF
CONTRACT STALLERS OPERATING OUT OF THAT BUILDING,
BUT ALSO WITH ALL THE INJUSTICE COMING FROM THE SOCALLED SECURITY COUNCIL, WHICH HAS RENDERED THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY INSIGNIFICANT!!
WE ARE GETTING MIGHTY TIRED OF HEARING THAT YOU
PEOPLE ARE STILL IN THE BUSINESS OF STEALING IRAQ'S OIL
INCOME IN ORDER TO LINE YOUR OWN POCKETS WITH WHAT
DOES NOT BELONG TO YOU AND USE THOSE LIBERATED FUNDS
FOR THE MILITARY BUILD-UP OF THE RASCAL STATE OF
ISRAEL WHICH IS AMERICA'S LARGEST MILITARY BASE IN THE
MIDDLE EAST!!
The INA of Baghdad reports as follows:
Sanctions Committee put more contracts on hold
U.N, Jan. 10, INA
The executive director of the UN's Iraq program, Benon Sevan is due to visit
Baghdad on 14 January.
Mr. Sevan will meet with a number of officials in Iraq to review the program
activities.
In an official letter to president of the 661 Sanctions Committee, Mr. Sevan has
expressed great concern over the dramatic increase in the number of holds that
have been put on contracts requested by Iraq as part of the UN oil-for-food
program.
Mr. Sevan said there had recently been an unprecedented surge in the number
of blocked contracts amounting to almost $5 billions for 1854 contracts of
humanitarian goods.
He said that the Sanctions Committee suspended last week 63 with a total value
of 229 million dollars; only 14 contracts were set free.
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Until recently any defense against american/british plunder of Iraq and their
ongoing overflights over Iraqi sovereign territories seemed a far-off dream out
of the future, however today the possibility of defense against it is closer than
ever before as the starship commanders have begun dismantling america's
military power, beginning with the satellite bomb guidance system, then
sinking the Armada and eventually grounding all their military flying
machines, all of which had been grossly misused for selfish purposes by jewish
bankers of New York, London and Frankfurt in the protection and perpetuation
of their defunct money system.
The fortunate disappearance of america's military edge makes the day of
liberation for arab/islamic nations from jewish/zionist banking oppression a an
absolute reality! Therefore I say with confidence that Iraq will soon be free,
for america can not attack Iraq with what america does no longer have!

The EURO - Greatest Thing Since Sliced Bread?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 7, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

The hoopla is over and reality has set in. Going by the reports which come in
the poor Europeans must feel stung, if not betrayed. There is widespread talk of
tax increases, long lineups to get cash, conversion confusion where both
currencies are still being used, cheating in the course of converting, and so on.
However that is only chickenfeed in light of what really should have taken
place during the course of introducing this new currency to these nations! IT
WAS ALL DONE VERY WRONG!!
Duisenberg must have known that the introduction of a new currency always
requires the cancellation of all debts incurred under the old currency. I believe
he knew it but would not tell you! And here is where the real scandal of Eurocreation really begins!
Forget about the petty irregularities of cheating and tax increases! Where the
people were really taken to the cleaners occurred when IN THE COURSE OF
THIS INTRODUCTION NOT ONE DEBT WAS ERASED!! NO
FEDERAL, NO PROVINCIAL, NO CORPORATE AND NO PERSONAL
DEBTS OF THE OLD CURRENCY SYSTEMS WERE REMOVED AND
HURLED INTO THE DUST BIN OF THE CURRENCY ITSELF AS
THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN!! YOU PEOPLE THANK DUISENBERG,
THE JEW, FOR THAT NEGLECT, FOR HE KNEW BETTER, AND
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KNEW WHAT HIS TRADITIONAL DUTY AS MONEY MAN WAS,
YET YOU PEOPLE WERE TOO IGNORANT ABOUT THIS
PARTICULAR POINT, AND SO YOU BLINDLY WENT ALONG WITH
DUISENBERG'S SCAM WHEN HE GAVE YOU A CALCULATOR OR
A COMPUTER WITH WHICH TO CONVERT YOUR DEBTS INTO
"EUROS OWING"!!
Were you paid in Euros when you took out a mortgage on your new house
and car? No? Then why in this forsaken world (or so it seems at times) do
you think you owe the banker Euros? HE NEVER GAVE YOU A
SINGLE EURO AT THE TIME YOU BORROWED MONEY FOR
YOUR HOUSE OR YOUR CAR!! THEN WHY DO YOU THINK YOU
OWE HIM EUROS FROM A TIME WHEN YOU BORROWED IN
DEUTSCH MARKS OR LIRES?
I hope you see now what I mean! On all points in your dealings with jewish
money men you people can be lead like sheep to the slaughter! And yet you
protect their butts as they kick you in the teeth!!
Duisenberg and Co. have just cheated you and your country out of trillions, and
you did not even notice for you are too ignorant in money matters! You were
getting upset about exchange rates, tax increases and long line-ups! Poor people
you are, you Europeans! Maybe the jews have earned the right of treating you
like dirt after all, for not even in matters as profound as the creation of a new
currency can you defend your own turf! It is people like you who have through
your own ignorance helped the jews create the Protocols of the Elders of Zion,
for without your volunteering for victimhood there could not have been such
horrendous rules of gross misconduct and ruthless abuse of the common man!

The International Jew Bankers Intended to Blast
Afghanistan With Nuclear Bombs - HOWEVER
ALL OF THEM FAILED TO EXPLODE ON THEIR
WAY DOWN!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 6, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

When two years ago the ruling jewish money elite first heard of our claim that
their atomic bombs had all been defused and would not work anymore they
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mocked us. And when a few weeks ago we once again asserted that america's
nuclear bombs do not work any more we were once more met with much
scepticism by many others who learned of our assertions.
No one can actually say for sure whether atomic bombs work or not unless they
try to explode these devices.
The starship commanders foresaw the need for an effective dismantling of
america's nuclear capability for they knew of a day when america's ruling elite
would try to repeat an atrocity similar to the one they committed on the
civilians of Japan. However such outrage was not to be permitted, and so the
Commanders from the star fleet of the Federation of Free Planets proceeded to
defuse them all. The groundwork for that had been laid a few years earlier.
The One World Trade Center abomination continued until September 11, 2001,
when the gods of this universe decided to strike out against the slave masters of
this planet by bringing their towers of global bondage to a collapse, signaling to
the bankers the end of their economic despotism. It was then that they decided
to make Afghanistan an example before the world nations and show them all
what would happen should they consider participation in a new economic order
as proclaimed by the Lion of Judah, Mr. Sentana-Ries, which is myself who is
also a Builder of the New Era!
Initially the task of utter humiliation of Afghanistan was to be conducted by
conventional weapons, although spiked with chemicals and depleted uranium.
When however the banker saw the satellite guidance system for his bombs quit
working and to his dismay saw the whole american/british Armada sink to the
bottom of the ocean floor he became less sure in his mind whether enough
military "persuasion" power was left in order to convince the nations' leaders of
their loyalty to him and his defunct financial system of which Argentina today
is a glaring example for national banker-created disaster.
And so it happened roughly a week or two ago, that the banker's victory over
Afghanistan's Taliban and Al Qaeda should be confirmed with a few atomic
explosions in order to frighten the nations into perpetual submission to their
financial tyranny, just in case the two surviving key personages of Osamah bin
Laden and Mullar Omar would reemerge out of obscurity endowed perhaps
with some extra power of persuasion for the nations to change over to a more
equitable economic system than what the bankers had given them in their own
rotten past... "...and aptly protected by the starship commanders! - Signed
Georgeous HATONN, Esquire of the Nations.
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"With the range in firing line the squadron of culprits never knew of the
time.
"That will be all tonight, loved ones. Hatonn signing off. Via plex 192468.8
1426". (Text within quotation marks scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania,
January 6, 2002, 1:50 am MST.
The rest is history. The bombs were dropped but failed to explode.
There is a global zionist-ordered news blackout in effect on the sinking of the
banker's Armada. Also the world is not to know that america's and israel's
atomic bombs do not work any more. The bomb satellite guidance system is
permanently broken, therefore their guided bombs also don't work any more.
Even their cluster bombs are dumb, and so they have to scramble to get them
from France to conduct any more bombing missions over Afghanistan.
President Bush is still cocky which leads us to believe that the Pentagon
generals have not even informed him of the loss of their fleet! His own father
has never briefed him on the issue of who really runs this world, and has
effectually made his son a scapegoat of the jewish international financiers, who
are the real Chief Commanders of America's Military and controllers of
Pentagon. Ask Bush Jr. whether he knows anything about extraterrestrial
captives in Area 51, California or Australia, other than the one he works with in
Washington and I bet he hasn't got a clue!
When America goes down the drain for what America has done to the nations
as well as to extraterrestrial visitors, Bush Jr. wouldn't have a clue why! And
when the day comes when the families of all the dead service men and women
find out what happened to their young ones AND WERE NEVER TOLD,
THEN BUSH WISHED TO BE WITH CHENEY UNDERGROUND TO
KEEP AMERICANS FROM GOING FOR HIS THROAT!
Clever, isn't it? No matter how rough the going is for the bankers, they always
find scapegoats to hide behind as the wrath of the people is unleashed over all
the judgments of gods on the bankers' evil deeds!

What Would I Do In President A.R. Saa's Place?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 31, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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I would not let my Argentinian people down by quitting. I would also not let
my Cabinet of ministers leave. I would show them what needed to be done to
get out of the crisis the money lords got the country into. I would certainly not
run to IMF or World Bank for advice and counsel! I would begin with the
establishment of a fair and fixed exchange rate between the peso and the dollar
after I would have taken back from the international banker control of the
issuing of legal tender for the nation, for by the very nature of government as
supreme authority in the land that is one of its functions.
I would tell the bankers in New York to strike Argentina's national debt off the
record books, for I would tell him that the people of Argentina will never
again be forced to pay tribute of usury into their own New York bank
accounts. I would also have all provincial indebtedness to international bankers
dealt with in the same manner in order to stop the outflow of funds out of
Argentina. Municipal debts would also be treated likewise.
I would proceed to declare a Jubilee Year of debt cancellations throughout the
land - i.e. debts allegedly owed to the banking system. I as the Government of
Argentina would then proceed to guarantee all loans the nation would be
defaulting on by remitting them cheques equal to the losses incurred to the
banks through my power of credit creation. That would solve the problem of
personal, business and corporate indebtedness.
I would immediately lift all restrictions on the people's bank withdrawals and
initiate government financed projects which facilitate the needs of the people.
That would begin to ease the problem of unemployment. I would also restore
the pensions for the sick and elderly to a comfort level in their battle for
physical survival. Such measures would increase the speed with which funds
begin to circulate and heighten the level of commercial activity.
I would also reexamine Argentina's proximity to total self-sufficiency from the
outside world. Imports I would restrict to commodities wherein Argentina is
not self-sufficient. Such measure would dramatically curtail Argentina's need
for foreign exchange to pay for imported items. I would initiate projects and
construct facilities which would lead Argentina to total self-sufficiency.
I would initiate urban development for the purpose of beautifying towns and
cities and release funds for the dismantling of slums by constructing dignified
housing for the poor. That would almost reduce unemployment of the people to
zero.
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Argentina's military force I would strengthen for the purpose of defense against
a possible attack of the bankers global armies, and on this front you can count
your lucky stars, for soon you will have nothing more to fear from the banker's
militaries. They will be sunk in the Gulf waters and their planes will crash!
President Saa, should you not have received this information in time before
your decision to resign, then please make sure that your successor has the
information. Please initiate him into the secrets which you could not discover in
time to save Argentina with.
Have a happy new year of 2002.

Osamah is Safe and Sound and Well Taken Care
Of!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 31, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

After all the horrible bloodshed caused by the american/zionist jews on the
people of Afghanistan (and also Palestine, let's not forget) I decided to end this
year on a positive note, and that is to share with you the good news that
Osamah bin Ladin is now on an intergalactic mothership, well out of range
of american bombs and guns! He is currently getting much needed rest. He is
catching up on his sleep and is getting some surgery done in order to restore
and rejuvenate his health condition for the tasks which lie ahead of him.
When he arrives back on this planet (and we don't know when that will be,
however it will not occur for as long as america/britain/israel/australia have not
been stripped of their power to hurt him) he will be ready and well prepared to
take on the greater tasks of his life's journey: getting Russia back on her
economic feet and functioning as Crown Prince to the Throne of Saudi Arabia.
He will be working in close cooperation with other anointed rulers of the
Arab/Islamic world, the prophets of the equinox, as well as the Commanders of
the Federation of Free Planets in order to confirm the work which the starfleet
commanders will already have begun, and that is the cleansing of
Arab/Islamic lands from the boots of american/israeli soldiers acting as
enforcers of jewish international bankers and their agenda of plunder for
profits.
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Under his leadership we will see the abolition of finance and the introduction of
paradise back to the people of this planet. Unlike today's ruling elite (I'm
speaking of the debauched elite here) he will not deem the phenomenon of
population explosion a problem, for today's difficulties in supplying the needs
of the many only arise from the restrictions of trade and commerce due to the
impositions of the profiteering middle men and their cursed money system. The
arable lands will be opened up again for the people to make a livelihood from
and yet at the same time all resources of technology and robotics will become
released for the creation of more leisure time for the people in order to
accelerate their experiencing of real joy by releasing them from the drudgery of
mundane tasks.
At that time Osamah will be well qualified to go into greater details of global
evacuation, for he will have acquired first-hand knowledge on the matter from
his associations with the commanders from the mothership he is on now.
Bush is out of the running on this one. The best he can hope for is for Osamah
to not ask the commanders to pay Bush a visit on his ranch in one of their
circular dingers and for Bush to not become a witness to the destruction he has
assisted along with his father and Clinton to fall upon america. But I think he
will live to see the latter happen despite of his skin cancer.
The righteous will have the last laugh, and Bush and Clinton and Cheney and
Kissinger and Rumsfeld, etc. will not be among them to enjoy the laughter!

Do I Smell Another Rat?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 29, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Arab Prophetess Uthrania and I were supposed to be in the Middle East by
now!
In the most recent video tape published a few days ago but having its english
translation boycotted from publication under a set of flimsy excuses by Bush
and Company Osamah speaks of Bush and clan as the biggest thieves in recent
times.
That is significant. A thief is someone who takes what is not his own. A thief is
also someone who accepts payment for a service and absconds with the money
without providing the service as agreed!
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We suspect that large amounts of money to the tune of hundreds of millions of
US dollars were made to Bush & Co. by the Saudi Government as well as by
Osamah for the purpose achieving our release and immediate transfer to Saudi
Arabia, and all this away from the watchful eyes of Congress and the press!
The Saudi Government and Osamah kept up their end of the bargain, however
Bush decided to take the money without delivering the goods. Is that perhaps
one of the many reasons why the Commanders of God took the jew's money
towers down and attacked the pentagon? Is that perhaps why Bush is so
worried about Osamah's survival of the pentagon's bombing campaign, which
would give Osamah the opportunity to get even with Bush Jr. over a personal
grudge? What would you do to someone who accepts several hundred million
dollars of your own money and then refuses to deliver the goods? I know what
the drug dealers do with these kinds of people!
Osamah is not a drug dealer, however Bush tried to kill him. If Bush has
Osamah's money from a deal which requires Bush to deliver the Arab
Prophetess Uthrania and Mr. Sentana-Ries over to Saudi Arabia, then what do
you think Osamah will do to Bush after the tables have turned?
Cheney already went underground! Maybe Bush will have to join him to escape
Osamah's wrath! Perhaps Bush was waiting for official evidence out of
Afghanistan that Osamah is dead in order to kill the prophets in Canada without
fear of having Osamah's Al Qaeda network breathing down his neck!
I'm sure Hollywood could not have done any better! Except that this one was
not made in Hollywood, but rather in Washington, London, Tel-Aviv and
Camp David!

I Want the Bombers Grounded, PERMANENTLY!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 28, Reni Sentana-Ries
What began with an awesome display of tomahawk and cruise missiles
launched from u.s. warships stationed in the Gulf waters and the Indian ocean
plus an array of exploding satellite-guided bombs dropped from great heights
with pinpoint accuracy on an impoverished nation ended with indiscriminate
cluster bombings on Taliban positions, cities, towns, villages and caved
mountain ranges of Afghanistan.
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The wrath of the Masters knows no limits for what the u.s. coalition has
done to this country!
Bush's pretext for this massacre was a false accusation!
While the Taliban Government of Afghanistan sheltered Osamah bin Ladin and
his Al Qaeda group, the Bush government laid false blame against Osamah and
went to war against Afghanistan on the basis of a mere suspicion of his
involvement in the downing of the bankers' towers! The Taliban Government
did no wrong when they refused to hand over Osamah to the lynch-mob
mentality of the american elite, for to do otherwise would have completed the
chain of traitorism as demanded by the arch-demon Kissinger.
Yet I believe america's elite knew full well from day one that no hijackers were
instrumental in the attack on the towers and the pentagon, and Bush's entire
security and war hype became a cruel joke of deception on the american public.
Consequently the Masters of this Universe who commandeer the intergalactic
fleet of starships found themselves fully justified to intervene and take
america's "war on terrorism" to a resounding defeat! They resent being called
terrorists when all they administer is justice as they strike out at the root of all
this world's woes: the international jewish bankers and the pentagon which
protects them!
America declares a global "war on terrorism" (i.e. war on the judgment of God)
using her military machine, AND THE COMMANDERS FROM THE STAR
FLEET TAKE ON THE CHALLENGE!!
ARE AMERICA'S ATOMIC BOMBS STILL WORKING?
NO.
IS THE PENTAGON'S SATELLITE BOMB GUIDANCE SYSTEM STILL
WORKING?
NO!
WHERE IS AMERICA'S ARMADA?
UNDER WATER.
WHERE ARE THE COALITION BATTLE SHIPS?
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ALSO UNDER WATER.
WHERE ARE THE FIGHTER PLANES AND THE CREWS OF YOUNG
MEN AND WOMEN TRAINED TO DEFEND THE BANKERS' MONEY
POWER?
SOMEWHERE IN THE OCEAN. THE PERSONNEL HAS DROWNED.
DID WE NOT TELL YOU THAT FROM THIS WAR NONE OF YOUR
YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN WOULD RETURN?
I am disgusted with what your bomber planes did to the people of Afghanistan,
Taliban, Al Qeda, the woemen and the children! You bastards bombed their
bodies into pieces, the INNOCENT PEOPLE OF THE TALIBAN, THE
INNOCENT PEOPLE OF THE AL QEDA, THE INNOCENT SHEPHERDS,
THE INNOCENT WOMEN AND THE INNOCENT CHILDREN OF
AFGHANISTAN!! AND ON TOP OF ALL YOUR ATROCITIES YOU
HAVE THE AUDACITY OF ATTEMPTING THE MURDER OF ANOTHER
ARAB PROPHET OSAMAH BIN LADIN!!
I want your bombers grounded - permanently! I want your tanks and machine
guns to backfire into your faces, I want your land-based fighter jets crashing
like those who brought the towers down! In other words, america, I want to see
you defenseless, for your military might has never been in the defense of your
own borders which no nation has ever attacked, but always been misused to
shed the blood of the poor and the innocent of other lands in promotion of your
jewish bankers' global money power base!
Australia burns? Let Australia burn, for Australia's John Howard had no mercy
on a few Iraqi and Afghani people seeking refuge in Australia. That selfishness
cost him his country.
And the u.s. and germany deep freeze and snow out, and so do Spain and
Russia. Brazil and Argentina flood out. Saudi Arabia has drought.
Britain is next.
Should you, Mr. Bush, not order your damned bombers permanently grounded,
then the starship commanders will do it for you, just like they played a
disappearing act on your armada. Why grounded? BECAUSE I WANT IT SO
AFTER WHAT YOUR CLINTON, YOUR FATHER AND YOU HAVE
DONE TO IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN!
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"Too Many Mouths to Feed!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 26, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

"Too many mouths to feed!" is a fact of great annoyance to the international
jew banker, for population growth at a rate far beyond his global comfort zone
is too disruptive to his elected life style of privilege, luxury and pleasure!
To have a few hundred million serfs spread throughout the community of
nations would actually be sufficient to guarantee him all the creature comforts
he could ever wish for! The demand on natural resources of a global population
of 6 1/2 billion cuts into what he considers his own resources which are
earmarked for profit extraction, and the strain on the ecology of so many people
alive on earth begins to reduce this world to a global garbage dump, he says.
Poverty creation by itself doesn't quite cut it, because it is messy, and somehow
the people find a way keep from dying despite his financial skill to guarantee
abject poverty for all of them!
And so he uses his Maryland laboratories to invent new strains of diseasecreating bacteria like ebola, and viruses causing AIDS, but he finds them too
slow for effectual population control. Sure, perhaps a hundred million people
may now be infected with the HIV virus causing AIDS, but for as long as
global population growth by far outstrips the death rate caused by his manmade diseases, then "more imaginative and effective means of population
control" must be invented! (Yawn). But there is always the ancient and most
reliable resource of war to fall back onto, when people become too numerous
for his own comfort, and the proven methods of letting nations slug it out on
vast battle fields of the past have brought populations down to acceptable levels
without much effort of his own! War is also always good for business, he says.
My father, who has passed on to the realm of the spirits, has on occasion tried
to make me understand that "all wars are induced by international world
capital" (banks). At that time he failed to explain to me what the "world
capital" beast was, although I understood that he was speaking of banks. My
skepticism at the time was rooted in a false perception of believing that bankers
were businessmen. Far from it, I found out later!
THE OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF TODAY'S BANKING SYSTEM
ARE THE SUPREME RULERS OF THIS WORLD! THEY ARE ALL
JEWS AND LIVE AND ACT BY THE ANCIENT RABBINIC
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PHILOSOPHY OF SUPERIORITY ABOVE THE REST,
CONSIDERING THEMSELVES GOD'S PRIVILEGED CHOSEN FEW,
BELIEVING OF THEMSELVES AS BEING THE ONLY HUMAN
RACE AND IN THEIR DELUDED MINDS RELEGATING ALL
OTHER RACES TO THE ANIMAL KINGDOM (GOYIM), WHERE
ALL CREATION AROUND THEM MUST BE SUBSERVIENT TO
THEIR OWN NEEDS AND INTERESTS.
Why do I bring up this ugly subject? BECAUSE THE SAME WORLDRULING CLASS OF BANKERS ARE BACK AT WORK AGAIN TO
ATTEMPT A LITTLE MORE OF THEIR ONGOING PROGRAM OF
POPULATION REDUCTION BY PITTING ONE SOCIETY
AGAINST ANOTHER! AND HERE I SPEAK OF THE BANKER'S
PLAN TO SEND INDIA INTO A MILITARY CONFRONTATION
WITH PAKISTAN AND GET BOTH NATIONS TO KILL EACH
OTHER'S PEOPLE OFF IN GREAT NUMBERS!
And it looks like India is falling for it! India's Prime Minister Vajpayee's war
rhetoric is followed up by insane firings across the borders and statements to
say that the missiles are ready to be launched. Villages are being evacuated for
the planting of landmines into farmers' fields, ready to begin tearing life and
limb from the people as they step on them, a mutilation which will persist long
after the conflict is over!
I DO NOT WISH TO HEAR ANY MORE OF ONE NATION
DISPUTING WITH ANOTHER OVER TRIVIAL MATTERS OF
RELIGION OR TERRITORIAL CONTROL FOR AS LONG AS BOTH
PARTIES VEGETATE AT THE SLIM PICKINGS OF A BANKING
SYSTEM WHICH GUARANTEES THEM LITTLE MORE THAN
MERE EXISTENCE!! SHOULD YOU FEEL THE NEED FOR WAR
AND DEATH, THEN TURN YOUR GUNS AGAINST THE
SCOUNDRELS WHO MAKE THE LIVES OF YOUR PEOPLE
MISERABLE! AT LEAST THEN YOU WILL HAVE EARNED CREDIT
WITH YOUR HOLY GOD FOR NOT HAVING WASTED YOUR
BULLETS ON YOUR OWN PEOPLE!!
INDIA AND PAKISTAN, COME TO YOUR SENSES, PLEASE!!! WE
ARE HERE TO BUILD FOR YOU AND YOUR PEOPLE A NEW ERA!
Listen to what the bankers say about "third world nations" which are depending on
"foreign aid" handouts for their survival:
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(quote)

"...here, give the people a few crumbs, and make sure they have a jew more
jobs to earn these few bread crumbs and then we will sit high in our glass
towers in new york and other places around the globe and sneer at them and
you as we receive much praise for the few crumbs we have thrown Off Our
luxurious table down to them, far down to them, because to us they are nonhuman beings."
[Scribed portion in quotation marks by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, December 25,
2001]

INA Canada
Editor:

Reni Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion38.htm

Welcome to the Most Severely Blocked Website
on the Net!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 2, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

For your information let me tell you that the site you are reading now is the
world's most severely blocked site on the net - blocked by the CIA, NSA,
MI5/6/7, Mossad, CSIS - blocked with full approval of the United States
Government, the British Blair Government, the Crown of England, the
terrorist Government of Israel, the international bankers, the Zionists, the
Canadian Government, the WTO, and the groups of Hellion international
jewish investors, whose only pastime is to play the stock markets for
profits like addicted gamblers!
Five years ago we appeared on the net and have been there ever since, regularly
submitting our site to the most popular search engines, only to see our
contribution to the human race relegated to the lowest level of prominence on
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the net: NO INCOMING LINKS, NO LISTINGS OF OUR CURRENT
SITES ON ANY SEARCH ENGINE!
Yet we have rocked the boat with our message on Iraq.net in 1997/8, have been
on Arabia.com discussion forums in 1999, submitted via email some of our
secrets to the scientific communities around the world, and have placed part of
the key to the healing of the nations and of the New Era on our own sites ever
since - only to find ourselves secluded more than ever before from public
exposure, as incoming links are removed and our search engine
submissions erased!
And yet the western world prides itself to be the guardians of free speech!
On this net you can find sites of extreme immorality and yet none of the
security organizations which block our sites move to purge them off the net!
The children of the nations are being seduced by pornographic websites and
through access to filthy movies over cable and satellite, and yet the
wholesome recipe for man's reclamation lies dormant and obscured from
public view!
You leaders, who participate in keeping our information from the people, will
have to account for the souls of all those who will find themselves barred from
entry into paradise just because you demons made sure that we, the prophets,
could not reach them with our message for their healing!
And in the meantime you keep the people in slavery to your system of
exploitation and plunder for profit, you stress them out by keeping them in
poverty, you exploit their labour for your personal gain, you blackmail them for
knowing better, and you kill those who try to keep your system and your
military out of their countries!
No wonder we have been informed that this world will be destroyed in less than
20 years! YOU MAKE SURE THAT THE PEOPLE ARE KEPT IN
IGNORANCE AND THEY WILL SHARE YOUR CONDEMNATION
WITH YOU! BY KEEPING THEM IN DARKNESS YOU MAKE SURE
THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE IN YOUR SELF-CREATED FUTURE
HELL OF MISERABLE INCARNATIONS!!
We and several key influential of our people have tried to reform this planet
into one that is friendly toward the person, the individual, the family, the
culture, the animals and the plants, but you would have no part of it, and
instead have taken an insecure refuge behind your guns, your bombs, your
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naval fleet, your fighter aircraft and your submarines, and have let this
deadly hardware loose on people who were minding their own business of
protecting themselves from your vicious impositions!
We will not remain here. We will go home where we belong, but you will
remain to not only endure the calamities of the end of this world, but also the
condemnation on your souls for many life streams to come.
A week ago I have resubmitted our site back to over 40 search engines, and
today we still can nowhere be found on the net with a link back to our most
recent sites! THE BLOOD OF THE PEOPLE ARE ON YOUR HANDS,
AGENTS OF THE DEVIL, WHO KEEP THE MOST VALUABLE
INFORMATION TO BE HAD ON THE NET FROM THE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE MASSES! AND AS YOU DO SO, YOU ALLOW
THE WORLD SLAVE MASTERS TO RULE SUPREMELY OVER
YOU, TO MAKE SURE THAT MISERY WILL BE YOURS AND
THEIRS FOR GENERATIONS TO COME!!
I bid you an eternal farewell!

1991 United States War Aggression on Iraq Was
Totally Unjustified!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 26, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

What follows is a copy of an article which appeared on the INA Baghdad
internet site:
(Quote)
The U.S-led 30-state aggression on Iraq in 1991 caused severe destruction
which engulfed almost every economic activity and civilian service in Iraq.
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civilians even in shelters.
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When some one look in the dictionary to search for the meaning of the word
'shelter' he will find the following meanings: protect, safety, condition of being
kept safe from rain, danger air raids, ..etc. but the 13 February attack in 1991
changed the meaning of shelter to a meaning which could not be expressed.
In mid winter 13 February 1991, people; men, women and children resorted in
the night to al-Amiriya shelter to be in safe and free from dangers. But they
became till the morning just pieces of black coal. Some bodies evaporated by fire
leaving nothing but a carved image on the walls
blacked with ashes.
When firemen came near the shelter, they saw
smoke going thickly out the top of the shelter.
They put water on the walls to weaken the firing
smoke. They scarcely opened the doors which
were locked because of the pressure of
explosion.
When rescue teams entered the shelter, they saw nothing but smoky bones and
smell of burning bones and grilled flesh. The thin black smoky bones could not
be identified.
This is the story of
bombed by two
the U.S-led 30
1991, killing 407
who do not know

al-Amiriya shelter which was
aggressors' missiles during
state aggression on Iraq in
civilians including children
the meaning of a missile, fire,

shelter, explosion or what is going on around
them.
Aggressors' bombs also destroyed many bridges
in Baghdad, electrical grid, water pipes, sewage
lines and communications. All this was occurred
with imposing unjust embargo depriving people of
the most basic needs of life, food and medicine.

Commentary to the above:
Seldom do we find articles by victims of aggression and injustice written with
so much self-discipline and seeming absence of passion! And yet the spirit is
boiling with rage - without letting it on!
The three pictures only poorly reflect the horrors of the american atrocity for
which the nation has yet to pay.
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The indiscriminate bombing of Iraq's infrastructure in 1991 had no relations to
the then-stated objective of ejecting Iraq's military out of Kuwait, and neither
had the massacre of retreating Iraqi soldiers along their highway back home
anything to do with civilized war conduct as agreed to by the U.S. in the
Geneva convention.
The war criminals of this world live in Washington, London and Tel Aviv.
They are masters in creating strife and then follow it up with military
aggression.
In 1990 Iraq did not invade the United States to deserve an assault nor did Iraq
invade any of the other 30 nations which joined in with the U.S.! Yet Iraq was
attacked in return for trying to rectify a grave injustice done to her by the
british when Kuwait was taken from them through british arbitrary border
creation!
And what had the nationwide bombing of Iraq's infrastructure to do with U.S.
efforts of claiming Kuwait back into their own domain? NOTHING! The
argument of "military strategy" does not wash if the action nets as its result
continued genocide. When 1 1/2 million Iraqis have perished after 1991, then
we can no longer speak of military strategy, but must review U.S./U.N. action
against Iraq in the light of potential genocide on a people!
THE UNDERGIRDING CONTINUED HOSTILITY TOWARDS IRAQ
IS NOT ONLY BASED ON AN ATTEMPTED RESOURCE GRAB, BUT
ALSO ON THE POLITICAL/PHILOSOPHICAL DISPUTE BETWEEN
"DEMOCRACY" (ANARCHY, FIFTH-COLUMN ELITE CONTROL BY
WORLD CAPITALIST JEWS) AND "DICTATORSHIP" (RIGHTEOUS
MAN-RULE OF ENLIGHTENED PERSONS, ENDOWED WITH REAL POWER
OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE "REAL GOOD", WHICH INCLUDES THE
RECREATION OF A LOST PARADISE FOR ALL).

All attacks against Iraq will continue for as long as Iraq's internal policy is
one of paradise-creation for the people, which by its very nature can never
be produced by "democracy", but only be created by righteous
dictatorship at the foundation of all decree enforcement.
President Mugabe's mistake is that he is still flirting with democracy to
please the Hellion west. He should stop pretending to uphold principles of
democracy if the level of his own personal enlightenment tells him that he
himself must rule Zimbabwe by decree in order to effect the removal of
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festering sores of evil in his country as far as remnants of the western
debauched system is concerned!

Democracy and Righteous Rule are at opposite ends of each other. No
paradise for the people will ever become realized unless Righteous Rule
of Dictatorship will unilaterally sweep away all the wrongs of
democratic politicking!

Doom On America's Oligarchy! (February 24, 2002)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 24, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

The American/Jewish ruling class of Hellions is under severe
condemnation!
It is not the Masters from the High Councils of Intergalactic Affairs who have
cast the Western Oligarchy into such soul predicament - no - it is their own
misdeeds not only stunting their evolution, but rather casting them
backwards on the evolutionary scale to where they will re-experience a
new set of several hundred thousand incarnational life streams in
miserable conditions in order to perhaps recover their souls onto an
upward journey back into the Light!
What went wrong? - we may ask!
The souls of today's oligarchy have passed through eons of earth's history and
have upheld the bondage of their citizens to their (the ruling class's) greed.
They controlled trade among societies and enriched themselves by the
extraction of taxes on the needs of the people!
They perpetuated their philosophy of superiority by casting that philosophy
into a political/philosophical program of subversion and passed these secrets
only on to their own kind and their children! A remnant of this program of
subversion are the "Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion" and we can
read up on them ourselves should we dare to become informed!
These Hellions reincarnated repeatedly back into positions of power and
abused it! They tormented those who opposed their abusive methods and
tortured to death those who would attempt to strip them off their
unrighteous power!
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They have included war as a means to further their selfish objectives!
They created conditions for the most horrific bloody revolutions we have
ever seen!
In more recent times they have incinerated Japanese civilians with atomic
bombs!
They infest nations with depleted uranium!
They sacrifice the balance of nature for profit taking!
They promote the fragmented rule of democracy to prevent the righteous
to rule over man!
They starve defeated nations to death as was done to Germany after WWII
when hundreds of thousands of German women and children and men
were placed behind barbed wire in open fields, left there for exposure to
the elements without food, shelter and supplies!
They have done it once again to Afghanistan and Iraq, and watch them
now as they act out their wickedness on the people of Palestine!
Their Maryland underground Blinkensop laboratories have given the
world AIDS for population control!
Now they try the Ebola virus on them!
They uphold the money system for exploiting the people's needs and they
use their financial clout for blackmail against the nations!
They consider ONLY THEMSELVES the gods of this world with a right to
rule! The others are "cattle" (goyim) and are treated accordingly, i.e.
expendable or fit for exploitation!
The information media they control for the purpose of spreading lies and
propaganda!
Visitors from other galaxies they hold captive, subject them to cruel
experimentations, torment them with the intent to extract from them
scientific information concerning intergalactic travel secrets - and those
who would not comply they kill!
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IN THEIR EFFORT OF CREATING PARADISE FOR THEMSELVES
THEY HAVE CREATED AN ABYSS FOR THE PEOPLE, AND AS
THEY OBTAINED FOR THEMSELVES FREE ACCESS TO THE
PRODUCTION OF THE PEOPLE THEY SET THEMSELVES
COMFORTABLE WITH LUXURY BEYOND REASON IN FULL
DISTINGUISHMENT FROM THE STATUS OF A COMMON MAN!
Today their wickedness accelerates the approach of the end of this world. In
all likelihood we have less than two decades remaining until all order and
balance of nature collapses and carries humankind on earth to total
extinction.
AND OF THEMSELVES THEY SAY THEY ARE "CHOSEN"!!
CHOSEN INDEED, BUT NOT FOR "HEAVEN" NOR FOR
PARADISE, BUT FOR A HELL THROUGHOUT MANY
LIFETIMES!!... UNTIL PERHAPS THEY WILL ONCE AGAIN
RETURN TO A PLACE OF EQUINOX FOR A BREATH OF FRESH
(MOLTEN) AIR - PERHAPS AFTER HAVING LEARNED THE
LESSON THAT ONE SHOULD LOVE HIS NEIGHBOUR, AND NOT
KILL HIM FOR ONE'S OWN GAIN!
And now, you Hellions, I am taking you back just a few years so you can read
once again what was written of you:
(REPRINT)

Time is Irrelevant for the Learning of
Ethics! (Oct. 20, 1999)
(In the Hellions' own words - QUOTE):
"To complete the ruin of the industry of the goyim we shall bring to the assistance
of speculation the luxury which we have developed among the goyim - that
greedy demand for luxury which is swallowing up everything.
"We shall raise the rate of wages. (This) however will not bring any advantage to
the workers, for at the same time we shall produce a rise in prices of the first
necessaries of life, alleging that it arises from the decline of agriculture and cattle
breeding.
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"We shall further undermine artfully and deeply sources of production by
accustoming the workers to anarchy and to drunkenness, and side by side
therewith taking all measure to extirpate from the face of the earth all the
educated forces of the goyim.
"In order that the true meaning of things may not strike the goyim before the
proper time, we shall mask it under an alleged ardent drive to serve the working
classes and the great principles of political economy, about which our economic
theories are carrying on an energetic propaganda.
"....The intensification of armaments, the increase of police forces - are all
essential for the completion of the aforementioned plans. What we have to get at
is that there should be in all the States of the world, besides ourselves, only the
masses of the proletariat, a few millionaires devoted to our interests, police and
soldiers." -The Learned Elders of Zion

The Lion of Judah: **"We know you cannot feed yourselves by a fruitful
labour of your own hands, for you must live among nations as parasites in
order to survive! And therein lies your lesson which you have failed to
learn until now!

However your isolation is in the making, for we have begun to do what is
necessary so you can face yourselves with a reduction of your ego and
have begun to make you equal to the targets of your contempt! Then we
will see how you will handle your new situation. And unless you learn
ethics, the hammer is brought right back down to bear upon your heads to
teach you humility!
"Yes, you will get your militaristic police state. But that will not occur
until we have you safely locked into future life cycles of your promised
950,000 centuries - not to run them, but to be at the receiving end of each
other's brutality."
** Wording revised February 24, 2002, by the Lion of Judah

Taken from the Records:
...This refers naught to you, Elizabeth, but rather at this first time to the
hucksters of national forest dogs, U.S.A., who willfully and wantonly
aggravate the gods of the firmament to the tee with their roughshod
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practitioner way of activating and enjoying every single and complex
crisis they create and intend to create, and all for the ghastly living
expenses upon their own hybrid and deteriorating soul structure of the
next wheel of livelihood NAUGHT!
So, morbid as it might seem right now, the goddesses upon the
firmament have stricken each of their lives down the drain of another
pretentious nine hundred and fifty thousand centuries before they
can come up again for another gasp of fresh molten air, if you get our
meaning loud and clear.
And this is why they do not seem to care or matter it at all,
according to our previous records divine, where they retract the
penalty of God toward themselves, even articulately at this point in
their own given time records. On to the next.
Imperialism, by the way will never again fasten itself upon the ire
of Russian acclaim, because, as we have already said once before,
...have you given Usamah Bin Ladin the message?"
(Scribed on October 11, 1999 by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila)

U.S. Threats Against Iraq Are Hollow!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 15, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Surely american imperialists would wish to gain total control over Iraq's oil and
gas reserves by setting up U.S. military bases all over the country and letting
the nation fall under total control of jewish capitalism to benefit the
shareholders and super industrialists all over the world, however Washington's
sabre rattling is just that: SABRE RATTLING!
The option of 1991 style decimation of Iraq is lost for Bush's foolish war
against innocent and impoverished Afghanistan cost america her military
advantage: NO AMERICAN/ISRAELI ATOMIC BOMBS WORK! THE
SATELLITE BOMB GUIDANCE SYSTEM IS BROKEN, THE NAVY IS
SUNK, AND WHERE ARE THE BOMBERS AND YOUR DAMNED
NUCLEAR SUBS, MR. BUSH?
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You stationed more than 20,000 foot soldiers in Kuwait, I know, but I can
tell you what will happen to them should you decide to send them into
Iraq!

IRAQ IS NOW MY NEW HOME, AND I DON'T LIKE YOUR
THREATS AGAINST MY HOME COUNTRY! YOU ASSAIL IRAQ
ONCE AGAIN TO FULFILL YOUR FATHER'S DREAM OF
REMOVING THE KING OF THE ARAB NATION, PRESIDENT
SADDAM HUSSEIN, THEN I WILL RISE IN MY NEXT
INCARNATION AS COMMANDER OF A FLEET OF
INTERGALACTIC WAR SHIPS AND DESTROY YOU, YOUR
HOUSE AND YOUR NATION, SHOULD TODAY'S COMMANDERS
FROM THE FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS NOT BEAT ME TO
IT!
You, Mr. Bush, clean up you mess at home! You have more trouble there than
you can shake a stick at! And don't always think you need to rule the world on
behalf of international jewish bankers with your damned military power!!

* Uthrania's New 100 Meg. Website Under Agent
Attack!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 13, 2002, 6 pm MST, Reni Sentana-Ries

Uthrania's current website capacity of 10 mb is insufficient. We contacted
Shaw Cable and were told that rules forbid the add-on of more space for this
type of account.
Then we approached Telus for webspace only. We agreed to purchase 150 mb
for 50 Dollars per month and were promised an application form over email
which never arrived.
So we decided that until we had an ad-free site of adequate size for the
Prophetess we would use our ad-supported site at a100megsite.net. Tonight I
prepared the files for a massive transfer of over 60 mb into that server and
observed the following:
At the outset the server allowed for 1000 simultaneous connections of which 25
were used. That situation posed no problem for beginning the bulk transfer of
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files. What began smoothly became soon slow, with lots of connection breakups. Soon there were 100 users connected, however the transfer still worked.
Eventually the connection to the server broke down and a message came back
saying that the maximum of 5 users were already connected and we should try
again later. I switched computers and tried reconnection to the site and a
message come up saying that a user was already connected to our ftp-site and
therefore another connection could not be allowed!
WHO BROKE INTO THE SERVER TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS
TO PREVENT US FROM UPLOADING OUR FILES INTO THE SITE?
AND WHO IS CONNECTED TO OUR FTP ACCOUNT AT THE SAME
TIME WE REQUIRE ACCESS TO IT? WHO ONCE AGAIN STOLE
OUR ACCESS PASSWORD TO THAT ACCOUNT?
DAMN YOU, BLOODY AGENTS, ONCE AGAIN!! YOU COWARDS!!
HERE YOU PRIDE YOURSELVES OF LIVING IN A "FREE
COUNTRY" WITH "FREE SPEECH" AND "HUMAN RIGHTS" AND
YOU CAN'T EVEN TOLERATE AN ARAB PROPHETESS SPEAKING
ON THE NET IN BEHALF OF HER OWN PEOPLE!! CAN'T YOU
DEFEND YOURSELVES ON MORAL GROUNDS FROM THE
CHASTISEMENT SHE DISHES OUT ON YOU?! THEN MEND YOUR
EVIL WAYS, AND GIVER HER NO OUGHT AGAINST YOU NOR
REASON FOR TONGUE LASHING YOUR WICKED WAYS IN YOUR
DEALINGS WITH HER ARAB AND ISLAMIC PEOPLE!!
I ASK THE GOVERNMENT OF SAUDI ARABIA FOR INTERVENTION
IN FREEING UP THE AD-SUPPORTED FTP SERVER
www.a100megsite.net AND HER MEMORY EXPANDED WEB PAGE
http://uthrania.a100megsite.net ACCOUNT AS WELL IN ORDER TO
ASSURE THE PRINCESS DAUGHTER UTHRANIA AN UNRESTRICTED
USE OF HER WEBSITE!
In the meantime we will explore other possible options for her trouble free
labours on the net.
* Update February 23, 2002: It is possible that file transfer restrictions of the
server caused the difficulties in uploading. The site is no longer in use for
purpose intended. - Reni Sentana-Ries.
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America Plays Russian Roulette on Its own Head
From a Loaded Pistol!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 11, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

There is a principle being recognized throughout the universe, and that
principle is THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY!
The Axis of Evil governments - United States, Britain, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and Israel - have broken that principle when in 1995 they stole
my own and the prophetess's personal readings obtained from Lord Michael by
a person in Calgary, *and as they dared to open up these personal records with
the intent of preventing the fulfillment of every positive future promise
contained therein, a situation arose in which we, the prophets of the Equinox,
would look like false prophets by never seeing the fulfillment of our own
readings - a situation which also makes Lord Michael appear like someone who
does not know what he is talking about.
NO ONE HAS THE RIGHT TO TAKE OUR PERSONAL READINGS
AND USE THE INFORMATION AGAINST US!! THESE READINGS
BELONG TO OURSELVES AND NO ONE ELSE, AND WITHOUT
OUR PERMISSION NOT ONE PERSON ON EARTH HAS THE RIGHT
OF ACCESS TO SUCH PERSONAL INFORMATION!!
Yet the CIA/MI5/6 in 1995 helped themselves to a copy and have ever since
made sure that neither our personal readings nor our own prophetic statements
would ever become realized!
And what followed was a legacy of failed assassination attempts on our lives particularly that of the Arab Prophetess, around the clock surveillance of our
homes, telephone lines bugged, and miniature audio transmitters installed
throughout our apartment. Some of our own scribings became erased from our
computer banks through unauthorized intrusions, a fact we only discovered
when from our own memories certain statements of the prophecies could no
longer be found in our records!
In consequence of this the entire spectrum of american foreign policy became
guided by a) our personal readings b) our own scribings and c) by our own
position on matters of american high politics, and all such foreign policy
maneuvering was conducted with the intent of preventing the fulfillment of
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anything we had ever spoken of or pronounced - be it to the positive of the
Arab Nation's future or to the negative of America's Evil Axis misdeeds!
America's foreign policy game is no less than Russian Roulette with all six
chambers loaded!

ALL STOLEN AND ALTERED PROPHECIES BACKFIRE ON THOSE WHO ARE
THE TAMPERERS OF HOLY SCRIBINGS OR WHO ARE THIEVES OF
PERSONAL READINGS!!
IS AMERICA STILL IN FULL POSSESSION OF HER MILITARY
MIGHT? NO! HER ARMADA IS SUNK AND ALL PERSONNEL HAS
PERISHED! ARE ALL BOMBERS STILL AVAILABLE FOR MORE
TERROR ON THE NATIONS? NO!
Granted, I am still not in Iraq as promised and neither has the Arab Prophetess
Princess Uthrania been permitted to go back home to her Royal Family,
however that does not mean that america had no price to pay for keeping us
hostage and for filtering our prophetic pronouncements through their own
efforts of tamperings. And then for them to proceed and hand our material to
Hollywood film- and script writers and pass them on to music makers for ideas
on lyrics is offensive before the gods of this universe beyond description!
This age was to end on a positive note:
Zionism and imperialist hegemony were to be sunk, and the people were to
become liberated from capitalist oppression by the counsel of the
prophets!
For the people paradise was to become restored once again!
The future Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia Osama bin Laden was to govern
over the nations of the former Soviet Empire before becoming King of
Saudi Arabia!
Iraq's President Saddam Hussein was by the spirit of prophecy to become
the official King of the Arab Nation, ruling as equal partner with King
Abdullah ibn Abdul Aziz of Saudi Arabia!
The Prophetess was to come home to be joined once again with the House
of her Fathers, without condition or payment toward myself, for nothing
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could be greater payment for me than to see her happy for the remainder
of her present incarnation,
and I myself was to make Iraq my third and final home with one of their
noble ladies by my side for a wife!
None of the above may ever come to pass, for we have been told by the
Commanders from the Federation of Free Planets that in light of overwhelming
opposition to the Masters' plan of liberating this planet into a condition of
paradise ALL MESSENGERS AND PROPHETS ARE TO COME BACK
HOME TO THE STARS, AND THE NATIONS OF THIS WORLD ARE
TO BE LEFT ON THEIR OWN TO FACE THE END OF THIS WORLD
BY THEMSELVES WITHOUT THE GUIDANCE AND COUNSEL OF
ANY PROPHET OR MESSENGER AS A JUST PUNISHMENT FOR LETTING
AMERICA VIOLATE ALL RULES OF CONDUCT TOWARDS THE PROPHETS,
THE MESSENGERS, THE PALESTINIANS, THE IRAQIS, AND THE AFGHANI
PEOPLE!!
We are tired of seeing our contributions to the betterment of society
thrown into the wind, and while it may be said that our patience with
humanity has worn thin, it surely is an omen of doom to have to tell you
that the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets have given up on
you to the point where they are merely interested in salvaging the few of
their own back into their domain!
To the one I would have married in Iraq I can only say that should I not be
able to make it over there safely, then please do not view it as breach of my
contract with you. America's and Britain's spy agencies and their
governments have so far kept us apart, and my contractual agreement
with you I will satisfy in our next incarnation under a set of much more
favorable circumstances.
I LOVE YOU.
* Wording revised

Police and Military Roles Altered in Purpose and
Goals!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 3, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

* A civilized society has always been structured with a police force for the
protection of their citizens from outlaws at home and a military for defending
the people from an external foe.
Not any more!
In Canada ex Prime Minister Trudeau foresaw banks, governments and global
trade institutions in trouble with the people, for his own political agenda was
one which stood in contempt of the aspirations of the people, a character trait in
Trudeau imbued in him from his longstanding association with the elitist Club
of Rome! And so he anticipated trouble in the streets and began to train
Canada's police force in crowd control to protect primarily the banker's rear end
from the wrath of the people 20 years before street riots actually began! Now
we have "RIOT POLICE" in "RIOT GEAR", trained by experienced riot police
from south of the border, which had much experience from successive riots of
blacks against white oppression as was the case in Detroit.
Gone are the days when we could say the police are our friends! When Ottawa
says "Jump!" the police now asks: "How high?"
The reality is that the crooks of this world today we find in high rise towers
belonging to the G7, G8, IMF, WTO, CFR, World Bank, Club of Rome,
Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission, CIA, NSA, European Union, NATO,
Pentagon and whoever else is out there to protect the banker's butt! And so, as
the people find out that all of their miseries come from these fat cats who sell
the people's toil out for big profits in their own bank accounts, of course they
become targets of the people's wrath when some of these organizations hold
their public meetings!
And when the towers came down it was the police at the instigation of
governments in panic who began arresting thousands of innocent civilians
without charge, incarcerating them indefinitely, contrary to all standards of
ethics and human rights.
THE PAYCHECK IS THE BRIBE - FOR THE POLICE AND THE
MILITARY MEN ALIKE!!
"Whose bread I eat - whose song I sing!" - selling their pride and honor out to
the vilest element this world has ever seen - all for the guarantee of a paycheck
at the end of the month!
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And so we find the police turning on the people as the people wish to deal in a
just and fair manner with the crooks of this world, and on the other hand as
well we find military men go to war against nations who just want to mind their
own business - being falsely accused of events which are no more than
judgments of God on a wicked, ruling elite!
AFGHANISTAN WAS WRONGFULLY BRUTALIZED FOR AN
EVENT IN WHICH NO AFGHANI, TALIBAN OR AL-QAEDA HAD A
HAND IN, EXCEPT THAT THE RIGHTEOUS AGREE WITH THE
HAND OF GOD WHEN IT IS OUTSTRETCHED AGAINST THE
WICKED IN JUDGMENT!!
And so, for a while the innocent suffer at the hand of the wicked who are ruling
from their secret and sometimes not so secret hide-outs, who then let their own
personal police and military force loose against the people who wish for no
more than a chance on life in dignity!
All these evil manifestations show the convincing need for kicking the
money system out of its placement and liberate the spirits of the policemen
and policewomen, the soldiers and generals to where they no longer feel
blackmailed by the mere fact of being on a crooked government's payroll,
**which forces them to come out in support of the crooks at the top lest
their livelihood be taken away from them! This however is their supreme
test before the High Councils of Universal Justice - one, which they fail
should they not be willing to bear the risk of being knocked off their
Government's payroll by a refusal to turn against the people as they
struggle against the power of exploitation by corporate and governmental
organizations.
* The entire article was revised February 3, 2002
** Revised February 10, 2002

Argentina Debacle Update
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 3, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Here we go again! As New York hosts another fruitless gathering of financial
illiterates by the thousands from all over the world, talking their heads off, the
Rothschild's and Rockefellers stay home quietly mocking these self-proclaimed
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financial "heavy-weights" with their "Prime Ministers, Presidents, Finance
Ministers, Kings, Princes, Lords and Banking Governors", calling them all
idiots for not once so much as even suggesting to mend the system which they
absent international banker jews have given them to work with! And so the
Rockefellers conclude that for the foolishness of ignoring the advice of Mr.
Mueller (a.k.a. Mr. Sentana-Ries) from Canada, they will go back home emptyhanded as they leave The-City-of-The-Fallen-Towers and go home - back to
their own insurmountable troubles!
"And should these idiots try to implement the advice of their own World
Grande Counselor of our tribe of Judah, then of course we would
immediately spot any such movement of self-help and nip it in the bud as we
have done in Afghanistan to the Taliban, and that would be the end of their
audacity to compete with our system of profit generation from trade amongst
themselves and we will lay the matter to rest once and for all!"
"By the way, we have our agent Juan Llach from Argentina in New York
who tells them that Argentina's Supreme Court ruling should 'legally become
circumvented', and he has succeeded in making them believe that such
circumvention is absolutely necessary in order to prevent a total collapse of
Argentina's banking system! And that should frighten them enough into
continued compliance with our world financial program!"
(Quotation scribed by Reni Sentana-Ries, as his mind melds into oneness with the
universal mind of the Creator)

You still don't seem to understand that when we speak of "the banks" or "the
banker" we do not speak of the branch around the corner where we go to
manage our bank accounts. Please understand that the banking system is a
hierarchy in which the "bank around the corner" is the most visible and yet the
least powerful one of all the levels of the banking hierarchy.
All branches dealing with the general public are obliged to operate on the basis
of income vs. expenses, and where under these draconian rules any branch is
not being managed "in the black" but operates "in red ink" the management is
either replaced or the bank branch closes its doors.
A bank branch income is derived from transaction fees, account service charges
and from a percentage of the interest rates on outstanding loans. Whatever
income is being generated from interest rates on loans and debts to the public is
being split between "head office" and the local branch. Any approved loans to
the people are funds written into existence at the head office level of the
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banking hierarchy and a knowledge of the true origin of these funds is
concealed and not made available to the bank branch managers.
As bankers speak of "reserves" the local bank officials think banks have limited
amounts of money to work with and that these "reserves" have been built up
over time during the bank's operation. Yet nothing could be further from the
truth!
WHENEVER A LOAN IS ISSUED TO ANYONE, BRAND NEW
MONEY IS BEING RELEASED INTO CIRCULATION.
THE ONLY FACTOR WHICH LIMITS THE AMOUNTS OF MONIES
ISSUED THIS WAY IS GOVERNED BY THE NUMBER OF
SUCCESSFUL LOAN APPLICANTS AND THE DOLLAR AMOUNTS
OF ALL APPROVED LOANS.
PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT THE BANKING HIERARCHY
WORKS LIKE A STEEL MILL, PRODUCING CREDIT OUT OF THIN
AIR! AND SHOULD A STEEL MILL STOP PRODUCING STEEL,
GREAT HARDSHIP COMES ON THE NATION! BUT WHEREAS A
STEEL MILL NEEDS IRON ORE FOR A RAW MATERIAL, THE
BANKING SYSTEM HAS NO SUCH RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON IT!
FOR ITS ONLY CREATION IS THAT OF NUMBERS - CALLED
DOLLARS AND CENTS - FOR WHICH NO RAW MATERIAL IS
REQUIRED!
THEREFORE IT CAN FREELY FUNCTION AS A SELF-CONTAINED
UNIT IN ANY NATION REGARDLESS HOW POVERTY STRICKEN
THE PEOPLE ARE! IT LIES AT THE SOURCE OF WHAT THE
PEOPLE NEED TO SURVIVE: MONEY = PURCHASING POWER!
AND SO FOR AS LONG AS THE BANKER DOES NOT RUN OUT OF
INK IN HIS PEN NOR PASSWORD PROTECTED COMPUTER
SLOTS, HE CAN AT HIS OWN DISCRETION GENERATE NUMBERS
AT WILL TO EITHER MAKE THE PEOPLE SINK OR SWIM!
Have you ever wondered why the most magnificent high rise buildings
belong to only banks? THEY OPEN NEW ACCOUNTS IN THEIR OWN
NAME, THROW BILLIONS OF DOLLARS INTO THEM FROM
THEIR KEYBOARDS AND THEN BEGIN TO PAY THE
CONTRACTORS OUT OF THOSE ACCOUNTS FOR ALL THE
MATERIALS AND LABOUR IT TAKES TO CREATE SUCH
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MARVELOUS STRUCTURES - ALL THE WHILE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUILD THEM LIVE IN RENTAL APARTMENTS OR CHEAP HUTS!
And how does the aforementioned relate to Argentina? THE BANKER HAS
DECIDED TO LET THE PEOPLE OF ARGENTINA SINK AS HE
REFUSES TO MAKE ALLOWANCE FOR THE FACT THAT
ARGENTINEANS NEED THEIR PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY
EQUATED IN CASH AS THE BANKER WITHHOLDS FROM
THEM HIS POWER OF CREDIT CREATION!
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO BREAK A BANK BY A RUN OF PEOPLE
ON THEIR BANK ACCOUNTS AS THEY WITHDRAW THEIR
COMPUTER CREDITS IN CASH FOR AS LONG AS THE BANKING
INSTITUTION MAKES USE OF ITS CREDIT CREATION POWERS
GIVEN TO THEM BY THEIR OWN NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS!
HAVING SAID SO, MAKES THE COLLAPSE OF A NATIONAL
BANKING SYSTEM A SMOKE SCREEN FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CONCEALMENT OF ITS SECRET GREATEST POWER EVER BY
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKER JEWS: THE POWER OF THE
CREATION OF THE NATIONS' CREDIT, BEING CENTRALLY
GOVERNED AND CONTROLLED THROUGH THE PROCESS OF
NATIONAL DEBT CREATION, WHICH GUARANTEES THE
SINKING OF THE NATIONS - ONE BY ONE!!
The suffering of the Argentinean people is unnecessary, and so is that of the
people of the nations as they toil under the yokes of insufficient incomes for a
life in dignity, heavy taxation, inflation, homelessness and the scourge of jobs
for mere survival assaulting their leisure time! Today's banking system makes
no allowance for leisure time for the poor, for theirs is the struggle for survival
- day by day! The luxury of leisure time is only made available to those who
either run it or exploit it!

Question: Who is this Cheney, who for the first time has reappeared today after we
had pronounced him dead weeks ago?
"His name is Paul Munrow" (Monro, Munro, Munroe, Monroe or Monrow - spelling is uncertain) "from the
12th precinct, Georgia, in New York. That is truely all you need to know at this or
any other point in your history belt. Adieu, Georgia - Turnpike. 6th Battalion.
Troops out." [Scribed portion - Uthrania Seila, aka Opec]
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Chretien Abandons Traditional Canadian
Neutrality in Favour of the Ruling World
Capitalist Elite's Demands for Absolute Loyalty!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 31, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

The "Ruling World Capitalist Elite" are the jewish international bankers and
their supporting cronies. The supporting cronies are the Bush Government, the
Pentagon, the Blair Government, their Militaries, their Secret Service Agencies,
Tel-Aviv & Co., Paris & Co., Berlin & Co. Ottawa & Co. Canberra & Co.,
Brussels, and many others of their lesser ilk - too numerous to name them all.

Down came towers of jewish greed in a classic statement of divine displeasure
with what they represented: global poverty, global stress for the people,
crime, brutality, harassment, threats, military action and loss of human
dignity for the world's majority population - and with that expression of
divine judgment down came the mask of Canadian Government hypocrisy
as Chretien scrambles to portray Canada as nation of outraged people in
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order to produce a highly visible assurance of his support for the hellish
overlords of this earthen abyss in an hour of their fear and distress!
He should have said: "We have nothing to do with the crumbling of your
towers. Therefore we will not involve ourselves in a matter which is purely
an american affair!"
But instead, his reaction was: To hell with Geneva conventions and
international obligations to respect POW or basic human rights! And so his
forces round up Arabs in Canada and arrest them without charge and proof of
wrongdoing! Then he sends his battle ships to join with the american Armada
only to have them wasted away in the course of another divine judgment!
Chretien never learns! He is as insane in going to battle for the crooked banker
than bush is! When judgment strikes Canada you can thank Chretien for it, for
in face of all the destruction to his forces of the seas he now sends ground
troops over to irritate an already highly agitated God for all the american/british
atrocities already inflicted on the innocent population of Afghanistan! Yes,
Afghani people including Taliban and Al-Qeada - ALL ARE INNOCENT!!
And so Chretien proceeds to turn over his canadian troops to the americans in
Afghanistan and lets them fall under american command, knowing full well
that these canadian foot soldiers will not only become american canon fodder,
but will also not be able to uphold canadian "values" of adherence to human
rights and ethical conduct in the treatment of Afghani captives!
In an assessment of who the "terrorists" might be in the picture above which
shows canadian troops disembarking off an american military helicopter as they
lead their handcuffed "unlawful combatons" away into american interrogation
and torture cells we simply observe evidence of canada's new-found military
brutality under american command, making their own Prime Minister a liar as
the assures the world that "all captives would be treated by canadian military
personnel in accordance with Geneva Convention rules of POW treatment."
Yet the bottom line of it all is still the fact that NO MILITARY ACTION
AGAINST AFGHANISTAN WAS WARRANTED AT ALL, AND THAT
ALL MILITARY ACTION BY ANY NATION AGAINST
AFGHANISTAN IS AN AFFRONT TO THE PRINCIPLES OF JUSTICE
AND A BLATANT DECLARATION OF WAR AGAINST THE
STARSHIP COMMANDERS OF THE FEDERATION OF FREE
PLANETS WHO ELECTED TO GIVE A PHYSICAL WARNING TO
THE BANKER ELITE AND THEIR PENTAGON MILITARY BRANCH
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THAT THE TIME HAD COME FOR A PHYSICAL LIBERATION OF
THE NATIONS OUT OF FINANCIAL TYRANNY, AND THE BANKER
DECIDED TO FIGHT BACK INSTEAD OF RELENTING AND
RECOGNIZING THAT THE END OF HIS DIABOLICAL RULE OVER
THE NATIONS HAD COME!!
Global judgment has come on the nations which align themselves with america,
britain and israel in a fight against a new economic order demanded for
implementation by the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets!
Watch what will happen to Philippine whose female government lets their
military train with U.S. troops in preparation of battle against the fundamental
Moslems of that country! Kidnapping is their crime? I don't think so! When we
look into the matter of "who is guilty of the first offence?" we find that the
crimes they are accused of dwarf in comparison to what was done to them in
terms of injustice by those who now combine themselves to fight them! And
here Palestine is a classic example of injustice towards a people with "rights" as
western "democracies" and the U.N. so pride themselves of upholding - ON
PAPER ONLY, WE NOW KNOW, FOR AS FAR AS THE WEST AND
ISRAEL ARE CONCERNED THE PALESTINIANS HAVE NO
RIGHTS! THEIR ONLY RIGHT IS TO DIE AT THE HANDS OF THE
ISRAELI MILITARY!
Fair? Neither the prophets nor the Commanders of the Federation nor Lord
Gabriel nor Allah think so! But since no justice can be had for as long as
america rules the world with their damned jewish money system and pentagon
military, divine intervention must come to resolve the conflict in favour of the
just!!

Afghanistan's New Military Under Western
Training for Dehumanization!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 28, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Military training western style is in essence the process of taking a holy
universal human being and dehumanizing him or her!
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By the time the basic training for being a foot soldier is over the once kind and
gentle young man's spirit is broken and what you have is a robot, obliged to
blindly follow his commander's orders, not questioning his superior on the
grounds of morality, ethics, law, rights or convention - all that is expected of
him is OBEY, and NOT TO THINK!
The bondage is FEAR TO DISOBEY because of punishment, and military
punishment always includes cruelty, whether harassment by having to scrub the
man's washroom with a toothbrush, or making the bed never good enough to
the expectations of the trainer after 50 tries, or having to endure verbal abuse
and personal insults - western militaries include these methods as part of
making the soldier "tough", ignoring the fact that much of modern military
training is nothing less than a sadistic expression from a license to abuse the
weaker in rank as if he were no more than a number. While such military
demoralizing is effective in the creation of disasters, it is not effective for the
creation of positive emotions of joy and never effective for resolution of
problems.
With Taliban however the bond was not fear, but love! Being a Taliban fighter
was not blind submission, but the freedom to plan and work together for the
protection of nation, the families, the women and the children and their right to
exercise their Muslim faith. During the eighties these higher ideals provided the
Afghani people with all necessary fighter resilience to oust the Russian
invaders out of their country and once again this patriotism may just become
the invading american foot soldiers' demise should they not leave the country in
time!
AMERICA/ISRAEL IS THE OCCUPYING FORCE IN AFGHANISTAN
AND THEIR SOLDIERS REMAIN THERE MOTIVATED BY FEAR OF
THEIR SUPERIORS WHO ORDERED THEM TO BE WHERE THEY
SHOULD NOT BE!
THE AFGHANI PEOPLE RESENT THIS OCCUPATION AND THEIR
MOTIVATION TO OUST IS LOVE - LOVE FOR THEIR BROTHERS
WHO THINK AS THEY DO, LOVE FOR THEIR COUNTRY AND
MOTIVATED BY THE DESIRE TO CLEANSE THEIR NATION OF
FOREIGNERS WHO ARE TRYING TO IMPORT ALIEN CULTURE
INTO THEIR LANDS AND EXPLOIT THEM FOR THEIR NATURAL
RESOURCES, ALL OF WHICH MAKES THEM SLAVES TO THE
MONEY JEWS AND APOSTATES TO EVERYTHING SACRED AND
PURE!
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The training of Afghani men into "soldiers" (of the west) looking like Russians
has begun. Rumsfeld never considered Taliban fighters a "lawful army" by
western standards even though they were rightfully defending their country
against american bombs and invasion. Only now that the newly installed prowestern government of Afghanistan is retraining Afghani men to become
mindless robots, subjected to standards of western degraded culture, will
Rumsfeld recognize them as a legitimate army!
The subversion of Afghani culture has begun. Plans are underway to begin
bombarding the people with over 200 television/movie channels whereby
the moral fibre of the nation will weaken into full and total submission to
zionist/jewish financial tyranny as in america, britain, australia and
europe, where all political/economic decency has been overtaken by greed,
exploitation, violence and a collapse of family values: all of these conditions
being a fertile breeding ground for zionist/jewish/american ambitions of
plunder for profit!
That is where Karzai leads Afghanistan now! The question is, will the
enlightened Afghani people let him? I doubt it.
A new Taliban will rule Afghanistan once again! This new Taliban will be a
leadership under the guidance of the prophets where allowance is made for
learning and an increase in knowledge of universal reality permitted! It
will be a Taliban where the Koran was merely one rung of the long ladder
to full enlightenment! It will be a "Taliban by the Mancharians" the latter
of which are in the process of creating their "Newest Civilization", of
which the Taliban are their first!
Against those Islamic ideals western culture has nothing to offer, for
behind such dramatically new cultural manifestation on earth stands as
guardians the entire fleet of the Federation of Free Planets!!
(Please note that the Mancharians are not to be confused with the people of Manchuria).

By the Prophetess Uthrania: (January 27, 2002, 11 pm MST)
The assassinated One Out Of ENRON, New York, was asked whether
he had committed suicide. He lightly shook Of his head and replied back
to I almost blandly: "Not likely." He was "Too firm a Christian to try to
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ever commit suicide." [End two partial quotes within quotations. Entry
- Opec] You are welcome. That is it.

"Some of the strangest things ever seen or done are
executed by the Military" - (A Hatonn Special)
U.S. Military Cloak-and-Daggering on John
Walker's Ghost!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 25, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

John Walker Lindh has gone back to the spirit world
whence he came. The brutality administered to him by his own american
military countrymen was just too much for him to bear and so he consented to
go back to the deva chan. In essence you could say that he was murdered by the
U.S. military in order to keep him from speaking to the american people on
what he witnessed of U.S. Military brutality in Afghanistan. These dark secrets
were to be kept forever banished from public knowledge, and that policy was
certainly the prominent reason why so many journalists perished during their
assignment in Afghanistan as they tried to tell the outside world what the
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american and british bastards were doing there. Despite american efforts of
keeping the reporters muzzled some of the horrendous american/british
activities leaked out anyway and most of the bombing atrocities were
publicized thanks to reporters who put their lives on the line to tell us about
america's and britain's insane activity.
From the day of John Walker's discovery the U.S. Military admitted not to
know what to do with him. He was an embarrassment to them. He knew too
much, and people in America who know too many dark secrets are generally in
danger of losing their lives unless they belong to the class of the ruling elite.
Therein John Walker fitted into the category of endangered species, and that in
the end cost him his life.
I suspect that Rumsfeld ordered John Walker's death, and because that order
was carried out, as all orders coming from the demon Rumsfeld, the Walker
mock trial has to be staged in secrecy away from cameras and reporters'
scrutiny. Why no pictures of Walker from the court room? And why was
Walkers family defense lawyer Brosnahan assigned three more men possibly
full of bias in favour of the U.S. Government's position? These men are Bill
Cummings, former U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia, and two
former federal prosecutors, George Harris and Tony West! With that move the
defense lawyer became outnumbered three to one! And how much fairness can
this new Walker expect in light of the court's dubious reputation for a bias in
favour of the government in Washington?
When Walker supposedly arrived in Washington some pictures emerged in the
media claiming to be of Walker. Here is one:

This is not Walker. The real Walker incurred
facial injuries of which the scars should still be visible.
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This is the injured real Walker shortly after
capture in December 2001. Note that he also has no receding hairline.
And here is another one:

Neither is this Walker. The Prophetess states that
even the essence of the two fake Walker pictures is too different to be
conclusive that both are of the same person. According to her the difference in
essence between the real Walker and the two fakes is great enough to safely
conclude that the man standing trial in Alexandria, Virginia, is not the Walker
captured by the american invaders of Afghanistan.

And finally here is an artist's sketch
of the court
proceedings which shows a picture of him not only quite unlike the real Walker
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Lindh, but also shows him with brown hair and an exceedingly deep hairline
recession.
John Walker was kept away from his lawyer and his parents for 54 days in
order to give the fake one enough time to have all personal aspects of Walker's
life instilled in his brain to assure the correct answers when under questioning
in court. This fake Walker was promised money and release from prison after
sentencing for his role in the pentagon scam, however none such release is in
store for him. He will either remain locked up in prison for life or become
murdered which will be broadcast as suicide or as an "accidental death", the
latter option becoming the official cause of his death.

Where is John Walker?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 24, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

The american Taliban John Walker was once free to exercise his right to
freedom of religion. And so he went on a journey of an exploration of his mind
and found merit in Islam. As a seeker of truth he eventually went to
Afghanistan and joined the Taliban. Did that make him a criminal? No.
Was John Walker a criminal before the towers crumbled? No. Was he one after
they had fallen? No, for John Walker never had a hand in it! Was it John
Walkers fault that american troops invaded Afghanistan? No. Then why is John
Walker being called a criminal and a traitor after american boots invaded
Afghanistan, being an impoverished nation which needed protection and not
bombs and invasion by military troop from america.
American military brutality flushed his human rights down the toilet. He was
mistreated, vilified, verbally abused and, I believe, interrogated under torture.
His tormentors forced statements out of him which were untrue.
I believe his own military countrymen (the Generals, Rumsfeld, etc.) eventually
killed him in order to silence the testimony of damnation on america coming
out of the mouth of one of their own in association with the Taliban. The
americans were never to hear John Walkers own testimony! He knew too much
of america's misdeeds in Afghanistan, and so they thought of a way to silence
his voice for good!
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Is there proof of John Walker having arrived on american soil? No. We were
not allowed to see the man's face who walked beside two soldiers under cover
of darkness, for if we had we would all have seen for ourselves that that man
was not John Walker!
And the "Vincent" aircraft carrier has supposedly come home after unloading
two million tons of bombs on Afghanistan? How true can that be if such a load
of bombs alone would sink the whole ship! Come on, you zionist liars of
crooked america, it sure looks like Hollywood has taken over news reporting
with fantastic stories which make no sense at all! According to our information
the american fleet is at the bottom of the ocean floor, and that includes the
aircraft carrier "Vincent".
The next thing we will hear that Walker's trial will be held in secret mandatory strategy since Walker is dead, right?

Money For Afghanistan?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 21, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Why is the fundraising event for tattered Afghanistan held in Tokyo and not in
New York? America destroys Afghanistan and other nations must foot the bill
of reconstruction? How odd! Do the culprits not live in New York that
destroyed the nation - and did they not so not only with bombs but also with
sanctions? NEW YORK'S INTERNATIONALIST BANKERS
DESTROYED AFGHANISTAN AND THEREFORE NEW YORK'S
BANKERS SHOULD FOOT THE BILL OF RECONSTRUCTION, if
money is you think to use for that purpose!
Let me explain to you the subtle responsibility shirking that is going on in
banking circles on this matter:
We all know that Afghanistan must become reconstructed. We also understand
that in accord with archaic methods of commerce money is needed for that
purpose. What is happening in Tokyo right now as nation after nation is
pledging funds for that purpose is that ALL THOSE PLEDGED AMOUNTS
ARE ADDITIONAL COSTS TO THE NATIONS AND END UP ON THE
TAXPAYERS DEBT SHEET!
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None of the nations has the cash lying around to give to Afghanistan, and
therefore their governments must appropriate the funds through the process of
legislation, which only then empowers the nation to BORROW THE
MONIES FROM THE BANKS WHICH IN TURN BLOATS THEIR
NATIONAL DEBT AND SUBJECTS THOSE FUNDS TO THE USURY
SCOURGE OF THE BANKER ON THE NATION'S TAXPAYERS!
This unfair methodology makes Afghanistan a burden to all the donor nations,
and yet it was america and britain which destroyed it at the behest of the angry
jewish New York banker who gave the order and gets scot free IN SPITE OF
THE FACT THAT THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF FUNDS FOR THE
RECONSTRUCTION OF AFGHANISTAN IS AS INEXPENSIVE TO
THE BANKER AS THE INK IN HIS PEN, BUT HE REFUSES TO USE
HIS POWER OF CREDIT CREATION UNLESS, AS IN THIS CASE, A
THIRD PARTY GETS HURT IN THE PROCESS - AND THE THIRD
PARTY BEING THE DONOR COUNTRIES!!
Once again I have shown you that you leaders let the culprit and scam artist off
the hook as you place the burden of Afghanistan's reconstruction on your
countryman taxpayers, who are already overloaded with costs of mere daily
survival! Why can't you tell the New York banker who ordered the destruction
of Afghanistan in the first place to foot the bill himself AT NO COST TO
ANY TAXPAYERS AT ALL!? IS HE NOT AT THE SOURCE OF ALL
CREDIT CREATION? IS HE NOT THE ONE WHO NEVER HAS TO
BALANCE ANY BOOKS WHEN IT COMES TO THE ISSUE OF
CREDIT TO THE NATIONS OF THIS WORLD, YET DEMANDS
CREDIT (INTEREST) BACK TO HIMSELF FROM YOUR PEOPLE
FOR THE PROVIDING OF A SERVICE WHICH COST HIM
NOTHING NEITHER ANY EFFORT AT ALL?
Let me tell you this much, people: THE RECONSTRUCTION OF
AFGHANISTAN SHOULD BE IN THE FORM GOODS, MATERIALS
AND MANPOWER SUPPLIED BY ALL NATIONS WHO WERE
INSTRUMENTAL IN DESTROYING THAT COUNTRY! THE
AFGHANI PEOPLE DON'T NEED YOUR DAMNED DOLLARS!!
WHAT THEY NEED ARE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR
BUILDING THE HOUSES WHICH AMERICAN AND BRITISH
BOMBS DESTROYED! THEY NEED HOSPITALS, DOCTORS,
NURSES, MEDICATION AND EQUIPMENT FOR LOOKING AFTER
THE ILL AND INJURED - AND NOT YOUR DAMNED JEWISH
DOLLARS!! THEY NEED FOOD TO EAT AND MILK TO DRINK AND
NOT YOUR JEWISH MONEY SYSTEM TO DENY THEM ACCESS TO
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THESE ESSENTIALS SHOULD YOU ONE AWFUL DAY DECIDE TO
WITHDRAW YOUR DAMNED MONEY OUT OF CIRCULATION AS
YOU HAVE DONE TO ARGENTINA!!
The Afghani people belong to the group of nations which belong to the
Federation of Free Planets. So keep your damned dollars out of there and give
them what they need to help themselves in their efforts to return back to a life
of dignity!
"Signed - THE BROTHERHOOD" (Scribed)

Bush Jr. Walloped by Pentagon Thugs
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 20, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Bush Jr. can count his lucky stars that a walloping is all he took! President J.F.
Kennedy got shot when he crossed the line with them! However we haven't
seen the end of the "pretzel" saga yet and I'm sure the drama has not ended.
What am I talking about?
So let me explain what (I think) happened to Bush when he was alleged to have
been overcome by a dry pretzel in his throat!
Ever since the son stepped into the footsteps of his father and became President
of the United States Mr. Bush Jr. was driven by or was expected to finish the
job his father had left undone: the ultimate decimation of Iraq and the ousting
of Iraq's President H. E. Saddam Hussein.
After the bankers witnessed the crumbling of two of their towers they were
angry enough to let Bush Jr. go after phantom terrorists using the Pentagon
military machine for that purpose. And here bin Laden's ambition to rid Saudi
Arabia of Americans was excuse sufficient for an assault on Afghanistan which
gave him shelter.
But little did the banker realize that their mere dismissal of our warnings
not to pursue the innocent Afghani people would result in the loss of their
entire naval fleet, the decimation of their satellite bomb guidance system
and the dismantling of their atomic, daisy cutter bombs and cluster
bombs! And so, instead of blaming themselves for this grievous mishap which
they could have easily prevented by forbidding Bush to take the fleet into battle
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against an impoverished nation, they allowed him to proceed only to find out it
cost them all their war ships!
However it is not customary among international bankers to take blame for
anything, and so their anger turned against Bush for ordering the fleet into a
region from which the ships would not return!
Bush Jr. was never briefed of the disaster, and so he kept up the rhetoric of
targeting Iraq next in his "fight against terrorism" in spite of CIA advisories to
the contrary. The informed military generals initially also tried to politely talk
him out of such ambitious mission as there was no longer the means at their
disposal to carry out such a task with certainty of a successful conclusion as in
1991.
But Mr. Bush could not be talked out it! He turned against his generals,
reminding them of who was really in command of the world's most powerful
military, the Generals or himself as President and Chief Commander of
america's military might! Even at that point the generals would still not tell him
what happened to their fleet, but instead sent some thugs his way to beat him up
and teach him a lesson of humility and let him know that when push came to
shove he really was not in charge at all!
As I said before, Mr. Bush can count himself lucky to have come out this
pummeling with his life intact, and I don't believe we will hear any more
nonsense from him of a kind which calls for attacking Iraq and a host of other
nations in his crusade "against terrorism".
May I at this point remind the Pentagon officials that should they be interested
in keeping whatever is still left of their military power, THEY MUST
WITHDRAW FROM AFGHANISTAN, RELEASE ALL POW'S FROM
CUBA, CLEAR ALL MILITARY BASES IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND
DISARM ISRAEL! THE PENTAGON OFFICIALS OF ALL PEOPLE
SHOULD NOW UNDERSTAND THAT FROM HERE ON OUT THE
COMMANDERS OF THE INTERGALACTIC STARFLEET OF THE
FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS ARE IN CHARGE, AND THEY
ARE NOT AMUSED AT AMERICA'S CONTINUED ABUSE OF
INNOCENT AFGHANI CIVILIANS!
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INA Canada #39
Editor:

Reni Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion39.htm

FBI: Osamah bin Laden "Not Wanted" for
September 11, 2001 Tower Crumblings!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 1, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

The implications of this statement reach all the way into the President's
office of the White House in Washington and expose the man in that seat
of crude deception of not only all americans, but all world population as a
whole!
This statement by the FBI is being made indirectly and also officially. In
official statements before the public the FBI plays along with Bush's
propaganda lie of accusing Osamah bin Laden as the mastermind of bringing
the two damned towers down, of which there are many more being used for the
same crooked purpose of global world economic enslavement to U.S. dollar
world control by the handful of jewish international financiers and the
community shareholder leeches!
The gods (commanders of the intergalactic Federation of Free Planets) are
offended by world poverty of the masses and therefore they brought the
towers down which symbolized the promotion of global poverty! And yet
contrary to all evidence the impoverished FBI towed the Bush propaganda line
of blaming Osamah bin Laden for it and conspired with america's president to
manufacture false passenger lists of all four downed aircraft in order to pin
blame on innocent Saudi Arabian citizens, who would then become artificially
linked to Osamah bin Laden in order to justify american/british military action
against Afghanistan. What debauchery!!
However even after the publication of the "discovered video tape recording of
Osamah's (alleged) self-incrimination" the FBI did not proceed to update
their official ten-most-wanted poster of Osamah bin Laden, of which I will
now give you a copy of, which was downloaded off the net only 3 days ago: So
please proceed to click into the link below and see for yourself, that
OFFICIALLY OSAMAH BIN LADEN IS NOT BEING INCRIMINATED
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BY THE FBI FOR THE DOWNING OF THE TWO MONEY TOWERS
IN NEW YORK ON SEPTEMBER 11, 2001:
laden.pdf
I hope your computer is equipped with the necessary software to read this FBI
file. If not, you can download the Adobe reader for free off the net.
The implication of this discovery is enormous! It renders the entire Bushordered U.S. military action against Afghanistan down to criminal military
banditery by the Bush/Cheney administration! Was the attack on
Afghanistan not conducted for the purpose of killing Osamah and his Al-Queda
group? Yes, BUT ONLY ON THE PRETENSE OF A FALSE
ACCUSATION AGAINST AFGHANISTAN'S MOST COLOURFUL
FREEDOM FIGHTER OSAMAH BIN LADEN BY THE EVER LYING
BUSH PROPAGANDA ADMINISTRATION! AND THE FRIGHTENED
BUT BETTER INFORMED FBI GOES ALONG WITH IT - except for
the official "most wanted" poster information!!

The lies leaders tell when they want to go to war
When will someone admit the truth: that the Israelis and Palestinians
are engaged in a colonial war, which will leave both sides shamed and
humiliated?
(Comment: Palestinians fight no "colonial war"! They fight to get their lands
back which the invading jews have robbed them of! And should you not like
their method of using human bombs, then give them machine guns, tanks,
helicopter gun ships, fighter jets, bombs and missiles to match with what the
jews fight an unarmed population of Palestinian natives in contravention of all
international agreements on warfare! All military hardware exported by the
United States is sold on the condition that none of it is being used against a
civilian population, on paper, that is! Obviously this rule does not apply to the
U.S. military base of israel in Palestine! - Reni Sentana-Ries)
March 31, 2002, 01:46 PM BEIRUT
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remain so gutlessly silent in the face of a vicious conflict, which is
coming close to obscuring the crimes against humanity of Sept.
11? *("crimes" against humanity of Sept. 11? That was and "Act of God", Mr.
Fisk! - Reni Sentana-Ries) Terror, terror, terror. Like a punctuation
mark, the word infects every Israeli speech, every American
speech, and almost every newspaper article. When will someone
admit the truth: that the Israelis and Palestinians are engaged in a
colonial war, which will leave both sides shamed and humiliated?
(Comment: Only israel fights a colonial war, and only israel should therefore
be shamed and humiliated! The cause of the Palestinian people is just, which
cannot be said of jewish military aggression against Palestinians on Palestinian
lands!)
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Bin Laden. But what on earth does it mean? That Arafat is actually
sending off the bombers, choosing the target, the amount of explosives?
If he was, then surely Sharon would have sent his death squads after
the Palestinian leader months ago. After all, his killers have managed to
murder dozens of Palestinian gunmen already, including occasional
women and children who get in the way.
Once a people lose their fear, they cannot be re-inoculated with fear.
Once the bomber is loose, the war cannot be won. And Arafat knows
t
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promises of security are false. But he - like Sharon - also believes his
enemies can be broken by fire. He thinks that the Israelis can be
frightened into withdrawing from the West Bank and Gaza and East
Jerusalem. Ultimately, the Israelis probably will have to give up their
occupation.
("Probably..."? That is a given fact of the future! - Reni Sentana-Ries)
But the Jews of Israel are not going to run or submit to an endless war
of attrition. (They *will be forced to submit! - Reni Sentana-Ries)
Even if Sharon is voted out of power - a prospect for which many
Israelis pray - the next Israeli prime minister is not going to negotiate out
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of fear of the bomber. Thus the rhetoric becomes ever more cruel, ever
more revolting. Now we have an Israeli officer - according to the Israeli
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v- advising his men to study the tactics adopted by the
Nazi
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refugee camp or take over the Nablus casbah, and if this job is given to
an (Israeli) officer to carry out without casualties on both sides, he must
before all else analyze and bring together the lessons of past battles,
even - shocking though this might appear - to analyze how the German
army operated in the Warsaw ghet
t
o.
”Par
don?^
What on earth does this mean? Does this account for the numbers
marked by the Israelis on the hands and foreheads of Palestinian
prisoners earlier this month? Does this mean that an Israeli soldier
is now to regard the Palestinians as sub-humans - which is exactly
how the Nazis regarded the trapped and desperate Jews of the Warsaw
ghetto in 1944?
(Careful, Mr. Fisk! You don't seem to have all the facts at your disposal for
making a sound judgment on Nazi attitude towards jews! - Reni Sentana-Ries)
Yet from Washington comes only silence. And silence, in law, gives
consent. Should we be surprised? After all, the US is now making the
rules as it goes along. Pr
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scanbecal
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and brought to Guantanamo Bay with their mouths taped for semisecret trials. The Afghan war is declared a victory - and then suddenly
explodes again.
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challenge this stuff? Just over a week ago, CIA director George Tenet
announced that Iraq had links with Al-Qaeda.
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what the headlines said. But then Tenet continued by saying that the
mutual antipathy of Al-Qaeda and Iraq toward America and Saudi
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Macedonian cops gun down seven Arabs, they announce that they
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dangerous self-absorption with the crimes of Sept. 11? (Mr. Fisk, the
attack on the twin "One World Center" towers was an "Act of God" and not
"terrorist action"! You will not enter the Portals of Light in the afterlife
decorated with laurels on your person for as long as you call a judgment of God
on a globally performed atrocity an act of terrorism!)
Must this vile war between Palestinians and Israelis be distorted in so
dishonest a way? (Be careful, Mr. Fisk, not to add to this problem with your
comments on jewish injustices toward the Palestinian people!
However your article has a lot merit, and that is why I have elected to reprint it
with a few of my own comments. Thank you, for letting me use it.
Should you however think I have infringed on your copyright, then please
email me at rmueller110@shaw.ca and ask for an apology. Have a good day
and a bright future to yourself! - Reni Sentana-Ries)
This article is brought to you in association with Arab News
Robert Fisk (The Independent)

* wording added/revised March 31, 2002, 4:42 pm MST

...On Bush and Iraq
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 31, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Bush's hatred of the King of the Arab Nation and President of Iraq Saddam
Hussein is a Bush family tradition from way back in 1991. What his father
could not finish in his days as american president the junior has made his
personal ambition! This ambition may be driven by an inferiority complex to
that of his father, where the son now tries boost his ego towards him of being
able to prove his "worth" one day by proudly saying to his father: "Look,
daddy, I have finished what you began!" in order to feel better about himself.
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The american public must be nuts to allow their military forces being
misused for personal vendettas and the settling of old family scores! Yet
that seems how things are shaping up at the moment when Bush Jr. in his
insane state of mind makes statements like these:
"The war against terror is bigger than any single individual or any single
network," Mr Bush said.
"There are other nightmare scenarios that our nation must be worried
about.
"One such scenario would be for a terrorist killer organisation to team up
with some of the world's worst leaders who harbour and develop the
world's worst weapons. I'm just not going to allow this to happen.
"History has called us into action. For the good of our children and our
grandchildren, we must deny the world's most dangerous leaders from
having and harbouring the world's most dangerous weapons.
"We will be deliberate. We'll be thoughtful. We will consult with our
friends and allies. But when I said axis of evil, I meant it."
These highly threatening and inflammatory statements are coming from a
person who is socially and intellectually unevolved. Bush Jr. has no maturity in
him, and I highly doubt he will have grown up by the time he leaves this stage
of life. Reality tells us that in the course of one life span a hardened rebel of all
universal order does not reform to become compliant with that order of higher
ethics, for Bush Jr. is driven by ulterior motives and has no grasp of universal
ethnic diversity and their inherent equality with respect to right to life, right to
security of the person, and right to control one's own domain. All the Bush's
can see is america's corporate and profit interests threatened in other
lands which they don't control, and so they become mad and battle the
nations with their militaries or subvert them with their criminal covert
CIA operations! America's ruling elite has a primitive mindset! Power in the
hands of fools can kill!
And here I thought Bush Jr. was walloped by military thugs at the time he
allegedly choked on a pretzel and wouldn't stop his public rhetoric of planning
to attack Iraq! And yet, maybe they did (beat him up) but never gave him a
reason why, and so he carries on his inflammatory statements of attacking Iraq
under the guise of fighting "terrorism" and score browny points with his father
at the expense of U.S. taxpayers, at the expense of peace and security for the
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Iraqi people, and at the expense of all those innocent people who will get
maimed or killed in pursuit of his personal ambitions.
Bush is crazy, and that is not to say that other american presidents were not.
Just look at Clinton and his achievements (so-called)! What makes american
presidents nuts is america's corporate world government based on the holy
cow attitude of untouchable global profits from world trade, an
untouchable one-world financial system, and the untouchability of all of
america's "national security interests" which are encroaching on the
rights and sovereignty of other nations and their natural resources! Dare
to question america's right to guardianship of any of these three taboos
and america will try to make out of your country another Afghanistan! I
DON'T BUY THAT, FOR WHAT AMERICA DEEMS SACRED MUST
BE REMOVED LEST THE WORLD NEVER SEE THE COMING OF A
NEW ERA!!
Lay off, Bush, Iraq is my home! You touch Iraq once more with your damned
military machine and my spirit will preside over your destruction! And don't
think for a moment that I will ever run out of time to get even with you and
your damned hate mongering father! The President of Iraq is family to me, and
no one touches my family without me getting back at them one day! In higher
realms I commandeer the most powerful intergalactic craft you have never
seen! So better consult with your extraterrestrial advisor on the merits of what I
say, for should he tell you to go ahead anyway and you do, then consider
yourself doomed as far as my position towards yourself is concerned!
And is it not so that you have little more than foot soldiers left to do your dirty
work in Iraq with? WHERE IS YOUR ARMADA, MR. BUSH!? HAVE
YOU NOT CHECKED WITH YOUR GENERALS YET AS TO THEIR
WHEREABOUTS!? DID WE NOT TELL YOU BEFORE THEY LEFT
THE SHORES OF AMERICA FOR THE MISSION OF KILLING THE
DYING NATION OF AFGHANISTAN THAT YOUR NAVY MEN AND
WOMEN WOULD NOT COME BACK!? PERHAPS YOUR GENERALS
HAVE NEVER TOLD YOU, HAVE THEY? THEN THANK THEM FOR
HIGH TREASON OF WITHHOLDING INFORMATION FROM YOU
WHICH WAS CRUCIAL FOR YOU TO KNOW AND TO MAKE A
SOUND DECISION ON!
You being the military chief commander of the united states I also advise you
get your rascal military outpost israel under control, for of that one it is spoken
that the blood of the jews will flow in the streets should they not stop their
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assaults on the Palestinian people but continue to steal their lands, imprison
their men and bulldoze down their homes!
You have a lot of homework to do, Mr. Bush Jr.! Clean up your foreign policy
and then you will find there is no need of cleaning up "terrorism" abroad!
The matter of Bush and Iraq goes way beyond the phony issue of "Weapons
inspectors" and Iraq's alleged "building of weapons of mass destruction" which
america, israel, britain and france have in great abundance. Bush has erred on
Afghanistan by falsely accusing that country's involvement in the downing
of his two damned towers - and destroyed the nation!! Now Bush is once
again lobbing false accusations against another nation (my new home
country) only to attack once more on a false pretense!

DAMNED BUSH!! MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS AT HOME AND
STAY OUT OF GLOBAL POLITICS! YOU HAVE NOT LEARNED
MANNERS YET TO BE WALKING IN THE PRESENCE OF
SEASONED NATIONAL STATESMEN FROM FOREIGN LANDS!!

Pure Energy or Wisdom - Which Shall it Be? (Beirut
today, March 28, will decide!)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 28, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Pure energy (applied by the british) let the jews of Europe invade Palestine.
Pure energy drove the Palestinian population out of their homes and into camps
of other nations.
Pure energy has set up the jewish state of israel in 1948 at the expense of
everything Palestinian, be it lands, homes, farms, culture, peace and anything
else that goes with life - since 1945 the Palestinians were forced to sacrifice and
retreat, for against pure energy of the jews and their guns, british guns,
american backing and United Nations betrayal (of '48) there was no defense.
Today the Palestinians have learned from the power play of the jews and have
adopted the jews' strategy of pure energy! And so we see them pick up rocks to
throw at tanks, or machine guns to fire back with, or human bombs to explode
them where jews are, who have made the lives of Palestinian people a living
hell.
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The anointed King Abdullah from Saudi Arabia has begun to end the vicious
cycle of a pure energy exchange between jews and Palestinians, in which the
Palestinians repeatedly have come up short, for unless the earth opens up and
swallows up the jews of Palestine lands, the Palestinian Arabs *are by default
compelled to share the land with jews or condemn themselves to a continued
exchange of pure energy with jews without a guarantee of ever being able to
prevail against them on that basis alone.
With the Saudi peace initiative the anointed King Abdullah tried to introduce
wisdom into the equation between jews and Palestinians - and few seem to
have noticed! Those dedicated to their methodologies of dealing with the jews
on the basis of a pure energy exchange decried the King's plan as playing into
the hands of those who would perpetuate an unacceptable situation of a
militaristic cancer state of Israel in Palestine.
But alas, you missed the point the King was trying to make: THE PEOPLE
OF ISRAEL NEED TO BE TESTED ON THE BASIS OF THIS FAIR
AND ACCEPTABLE PROPOSAL, FOR IT WOULD HAVE MEANT
FOR THE JEWS A WAY OUT OF PALESTINIAN/ARAB HATRED,
AND A UNITED VOICE OF ARAB/ISLAMIC NATIONS BEHIND THE
PROPOSAL WOULD HAVE MADE ISRAEL LOOK RATHER BAD
WERE SHE TO CONTINUE ON WITH HER CRUDE GAME OF PURE
ENERGY CONFRONTATION.
SHARON IS WAITING FOR ARAB REJECTION OF KING
ABDULLAH'S (of Saudi Arabia) PROPOSAL, FOR SHARON FEELS
HE CAN MAKE GREATER GAINS AGAINST THE PALESTINIANS
USING CONTINUED MILITARY FORCE (pure energy) THAN
FEELING OBLIGATED TO HAVE TO DEAL WITH ARAB
SENTIMENT ON TERMS OF FAIRNESS AND MUTUAL
RECOGNITION, WHICH WILL INCLUDE COMPROMISE FOR
PEACE'S SAKE.
THIS PROPOSAL IS ISRAEL'S LAST CHANCE FOR PEACE WITH
THE ARABS. SHOULD ISRAEL ACCEPT NOW AND FALL INTO
MISBEHAVOUR LATER, THEN ISRAEL WILL BE DEALT WITH
ACCORDING TO HER CRIMES OF THE FUTURE. SHOULD ISRAEL
REJECT, THEN ISRAEL WILL BE DEALT WITH ACCORDING TO
HER CRIMES OF TODAY.
ARAB ACCEPTANCE OF THIS PROPOSAL IS MANDATORY TO
TEST ISRAEL'S READINESS FOR PEACE WITH ARAB NATIONS.
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Today's ending of the Beirut conference will show whether the conflict will
continue on the basis of pure energy exchange with israel in which israel will
continue the upper hand or whether the conflict will be taken on a new ground
where the Arabs at least have a chance on prevailing against the mind set of
jews and make visible progress by having the two combattons retreat with a
new day dawning for both of them!
I hope the Arab/Islamic leadership will not miss this golden opportunity for
unity around this initiative which will provide the Arabs a new basis for dealing
with the problem of a state of israel on Palestinian soil. And conversely, the
israelis will not have to fear any longer of wanting to be pushed into the
Mediteranean Sea.
King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia broke new ground on dealing with israel on the
basis of (Arab) wisdom rather than pure (jewish) energy!
* wording changed

Paradise is Still a Challenge to the Religious
Mind!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 24, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Religious concepts are all false and are a breeding ground for misguided
fervour. Yet fervour sparked by abounding injustice is not misguided, but
an essential ingredient of a healthy mind!
What I am saying is that a false concept of "God" - instilled by false
doctrine about the matter - breeds attitudes and actions of fanatic zeal in
absolute violation of all civility and decency!
Having said so, I see no difference between the evil manifestations of
Sharon's zionist fanaticism, calling for gradual ethnic cleansing of
Palestinian lands to make room for jewish settlers and the fanaticism by
religionists who call for stoning-to-death of a woman who has given birth
to a *daughter out of wedlock!
By all valid standards of paradise, the Nigerian 35-year-old woman, Safiya
Husaini, has committed no crime by mere conceiving and child-bearing! In
Higher Realms of planetary realities, which bear all hallmarks of bliss,
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there is no sin in conception, there is only joy at the prospect of more life!
The act of procreation is sacred and not sinful! Only deluded man has
labeled it "sinful" where it occurs outside of his own man-made
restrictions and traditions, and has thereby created a situation of conflict
where there should be none!!
At the heart of the problem lies man's rigid concept of formal marriage. Yet the
union of two beings is a personal and private matter between a man and a
woman, and as such ought not be controlled by those who have made the
matter of sexual interrelationships part of their misguided religious
understanding!
Wedlock therefore has no place in paradise nor in the New Era! As far as
the growth of a society from within is concerned we state the following: what
is important is that women bear children who are cared for and loved
firstly by their parents and secondly by society as a whole! Where such is
the case there will occur no administration of cruelty - not towards the children
and neither towards mothers!
In all fairness toward the female it must be said that none of their gender can
conceive except by an equal contribution from a man, and why will any society
display an attitude of intolerance toward the female who conceived and yet let
the male "off the hook" who has contributed equally towards the "crime" of socalled "adultery"?
In Paradise there is no adultery! There is only procreation, and the
concept of "sin" - being a religious, chaos breeding creation of deluded
chauvinistic malehood - is as foreign to an evolved society as all the
political and militaristic misconduct we find in overabundance on this
planet Angorius.
Religion and Money are blood brothers of man's slavery! Wherever
a society has succumbed to the concept of money and profit, there you will
also find the ugly manifestations of false religion! And here it is obvious that
the Nigerian style of Islam is no exception where such religion calls for the
death of a woman who has through the agony of childbearing contributed
to the enrichment of that society - and for that she is to be condemned to
death by stoning!?
SHAME ON ANY SOCIETY WHICH CALLS FOR THE DEATH OF
ITS MEMBERS FOR A CONTRIBUTION RENDERED WHICH IS
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DEEMED WORTHY AND MAGNIFICENT IN HIGHER REALMS OF
PARADISICAL EVOLVEMENT!!

I AM A GUARDIAN OF LIFE, AND I AM FOUND ON THE HIGH
COUNCIL OF ARTEMUS, AND FROM THE CONSENSUS MIND
OF THE COUNCIL WILL I CONFRONT AND JUDGE IN
RIGHTEOUSNESS ALL THOSE DELUDED RELIGIOUS
FANATICS WHO STONE WOMEN TO DEATH AFTER THEY
HAVE CONCEIVED AND GIVEN LIFE BACK TO EARTH!!
My advice to you is this: HONOUR THE LADY Safiya Husaini FOR
HER MOTHERHOOD AND DARE NOT DEPRIVE HER *DAUGHTER
OF HER LOVING MOTHER! SHE HAS DONE NO WRONG - NOT
EVEN BY THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF MORALITY AND
PARADISE!!!
* Error correction: daughter, not son.

Your Excellency, Anointed Saudi King Abdullah,
Son of Abdul Aziz, Please Don't Go to Texas!
EDMONTON, Wednesday March 20, 2002, 9:30 pm MST

During the last few years the U.S. military has shot down various civilian
airliners for reasons not always obvious.
On October 31, *1999 the Egypt Air 990 airliner was taken down by
American/Israeli (Mossad) **civilian/military agents, firing a missile from one
of their submarine boats on the assumption that Uthrania might be on the
plane.
Three years prior to that we find TWA Flight 800 shot down on July 17, 1996
by the missile firing submarine U.S.S TREPANG (SSN-674), **in 1983 a
Korean airliner KAL007 was shot down by russian militay, on July 3, 1988 the
americans shot down an Iranian air bus carrying 290 passengers on Flight 655
with two missiles, and on September 11, 2001 american fighter planes brought
down one of the four doomed planes of that day in Pennsylvania. Your
Excellency, the Pentagon has a hard time behaving in a civilized manner.
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You are considered "a threat to america's national security" **as you insist on
Saudi Arabia's national sovereignty with all its rights and implications intact.
That alone is enough reason for america's ruling elite to lay a trap on you and
kill you, and to the gullible american public they will lie to the masses and say
"It was an accident!" when their military will have shot your incoming plane
down with Your Highness in it!
For your safety's sake I advise you to remain in Saudi Arabia and not to accept
the invitation from George Bush to his ranch in Texas. The prophetess is
correct when she says it is too risky!
Yourself, Uthrania and I will know of the day when flight travel for prominent
Arabs over america is safe again, however that time is not now!
March 22, 2002, 12:00 am: A scribing was taken on November 3, 1999 by the
Prophetess on the possible causes and the reasons behind the downing of this
airliner. (See below under heading Commander Ruttex on Egypt Air
Flight 990 crash (unedited)). From that scribing it can be gleaned that
the airliner was shot down by the U.S. Military when it was falsely surmised
that Uthrania might be on board! The flight recorder recovered from the crash
site was removed and replaced by a falsified replica in order to effectively
conceal the truthful circumstances for the plane's crash from the public!
In your decision please consider the following, Your Excellency:
* Error corrected March 21, 2002
** Wording altered March 23, 2002

While I am Silent...
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 18, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

When I am silent, I watch!
When I am silent, I care nonetheless!
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When I am silent, you have the opportunity to do what is right without being
coaxed, and thereby show your evolvement in thinking.
When I am silent then practice your skills in righteousness and be persistent in
it!
When I am silent remember that your deeds are being recorded in higher realms
of consciousness! From there - and what is written in the Akashic Records
about you - you will be judged and therein your future in bliss or misery will be
decided by the High Councils!
When I am silent you have the opportunity to review all of my words of the
past!
When I am silent read up on what the Arab Prophetess Uthrania has to say
about world affairs and matters close to her heart. Then take to heart the
warnings she speaks, for should you not, her words will haunt you at the last
day when the wheat is separated from the chaff! The window to her world is
http://uthrania.servehttp.com .
And after I have been silent I will speak again! And when I speak let not my
words fall upon your heads in condemnation, for that would be in no wise good
news to your souls!

RED ALERT: America's Ruling Elite is Insane!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 11, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

...And that makes people like Bush Jr., Bush Sr., the new "Dick Cheney" Paul
Munroe, Kissinger, Rumsfeld, Ms. C. Rice and V. Clarke, Clinton, and others,
dangerous people at the top of America's Washington-New York ruling
establishment!
These people are not mature! They are too under-evolved entities for
handling military power as large as america's was until recently! These
people are playing with fire as they power monger over the nations, drunk from
a false sense of greatness from military toys - deadly toys, toys they wish to
apply at will in defense of the jewish capitalist world money system by
wreaking death and destruction of nation after nation, and thus preventing
the coming of a new era of freedom for the people!
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Now that their Armada has been sunk by the commanders of the Federation
of Free Planets, and their satellite bomb equipment does no longer work,
they think to fill the void by resorting back to their H-bomb arsenal in
order to push their priority agenda as guardians of the jewish capitalist
world money system and program of world globalization! However that
strategy can only work through successful make-believe of the nations' leaders
in america's biggest blackmail effort of the 21st century, for fact is that

their bombs don't work any more AND THEY DO NOT EVEN
KNOW IT!!!
However, this most recent development of america's elite insanity has been
foreseen by the prophets and dealt with immediately:

IT WAS FORESEEN THAT THE DAY WOULD COME THAT AMERICA'S RULING
ELITE WOULD REVERSE ITS POLICY OF NOT ATTACKING WITH NUCLEAR
BOMBS ANY NATION UNLESS ATTACKED FIRST AND PROVIDE FOR THE
OPTION OF ASSAULT WITH WEAPONS OF NUCLEAR MASS DESTRUCTION
THOSE NATIONS FALLING UNDER CATEGORIES AS STATED BELOW!!
THEREFORE WE WERE ASKED TO PARTICIPATE IN AN OFFICIAL EFFORT OF
DEFUSING AMERICA'S ATOMIC BOMBS, TO RENDER THEM USELESS FOR A
FUTURE DAY WHEN THEY WOULD TRY TO USE THEM ON AFGHANISTAN,
IRAQ OR ANY OTHER NATION ON THEIR HIT LIST!!
As it stands today from a leaked pentagon document, China, Russia, Iraq,
North Korea, Iran, Libya and Syria are on the latest hit list for U.S. atomic
bomb attacks under a flimsy pretense of any one of... (quote)
"three types of situations:
against targets able to withstand non-nuclear attack;
in retaliation for attack with nuclear, biological or chemical
weapons; or..
in the event of surprising military developments." (end quote)
The last item is an open-ended license to bomb any nation with amercian
atomic bombs as long as america's ruling elite thinks they can no longer prevail
against that nation in a struggle involving conventional weapons only!
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It has become evident now that america has learned nothing from
Roosevelt's atrocity of A-bombing two Japanese cities: NO REGRETS, NO
APOLOGY, NO REMORSE, AND NO PAY-BACK FOR THIS KIND OF
ARBITRARY GENOCIDE ON ANOTHER CULTURE!!
AMERICA TODAY IS STUCK IN 1945 MENTALITY AND CANNOT
EVOLVE OUT OF IT!!
LOOK OUT, YOU NATIONS, AMERICA IS OUT TO BLAST YOU
INTO THE NEW KINGDOM *IF THEY COULD, UNLESS YOU
SUBMIT!!
*YET WE WARN YOU TO NOT BECOME FOOLED BY THEIR
POSTURING AND PRETENSE OF MILITARY STRENGTH! *BUT
THANKS TO THE STARSHIP COMMANDERS DEFUSING THEIR
ATOMIC BOMBS AND DISMANTLING THEIR SATELLITE BOMB
GUIDANCE SYSTEM THEY ARE NO LONGER AS MUCH OF A
MILITARY THREAT AS YOU MIGHT THINK THEM TO BE!

*DO NOT BE INTIMIDATED BY THEIR VERBAL THREATS!!
* revised March 17, 2002, 5:30 MST

For your information I have copied and pasted the article as it appeared in
the Los Angeles Times:
(quote)

U.S. Works Up Plan for Using Nuclear Arms
Military: Administration, in a secret report, calls for a strategy against
at least seven nations: China, Russia, Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya
and Syria.
By PAUL RICHTER
TIMES STAFF WRITER
March 9 2002
WASHINGTON -- The Bush administration has directed the military to prepare
contingency plans to use nuclear weapons against at least seven countries and
to build smaller nuclear weapons for use in certain battlefield situations,
according to a classified Pentagon report obtained by the Los Angeles Times.
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The secret report, which was provided to Congress on Jan. 8, says the Pentagon
needs to be prepared to use nuclear weapons against China, Russia, Iraq, North
Korea, Iran, Libya and Syria. It says the weapons could be used in three types of
situations: against targets able to withstand nonnuclear attack; in retaliation for
attack with nuclear, biological or chemical weapons; or "in the event of surprising
military developments."
A copy of the report was obtained by defense analyst and Times contributor
William Arkin. His column on the contents appears in Sunday's editions. Officials
have long acknowledged that they had detailed nuclear plans for an attack on
Russia. However, this "Nuclear Posture Review" apparently marks the first time
that an official list of potential target countries has come to light, analysts said.
Some predicted the disclosure would set off strong reactions from governments
of the target countries.
"This is dynamite," said Joseph Cirincione, a nuclear arms expert at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace in Washington. "I can imagine what these
countries are going to be saying at the U.N." Arms control advocates said the
report's directives on development of smaller nuclear weapons could signal that
the Bush administration is more willing to overlook a long-standing taboo against
the use of nuclear weapons except as a last resort. They warned that such
moves could dangerously destabilize the world by encouraging other countries to
believe that they, too, should develop weapons.
"They're trying desperately to find new uses for nuclear weapons, when their
uses should be limited to deterrence," said John Isaacs, president of the Council
for a Livable World. "This is very, very dangerous talk . . . Dr. Strangelove is
clearly still alive in the Pentagon."
But some conservative analysts insisted that the Pentagon must prepare for all
possible contingencies, especially now, when dozens of countries, and some
terrorist groups, are engaged in secret weapon development programs.
They argued that smaller weapons have an important deterrent role because
many aggressors might not believe that the U.S. forces would use multi-kiloton
weapons that would wreak devastation on surrounding territory and friendly
populations.
"We need to have a credible deterrence against regimes involved in international
terrorism and development of weapons of mass destruction," said Jack Spencer,
a defense analyst at the conservative Heritage Foundation in Washington. He
said the contents of the report did not surprise him and represent "the right way
to develop a nuclear posture for a post-Cold War world."
A spokesman for the Pentagon, Richard McGraw, declined to comment because
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the document is classified.
Congress requested the reassessment of the U.S. nuclear posture in September
2000. The last such review was conducted in 1994 by the Clinton administration.
The new report, signed by Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld, is now
being used by the U.S. Strategic Command to prepare a nuclear war plan.
Bush administration officials have publicly provided only sketchy details of the
nuclear review. They have publicly emphasized the parts of the policy suggesting
that the administration wants to reduce reliance on nuclear weapons.
Since the Clinton administration's review is also classified, no specific contrast
can be drawn. However, analysts portrayed this report as representing a break
with earlier policy.
U.S. policymakers have generally indicated that the United States would not use
nuclear weapons against nonnuclear states unless they were allied with nuclear
powers. They have left some ambiguity about whether the United States would
use nuclear weapons in retaliation after strikes with chemical or nuclear
weapons.
The report says the Pentagon should be prepared to use nuclear weapons in an
Arab-Israeli conflict, in a war between China and Taiwan, or in an attack from
North Korea on the south. They might also become necessary in an attack by
Iraq on Israel or another neighbor, it said.
The report says Russia is no longer officially an "enemy." Yet it acknowledges
that the huge Russian arsenal, which includes about 6,000 deployed warheads
and perhaps 10,000 smaller "theater" nuclear weapons, remains of concern.
Pentagon officials have said publicly that they were studying the need to develop
theater nuclear weapons, designed for use against specific targets on a
battlefield, but had not committed themselves to that course.
Officials have often spoken of the advantages of using nuclear weapons to
destroy the deep tunnel and cave complexes that many regimes have been
building, especially since the Persian Gulf War of 1991. Nuclear weapons give off
powerful shock waves that can crush structures deep in the Earth, they point out.
Officials argue that large nuclear arms have so many destructive side effects,
from blast to heat and radiation, that they become "self-deterring." They contend
the Pentagon needs "full spectrum deterrence"--that is, a full range of weapons
that potential enemies believe might be used against them.
The Pentagon was actively involved in planning for use of tactical nuclear
weapons as recently as the 1970s. But it has moved away from them in the last
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two decades.
Analysts said the report's reference to "surprising military developments" referred
to the Pentagon's fears that a rogue regime or terrorist group might suddenly
unleash a wholly unknown weapon that was difficult to counter with the
conventional U.S. arsenal.
The administration has proposed cutting the offensive nuclear arsenal by about
two-thirds, to between 1,700 and 2,200 missiles, within 10 years. Officials have
also said they want to use precision guided conventional munitions in some
missions that might have previously been accomplished with nuclear arms.
But critics said the report contradicts suggestions the Bush administration wants
to cut the nuclear role.
"This clearly makes nuclear weapons a tool for fighting a war, rather than
deterring them," said Cirincione.
If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at
latimes.com/archives <http://www.latimes.com/archives>. For information about
reprinting this article, go to www.lats.com/rights <http://www.lats.com/rights/>.
(end quote)

Israel Will Swim in Blood!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 10, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

The consequences for Sharon's brutality against the Palestinian people will be
on the heads of the jewish people of israel. Israel's majority still cries out for
harsher treatment of the Palestinian people as they fight back with meager
means at their disposal at israel's brutal occupation of Palestinian lands, Israel's
settlement enforcement on Palestinian soil and Israel's mistreatment of
Palestinian prisoners, who took action against israeli injustice and are paying a
high price for their sense of justice.
Conditions in Palestine and Gaza are heartbreaking. The zionist jews just don't
get it: GET OUT OF PALESTINE, GAZA AND OUT OF THE GOLAN
HEIGHTS!! None of these territories are falling under any kind of agreement
and their occupation are nothing less than a blatant land grab!
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Israel has been warned by the starship commanders to refrain from acts of
aggression against the native population of Palestine. And Israel will not listen,
for israel cannot view the Palestinians as equals. Therefore ISRAEL WILL
DIE!! ISRAEL'S MISPERCEPTION OF SUPERIORITY WILL COST
ISRAEL HER LIFE, FOR IMBUED WITH A FALSE SENSE OF "I AM
HUMAN, YOU ARE ANIMAL!" IS ETHICALLY AND UNIVERSALLY
UNACCEPTABLE BEFORE THE GODS OF THIS GALAXY, AND
THEREFORE ISRAEL WILL DIE!!

To the Anointed Crown Prince who is also the King of Saudi Arabia,
Abdullah, Son of Abdul Aziz!

I hope I have served you well, your Excellency! I have outfitted
Uthrania with her own server and open web space to better
communicate with you!

When The Lion of Judah Rules Israel, Then Israel
Shall Live!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 3, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Israel is out of control for Israel is ruled by zionism, and zionism is a racist
philosophy of ethnic superiority and as such utterly destructive to the souls of
all, including their own.
Sharon and Netanjaho are of the worst kind to rule Israel as they do so in
accordance with the philosophy of brutal zionism. Yet we have come to
achieve the put-down of zionism, and were we not ever able for this to be
accomplished, then we will leave this planet and leave you to your own
devices and to the consequences of your own compromise with zionism.
The put-down of zionism does not necessarily have to include the killing of
zionists, however IT MUST STRIP THEM OF THEIR POLITICAL AND
MILITARY POWER!! In other words: IF YOU WANT TO LIVE,
ISRAEL, THEN YOU CAN DO SO ONLY AFTER MY SPIRIT HAS
BEGUN TO CONTROL YOUR ACTIONS - OTHERWISE YOU
SHALL DIE!!
Right now you are a military outpost controlled by zionist-imperialist brothers
in america. Gain control of your own destiny by severing that link! Begin to
call your own shots with compassion for the Palestinian people in mind
and you will have begun to revive your own credit on life!

It should not have required the official proposal from Saudi Arabia's Crown
Prince who is also the anointed King Abdullah ibin Abdul Aziz to
understand that for a mere commencement of your right to exist you should
withdraw from all territories conquered during the 1967 war! And why did
President Nasser of Egypt wage war against you? BECAUSE WITH YOU
BEING A ZIONIST ENTITY YOU WOULD NOT BEHAVE IN A
CIVILIZED MANNER TOWARDS THE NATIVE POPULATION OF
PALESTINE, WHOSE COUNTRY YOU HAD INVADED UNDER THE
PROTECTION OF BRITISH MILITARY!!
At this time you are being given another chance on life, and that chance
lies in what the Crown Prince who is also the anointed King of Saudi
Arabia is offering you for a "lease on life", so to speak! TAKE HOLD OF
THAT OFFER IF YOU WISH TO LIVE, FOR IF YOU DON'T, YOU
WILL DIE!!
In 1999 I have defended you, Israel, on the basis of your reclamation back to
decency and received in return a reply which should serve as a stark warning to
you: YOU WILL DIE UNLESS I, YOUR NATURAL RULER FROM
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THE HOUSE OF JUDAH, CAN RULE OVER YOU IN
RIGHTEOUSNESS!

WITHOUT ME YOU, ISRAEL, WILL DIE!!!
(Quote from May 23, 1999, 10:07 pm, posted on the Arabia.com discussion forum)

Please note with reference to Palestine:
Question: Will you grant the Israeli people participation in the new
economic order set up by the Federation of United Arab States if the
people of Israel purge the iniquity from out of their midst as the State
of Israel becomes dissolved under Palestinian rule and Israeli people
begin to recognize the wrongs done to their Arab brothers and cease
thinking of themselves as superior?

REPLY:

LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH,
MY FATHER AND I ARE ONE!
WE ARE NOT HERE TO BARGAIN UPON THE LIVES OF OUR
PEOPLE ANY LONGER!
WHEN MY FATHER SPEAKS I SPEAK AND THERE IS NO
LONGER A DIFFERENCE IN TECHNIQUE! WE ARE ONE IN THE
SAME SPIRIT
AND THE SAND AND JERUSALEM WILL BE LAID ASUNDER IN
FAVOUR OF A NEW GENERATION OF IRAQ.
AND JUST WHY IS THIS, DEAR ONE?! SIMPLY FOR THE
MEMORANDUM OF TRUST AND WASTE,
AND NO LONGER WILL I NOR MY FATHER GABRIEL STAND
FOR ANY MORE RABID DESIRES UPON THE HEADS OF MY
PEOPLE!
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THEREFORE, DO NOT TEMPT MY HAND WITH YOUR LETTERS
OF COMPROMISE, FOR I AM A JEALOUS GOD AND I WILL
NEVER SUBJECT THE TERROR TO BE REPEATED TWICE!!

Uthrania Seila, Arab prophetess and scribe!
(10:07pm May 23, 1999)

INA Canada #40
Editor:

Reni Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion40.htm

Outrage #1 of the Twenty-First Century
EDMONTON (INA Canada) May 2, 2002

Britt Snider, the former CIA man, was in charge of the investigation into the
crumblings of the two damned New York towers. Now he has resigned or was
forced out of his position.
This man had the unthankful task of coming up with evidence for the planning
of the attacks against the One World Trade Center and the Pentagon building. I
say "unthankful", for his task was doomed from day one. He had no hope for
finding the slightest shred of evidence for a "terrorist" attack on the towers, for
there never was one. The starship commanders from the Federation of Free
Planets do not leave a paper trail behind when they move against the nerve
centres for mankind's miseries, and they also keep their telephone
conversations away from NSA and Echelon surveillance computers!
Perhaps FBI's director Robert Mueller fired him, for Mueller has political
aspirations, and as such is desperate for the investigative team to come up with
evidence in corroboration of what Washington's lying politicians had boldly
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proclaimed out into the world and foolishly acted upon by attacking the
innocent nation of impoverished Afghanistan.
Eight months of feverish investigations netted them nothing which could serve
as hard evidence to the Bush campaign "against terror". So finally they had to
admit it:
(quote)
Mr Snider's departure coincided with the release of a speech by the FBI director, Robert
Mueller, made two weeks ago, in which he admitted that his agency has found almost
nothing that gives a hint about the planning of the hijacks.
"In our investigation, we have not uncovered a single piece of paper - either here in the
United States or in the treasure trove of information that has turned up in
Afghanistan and elsewhere - that mentioned any aspect of the September 11 plot," he
said.
There is also growing frustration in Washington about the inability of interrogators to
extract information from detainees, including those held at Guantanamo Bay in
Cuba.
William Webster, a former director of both the CIA and FBI, has called for detainees to
be injected with a so-called truth serum. (One outrage is followed up by another. And all
the while they learn nothing except to be guided by their base instincts of racial hatred INA Canada editor)

(end quote)
And so, when bush and company began to concoct false accusations
against the Saudis, Osama's al Qaida and the Taliban, who were sheltering
him, this century's first outrage was manufactured in Washington,
spread by the american zionist media, and put into action by the
damned pentagon in their war against a starving innocent country
Afghanistan!!
More than fifty thousand Taliban soldiers were massacred by american
bombs in their trenches! Afghanistan's defenses against its natural enemy
was broken down, and the nation's order and infrastructure destroyed - all
on the foundation of bush's false accusation that Osama bin laden
masterminded the attack on the jew's cursed money towers!!
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From day one (Sept. 11, 2001) we asserted that no "hijackers" flew the planes
into the buildings, and you american infidels would not believe us, but rather
parroted the Bush lie and supported him in his arbitrary arrests of more than a
thousand innocent arabs throughout north america and europe! Fools that you
are! And now by the statements of your own investigations you find yourselves
in a position of having to concede that the horrendous aftermath of
September 11 occurred on the basis of a propaganda lie concocted in
Washington, New York and London!! Shame on you, for accusing the
innocent, incarcerating them in your cursed x-ray camps, tormenting
them, and destroying their country - all because you bastards are habitual
liars and filled with iniquity to the depths of your souls of perdition!!
We will not boast of having been the first ones to have told you so, for you
bastards have shed too much blood on the foundation of your lies, but to
those who abhor your political lying we say: you should have believed us and
turned against your corrupt government with the sword of the truth!!
Maybe then you would not have ended up with so many enemies among
the Arab Islamic nations!
America's foundation is the blood of the innocent! And so is britain's and
israel's!

Congratulations to a Fine King! (April 29, 2002)
I am simply delighted to see that your Iraqi people have given you such a
wonderful day, yesterday, April 28, on your 65th birthday, dear President
Saddam, King of the Arab Nation!
So let me please add to the people's enthusiasm that of my own and wish you
many years of good health and happiness!
As you know by now I have made Iraq my future home, and therefore hope to
meet you and your family in person - soon - to assist you and many other leaders
in our efforts of national and global reconstruction for the people's sake.
This planet has a mere few years to go, but I deem it vitally important that the
people's sorrows and miseries must be transformed to joy and contentment,
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otherwise we will have missed our purpose for coming down here at this very time
of a major equinox!
Once again, Saddam, happy 65th!!
- Reni

The "Bottom-Line" of Life and Survival
Explained...!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 25, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Never in a million years would I have expected to hear from the mouth of an
islamic arab the words "There is no God!" but that was the case when the
jewish massacre of the people of Jenin took place!
What went wrong when even the staunchest faith on earth begins to doubt in
the existence of a just "God" and righteous man sees no "God" in action in the
defense of his people from arbitrary jewish slaughter as "God" seemingly
refuses to come to their rescue?
Allah is alive and well, but Allah has no choice but to let the order of the
universe run its course, even in cases where the stronger wicked run roughshod
over the weaker righteous, as we now see unfolding in jewish military
occupation of Palestinian lands.
Therefore as zionist israel continues to terrorize the Palestinian people with
military aggression in Hebron and other places, let what is happening there
be an eternal lesson to us all: IF YOU WISH TO SURVIVE, THEN BE
STRONGER THAN YOUR ADVERSARY!! NEITHER YOUR
RIGHTEOUSNESS NOR YOUR JUST CAUSE WILL SAVE YOU
FROM DESTRUCTION UNLESS YOUR STRENGTH SURPASSES
THAT OF YOUR OPPONENT, FOR IN NO WISE WILL "GOD"
FIGHT A BATTLE ON YOUR BEHALF FOR AS LONG AS YOU
HAVE FAILED TO ASSURE YOUR SUPERIORITY IN MILITARY
STRENGTH!! THE DEAD OF IRAQ (1991) AND OF AFGHANISTAN
(2001) AND OF EGYPT (1967) GIVE TESTIMONY TO THAT FACT!
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The universe in its present order is only being maintained in its balance by the
sheer strength of righteous civilizations, NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE
RIGHTEOUS, BUT BECAUSE THEY ARE STRONGER THAN THE
WICKED!!
When the righteous people relied too much on "God" or on the power of Allah
the adversary saw an inherent weakness in the religion of Islam and overcame
the community of the righteous by brute military superiority (or by the cunning
of a debauched money system). What I am saying here is WHAT IS NEEDED
IS LESS RELIANCE ON "GOD" - A CONCEPT WHICH IS MUDDLED
AT BEST - AND A REDISCOVERY OF THE TIMELESS RULE OF
THE UNIVERSE, WHICH SIMPLY STATES, THAT THE STRONGER
WILL RULE OVER WEAKER!
Intervention from beyond comes in rare cases where the wickedness of the
strong threaten the balance between good and evil, as was the case with
america's nuclear superiority, which, if it had been left intact, would have
become misused to create the destruction of all that are good on this planet, or
for instance the destruction of U.S. naval superiority, which, if it had been left
intact, would have caused continued wanton destruction of nation after nation.
Intervention from beyond against israel will come, however the righteous
should not have waited until the wicked of israel had devastated the oppressed
of Jenin, or the West Bank, or the Gaza strip. We owe it to ourselves to be
strong - stronger than the wicked! We must be at the forefront of all
military technology in order to live secure lives from the lust for power
and control of the debauched world elite, which unfortunately for the
nations, has gained a firm stranglehold on all by the cunning of the jews,
who understood the order of the universe better than the righteous!
So, where do we go from here? Firstly GET RID OF YOUR RELIGIOUS
CONCEPT OF "GOD"! AND DISCOVER FOR YOURSELVES THAT THE
"GOD" YOU ARE APPEALING TO AND WORSHIP IS YOURSELVES!!!
TO WORSHIP OUTSIDE OF YOURSELVES (WHICH MEANS TO
WORSHIP OR ESTEEM ANOTHER BEING other than yourselves AS
"HIGHER" OR "GREATER" THAN YOURSELVES) CREATES
DIVISION IN THE ORDER OF THE UNIVERSE AND WEAKENS
SOCIETY THROUGH A HOST OF FATAL MISCONCEPTIONS ARISING
FROM RELIGIOUS FALSE CONCEPTS! RELIGIOUS ISLAM IS FULL
OF FALSE CONCEPTS, AND SO ARE JUDAISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
AND WERE IT NOT FOR THE CUNNING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
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JEW WHO APPLIED A UNIVERSAL REALITY TO HIS ADVANTAGE,
THE JEWS OF TODAY WOULD NOT RULE OVER YOU!
I am not asking you to renounce or denounce Allah in face of israeli brutality
against your people, but what I beg of you is to understand that the holy and
righteous being of Allah abhors being worshipped!! Worship no man, no
god, no beast and no money! And should in the course of your lives'
journey you ever run into someone whom you deem to be light years ahead
of yourselves in evolution, than remember, that what he is now you must
become, for the pathway which got him there is the same as the one that
lies ahead of you! And it is your duty to get where he (or she) is, unless you
wish to become traitors to yourselves!
I advise you, arab/islamic people, to not repeat the mistake of letting your
guard of godhood down ever again, by allowing the wicked to rule over you
just because you failed to always be your self best - in enlightenment, intellect,
intelligence, ethics, technology, and in military strength for your lives'
security!!
As a unified force you can get the upper hand very quickly: dump the
damned u.s. dollar and adopt an economic system for your people where
demand controls production. Only then will you have made the hurdle
from serfdom to new era liberty, and thus have opened the resources of
your intellect!
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April 20, 2002:
"THE NEW YORK BASIN, GENTS IS SITTING ON A SHELF! WHO
AM I! WHY YOU BUDDIES SHOULD ALL RECOGNIZE OF ME! I AM
YOUR OLD FRIEND - HATONN WITH THE TWO DIRTY
MISMATCHED SOCKS!"

JUDGEMENT IT WAS SAID WOULD BE FELT IN THE EAST
COAST OF AMERICA
AND WHAT THEY DID IN TOLL TO AFGHANISTAN AND
IRAQ THEY WOULD RECEIVE BACK "ONE HUNDRED
FOLD!"
QUOTE TAKEN BY THE PEN OF COMMANDER CAPTAIN UTHRANIA F - Opec AM I TOO
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Cry of Palestinian Despair
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 16, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries
The following voice was heard crying out of Ramallah at the time of the israeli massacre
of Palestinian people.
They shelled the building - the medical relief - and then they arrested ..
(unintelligible) - They forced everybody out of the building, and then they used
one of our doctors - thirty-five years old - who is suffering from diabetes himself they used him as a human shield - to take him around to different buildings,
subjecting his life to a very serious threat! They are attacking every building! At
this very moment they finished one of my offices and now they are finishing the
others!
They are attacking every house, damaging the furniture, arresting people!
They are not allowing us to reach any injured person! All the people who are
injured are either left to bleed to death or they are arresting them.
(Moderator interjects with a question concerning the rights of non-combatants under the
Geneva Convention)
They are respecting nobody - even the Red Cross they are not respecting. Today
the Red Cross car tried to reach our place when the people were held with Italian
volunteer standing with them, including Luis Mongatini the member of the
European Parliament.
I cannot tell you the words they used in response to the Red Cross person when
he asked them to attend the injured. They use very bad language - that I cannot
repeat on your (name of station). This is unacceptable. They have no respect to
anybody. They have no respect to any life. They are telling the lies on the media
all the time. Netanjaho is lying, Simon Peres is lying, and they are all covering up
for the acts of this war criminal Sharon who is conducting a massacre - literally now - in the occupied territories... (connection beaks down)
(Moderator is asking whether President Arafat is in a position to declare an end to
"terror" so there can be a cease fire)
Mr. Arafat is a prisoner! He is a prisoner and he could have been killed yesterday
by Sharon if we didn't manage to get 40 foreigners to be with him as a human
shield!
Eh, I think Mr. Bush is totally biased to Sharon, and this is one of the darkest
days - not only in the history of Israel - this is one of the darkest days of the West
in general! It is one of the darkest days of Britain and the United States, that
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these atrocities are committed against civilians - unarmed people - people who
have no army to defend themselves. This is a dark day in humanity and one day
all these generals will be taken to court for the war crimes they are doing!
Every young man now in Palestine is subjected to humiliation and death! Every
Palestinian is a target. The tanks are attacking our houses, and offices, and
businesses! Where is the world - the sound of the world? Tell me, please, is
there an international law that will be respected? How long will Israel be allowed
to function as an impunitive country in accordance to the jungle law? This is
unacceptable and it must be stopped!
I hope that your Prime Minister, Mr. Tony Blair, hears me now and hears what I
am saying to him: Where is the rule of Britain, where is the respect to human
rights? We are so appalled by these atrocities that are happening now in every
street in Ramallah. I cannot tell you my feelings when I see people bleeding to
death without allowing our doctors to reach them! They take doctors as human
shields used by the army! This is unacceptable!!
To the above I will merely respond with a scribing of ours:
(To follow later)

Hellion Mandate Exposed!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 16, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

At present the international jew exposes himself by the implementation of his
very mandate! And that mandate is TO RULE THE WORLD AT THE
FOREFRONT OF ALL NATIONS, TO RE-ESTABLISH JEWISH
NATIONHOOD IN PALESTINE WITH JERUSALEM AS THE
CAPITOL, AND TO DRIVE OUT THE PALESTINIAN POPULATION
BY ANY MEANS POSSIBLE!
While jewish world domination is subtle and difficult to recognize for many,
the physical removal of a people by any means is not, and so today we have a
situation where the world watches jewish zionist philosophy in action and the
best many can come up with is "I AM GLAD IT IS NOT ME!"
Their mandate to kill is self-ordained. Their own writings boast "WE ARE
THE ASSASSINS!" And so for centuries they have assassinated this world's
finest and sometimes not so fine leaders where it suits their purposes. And since
their reputation with respect to Hellion ruthlessness has to a degree penetrated
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the echelon of national leaderships, national governments fear the jews,
fulfilling what even their own bible story book speaks of when it talks
about "Fear of the jews!"
The jews of israel - and that includes america, britain and also europe - are at
this time trying to send a message to the Arab world by making an example of
the Palestinian people. THEY HOPE TO INSTILL FEAR OF THE JEWS IN
THE ARAB MIND AND THROUGH SHEER BRUTALITY FRIGHTEN
THE MAJORITY OF THE ARAB/ISLAMIC WORLD INTO INACTION
AGAINST THE ZIONIST SELF-ORDAINED MANDATE!
But what they are not counting on is the collective consciousness of the Arab
mind, and at that point pure rage against jewish brutality becomes a natural
fear suppressant, and when a united people have lost their fear because of rage,
then jewish misconceptions of superiority will end up to become rather
disappointed.
Let me now place before you once again an excerpt from a scribing often
quoted on this site. It comes to you from Uthrania, the Arab Prophetess of the
Arab world, and was written a few years ago. It recognizes the self-ordained
mandate of elitist jews, it shows the world what they are as they implement
that mandate, and it gives a final admission of defeat as a natural outcome
for implementing that mandate: death in return for their brutality.
(quote)

... FROM THIS POINT FORTH WE HEREBY BROADSIDE HAVE
EXPOSED OURSELVES BY OUR VERY MANDATE.
THE PEOPLE ARE WISE, IN THEY WILL PLACE ON OUR GRAVE
SITES THAT EPITOME WHICH STATES VERY SIMPLY THAT
"ONLY THE STARS IN THEIR WISDOM GAIN PRUDENCE TO RULE
OVER US, FOR WE ARE THE EPITOME OF THEIR GLORY!"
(end quote)
Note, that the jewish ruling elite works as a fifth-column power inside the governmental
structure of the nations as well as through national subservience to the jewish money
system. Both factors make it difficult for many to see who is behind their misery.
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Hellion Demands on Arafat are Revolting!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 15, 2002

Before the start of the latest israeli massacre of Palestinian people the
Hellions in charge of israel and the u.s. gave President Arafat an
unacceptable ultimatum, and as he rejected the ridiculously blatant and
provocative conditions the demon Sharon sent his military terrorists into
Palestinian lands to massacre the people!
This process is ongoing and will take some time to finish, for it is not easy
to kill so many people all at once and simultaneously remove the evidence
of their slaughter.
For your information and reaction here is the ultimatum by the insane:
TEHRAN TIMES INTL. DESK
TEHRAN -- The secretary general of the Lebanese Hizbollah resistance
movement disclosed that the recent Israeli attacks on the Palestinian-ruled areas
began after Palestinian Authority (PA) chairman Yasser Arafat refused to accept
the requests of a U.S.-Israeli delegation.
Speaking in an interview in Beirut, Sayyid Hassan Nasrallah said that a short
while before the outset of the recent brutal Israeli attacks on the Palestinian-ruled
areas, a delegation comprising high-ranking U.S. and Israeli officials met
with Arafat and asked him to accept their five requests.
According to Nasrallah, the five requests were as follows:

1 - The dissolution of Palestinian resistance groups such as Islamic
Jihad, Hamas, Fatah, etc.
2 - The complete disarming of Palestinians.
3 - Israel's right to enter Palestinian-ruled areas without any
hindrances.
4 - The arrest of Palestinian leaders on the Israeli list and their
handover to Tel Aviv.
5 - Prevention of martyr operations.
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The Hizbollah secretary general further said, "In response to these requests,
Arafat asked what concessions he would receive in return. But he was told

the matter would be discussed after he carried them out.
This is why Arafat refused to accept these requests."
According to Nasrallah, Arafat was told by the U.S.-Israeli delegation that the
measures would be carried out by the Zionist regime itself without his
cooperation."
(end quote)

Acceptance of this outrageous ultimatum would have meant the complete
betrayal of the Palestinian Self - its rights, its dignity, its property, its
identity, its culture, and its life essence.
Of course these demons approached him knowing full well he could not accept
and had decided beforehand to destroy his country and his people in accordance
with the agenda of what israel always stands for: DEATH TO THE
PALESTINIANS, DEATH TO THE ARABS - THEIR LANDS ARE
OURS!!

Guest Editorial on Jenin, Palestine, And on the
Beginnings of Palestine's Catastrophe
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 14, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

When at last history will lift the veil of what the jews are doing to the
Palestinians right now under the command of the demon Sharon, who has
released the demons in IDF soldiers, will then at last the civilized world
realize that what they thought of as "God's chosen people" turned out to
be "chosen" by the Chief god-Devil, alright, who is the father of all lies and
iniquity, as truthfully reported back to the christian population in their
new testament bible, which had faithfully related back to the white caucasian
christian people the spiritual reality about jews, but would not believe - UNTIL
NOW?! I hope so!

A massacre of Palestinian people is underway right now, under the
noses of the nations, who are standing by doing nothing (except some
Arab nations) hoping it will soon be over and forgotten!
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The article below examines jewish-imperialist desires for Palestine from the
days of Theodore Herzl on until his unqualified success with the help of the
damned british under who's protection they lived at the time during the late
thirties and early fourties, betraying the trust of the Palestinian people!
Published some time after April 12, 2002, in Palestine:

The Massacre in Jenin
In Ha'aretz today they spoke of an intensive PR being launched to counter the
Jenin stories and the voices of the surviving victims on Al-Jazeera
April 11, 2002, 09:46 AM

- The massacre in Jenin: a Replicate and a Continuation of all the massacres
committed in cold blood since Deir Yassin, which are part and parcel of the
Racist Colonialist designs for control and hegemony.
Al-Jazeera has announced that overnight in Jenin Israeli bulldozers have been
demolishing the homes in the camp and callers to Al-Jazeera from the camp tell
of how the soldiers are burying the bodies of the dead under the rubble and
carefully 'cleaning up' the streets erasing all evidence of their crimes.
One caller said that through the night there were sounds of digging and sifting
through the houses followed by the sounds of tanks and bulldozers driving over
each one many times until none of the house's features including human flesh
was evident.
Another caller said they were cutting each body into so many parts before burial
and mixing them all together so an exact count cannot be achieved.
In Ha'aretz today they spoke of an intensive PR being launched to counter the
Jenin stories and the voices of the surviving victims on Al-Jazeera tell of a crime
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The systematic escalation of the atrocities against the whole Palestinian people
that started by Sharon's provocative visit to Haram al Sharif in late September
2000 and reached a climax through the war crimes committed since the early
morning of Friday 30th of March 2002 are not a case of self- defense against
Palestinian "Terrorism". They are part and parcel of the pre-meditated and preplanned designs to ethnically cleanse the country of its indigenous population.
The Suicide Bombings phenomenon reflects a desperate situation and
hopelessness after decades of rotting in a miserable life in refugee camps with
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no hope for a decent life with dignity and respect for basic human rights. No
matter how deplorable this situation is, the reality of the matter is that it is the
result, and not the cause, of the racist colonialist project aiming at creating an
imperialist military outpost in an area coveted for its geopolitical strategic
importance, on the one hand, and its resources, especially oil, on the other hand.
This project is the core of the problem that led to the conflict with all its tragic
consequences.^
There were no suicide bombings when Herzl advocated dispossession and
ethnic cleansing in his diaries written in the latter part of the nineteenth century.
According to Herzl diaries: "the existing landed property was to be gently
expropriated, any subsequent resale to the original owners was prohibited, and
all immovable had to remain in exclusively Jewish hands. The poor population
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Jewish benefit rid the country of any existing wild animals, such as snakes. This
population was to be refused all employment in the land of its birth... In 1901,
Herzl tried in Constantinople to obtain a Charter for rights, duties and privileges
of a Jewish-Ottoman Colonization Association for the Settlement of Palestine and
Syria). He did not succeed in getting his Charter approved by Turkey. Article III of
the draft-Charter, kept in Herzl's archives, gave the Jews the right to deport the
native populations..." Although Herzl did not succeed in getting his Charter
approved by Turkey, in that same year, 1901, the 5th Zionist Congress founded,
under his leadership, the JNF. According to the by-laws of the JNF, acquired land
became "redeemed" inalienable Jewish property and could no longer be sold or
leased to non-Jews.
In 1907, three years after Herzl's death began the exclusion of the native
population from labor on Jewish land contemplated by him. In that same year,
the first kibbutz came into being as a means to eliminate Arab labor and conquer
the country by Jewish labor.
The ex-territorialization of Palestinian soil, together with the boycott of Arab labor
inaugurated the "unbemerkt" ousting of the native population, which Herzl had
planned. Intensive Jewish militarization, also intended by Herzl, was also
introduced in the same year. (Documented article published by L.M.C. Van Der
Hoeven Leonhard in Libertas, (Holland) Lustrum, number 1960, pp. 1-5.
Reproduced in Walid Khalidi, From Haven to Conquest: Readings in Zionism and
the Palestine Problem until 1948. Beirut: Institute for Palestine Studies, 1971, pp.
115-124)
There were no suicide bombings in the mid-1930s when "transfer" plans began
to be contemplated and discussed.
The "transfer" concept was included as part of the Peel Commission proposals in
their report published in July 1937. Peel and his colleagues decided that the only
solution to the Palestine problem was to divide the country. They suggested that,
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if necessary, force should be used to eliminate the Arabs living in the proposed
Jewish State. (Michael Palumbo, The Palestinian Catastrophe: The 1948
Expulsion of a People from their Homeland. London/Boston: 1987, p. 3)
In January 1938, the British government appointed a commission under Sir John
Woodhead to consider the technical implications of partition. The Commission
arrived in Palestine in April 1938 to investigate the situation. Its report was
published in October and concluded that the prospects of a voluntary transfer
were slight indeed (Middle East Center, St Anthony's College, Oxford, Thames
Interviews, box I, file 9). Even before the Woodhead commission left England,
the Secretary of State had ruled out any possibility of compulsory transfer of
population. (Ibid, pp. 3-4)
Despite the unequivocal attitude of the British, most Zionist leaders were
determined to implement the "transfer" of the Arabs. David Ben-Gurion believed
that the Zionists had to exert pressure to force the British to act. But if necessary,
he wrote in his diary, "We must ourselves prepare to carry out the removal of the
Palestinians." (Ibid, p. 4, citing Ben-Gurion's Diary - published in Hebrew - vol. IV,
p. 299)
Encouraged by the possibility of establishing a Jewish state as a result of the
partition plan proposed by the Peel Commission, a "Population Transfer
Committee" was appointed by the Jewish Agency to come up with plans to rid the
Jewish State of its Palestinian Arabs. Joseph Weitz, director of the Jewish
National Fund, who served on the Population Transfer Committee, developed a
plan for this purpose. In his report, Weitz wrote that the transfer of the Arab
population from the Jewish areas "does not serve only one aim - to diminish the
Arab population. It also serves a second purpose by no means less important,
which is to evacuate land now cultivated by Arabs and thus release it for Jewish
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The Jewish Agency Executive Committee held a meeting on 12 June 1938 to
discuss the Peel partition plan. Partition as proposed by the Peel Commission
would leave over 200,000 Arabs in the proposed "Jewish State". The Jewish
Agency Executive Committee discussed the problem of how best to get rid of
these Arabs. The seventy-five year old Zionist leader, Menahem Ussishkin,
stated that "There is no hope that this new Jewish State will survive, to say
nothing of develop, if the Arabs are as numerous as they are today." None of the
members of the Executive disagreed with Ussishkin when he further added: "The
worst is not that the Arabs would comprise 45 or 50% of the population of the
new state but that 75% of the land is owned by Arabs." This land was desired for
waves of Jewish immigrants who would populate the Jewish State. Ussishkin
claimed that with a large Arab population the Jewish State would face enormous
problems of internal security and that there would be chaos in government. "Even
a small Arab minority in parliament could disrupt the entire order of parliamentary
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life." For Ussishkin the solution to the problem of the large Arab population in the
proposed Jewish State was for their removal by the British army before the state
was established. "For this two things are required, a strong hand by the English,
and Jewish money." Like most other Zionist leaders at the time, Ussishkin
believed that the Palestinians could be coerced into leaving their homes and
settling on land that would be purchased for them in Trans-Jordan, Iraq or Saudi
Arabia. He made it clear that he did not favor sending the excess Palestinians to
the Arab State that the British planned to create on the West Bank. "If you wish
ever to expand you must not increase the number of Arabs west of the Jordan,"
Ussishkin reminded his colleagues. For him, the Palestinians were usurpers who
deserved to be expelled. "I am ready to defend this moral attitude before the
Almighty and the League of Nations," he said. (Ibid, p. 1, citing CZA Executive
Proceedings, 12 June 1938)^
All the other speakers at the Executive Committee meeting voiced similar
sentiments. Berl Katznelson of Ben-Gur
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Jewish State with a large Arab minority. "There is the question of how the army
will function, how will the police, how will the civil service. How can a state be run
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Katznelson had a relatively tolerant attitude toward the Palestinians. "I am willing
to give the Arabs equal rights," he said, "if I know that only a small minority stays
in the land." He proposed for the new state a development plan that would
include a provision to eliminate thousands of Palestinians. He made the position
clear: "A development plan means evictions." The Mapai party official urged
negotiations, with neighboring Arab States that might be persuaded to receive
the expellees. (Ibid, p. 2, citing CZA, Executive Proceedings, 12 June 1938)
Other "Transfer Committees" were appointed during the 1948 war. An unofficial
"self-appointed" committee started its activities as of the end of March 1948 in
tandem with the military offensive that was launched according to Plan Dalet in
early April. After the creation of the state of Israel the Provisional Government
appointed an official committee. Recommendations were submitted to BenGurion in due course and were being implemented under the cover of war.
(Benny Morris presented intriguing details on these "transfer" committees and
activities, in his books: "The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem, 1947 1949. Cambridge, 1987" and "1948 and After: Israel and the Palestinians.
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1990)
"Transfer" plans that were secretly planned within closed doors are being
discussed bluntly and publicly these days in Israel. This is not a time for a
detailed and objective analysis of what Sharon had been doing since he came to
office over one year ago. However, there is no doubt in anyone's mind that what
Sharon is doing is a replicate of what he had been doing since the early 1950's:
killing and maiming as large a number of the Palestinian people as he could,
destroying Palestinian properties, destruction of Palestinian culture, history, and
civil society as well as killing any Palestinian hope for freedom and restoration of
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usurped rights and stolen lands. Sharon's career is not an exception. It reflects
and represents loyalty and dedication to the ideology and practice of the racist
colonialist project in Palestine.
The massacre committed in the refugee camp in Jenin has nothing to do with
terrorism. It is a replicate of all the other massacres perpetrated since 1948.
These massacres are part of the Iron Wall strategy advocated by Vladimir (Ze'ev)
Jabotinsky since the 1920's. They aim at subduing and forcing the Arabs into
submission to the racist colonialist whims and wishes for control and hegemony.
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made it clear that he has no plans for a peace agreement. According to Shavit,
"Sharon is the same Sharon and for him the War of Independence hasn't yet
ended. In a comprehensive interview, the prime minister describes the main
points of his plan: Jerusalem, the Jordan Rift Valley and the Golan Heights are
ours. Not even one of the settlements will be evacuated because they all have
strategic and Zionist value. It is impossible at this time to bring about the end of
the conflict, nor is separation from the Palestinians a viable concept. What then?
Time is on our side."
The failure of replicating another wave of mass expulsions under the cover of the
1967 war presented Israel with the same demographic problem that is
inconsistent with the racist colonialist project. The easy victory in 1967 laid a
paradoxical situation for Israel. Ever since, all Israeli plans were focused on
keeping the land under their control without any due respect to the rights of the
owners of the conquered lands.
The Palestinians are not squatters or aliens who accidentally happen to live in
Palestine. They inherited the land from their fathers, grandfathers, and grandgrandfathers since time immemorial. Neither religion nor history nor human moral
values justify the injustice, the humiliation and the oppression perpetrated against
the Palestinian people. Denial of Palestinian rights could never bring about peace
or security.
Until the Israeli people realize the Palestinian reality and accept to restore
Palestinian lands and rights, any talk about a peaceful co-existence is a mere
illusion aimed at buying time to create more irreversible facts on the ground.
This article is brought to you in association with Palestine Chronicle
Nizar Sakhnini
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"Cut off Oil? If We Do That We Shoot Ourselves in
the Foot!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 14, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

So, you leaders of oil-rich countries are squeamish about cutting off your oil
supplies to the damned american/british/israeli zionist jewish nations? Well,
were you not supposed to be ready by now for such action without injury to
your nations? Have we, the prophets, not placed before your very eyes on your
computer screens the key of what you should do in preparation of america,
britain and europe freezing your bank accounts, placing you under economic
sanctions and to be ready for perchance the loss of U.S. Dollar income from oil
sales?
Have we not told you how to proceed as you insist on national sovereignty
which includes taking control of your own currency through a process of
responsible currency creation OUTSIDE of the group of international jewish
financiers and their usury/bankruptcy banking system? Have we not passed on
to you this key some 5 years ago?
What have you leaders done with all this information? Did you keep it secret or
did you secretly get ready for a momentary switchover from zionist banking
slavery into the safety of new-era economics at the time the american bastards
would freeze your many bank accounts and throw an international trade
embargo on you?
Remember, it is for righteousness sake that you are expected to cut off the oil
from america, britain and israel!
Do you not think that we have given you enough lead time to get prepared for a
total isolation from access to american dollars and from the effects of a global
zionist economic embargo on you? Are you now expecting me to advise you on
what to do next, now that the Masters have sprung on you the challenge to cut
off oil to the aggressors of this world?
You should have your economic strategy and alternative plan of action all
ready and set to go, now that the time has come to be ready for action! By now
you should have all your banking facilities firmly under patriotic, non-zionist
control. You should have secretly briefed your business and banking leaders to
stand in readiness of an instantaneous change in financial strategy. They all
should know by now that the ultimate objective for interim changes in financial
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policy is the elimination of all currency and the introduction of economic
liberty for all your peoples as you lead them into a system of economics devoid
of the use of any currency whatsoever. Only then will you have made the
hurdle of transitioning from slavery into liberty for yourself and your people.
Tell me, my friends, why can trade among your brother nations not continue
outside of the jews' global system for profiteering through the IMF, the World
Bank, the WTO and their system of globalization which only means bondage
for you? Globalization is a trap they have lain on you to paralyze from acting at
the time when the demons among men are showing their true faces as you have
seen for yourself by america/britain and now israel.
So, you are concerned about your national debt and your lack of ability to make
monthly payments on it unless you keep selling oil to the damned americans
who will then feed their military outpost israel with whatever it needs to kill
more Palestinians with tanks, jets and helicopters? I HAVE ASKED YOU
YEARS AGO TO STOP RECOGNIZING YOUR NATIONAL DEBTS
TO THE JEWS AND TO CEASE MAKING PAYMENTS ON YOUR
NATIONAL "DEBTS." I EVEN HAVE ADVISED YOU WHAT YOU
SHOULD SAY WHEN THEY COME TO YOU ASKING FOR MONEY
FROM YOUR OIL SALES!
I see we have a problem unless you follow Iraq's example. Iraq is sticking its
neck out for righteousness and Iraq will progress into the next and better age
for many incarnations to come, but a reluctance on your part to get tough with
the aggressors of this world will only call the wrath of the Masters down on
your head who have determined to introduce to the people an new era of liberty
for all, and we have also warned you years ago, that unless you volunteer to
cooperate with us on the matter of world restoration of the new era YOU
WILL BE FORCED TO DO SO!!
What alternative do you have but to work with us when america shuts your
bank accounts down or freezes your assets or places you on the trade embargo
list? ALL YOU HAVE LEFT THEN FOR THE SALVATION OF YOUR
SOUL IS TO COMPLY WITH THE MASTERS IN SETTING UP THE
NEW ERA ECONOMIC PROGRAM AS PROPOSED TO YOU BY THE
PROPHETS OF THE END OF THIS AGE!
Cutting off oil from america, israel and britain will not be like "shooting
yourself in the foot!" It will be more like saving your soul for generations and
incarnations to come!
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DO NOT EXPECT A SAVIOUR TO DO IT FOR YOU!! UNLESS YOU
SAVE YOURSELVES FROM THE CLUTCHES OF THE HELLION
DEVILS YOU WILL REMAIN TO BE THEIR SLAVES!!
(quote)
TELL THE NEW YORK BANKER TO GO TO HELL! TELL HIM YOU
OWE HIM NOTHING, FOR HIS SERVICES TO YOUR COUNTRY HAVE
MERELY BEEN IN THE FORM OF SOME INK OUT OF HIS ANTIQUE
PEN, WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY YOURSELF AT A
BETTER QUALITY FOR SURE! REMIND HIM THAT HIS USURY
CHARGES CONSTITUTE NO LESS THAN AN FRAUDULENT EFFORT
ON HIS PART TO LOOT YOUR COUNTRY OF ITS RESOURCES IN
MATERIALS AND MAN POWER!
REASSUME YOUR GOVERNMENTAL RIGHT TO THE CREATION OF
THE NATION'S CREDIT, FOR THAT IS CENTRAL FOR THE
REGAINING OF THE NATION'S ECONOMIC DESTINY!
SEEK MEANS OF COST REDUCTIONS AT THE MONETARY LEVEL
WITHOUT IMPOSING HARDSHIP ON YOUR PEOPLE IN THE FROM OF
LAYOFFS WHICH WOULD CAUSE THEM LOSS OF INCOME. I can
certainly help you with this one!
(end quote)
You better be ready for dramatic action against all of this world's money lords
should you wish to be of any use to your people!

Another Sharon Massacre in the Making!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 13, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

"Israel" is a code name used by america's jewish elite - including the
Bush family - meaning "the erasure of arabs and palestinians
out of Palestine for the benefit of the zionist state of
israel." (Revealed to the prophetess Uthrania)
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Already we have Netanjaho from israel traveling the united states lecturing the
americans and conditioning them with maps showing the complete absorption
of all Palestinian territories (Gaza and the West Bank) into the state of israel!
This ambitious goal is being pursued by Sharon's continued strategy of military
occupation of Palestinian territories, settlement expansion, and by military
conducted ethnic cleansing through the process of massacres by the IDF of
Palestinian people.
The wheels of Sharon's strategy of ethnic cleansing have been set in motion
under the flimsy Bush-buzzword of "fighting terrorism". Even Powell's
presence in israel and his demands for a withdrawal will no longer stop the
butcher Sharon to call back his forces, for ethnic cleansing has become
Israel's new policy. And also the new war crimes court will have no power
over Sharon, for their creators have already decided that the war crimes of
today will not be included in the court's scrutiny unless committed after the faraway date of July 1, 2002. Why are acts of genocide socially

acceptable today but not tomorrow?!
Well, that court procrastination give Sharon and his propagandist Netanyaho an
extra 2 1/2 months to "finish off" the job of killing the Palestinian people.
Whoever is not shot dead, they will kill by disallowing medical teams into the
camps to treat the wounded, or by collapsing their homes on them, and or by
cutting them off from all supplies of food, water, electricity and sanitation! The
latter methodology does not even require the firing of a single shot in order to
kill the people right where they are - and all these crimes against humanity are
cloaked under the guise of "fighting terror!"
Yet the Palestinian cause of battling jewish occupation and resisting
uncontrolled jewish settlements on their lands is white as the driven snow, for
the zionist state of israel as a political cancer entity in palestine is guilty of the
first offence in all cases of palestinian resistance - suicide bombings or not. For
where the zionistic west complains of suicide bombers being an unfair method
of fighting israeli aggression, then let them give the Palestinians weapons of
destruction to match israel's F16's, helicopter gun ships, missiles, tanks,
chemical weapons and atomic bombs! All this belongs to israel's military
arsenal, and ALL WILL BE USED SHOULD ISRAEL'S EXISTENCE AS
A NATION STATE EVER BECOME THREATENED BY THE ARAB
WORLD! Yet once again the prophets of today got one step ahead of israel
and assured that no wholesale slaughter of the Arab world by israeli military
might would ever happen.
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The tragedy of today is being compounded by the fact that THE WORLD
COMMUNITY OF NATIONS STANDS BY AND DOES NOTHING AS
ISRAEL PERFORMS ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF CONTEMPT FOR
HUMAN LIVES AND MASSACRES THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE AS
THEY (the Palestinians) TRY IN THEIR FEEBLE EFFORTS TO
DEFEND THEIR PROPERTY AND LANDS AGAINST THE
IMPERIALIST THIEVES FROM ISRAEL!
Oil rich arab countries who do not cut off oil supplies to america, britain
and israel, which is all one and the same, become guilty of the blood of
their brothers and sisters before the High Councils of the Federation of
Free Planets, which work in the seen as well as the unseen world. And the
same applies to all other oil exporting nations which feed theses aggressor
nations with oil to fuel their deadly war machines: THE BLOOD OF THE
PALESTINIANS AND AFGHANI PEOPLE WILL BE DEMANDED OF
YOU!
AND YOU NATIONS WHO HAVE CONDONED AND CHEERED ON
THE MASSACRE OF AFGHANISTAN - YOU WILL ALSO BE
JUDGED ACCORDING YOUR DESIRE TO SEE BLOOD OF THE
INNOCENT BEING SHED! NEITHER AFGHANISTAN NOR
PALESTINE HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH "TERRORISM"!
ISRAEL IMPORTED TERRORISM INTO THE MIDDLE EAST!
THE MISTREATMENT OF AFGHANISTAN, PALESTINE AND IRAQ
HAS TO DO WITH THE PERPETUATION OF THE GLOBAL JEWISH
MONEY SYSTEM AND THE EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL
NATURAL RESOURCES FOR PROFIT! AND FOR THE
MAINTAINING OF THE GLOBAL MONEY STATUS-QUO THE JEWS
WILL KILL, FOR THEY ARE THE ONES WHO WILL LOSE THEIR
EARTHEN PARADISE (to them) OF WEALTH, STATUS, AND
LUXURY SHOULD THE NEW ERA FROM ABOVE BECOME
INTRODUCED TO THE NATIONS OF ANGORIUS (planet earth)!!
My friends, please esteem your souls worthy of progression for all lifetimes
which lie ahead of you! YOU ARE TO SPEND THEM IN BLISS AND
NOT IN THE MISERIES OF A SELF-CREATED HELL FOR
INCARNATIONS TO COME!
Israel was conceived in iniquity, born in iniquity, and is being run in iniquity.
Here the "chosen people" manifest to all who the jews' "God" really is: THEIR
GOD IS AS HOLY AS THEY ARE AS THEY ARE BEING FOUND
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MEDDLING IN POLITICAL INTRIGUE, BRIBERY, THREATS AND
INTIMIDATIONS, DECEPTION, VIOLENCE, INVASIONS,
ASSASSINATIONS AND IMPRISONMENTS OF THE INNOCENT
WHO DEFEND THEMSELVES AGAINST JEWISH/ANGLOSAXON
ENCROACHMENTS!!

Oil an Appropriate Weapon Against
American/British/Israeli Aggression of Today!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 8, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

If OIL is withheld no gasoline can be made. If OIL is withheld, no jet fuel can
be refined or diesel fuel for tanks and battle ships be made. Arab unity must
include Islamic unity, and that unity must include the ban of oil sales to the
united states and britain for as long as the insane bush/blair couple
threatens iraq, and an immediate ban of all hydrocarbon product
deliveries to israel!
On this issue the two nations of Iran and Iraq "have it in the bag", so to speak,
as can be seen from an article which appeared in Baghdad's INA paper a few
days ago. The entire military operation comes to a grinding halt when oil is
withheld from these militaristic/imperialistic nations who manifest before the
world, that they are all the same: America is Israel, Britain is Israel, Israel is
Britain, America is Britain, and Israel is America: they are all one and the
same, and must therefore all be treated as partners as far as their
aggression against Palestine, Afghanistan, Iraq, iran and north korea are
concerned! And here i include verbal threats against any of the latter
nations by their various leaders also as aggression and should initially be
dealt with by an oil embargo of all oil producing Arab Islamic nations!!

I, the Lion of Judah, have in all of my many writings given you the key
of survival when american money will no longer flow into your bank
accounts!! So begin to use the oil weapon against militaristic aggressor
nations of this world and learn to use the economic system of paradise
for the supply of all your physical needs and stop worrying about their
threats!! They would be fools to take on the community of all oil
exporting nations all at once!!
(Quote)
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Iraqi Foreign Minister comment on Kharazi statement
Baghdad, April, 2 INA
Commenting on the statement of the Iranian Foreign Minister, Mr.
Kamal Kharazi that Iraq is ready to use oil as a weapon against America
in support of the Palestinian people in their struggle against the Zionist
aggression.. Iraq's acting Foreign Minister, Dr. Humam Abdul Khaliq,
said that at a time Iraq affirms its stand calling to use oil as weapon
against the Zionists and their American mentors, Iraq declares its
readiness to stop delivering oil to America jointly with Iran and with
country that decides the same, with out the condition of anonymous bar.
Hoping that all the Arab countries producing oil would join the boycott.
(End quote)

Justice on Israel Must Govern the Dawning Day!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 6, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

Although somewhat belated let me now speak on the terrible plight of my
Palestinian people under Israeli military brutality.
Firstly the evidence of ongoing jewish brutality on Palestinian people
underscores the myth of jews being "God's chosen people".
Chosen people of God are living examples of righteousness!
God's chosen people do not impose on a foreign culture to steal their lands,
drive native people into other lands at gun-point, bulldoze down other
people's homes without compensation in order to clear the lands for their
own kind and neither do chosen people of God engage in acts of brutality
against prisoners and captives, as is continually being conducted with
permission of the zionist Tel Aviv government on all Palestinian captives
as well as on those held by americans on the Cuban military base.
Chosen people of God also do not engage in military massacres, selective
assassinations and the spreading of terror as is presently conducted
against the Palestinian people!
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God's chosen people can hear my voice and obey my command and
recognize my divine appointment at this time as providential and in
fulfillment of all good things ever spoken of to come pass at the end of this
age! But israel does not heed my voice nor recognize that it is I that has
come from above for her last and final opportunity of soul reclamation!
I am her saviour under the condition that israel heed my voice and allow
my spirit to govern her thoughts, aspirations and deeds!
For israel I am both: her saviour and her judge! And as israel by her
actions of today belies her claim as god's chosen people, so does israel lay
the foundation of her final doom - not pronounced on her by the Lion of
Judah - but by a natural consequence under prevailing and eternal rules of
universal law and justice!
After all injustices committed against the Palestinian people since 1943/45 by
the hands of those who call themselves "God's chosen" the jewish population of
today's Israel cries out for the ultimate destruction of native people of Palestine
whose lands they have stolen under the phony pretense of a religious
philosophy! By jewish standards the Palestinians have only one right, and
that is to tolerate israeli state terrorism on their very beings! And should
they refuse to submit to israel's state tyranny, the only other right a
Palestinian has is his right to die!!
The universe however is not run on the basis of might-is-right! Universal law
does not allow for the wanton abuse of the weaker by the stronger lest it
disintegrate into anarchy and chaos, and preclude the possibility for man of
ever experiencing bliss, peace and joy!
Israel is on a course which leads her into death - physically and spiritually. And
far be it from me to intercede for israel in the hour of her greatest need should
Israel not heed my voice! And what do I expect of Israel?

I expect israel to rediscover that Palestinians are their equals in the
community of universal brother- and sisterhood!
I expect from israel the dismantling of political zionism by a physical
removal of all those from power who are guided by this demonic
political philosophy!
I expect that israel abolishes religious rabbinic fanaticism!
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I expect for israel's military to immediately retreat from all occupied
Palestinian lands and the total disarmament of israel,
And i expect the reinstatement of Arab Palestinian rule over all of
Palestine, which includes all of today's israel!
See now what I mean? I told you so! At this the unevolved jewish spirit cringes
and esteems my words to be of pure blasphemy!
And so, Israel, you are failing your greatest test as you are about to waste your
greatest opportunity for reclamation of your spirit as a civilized society! And
when the day of your doom has arrived, Israel, don't expect of me to bail you
out as I find you in contravention of all Universal Law of Love and of One!
To you, Israel, I bid an eternal Adieu!

"Rebounding U.S. Economy" Goes to
Greenspan's Credit?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 5, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries

We are told the U.S. economy is on an "upswing" and "the threat of a recession
is averted". And then we are being reminded that 11 consecutive interest rate
cuts "are finally paying off"! So Greenspan gets the credit!
However deservedly so? Although Allan Greenspan is certainly not the worst
of the lot, may I remind you that under Allan Greenspan's financial policy of
the eighties interest rates had to be kept high in order to "fight inflation", and
excessive number of bankruptcies became justified as a necessary price to pay
in order to "curb inflation"! Remember?
Today the interest rates are lower than ever and not one voice among the
international financiers apologizes for having lied to us with their statements of
claiming that high interest rates are essential for keeping inflation under
control! I have repeatedly stated that high interest rates are not only not
curbing inflation but rather are the cause of a nation's run-away inflation,
for the excessively high cost of borrowed money constitutes an added cost
to production which can only be reclaimed from the public through higher
than necessary prices!! That is inflation!!
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America may be financially rebounding, but not because Allan Greenspan has
made borrowing money easier, no, america is in a financial upswing because
Greenspan has issued money to the u.s. government where there was none
before! Under bush's new "defense priorities" the effects of hundreds of
billions of brand new monies on defense spending is finally trickling
through the economy and are giving the nation symptoms of economic
recovery! It is sad when a nation can only prosper unless it manufactures
equipment for killing other people!
Next time the banker lies to you you should be able to spot it right away
without having to wait for two decades to actually see the truth about the
bankers' lies for yourself!
The key here is to UNDERSTAND MONEY!! WHEN YOU FINALLY
HAVE BEGUN TO UNDERSTAND MONEY THEN YOU WILL NOT
NEED ME ANYMORE TO TEACH YOU THE FUNDAMENTALS OF
FINANCE!

End of Volume Three
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